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Preface

With the begining of forties of the present century, Fermi and his

colleagues succeded in operating the first experimental reactor all over

the world , in the backyard of Chicago University.Since that time a

new era is started for continuity of the development in which nuclear

reactors play an important role in war and in peace . The most

outstanding use of that technology was in the preparation of plutonium

for excuting a nuclear explosion over Nagazaki in Japan which ended

the second world war.

After this disastrous begining, nuclear reactors were improved the

increasing of their volume and their power. Also, their aims were

diversified in a way to have reactors for training, research and power

for electricity production. . The power reactors were used as well in

moving ships, submarines,ice breakers rockets and in space

exploration. All these applictions involve the use of fine, advanced

and effective technology.

In the Arab world the use of reactors is still confined to the low

power research reactors domain, basically used as fast or slow neutron

sources for performing scientific research activities for man-power

development.

This shows the importance of the combined work of the specialists

in the Arab world in the field of habilitation and advanced level

man-power preparation ,in physics and technology of nuclear reactors,

which was carried out by the Arab Atomic Energy Authority(AAEA)

The present symposium is only a humble effort in this respect.lt deals

with some main topics such as design of reactors

calculations,behaviour and control. The basis of reactor physics and

neutron physics in addition to some applied studies which deal with

the uses of nuclear reactors are included.
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It deals also with nuclear safety and protection from nuclear

radiations and radiation shielding calculations.

The [AAEA | was keen to increase the number of participants from

the different arab countries. Thus, some distingwished scientists from

those countries were participated in this symposium, side by side with

a group of young physicists and engineers.

The (AAEA) is very grateful to the Egyptian Atomic Energy

Authority (EAEA] for offering all the facilities necessary to excute the

symposium and to the lecturers in this symposium for the great efforts

given to make it success.

We are also grateful to Prof. Dr. A.M.HASSAN (EAEA) and

Dr.M.EL-KOFAHI (AAEA) for supervising the activities performed

to realize the symposium and make it a real success.

We are very pleased to offer this reference book which includes all

the activities of the symposium, hoping this humber effort would be

useful for helping scientists and specailists in their scientific activties.

God bless all sincere efforts

Prof.Dr.M.F.BARAKAT
D.G.of the AAEA.
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Editorial

Nuclear reactors play an important role in science and technology

as a tool for research and for generating electrical energy. For this

reason, the Arab Atomic Energy Agency (AAEA) organized a

symposium on Reactor Physics and Technology jointly with the

Egyptian Atomic Energy Authority (EAEA). The symposium aimed at

providing an opportunity for promoting the subject and for developing

the human resources in this important field in the Arab States.

The sypmosium was held in Cairo for the period: September 11-16,

1993. More than thirty scientists from Egypt, Libya, Jordan and Syria

participated in the symposium. The symposium included thirty two

lectures focusing on the following topics related to research reactors:

1- Design and Development

2 - Training and Operation

3 - Calculations of Reactor Parameters

4 - Nuclear Reactions Dynamics and Control

5 - Reactor Physics

6 - Neutron Physics

7 - Neutron Activation analysis

8 - In -Core Reactor Experiments

9 - Safety and Safeguards of Nuclear Reactors

10 - Radiation Protection and Shielding Calculations.

The organizing committe of the symposium selected the titles of the

lectures and asked a group of distingnished scientists from EAEA to

prepare and present these lectures. This proceedings includes the

manuscripts of these lectures.
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The lectures of the symposium were distributed over seven

sessions. Each session was chaired by one of the senior scientists of

EAEA. The presentation of each lecture was followed by a round table

discussion about the subject of the lecture.

An additional session was held by all participants for open

discussion about the symposium and recommendations. These

recommedations were to be considered by the AAEA in similar future

activities. The full text of the recommendations is presented in

Appendix 2 at the end of this proceedings.

The editors would like to express their sincere gratitude to the

lecturers for their effort in preparing the lectures and for their

cooperation.Without their help, this proceedings would not have been

completed. Thanks are also due to the participants for their

constructive and fruitful discussions.

Finally, the editors would like to thank the staff of' Shorouk Press",

Egypt, for the work done in publishing this proceedings.

A. M. Hassan M. M. Al-Kofahi

EAEA, Cairo AAEA, Tunis
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DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT
OF NUCLEAR RESEARCH REACTORS

(The Egyptian Research Reactor -1 Program)
Prof. Dr. O. EL-Mofty

Ex - Vice Chairman of The Scientific Research Academy

ABSTRACT
I shall present in this talk a short description of the Egyptian

experience accumulated since 1956 in the areas of design,
development and construction of research nuclear reactors in A.R.
Egypt. I will concentrate on the construction of Egypt's first research
reactor (ET-RR1). and the preparation and implementation of
operation, maintenance and development programmes for nuclear
research reactors. The lecture concentrates on the period 1956-1969
which can be divided into two phases.
Phasel:( 1956 - 1962) preparation, planning and construction stages of

(ET-RR-1).
Phase2:(1962 - 1969) operation, maintenance, and development

programmes with emphasis on the formation and
development of experiences in the fields of reactor sciences
and technologies.
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1. Introduction:
Despite of the fact that Reactor Science and Technology

is a young science; it acquired a very wide and fast spread
through special programmes. There was nothing known on a
world wide scale about the subject before 1955, when very few
countries kept this knowledge as classified material.

Then, the United States, through Isenhower's atoms for peace
program, established the "International School for Nuclear
Science and Engineering" and invited several nations to send
participants. The start of this was accompanied by "Geneva

First Nuclear Conference", in which a large amount of classified
material was declassified. Following the american programme
came several similar programmes in England, France and the
Soviet Union, as well as several international conferences.
From the beginning, Egypt has participated in all of these
programmes.

In this paper I hope to present a view of the Egyptian
programme during the period from 1958 to 1962; the period of
construction of Egypt's first research reactor, then the period
till 1969 during which attention was given to operation and
maintenance of the reactor as well as to develop research
groups in reactor sciences and technology. This will be first
hand information since I was chairman of the reactor's dept. and
in charge of these programmes.

In this presentation I put some stress on the positive sides of
our programme, for the record and as a guide to other groups,
since I considrer our programmes to be a success by all
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measures considering some economic difficulties which were

encountered during the last stages of the programme.

Since nuclear programmes get their support from several

conventional deciplines, we were keen to employ young

graduates of the different branches or engineering as well as

physics. Technicians as well as skilled labour were also needed.

Most of the staff of the construction of the reactor remained to

support the research and development programme.

2. Preliminary stage:
This is the stage prior to the constructing of the reactor. It

is characterized by political and economic studies as well as

scientific programming. It also included some activities of

public relations to get public opinion support.

As a result of the scientific studies and discussions followed

by economical and political studies a decision was taken to

incorporate the reactor program within a wide program of

different branches of atomic energy. That started by a well

equipped nuclear physics lab containing a Van de graaff

accelerator, followed shortly by the reactor then separate labs

for chemistry, isotope production, and other activities in

geology, instrumentation etc.

As soon as the decision was taken the preliminary program

was launched; as follows:

2.1. Information activities for the benefit of the public,

covering nuclear activities in general and reactors in particular.

That included lectures, papers and exhibits(l,2,3,4).



2.2. Negotiations of international nature, to conclude

bilateral agreements for the peaceful use of atomic energy.

Such agreements are necessary as umbrellas for international

cooperation with the industrial countries.

2.3. More detailed negotiations focused on specific

projects and concerned with scientific and economic details

as well as political and safeguard matters. At this stage

concrete decisions were made about the following:

2.3.1. A lab for isotope applications, which was

established by cooperation with U.S.A. and the western block.

2.3.2. Nuclear physics lab. with accelerator, which was

constructed in cooperation with U.S.S.R.

2.3.3. The first research reactor; in cooperation with

U.S.S.R.

2.3.4. Site selection for the atomic energy labs including

reactor according to requirements obtained from U.S.S.R.

2.4. It is worth mentioning here that negotiations with

U.S.S.R. at that time gave the best conditions for u.-; both

economic and political. As soon as a contract was included with

"Technoexport" of the U.S.S.R. for the reactor, preparations

started as follows:



2.4.1. Appointing an engineering firm, which received the
Soviet designs of the building an redesigned it to suit the local
architectal taste and local building technology. At this stage,
complete design details were finished, a tender was issued
among local contractors and the suitable contractor was chosen
for the building.

2.4.2. Delegating was send to Moscow; a group (12 in
number) of fresh graduates of several conventional
engineering specializations and of physics and chemistry.
Among those were four more senior staff. This group formed the
nucleus of personnel viio carried out the reactor program, and
some of them continued to perform till now.

2.4.3. Preparation of temporary stores and workshops on the
site for the construction.

3. Construction period:
It is known that the construction of a nuclear reactor is a

continuous interaction between building and equipment
assembly. This paper is not the proper place to go into that. I
shall here concentrate however on the angle of local
participation. This is to record our experience and to
acknowledge the technical assistance given by the supplier
"Technoexport" during this phase.

3.1. In many contracts for the supply of reactors, the
contract is a turn key one. This system is more
comfortable for the owner, however it deprives him from
getting construction experience. Such experience as in



fabrication of fittings; ducts and tubing; assembling and fitting
and inserting. In a turn key contractor, he carries out these
items by himself or through a subcontractor of his choice,
usually from the country of the supply.

The supplier in our case was not ready to contract a turn key
job. He does not follow this system. Equipment were supplied
unfinished to be finished on site. Several items were supplied
completely unfabricated. Items such as ducts and tubing were
supplied in the form of raw material, plates and pipes. This
system was more difficult for us, however, it gave our young
people an opportunity to gain experience in local fabrication.
Some of these young people are carrying out a leading role

in construction of similar projects with maximum local
participation now.

3.2. The construction force was divided into groups. Each
group was headed by a young engineer with enough
technicians and skilled workers. Attached to each group was a
soviet expert to give technical assistance. To give an idea of the
size of work, we can say that aside from the building contractor
facilities and labour force, there was on the average about 50
Egyptians assisted by about 5 Soviets. The latter were
frequently replaced at different stages of the work. The building
construction was carried out completely by Egyptians both
execution and supervision, with one soviet expert keeping an
eye on those metal parts to be inserted in the concrete. These

groups dealt with the following:

3.2.1. Fabrication of ducts, tubing and cable ducts carried

out in a workshop specially constructed for the purpose.



3.2.2. Assembly work covering all ducts and tubes and
cable supports. Some of these were inserted in concrete and
there was much welding works.

3.2.3. Electric works; cable connections, instrument
mounting.

3.2.4. Special assemblies, reactor core parts, safety and
measuring equipment.

3.2.5. Storage, reception and issue of imported equipment
accompanied all other works.

3.3. Recrute policy was formulated from start. This took into
account both construction stage and after construction
program.

3.3.1. For scientists and engineers we followed the policy of
i-\cess employment of the conventional specializations. For
engineering, mechanical, electrical and electronic graduates
were employed. For science, only physics. The reason for this
excess employment was to allow for opportunities to do
further studies both locally and abroad, after a period of
participation in the construction. Those leaving for further
study were then replaced by other fresh recrutes. As a result
of this policy we now have a good number of specialists in
reactor science and technology.

3.3..2. Technicians were recruted from young people. No
excess recrute was needed, since the nature of the work
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required continuity. All these remained on the job after
construction to cover operation and maintenance activities as
well as help in research activities.

3.3.3. As to skilled labour, they were appointed on
temporary basis. After the construction stage only few of them
were retained as permanent labour for maintenance and research
programmes.

3.3.4 The building construction people were all contracted for
the job both execution and supervision. The atomic energy
however from the beginning has employed fiew architects
and architectal technicians on permanent bases to do the site
supervision and to represent the atomic energy in all
architectural matters. Opportunities were also given to some
of the architects to study further about atomic energy
structures.

3.4. I shall now give a short account on the procedure
followed during construction:

3.4.1. Any operation was initiated by the soviet expert who
had a guide showing the procedual order, another guide showing
the designs and a third guide leading to the required
equipment.

3.4.2. The soviet building expert also produces; by the help
of another guide the design materials of this stage.

3.4.3. These materials are then discussed and handed to the
Egyptian leaders of the groups.
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This procedure was necessary at the start due to the lack of
experience. Later, we gradually depended less and less on the
soviet experts.

4. By the end of the construction stage, comes the critical

experiment. The reactor became critical on the 26th of July

1962. The experiment was carried out in the presence of two

soviet experts who came specially for that, and brought with

them special equipment.

The criticality experiment was carried out with great care

since the reactor core was "clean" and radiation level was

almost nil!. Then readings must be taken by sensitive counters.

Radiation level then rises considerably during the experiment

and then the counters must be withdrawn and the measurement

continue through the reactor standard instruments(5).

The criticality was established and operation was carried

out at low level. Measurements were made then to determine

some of the characteristics of the reactor. These tests were

carried out with the operation group, each in his respective

position. It was later repeated periodically after the

maintenance operations(6,7), and whenever the reactor core is

being recharged.

5. From start it was decided that the reactor group should not

restrict its activities to operation and maintenance. We felt the

need to expand the knowledge and experience. Such program

started during the construction stage by delegating numbers for

further graduate studies both locally and abroad, with the aim



of getting higher degrees in related subjects.

By the end of the construction stage and by having some

qualified persons the need became even more important. All

qualified persons were encouraged to do some research under

the supervision of senior staff of the reactor in cooperation with

University professors, and higher degrees were gained. On the

other hand, it was necessary to open channels for scientific

publishing. The atomic energy started its report system, both

external and internal, and scientific associations were formed

with their periodicals.

An overall program was decided at the start that these

researches should go around recalculating the parameters of

our reactor. Several papers were then completed as if we

were re-designing our reactor from start. Later other

objectives were formulated such as to serve projects of nuclear

power. The following are short notes about the groups formed

and examples of their work.

5.1. The thermal group:

This group started its activities by studying the thermal

properties of the Egyptian reactor, both experimental and

by calculations. Small models were made for these studies.

Latter this group established a heat transfer lab. with loops

simulating power reactor conditions; with high temperature

and high pressure( 8-11).
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5.2. Control group:
This group concentrated on study of the system of the

Egyptian reactor and adding some improvements(12-15).
Recently an overall modernization of the control desc and
system was carried out through technical assistance from the
international agency through cooperation with Hungary.

5.3. The physics group:
Naturaly this was the most active group. We can outline

its activities as follows:

5.3.1. Study of the Egyptian reactor core from points of view
of fuel consumptions. Criticality and flux distribution (16-
18). This beside serving the reactor itself, it adds experience
in reactor technology.

5.3.2. Calculations and measurements aimed at serving the
utilization of the reactor such as determination of flux in certain
cases of fuel arrangements. These serve the program of isotope
production (19- 22).

5.3.3. Study program aimed at building a local research
reactor. This group has built a subcritical assembly (23 - 24).

They started by the available facts and materials by
disassembling the reactor fresh fuel assemblies into
individual pins and designed the subcritical assembly and
constructed it. After making some tests the fuel pins were
reassembled again for used in the reactor.

11



It is a known fact that this is a step towards the building of

any reactor and this groups is going forward now towards

building a critical assembly, i.e. a reactor of small power.

5.4. Computational group:
This group concerned itself of programming computers to

solve advanced problems. Problems of general nature such as

breading, mathematical manipulation etc (25 - 29) were

studied.

It is worth mention here that the head of this group was prof.

Y. El Meshad, who was assassinated in a hotel room in Paris.

He was at the time serving, by contract, the Iraqian atomic

energy program. As the story goes, he was recognized by an

unfriendly nation to be a source of danger, and was attacked by

agents of the said nation during a negotiation trip in France

about certain points of France-Iraq cooperation program of

building a reactor in Iraq.

12



Fig. (1): Schematic horizontal cross-section of the first
Egyptian Reactor,- showing 9 horizontal beam channel*, 8
vertical irradiation channel and thermal column.
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Fig. (2): Vertical cross-section of the first Egyptian
reactor.
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Fig. (4): General view of the subcritical assembly
constructed and used within research programmes of reactor
technology. The view shows the graphite prism and source
positioning mechanis. (1) Tank with assembly. (2) Cover of
tank. (3) Pipe branch. (4) Flang. (5) Graphite bricks. (6)
Plate. (7) Foundation. (8) Plastic cover of floor. (9)
Flange with pulley. (10) Unduground pipe. (11) Removable
container. (12) Lane. (13) Special graphite brick. (14)
Neutron source in position. (15) Special graphite brick.
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positions

Fig. (5): Subcritical assembly plan view; showing a
simplified drawing of tank and contents and places for
vertical foil detectors.
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TYPES OF NUCLEAR RESEARCH REACTORS
Prof. Dr. M.A. Sultan

Reactors Department, Nuclear Research Centre
Atomic Energy Authority, Cairo, Egypt.

ABSTRACT

This lecture is intended to give an insight on the different types of

Nuclear Research Reactors constructed and operated in the world since the

begining of the fiftieth. Since that time a large number of reactors with

different types have been constructed and operated; different fuel and

enrichment, different moderators, different design and operating features,

etc. A classification based on reactor power size is adopted in this lecture to

demonstrate the different types of research reactors. Some characteristics

featuring the objectives and use of the different types of research reactors is

given in the lecture which displays also characteristic data as given in the

IAEA directories of research reactors for two types of widely used research

reactors.
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INTRODUCTION:
The fission process effected by the bombardment of

fissionable materials (U-235, Pu-239,..) by thermal neutrons
gave rise to the creation of neutron chain reaction in what is
known as Critical Mass of fissionable materials. The chain
reaction is accompanied by the generation of 200 Mev/fission,
which is a tremendous amount of energy/unit volume of the
fissionable material if compared with the energy/unit volume
released by firing coal, gas or oil. Man was able to harness this
tremendous energy released from the nuclear chain reaction
when he investigated the controlabiliy of this process. It was
found that a small fraction (0.75%) of the neutrons released
from the fission process are delayed neutrons. The presence of
the delayed neutrons made the doubling time of increase of
moderated neutron flux in a slightly overcritical mass of the
order of minutes instead of seconds if these delayed neutrons
were absent.

A conceptual design of thermal reactors, in which the
fission process is effected by thermal neutrons comprises the
following:

-A critical mass of fissionable material.
-A moderator to slow down the neutrons to thermal energy

(1/25 e.v.).
-A coolant to absorb the heat generated in the fission process.
Thermal reactors may be constructed for either:
-Power generation (Power Reactors).
-Neutron flux usage (Research Reactors)
This lecture considers only the types of research reactors.
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A statement on the objective and research facilities that
research reactors give would be apprehensive to the
classification of research reactors. This is given in the next
section.

RESEARCH AND SERVICE
ACTIVITIES OF RESEARCH REACTORS

Nuclear research reactors have played and will continue to

play an important role in the support of nuclear power

programmes in many countries.These countries started by

benefitting from research reactors located in their national

research centers for scientific and man-power development

necessary for the nuclear power programmes. Research

Reactor is a nuclear facility designed and operated to carry out

the following:

1) Basic Research, including the following areas:

-Reactor physics (Fiux mapping. Burn-up data, Neutron and

gamma dosimetry.

-Neutron Optics (Reflection, diffraction).

-Neutron Gujs-section Measurement.

-Development of Neutron Activation Analysis Methods.

-Physics of condensed matter (Neutron Crystalloyraphy,

Magnetic scattering, Inelastic neutron scattering, etc.).

2) Applied Research, including the following areas:

-Material Testing: Research Reactors with flux higher than

lxlOl4(n/cm2. sec.) are used for fuel and structural materials
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testing for fusion and fission reactors.

-Neutron Activation Analysis with high accuracy (Air and

Water polution investigation, Biological samples, Medical

samples, Geological samples), -neutron Radiography

(Inspection of irradiated fuel, Detection of hydrides in
metalsjnspection of brazed joints, Inspection of eneplosives,
etc.)

3) Production of Isotopes:
Table I. summerizes the radionuclides produced by

irradiation of target materials in the reactor. In reactors with
fluxes of order 10 (n/cm.sec), radioisotopes with high specific
activity (Co-60, Mo-99, Ir-192) can be produced.
4) Industrial Application:

-Transmutation doping of Silicon for developed industry
of electronic components.
-High-dose gamma irradiation using spent fuel elements.

5) Education and Training:
A research reactor is the central point for education and
training programmes for graduate and undergraduate
university students. Trainees could also be engineers and
technicians prepaired for working as reactor operators in
nuclear power stations. Training courses are usually held on
regular or add-hoc basis at the reator facility. Such courses
would include topics such as: neutron physics, reactor
physics, reactor engineering, health physics.activation
analysis, reactor safety, etc. Training is usually carried out
on small reactor0. A small simulator would be very helpful in
teaching and training.
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TABLE I

Badicnuclidea Produced In Research Reactor*

tl-vlln- Muclenr
r.url ifle ronction

In, y / N.T?COT d t r j s o l . in HCl

Ititpf MgSQj ion exchange +
* precipit.

s **2^6 °*-sso-'- - +

h aqueous extr.

fn,y/ K^CO, didaol- in HC1

fn,y f BaCrO. ion excliange target

encapsulation and as sealed source
argon arc welding

Cu /n,Y/ Cu dissol. in HCl

6 5Zn IT\,II 2n dlascl. ii\ HCl

Br ln,\f BaBr_ ion exchanqe
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Y /n,y/ ^2^3 seeds

""TC In,ft — » • Titanium sublimation
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1 U C S
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Au
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CLASSIFICATION OF RESEARCH REACTORS
It is not easy in fact to put a basis for the classification of

research reactors. The reason is the wide range of types of such
reactors ever built since the begining of the fiftieth of this
century. The reactors differ much in the type of fuel and its
enrichment, the type of moderators and reflectors, besides the
difference in power size, flux, utilization, etc.

In this lecture a classification based on reactor power size is
adopted. Fig.l illustrates this classification of thermal research
reactors.

From the low power reactors (~1 MW) is branched : The
Argonaut reactors using 20% or 90% enriched uranium; the
Solid Homogeneous reactors (20%); and the Aqueous
Homogeneous reactors (20% or 90%).

From the medium size reactors (2-10 MW) is branched : The
Light Water cooled and moderated reactors which may be of
the pool or tank type, the Heavy Water moderated reactors
usinq either natural, slightly enriched, or highly enriched
uranium.

From the high power reactors (>10 MW) are branched
research reaors In the same way as for medium size ones.
However, the Utilization differs as high power size reactors can
be used for material testing, high power beam experiments, and
the production of radioisotopes with high specific activity
(Ir-192, Co-60, Mo-99).
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Fig. 1 I l l us t ra t i ve Classification of Thermal Research Reactors.
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Fig, 2 I l l u s t r a t i v e Classif ication o f Cri t ical Assenblles.
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A category of nuclear reactors widely used in nuclear
research centers is the critical assemblies which are called also
zero power reactors. These can be either thermal or fast

neutron critical assemblies. Fig.2 illustrates this category of
research facilities.

Table II gives some characteristics of selected research
reactors and critical facilities. The International Atomic Energy
Agency (IAEA) issues periodically a Glossary for research
reactors, This glossary gives a listing of the reactors in
operation or underconstruction or planned. The IAEA has
also issued since 1957 several Directories for research reactors.

In this lecture two types of research reactors are selected for
demotration of their features and utilization as it appears in the
IAEA reactor directories. These reactors wich are widely
used are:

a) Reactors using Solid Homogeneous fuel (Triga Reactors)
The Triga reactors are by far the most widely used type

of reasearch reactors. They are pool typy reactors built in three
categories: Triga mark 1, Triga mark 2, Triga mark 3, with
powers ranging from several KWs to several MWs. The triga
reactors are characterized by their solid homogeneous fuel.
This is uranium-zirconium hydride fuel in which the
hydrogen moderator is homogeneously contained within the fuel
material. More that 80% of moderation of neutrons takes place
inside the Triga reactor fuel. It is this feature which lead to the
large promtnegative temperature coefficient of reactivity which
contributes very much to the inherent safety features of the Triga
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TABLE II

Selected Thermal Research Reactors And Ft-t Critical r.ellltlll

Size

"High
Power
O10MW)

Medium
Power
(1-10
HWI

Low
Power
K1MW)

Type

H.W.Tank

L.W.Tank
L.W.Pool

H.W.Tank

L.W.Tank
L.W.Pool

L.W.Arg-
onaut .
L.W.Solid
Homogen-
eous .
(Triga)
Aquous
Homogen-
eous .

Name of
Facility

(HW)

NRU(200>
NRUU10)
WTR(40)
Siloe(35)
ETRR2(22)

DR-3110)
JRR-3(10)
ETRRK2)
JEN(3>

Argonaut
(0.01)
Sandiego
(0.1)

JRR-1
(0.05)

Country

Canada
Canada
USA
France
Egypt

Denmark
Japan
Egypt
Spain

USA

Fuel

Nat.U,Pin
93*. Pin
939S.MTR
93*,MTR
20%-MTR

93%.Cone.
Hat .U.Rod
10%,Pin
20.KTR

2 0 * .

USX 20*USZrH

Japan 2 0 *

Therma 1
Flux,Av.

(n/cm^.s)

8.6xloH
4.0X10T?
2.5X1CT
4X10 1 ? .
1.5X1014

1.6xioj*
2.1xl0f^
1.5x10}^
3.5X101

1.7X1011

12
1.6x10

12
1.2x10

Core
Loading
(Kg.U)

11000
30

5
4 . S

13

2 . 9
6000

50
20

2 . 6

10.5

6 . 5

Fast Critical Coral (500W) Spain 90* U-Discs 26*
Nat.U.Blanket

Fast Critical Japan FCA Japan Pu-CouponB 100*-
Nat. U. Blanket
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reactors as it allows great freedom in steady state operation of

the reactor. This reactor can be pulsed. A 15 MW steady

state operating Triga reactor can be pulsed to 22000 MW with

pulse duration of few nanoseconds. An IAEA directory

description of one Triga reactor is given in Annex I. It should be

noted that in the classification of research reactors given in

Fig.I the Triga reactors has been classified in the low power

range. This is because more that 90% of Triga reactors

which are of the solid homogeneous type were built in this low

power range. However, several Triga reactors have been

constructed in the medium and hight power ranges, (see the list

given in Annex 3.

b) Reactors with MTR Fuel Type

The MTR fuel is a plate type fuel. The plates are rolled from

U-Al alloy thermites, and each fuel bundle is made of a number

of such plates that vary from 10 to 18. The plates are either flat

or slightly bend. The MTR fuel is much used in light water

moderated reactors with enrichment 20% or 90%. Reactors with

MTR fuel have been built with different power sizes, ranging

from few KWs to several MWs.

The large sizes of these reactors are used in material science

investigation, for example texture in fuel rods and other

materials, and structural materials testing for fission and

fusion reactors. They are also utilized in industrial

application such as silicon transmutation doping. Egypt

second research reactor(22 MW), under construction now is an

MTR fueled type reactor. An IAEA reactor directory

description of an MTR research reactor is given in Annex 3.
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TRAINING AND OPERATION OF REACTORS

Dr. F.H. Dimitri
Reactors Department, Nuclear Research Centre

Atomatic Energy Authority, Cairo, Egypt.

ABSTRACT

Training of reactor operators includes both theoretical and practical

courses. A PC based simulator using digital analoge simulation

method is developed for training the operators for abnormal

conditions. This lecture gives a description of the courses held in

inchass reactor as well as the simulation code used for practical

training of the operator.
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L INTRODUCTION
The safe operation of nuclear reactors, requires on one hand a

good operable instrumentation and control system and on the
other hand a good trained operator. In spite of the rush
development in the field of computerized control and safety
systems for nuclear reactors, the operator role is still the most
important decision maker in reactor operation. Therefore, reactor
operators must go through a theoretical and practical training
courses before they are licenced. Using simulators is very
important to train the operators on all reactor operation steps
including abnormal situations.

In this lecture an overview will be given to the theoretical
training of the operators as well as a description of a PC-based
simulator developed in Reactors Department, NRC, AEE.

2. THEORETICAL TRAINING
To choose a person to be trained for reactor operation a B.Sc

in nuclear, mechanical or electrical engineering is a minimum
requirement.

The following courses are given to the operators in the
classrooms:

a) Reactor Physics: nuclear reactions and cross sections, fission
process, transport and diffusion equations.

b) Reactor Engineering: reactor heat transfery, heat removal
from the core, heat produced after shutdown.
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c) Reactor Dynamics: delayed neutrons, reactor kinetic
equation, reactivity and reactor control methods.

d) Radiation Protection: types of radiations methods of
detection and their effect on Jhe human body. Dose units and
calculation method.
The following courses are given in the classroom and studied
on site

a) Reactor Systems: including
-Reactor core and internals.
-Reactor primary loop and its components.
-Reactor secondary loop and its components.
-Irradiation facilities: for isotope production and experimental
channels.
-Spent fuel storage.
-Hot cells for isatope processing.

b) Electrical station: including the main power supply from 11
KV and the transformers system to produce AC of 380V47,
220V and 110V for different systems. Also the DC battaries
system used for reactor control and safety systems.

c) Instrumentation and Control
A complete description, design philosophy, operation, and

trouble shooting of the following systems are given in detail in
the classroom and on site.
- Control rods : rod servodrives and servodrive control circuits.
- Nuclear insturmentations : ionization chambers, electronics

for safety, periodmeter and control channels.
- Process instrumentions : tranceducers for measuring the
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different process parameters (pressure, flow, temperature,
level) and the electronics for each channel.

- Radiation monitoring system : The detectors used and their
distribution and the electronic and the allowable limits for
each position.

- Reactor safety system : Its function and description and
connections to the other systems.

- Reactor signalling systems: Shutdown signals and worning
signals. How to behave if a signal appeared.

- Operate*- console: The switches, keys, indicators presented on
the operator console and how to use them.

d) Operation Proceedurs: including the following phases:
- Prestart up check and check lists.
- Reactor start up.
- Automatic operation on a constant power level.
- Changing the power level.
-Reactor shut down.
- Checks after shut down.
-Shift handling over.

3. TRAINING BY SIMULATOR
A software simulator is developed for the ET-RR-1 n-actor at

inshass for carrying out dynamic performance studies and
training of reactor operators. The operator can input to the
program different perturbation sources (such as set point change
for power demand, manual insertion of reactivity, reduction in
primary and/or secondary flow) and see the effect of this
perturbation on the reactor parameters.
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The simulation uses the Digital-Analogue technique given by
the computer program TUTSIM. The Digital-Analogue
technique has the merits of analogue computers in the simplicity
of initiating the simulation from the mathematical model and
also the merits of digital computers in handling large systems
simulation.

A short description of the program and displays of some cases
of perturbations will be given here.

3.1 Dynamic Equations and Analogue Simulation of the
ET-RR-1

Fig. 1 shows the block diagram of the ET-RR- 1 research
reactor. The simulation of the reactor system requires the
formulation of the dynamic equations describing different parts
of the system and defining the sources of perturbation to it. In
this section the mathematical modelling of each block in Fig.l
and its analogue simulation is given.

3.1.1 Reactor Kinetics
Point kinetic equations with six groups of delayed neutrons

are used in the mathematical modelling of the reactor. The
following equation is the transfer function W(s) of the reactor
deduced from the linearised point kinetic equations:

w(s) =
8n (s) no 1
5k (s) 7'7T « 1 (l)

1 + X V (T, S+l)
L i=i J
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Where:
no = steady state neutron flux (neutron/cm2.sec)

8n = neutron flux, deviation from steady state.

8K = reactivity.

f}j = delayed neutron fraction of the ith group.

Tj = life time of delayed neutrons of the ith group.

1*= average effective neutron life time.

Table (I): Gives the values of the parameters , pj, Tj, kj
Table 1:

Group Number

1
m

3
4
5
6

Pi

0.00025
0.00084
0.0024
0.0021
0.0017
0.00026

Ti

0.071
0.62
2.19
6.62

31.75
80.64

Kj

0.1785
5.2174

52.63
139.07
539.6
209.6

The simulation of the reactor kinetics as represented by

equation (1) is shown in Fig.2. It should be pointed out that the

first order transfer function [Kj/(Ti + 1)] in equation (1) is a block

available in the Tutsim program. In the simulation of Fig. 2, the

rectivity 8k appearing in equation (1) is in fact the sum of three

reactivities as follows:

5k = Skau t + 5 k m a n + 5k temp.
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where:

8k a u t is the reactivity insertion due to automatic control rod

movement.

8k m a n is the reactivity insertion due to manual rod movement.

is the reactivity due to temperature feedback.

3.1.2 Reactor Heat Transfer

The following equations represent the mathematical model of

the reactor heat transfer. Variables in these equations represent

deviation from steady state.

d5Tf/dt = 7.28 5 q - 8.42 5 Tf + 8.42 5 Tc] (3)

d6 Tcl/dt = 4.232 8Tf - 15.72 5 Tcl + 5.74 (8Tcl + 5Tc2) (4)

d5 t c 2 /dt = 0.285 5'TC, - 0.1427 (8Tc] + 5Tc2) - 11.64 m

(8Tc2 - 8Tci) (5)

Where:

§Tf = fuel pin average temperature (c).

5Tcl = clad surface temperature.

8q = fuel heat generated per unit length (watt/cm).

oTc = primary coolant inlet temperature.

5Tc2 = primary coolant outlet temperature.

m = primary coolant flow rate (kg/sec).
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From equation (3), (4), (5) the simulation of the reactor heat
transfer can be made as shown in Fig.2. In this simulation the
flow of the primary coolant is made to allow its partial or
complete loss. The sources of perturbation to the reactor heat
transfer block are; power generation (5q), primary flow rate (m),
and inlet temperature to the reactor from the heat exchanger
(5Tcl)

3.1.3 Automatic Control system
The ET-RR- 1 reactor is provided with a relay automatic

control system for neutron flux control as shown in Fig.3. A
compensated ioinzation chamber acts as a transducer for neutron
flux measurement, giving an electric current output equals
3x10-l4 (Amp/n/cm2.sec). An amplifier transforms the current
signal from the compensated ionisation chamber to an electrical
potential. A voltmeter (0-10 volts) reads this signal as the
neutronic power of the reactor. The Metric unit shown in Fig.3
consists of the relay element and the power level set-point unit.
The relay element is set at a value of dead zone equals ± 0.1 volt
an an output ± 20 volts. The input to the relay element is the
algebric sum of the output potential signal from the amplifier
and the potential from the set-point unit. The 0 volts from the
relay element drives the servomotor which moves up or down,
the absorber automatic control rod. The transfer function M(s) of
the servomotor relating to position to the relay volt is given by:

135 x 10"3

M( s ) = (cm/volt) (6)
s(0.25 + 1)

The linear part of the control rod reactivity is 11 x 10"6 /cm.
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The analogue simulation of the relay automatic control system

of ET-RR-1 is shown in Fig.2 Block number 5 in this simulation

is a limiter representing the reactivity insertion with its upper and

lower saturation limits. The sources of perturbation to the

automatic control system as can be seen from Fig.2 are, power

level set-point, slim rod reactivity insertion, and the temperature

feedback effect.

3.1.4 Heat Exchanger and Heat Sink

The heat generated in the reactor is removed from the primary

coolant to the secondary coolant through a heat exchanger. The

secondary cooling system including the cooling tower is the heat

sink in the reactor system.

The heat exchanger is of the tube-shell type, two ways of the

distillate primary coolant and four ways of the secondary

coolant. In the heat exchanger casing two adapters and a pipe

board are placed. 1460 tubes, 24mm diameter are passed through

the tubes between the adapters (Fig.4-a). It can be seen from

(Fig.4-a) that in one section of the U-tube the secondary flow is

counter to. the primary flow, and in the other section of the

U-tube the secondary flow is parallel to the primary flow. In this

work the problem of heat transfer between primary and

secondary coolants is solved by the lumped parameters method.

In this analysis the U-tube is devided to eight sections, four

sections for counter flow and four sections for parallel flow.
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Fig 4-b shows one section with counter flow. For this mth

section the following equations hold:

de l m /dt = - I B,AY (5elm - 602m) = -At (S6lm - 562m) (7)

d62m/dt = \ B2AY (SeIm - 802m) = -A,D (8elm - 662m) (8)

Where:

50 l m = primary water temperature in the mth lumped

parameter section.

592m = secondary, water temperature in the mih lumped

section.

Y = length of lumped section (cm).

B , = ; B2 = a 2 U 2 /m 2 c p ; Ax = - AyBj ; D =

(X] = heat transfer coefficient inside tube.

a 2 = heat transfer coefficient outside tube.

U| - circumference of inner surface of the tube.

U2 = circumference of outer surface of tube,

m | - mass flow rate of primary coolant.

m2 = mass flow rate of secondary coolant.
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A set of equations can now be put for the eight lumped

parameters sections, four for counter flow and four for parallel

How. Based on these equations the analogue simulation can be

initiated as shown in Fig.2 for the heat exchanger.

3.2 Dynamic Performance Studies of ET-RR-1

The following senarios are selected for dynamic performance

studies in ET-RR-1:

a) Power increase demand: as a normal transient case Fig.5

gives displays for the change of some parameters as a result of a

5% power step increase. Steady state power level was 90%

before increase. In this case block number 1 is set at 90 KW, and

block number 8 is set at a value 0.9.

b) Effect of negative temperature feedback : In this case

senario (a) is repeated but neglecting the output from block

number 7 to block number 21. Displays demonstrating this

senario are shown in Fig.6.

c) Manual rod reactivity perturbation: The manual rod

reactivity perturbation is effected by giving block number 105 in

the simulation of Fig.2 a value equal to a certain reactivity. In

this senario the automatic control system is operating and the

reactivity perturbation equals 0.015%. Fig.7 gives displays of

some parameters changes and shows how the automatic control

system responds to bring the devation of power level back to

zero. This senario can be extended to study the case of manual

rod ejection or drop simply by giving block number 105 in the

simulation a value equal to the rod reactivity worth.
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d) Operation with reduced primary and secondary
coolants:

This senario displays the change of temperature due to
reduction in the flow of primary and secondary coolants. The
temperature due to reduction in the flow of primary and
secondary coolants. The temperature changes displayed here are
due to a 5% power demand increase from 50% power level
operation. For comparison Fig.8-a gives the temperature changes
when the primary and secondary coolants have normal flow.
Fig.8-b, Fig.8- c, Fig.8-d show displays of temperature changes
in the reactor due to the indicated reductions in the primary and
secondary flow rates.

4 PRACTICAL TRAINING

The operator takes part in a practical training course. He has
to perform, step by step, under the supervision of a licenced
operator the following phases:

-Prestart up checks.

-After shutdown checks.

-Reactor start up and shut down.

-Automatic operation and power level change.

-Fault diagnosis in different systems.

-Abnormal conditions.

After completing the theoretical and practical training the
operator is ready to apply for a licence and has to pass
theoretical and practical examinations.
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NEUTRONS AS RESEARCH TOOLS AND
ELEMENTAL ANALYSIS

OF MATERIALS BY NEUTRON ACTIVATION

Prof. Dr. A.M.Hassan
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Cairo, Egypt

ABSTRACT

An account on neutrons as research tools and a description of the

methods applied for elemental analysis by neiuron activation

techniques are given. Also, some recent data on qualitative and

quantitative analysis of different domestic materials are briefly

discussed.
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INTRODUCTION
In order to give an idea about neutrons as research tools with

emphasis on neutron capture gamma-ray spectroscopy and
elemental analysis of materials by neutron activation, it will be
very useful to start with some basic information on the
characteristic features of the neutrons. This will give them their
importance for different applications. Then a quick view on
some current research work using neutrons will be of great
interest as well. The third point of this lecture will cover the uses
of neutron capture ga-nma-ray spectroscopy in nuclear structure
studies and as an analytical technique, as follows :

I- Basic Information:

-Discovery of the neutron.
-fundamental properties of the neutron.
-Classification of neutrons as to energy.
-Neutron sources.
-Detection of neutrons.

II- Some Current Research Works Using Neutrons:
-Neutrons interaction with matter.
-Study of muclear structure with neutrons.
-Neutron techniques and applications.

III- Uses Of Neutron Capture Gamma-Ray Spectroscopy In
nuclear Structure Studies and as an Analytical
Technique:
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-Principles.

-Design considerations and some measurements
-Sources of error and comments

1- Basic Information:

-Discovery of the neutron
The discovery of the neutron by Chadwick <]) (U.K.) in (1932)

was the colmination of investigations in several European

laboratories. The principal participants in addition to Chadwick,

were Bothe and Becker in Germany and Joliot-Curies in France.

AH were studying the

penetrating radiation generated by the impact of polonium

Po) alpha-particles on beryllium (9Be) according to the,-209
l

following reaction:
4He + 9Be 12C + 'n + 5.71 MeV

The story of these experiments is considered as one of the

most interesting scientific stories in the brief history of nuclear

physics as mentioned by Curtiss ^ .

- Fundamental properties of the neutron:
The detailed properties peculiar to the neutron, control its

behavior. Although it is no longer strictly-correct to speak of the

neutron as fundamental particle, in the ultimate sense, it is

readily identifiable by its properties as an entity in its own right.

The values of mass, half life time 1/2, wave length ( of thermal

neutrons ), spin and the magnetic dipole moment | j .n as well as

the charge of the neutron, resulting from different experiments

are listed as follows:
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Mass : 1.00898 am.u
Spin : 1/2

1/2 : 12.8 minutes
^n : -1.913148 nud. magneton
K(th) : 1.82A0

Charge : ± neutral.

Classification of Neutrons as to Energy:

For more detailed examination of the results of the interaction

of neutrons with matter it is desirable to classify them according

to their kinetic energy as follows:

-Slow neutrons
Neutrons with energies from zero to about 1000 eV are

usually included in the category of slow neutrons. In this range a

number of subclassfications occur as:

-Cold neutrons

The adjective " cold" has been applied to neutrons with an

average energy less than that of thermal neutrons. The quotation

marks indicate that these neutrons are not produced by

refrigeration but by a device which depends on the coherent

scattering of slow neutrons. From the Bragg Law

n X =2 dSin 6

It is apparent that when X the neutron wavelength, exceeds 2 d,

where d is the grating spacing of the crystal, the value of Sin 6

becomes greater than unity, which is impossible mathematically.

Therefore there is no reflection. If a beam of thermal neutrons

traverses a column of polycrystalline graphite, the neutrons

which have wavelengths less than 2 3 will be reflected and
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ultimately be removed from the colum, Thus the neutrons with
the higher energies P e not transmitted, Since 2 d for graphite is
6.7 A° the computed maximum energy of the transmitted
neutrons is 0.002eV.

This is well below the average energy of thermal agitation for
neutrons at room temperature.

-Thermal neutrons
When fast neutrons have been slowed down until the average

energy of the neutrons is equal to the average thermal energy of
the atoms ofthe medium, the neutrons are called thermal
neutrons. The energies and corresponding velocities of the
neutrons then depend upon the temperature of the medium, The
distribution of the velocities approaches the MaxwelJ
distribution.

dn ( V ) = AV2 e-MV2/2kT dV

Where(V) is the neutron velocity, M its mass, K is
Boltzmann's constant and T the absolute temperature, The
maximum number of neutrons will have the energy kT.The value
of kT at 20 °C is approximately 0.025 eV.

-Epithermal neutrons
Consider an arrangement in which neutrons are being

produced at energies much greater than thermal-ray, by a source
of fission neutrons. Also assume that the source of fission
neutrons is surrounded by a moderator which slows the neutrons
down until eventually they have energies in thermal equilibrium
with the molecules of the moderator. At any location where
complete thermal equilibrium has not been established, the
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distribution of neutron velocities will contain velocities which
exceed any permitted by a Maxwell distribution for the
temperature of the moderator. Such a distribution is called
epithermal and the neutrons in it are called epithermal neutrons.

-Resonsnce neutrons
In the approximate range of energies between 1 and 100

electron volts, various nuclei exhibit strong absorption of
neutrons at fairly well defined energies, These absorptions are
called resonance absorptions, and the neutrons having the
corresponding energies are known as resonance neutrons.

-Intermediste neutrons
The region of energy between 1000 eV to O . 5 MeV is often

considered the intermediate range of neutron energies.

-High-energy and unltra-high-energy neutrons
In the region of higher energies, neutron classifications based

on energy are somewhat less sharp]y defined. Ordinarily
high-energy neutrons are assumed to have energies in the region
from 0.5 to 10 MeV. Accelerators for producing particles of 50
MeV and above, often called the very-high-energy range, are not
yet numerous.
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Neutorn Sources

-Radioisotope sources
In the early years of neutron physics, neutrons for nuclear

reactions were obtained from some reactions like

9Be(a,n)12c °r9Be (y ,n ) 8Be

However, these sources suffered from disadvantages like low
yield, broad energy spread, etc. The characteristics of some of
these radioisotopic neutron sources are listed in table (1).

Table (1) Characteristics of some radioisotope neutron
sources

Isotope

M 2 c m
228T h

2 5 2 c f

^ C m
2 2 7 Ac
1 2 8Pu

2 4 1Am
2 2 6Ra

Half-

Lire

163d

1.91y

2.65y

I8.1y

21.8y

86.4y

458y

1620y

Neutron

Producing

9Be(ot,n)12C

ditto

spontaneous

fission
9Be(o,n)12C

ditto

ditto

ditto

ditto

Neutron yield

(n/sec)

PerCi

2.5xlO6

2xlO7

4.3xl©9

2.5xlO8

1.5xlO7

2.3xlO6

2.2x10*

l_JxlO7

Perg

8-5xlO9

1.7xlO10

2JxlO1 2

l.lxlO9

4.1xlO7

7xlO6

1.3xlO7

Approximate

Mean

Energy MeV
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2.0

4.6

4.8

4.6

4.6

4.6
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-Neutrons from accelerated particle reactions
With the advent of charged particle accelerators which could

produce intense beams of charged particles with precisely
determined energies, it became possible to produce
monoenergetic neutrons through nuclear reactions induced by
protons, deutrons, tritons and a -particles with light and medium
weight nuclei. Some of such reactions are listed below in
table (2).

Table (2): Nuclear reactions used for production of neutroms

Reaction Q-Value Threshold energy

(a) 7Li(p,n)7Be -1.64 MeV Ey=1.88 MeV

(b) 9Be(d,n)10Be +4.36 MeV

(c)D(d,n)4He +3.27 MeV

(d) T(d,n) 3He +17.59 MeV

(e)T(d,n)3He -0.76 MeV Ey=1.02 MeV

-Reactor sources
The most powerful source of neutrons available in these days

is a nuclear reactor or chain reacting pile on which uranium
undergoes fission. The process of nuclear fission can be
considered as a very special type of nuclear reaction where the
reaction produces two nuclear fragments of comperable size and
large amount of energy. Some ( on the average about 2.5 per
fission) neutrons are also emitted from the primary fission
fragments. Majority ( more than 99% ) of these neutrons are
emitted within 10~14 sec. of the fission event and these are called
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prompt neutrons while other neutrons emitted later, say within
few minutes of the fission process are called delayed neutrons,
The existence of delayed neutrons in fission process enable us to
control the chain reaction in a nuclear reactor.

Nuclei can undergo induced fission either by slow neutrons or
by fast neutrons, Nuclei of 233(j» 235U arM* 239Pu form important
fissile materials for slow neutrons, Some nuclei undergo
spontaneous fission without any external neutrons inducing the
process.

-Spontaneous fission sources:
Many of the transuranic heavy nuclides have an appreciable

spontaneous fission decay probability. Several fast neutrons are

promptly emitted in each fission event. The most common

spontaneous fission source is 252Cf.

Detection of Neutrons
The neutrons being uncharged, their interaction with matter

through electromagnetic force is almost negligible and they

interact with matter only through nuclear interactions.

The detection of neutrons, therfore. employs some nuclear

reactions induced by neutrons and which produces either a

charged particle or a photon as a secondary product of the

reaction. These charged particles or photons can then be detected

by usual detection techniques.

The type of nuclear reaction used to detect neutrons is chosen

according to the energy of the neutrons because of the energy

dependence of the reaction corss sections.

Let us now review various methods used for the detection of

neutrons.
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- Detection through nuclear reactions
- Recoil proton method
- Neutron activation method
- Time of flight method

1- Some- Current Research Works Using Neutrons:
-Neutron interaction with matter.
When a sample is placed in a beam of neutron flux - using a

muclear research reactor or an isotopic neutron source, it
undergoes many different nuclear reactions. This depends
mainly on the characteristic features of the neutron beams as
mentioned above The important nuclear reactions using neutrons
could be summarized as follows:

Potential
scattering

Resonance
scattering
(n.n)

Elastic
sctter-
ing

Neutron
interaction^

Non-elastic
scattering
(n.n1)

Formation of
composed
nucleus with
its subse-
quent decay

Transmutation
accompanied
by emission
of particles
(n,x)

Radiation
capture
()

Fission
<n,f)

Classification of neutrons interaction with matter
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Classification of neutrons interaction with matter
So, neutrons may be scattered by nuclei elastically or

inelastically and may be captured with resulting gamms-ray
emission or may cause fission. If the energy of the neutrons is
high enough, it may induce (n,a) or (n,p) reactions.

Accordingly,the field of neutron beam studies is expanding
from a day to another, both in basic research as in case of nuclear
structure studies with neutrons and in the area of applied material
research.

-Study of nuclear structure with neutrons:
Some major points of the meutron basic research work on the

study of nuclear structure uith neutrons are :

* Nucleor Spectroscopy With neutrons:
- Investigation of a- decay of neutron resonsnees and nuclear
spectroscopy of highly escited states.

- Study of the structure of neutron resonances approach
- The rsdiative decay of neutrons-resonant state
-Neutron capture gamms -ray spectroscopy .

* Nuclear Reaction Models:
- Optical model.

- Statistical model and intermediate structure .
- Nuclear Fission - a testing ground for the collective model.

* Neutron Capture Mechanism and Nonstatistical Effects:
- Neutron experimental techniques progress.
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- Ultra cold neutrons.

- Intense sources of high energy neutrons.

- Time of flight technique .

- High flux reactor and its facilities for nuclear research.

- Neutron Techniques And Applications:

On the other hand, some research programmes concerning the

applications of neutron techniques can be summarized under the

following sub- headings:

- Neutron Techniques.

- Neutron radiography .

- Neutron diffraction.

- Neutron scsttering.

- Neutron activation analysis .

Using the above neutron techniques, the general areas of

current applications are:

* Current Applications:

- Reactor Fuels.

- Surface Studies .

- Glasses.

- Oil and mineral exploration .

-Medical diagnosis

-Biological applications

-Industrial process monltioring and control.

-Agricultral, application.

-Environmental invetigations.
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Ill: Uses of Neutron Gamma-Ray Spectroscopy in Nuclear
Structure Study and as an Analytical Technique:
Actually, it is very hard to cover the full details of each point

of the crurrent research items as mentioned above, in the allowed
time of this lecture. In the mean time, it will be very useful to
pay an attention on one of the most important items of the
current research works with neutrons named Neutron Capture
Gamma-ray spectroscopy in the following rest of time of this
lecture as follows:

-Principles:
The main principle of this techinque involves the

measurement of the characteristic gamma-rays which follow the
absorption of thermal neutrons. This provides information on
some nuclear data such as the level schemes of the particular
nuclei and can offer as well a nondestructive analytical technique

F'ig. (I): Shows a sketch for capture and decay gamma-rays

TARGET
NUCLEUS

Fig. ah Sketch showing capture and decay gamma rays and stable
nucleus fallowing thermal neutron capture by a target nucleus.
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nucleus following thermal neutron copture by a target
nucleus. Products from the typical - reaction illustrated in Fig.(l)
include the promptly emitted copture gamma-rays, the delayed
gamma-rays following betadecay and the stable product nucleus.
The adequacy of neutron cap ture for each of the particular
application is principally dependent on the

capture cross-section of the target nucleus, the number of the
incident neutrons, and the characteristics of the various products,
such as halflives and the gamma-ray intensities etc..

The number of incident neutrons delivered on the target is

determined by the output of the neutron source, Reactors based

neutron sources generally provides the highest sensitivity for a

particular application but often limit the applications to those

which can be performed in a laboratory environment. Portable

neutron sources, both isotopic and neutron generators, offer a

wider range of industrial and field applications with much lower

sensitivity.

The current state of neutron capture gamma-ray spectroscopy

(n,y) as a tool in the study of the basic science was the main

theme for many conferences and international meetings. In fact

any nucleus of any element has many of nuclear states which are

characterized by certain values of energy, spin, parity, magnetic

dipole moment, electric quadrupole moment and life time. One

of the aims of experimental nuclear physics is to experimentally

determine these numbers for energy levels of various nuclei. The

experimentally measured data can then be compared with the

prediction of nuclear structure theory, so that our understanding

of nuclear structure is more complete.
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Gamma-rays are electronmagnetic radiation of very small
wave length ( 10'10 to 10'12m ) travel with the velocity of light ~
3xlO8 m/s . However the origin of gamma-rays is different. They
are emitted by the nucleus when it makes a transition from a
higher excited state to a lower excited state, The mean lives for
gamma-decay vary from 10"14 seconds to several years. In
radioactive decay, daughter nucleus is usually left in an excited
state as a result of alpha or beta decay of the parent nucleus.
Subsequently the daughter nucleus de-excites from these higher
levels by emitting gamma-rays. Thus gamma-rays usually follow
the alpha or beta decay. The intensity of gamma -rays is given by
the number of photons (quanta) passing through unit area per
unit time.

The field of gamma-ray spectroscopy is considered as one of
the most highly developed techniques in experimental nuclear
physics because gamma-ray detection and gamma spectrum
determination forms the essential measurement at every step in
nuclear spectroscopic experiments . The scintillation
spectrometers with their high efficiency and maderately good
energy resolution have made a tremendous contribution to our
present knowledge of nuclear properties. The recent development
of the solid state detectors, has further revolutionized our
experimental techniques and has helped to push the frontiers of
our knowledge to newer horizons. So, the following spect-
romters are used for gamma-ray detection (it includes some
special arrangements of highly sophisticated electronic systems):

-Scintillation gamma-ray spectrometers.
-Crystal diffraction spectrometers.
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-Solid state (using the hyper pure germanium detectors)
spectrometers.

-Pair spectrometers (for high energy > 3 MeV)
-Magnetic spectrometers (for intermediate energies 1-3
MeV)

In order to study the basic properties of nuclear radiations and

nuclear reactions ( concerning gamma-rays ), some special

experiment techniques are used. The common techniques are:

- Coincidence mesurements ( p, d, a ,p\ .. and y -rays)
-Sum coincidence technique ( for studying gamma-rays in

cascade)
-Anti-Comptott ^amma -ray spectrometry ( to suppress
the Compton background)

- Life time measurements ( the short mean lives of the
nuclear excited states 10 "4 10 ~ns).

-Angular correlation of nuclear radiation ( yy-6, for
determining the spins and parities of nuclear levels)

- Measurements of internal conversion coefficients of
gamma transitions ( ICC,for the determination of spins
and parities)

Using the above various techniques [with special electronic
arrangements] the data collected are used to extract information
about the nuclear decay, nuclear energy levels and gamma - ray
energies which lead to the construction of complete level
schemes of the nuclei under investigation .
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Design considerations and some measurements
For neutron capture gamma-ray spectroscopy using reactor

neutrons, there are two basic methods, one having the sample
placed near the reactor core (in a thermal column or in a channel)
necessarily resulting in a large sample -to-detector distance,
usually greater than 5m. The second, more frequent approach is
the extraction of a neutron beam, external sample placement and
shorter detector-to-sanple distance.The advantages of the
external sample arrangement are:

-The sample type is more flexible as far as size, fragility and
chemical structure (explosive for example).

- There is less radiation and/or heat damage to samples
exposed to the lower neutron fluxes.

- The samples have much less residual activity, so samples can
later be subjected to additional nuclear or other analysis.

- A more elaborate detection set-up may be used (y-y
coincidence and yy0- angular correlation measurements).

A very large Cd ratio may be obtained with the internal
sample geometry if a thermal column is employed, but this can
be acomplished in the beam systems with the use of beam filters
(Bismuth plug) or curved neutron guide. Shielding for the
detector system is less extensive for the internal sample
arrangement and potentially cumbersome sample-handling can
be overcome by installation of a rabbit system.

Some details on reactor-based neutron capture prompt
gamma-ray facilities are reviewed in different places all over the
world [Los Almos (U.S.A), Univ. of Maryland (U.S.A.), U. of
Missouri (U.S.A.), Univ. of Michigan (U.S.A.), institute de
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Energia (Brazil), Instituto vinezolano (Venezula), Institute of
Nuclear science (Pakistan), McMaster Univ. (Canada) and
Techniche Univesitat (Munchen, Germany), kern for
schuingsanlage (Julich, Germany) and others...

The neutron flux (j> th . Cd ratio, the dimensions of the sample
(sample size or beam diameter), and the detector-sample
distance, are the main factors which should be taken into
consideration in any design for such facilities.

In case of ET -RR-1, one of the horizontal channels (Channel
8) as well as the thermal column were prepared for external
target measurements of the prompt gamma-rays emitted due to
thermal neutron capture for many of samples. A single Bismuth
crystal placed inside the hole of channel "8" as well as the
thermal column, to reduce the fission gamma-radiation,
epithermal and fast neutrons to an acceptable level while thermal
neutrons pass without losses. In order to obtain an intense and
collimated narrow beam of thermal neutrons at the target
position, internal and external neutron collimators were placed
inside and outside the holes. Lead and graphite materials were
used for this purpose as shown in figs. (2&3).

The thermal neutron flux was found to be in the order of
106n/cm2.s In case of horizontal channel "8" and about
105n/cm2.s in case of the thermal column, (at the target
position.) This was measured by means of foil technique. Lead
and borated paraffin blocks were used to make a castle to house
the gamma-ray detection system.

Single, Pair, Anti-Compton, Gamma-Gamma Coincidence
and Angular Correlation Spectrometers were used with success
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Bsmuth Cadmrum Lea)

Fig. (2): Plan view of the experimental set up. A horizontal neutron beam
extracted from the core of the BTRR-1 Egyptian-Reactor passes
through a 20 cm long of poly crystalline Bismuth plug reduce
mainly the reactor gamma back-groujid., in front of the target is
placed a 5mm graphite sheet in order to increase the thermal to
fast neutron ratio. The Ge (U) detector contained in a heavy lead
shield is placed perpendicular to the beam at a distance of 25
cm.

Eriernol
Jnle rnol collimotor tollimoiw

r it -

Detector

Ge (Li) detector

Fig. (3): Thermal column of/ET-RR-1/ and detector shield arrangement.

> u "l.*|f ML -CSS

Fig. (4): A portion of neutron capture gamma-ray spectrum from &**Bln .
y) 4OK in the range 4060-5382 IceV. Gamma-ray energies in KeV.
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for investigation of different elements. The prompt gamma-rays

emitted due to thermal neutron capture technique was applied for

this purpose. On the following some selected results are given:

- Natural Pb and Natural Fe prompt gamma-ray spectra were

studied by means of the three crystal scintillation pair

spectrometer.(3, ,4, 5)

- 39K (n, y ) 40K nuclear reaction has been studied by

investigation of the prompt gamma-ray spectrum

obtained.The direct gamma-fay spectroscopy technique was

applied, ref. . A portion of the prompt gamma-ray spectrum

obtained using the external beam facility of the horizontal

channel"8"was as shown in Fig (4).

-The Ge (Li) - Nal (Tl) pair spectrometer shown in flg.(5)was

applied for 35Cl(n,y) 36C1 investigation. The arrangements of

the horizontal beam of neutrons "8" was used.(7^The high

energy part of single and pair gamma-ray spectra was as

shown in fig. (6).

-The content of gold in its ore taken from one of the famous

ancient mine exploited in Farronic times called "Barramiya

gold deposit area" located in the central part of eastern desert

of Egypt, was evaluated. The prompt gamma- of ET-RR-1

were used ref.(8)

-The high energy capture gamma-ray specturm of a 100 gram

of Gold ore sample using the ET-RR-1 thermal column

arrangement was as shown in fig. (7).
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Fig. IB): Aportion of the neutron capture f-ray spectrum of hematite ore
sample using the reactor neutrons and 87.2 cm3 GelUI detector
/3tu. The tingle and double escape peaks are labelled by /and//
, respectively.
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f>ji. W: Schematic dlapram o/ the Rabbit Pneumatic rrans/er System
(RPTS) at reactor and neuirvn physics aepartmert a/tne nuclear
reseancn centre, Cairo, ffeupt.
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- Multielement analysis of a domestic hematite ore sample
was performed using the thermal column preparation. (9) of
the ET-RR-1. A portion of the prompt gamma-rays emitted
due to the thermal neutron capture in this sample was as
shown in fig. (8)

In continuity on gamma-ray spectroscopy studies-(as
mentioned above). The delayed gamma-rays emitted after
neutron capture which accomppanied the ,p*-emission, played an
important role in nuclear structure studies as well as in the
applied science.

The Rabbit Pneumatic Transfer System (RPTS) installed at
the gamma-ray spectroscopy laboratories of inchass, using the
ET-RR- 1, shown in fig. (9) was used for a series of irradiations
of the samples in a high thermal neutron flux positions
(2.45xlO13 n/cm2.s.) near the core of the reactor.

The rapid determination of Vanadium element in an Egyptian
crude oil sample was achieved using the (RPTS) facility(10). The
delayed gamma-ray photopeak resulting from the thermal
neutron irradiation for some standard samples and for a crude oil
sample was as shown in fig(lO).

A plan for investigation of some important geological and

biological samples using the (RPTS) facility is started in our

laboratories on the basis of non-destructive neutron activation

analytical projects.
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One of the vertical dry channels of the ET-RR- 1 was used for

irradiating many samples of different isotopes, using a high

neutron flux for long irradiation times. The delayed gamma-rays

emitted due to the decay of these irradiated samples were studied

using different y- ray spectrometers. The results obtained were

used for the construction of the level schemes of many of

isotopes and for multi-elemental analysis of some geological

materials. Few examples of these studies using ET-RR-1 are

given in the following:

- Studies in the decay of 168Trn.(l 1)

-Onthedecayof l 8 2Ta(12)

- Weak low energy gamma-transitions in 182w. (13)

-Studies on the decay of 160Tb to levels of 160Dy By Ge(Li) -

Ge(Li) coincidence system. (14)

- Reinvestigation of the llOmAg decay scheme. ( 15)

- Studies on the radioactive decay of l47Nd. (16)

- On the level structure of 99Tc. (17)

- Gamma-Gamma directional angular correlation measurements

in'47Pm(18)

- Energy levels of 159Tb following the 0- decay of 159Gd. (19)

- Studies on the energy levels of 153Eu following the |5-decay

of 153sm. (20)

- The level structure of 140Ce. (21)

- Studies on the decay of I87W.

(22) Spins and mixing ratios in153Eu. (23)

- The P - decay of 175Yb (24)

- Transitions in 153Eu following the decay of 153Gd. (25)

- Intensity and angular correlation of 103Ru. (26)
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The thermal and epithermal neutron activation analysis
techniques were applied to an Egyptian gold ore sample. This
was for determining the concentration of gold in its ore for
prospecting and mining purposes (27).

Fig. (11) shows the gamma-ray spectra of a gold sample due
to thermal and epithermal neutrons irradiation.'

In addition to the above studies on neutron capture
gamma-ray spectroscopy using reactor neutrons, the isotopic
neutron sources such as Pu/Be, 252Cf and 241 Am/Be were applied
for the same purpose. The following investigation were
performed:
- On line neutron irradiation facility for elemental analysis of

solutions*28) (Using 2Pu/Be Sources).

- Multielement analysis of coal during bore hole logging by
measurement of Prompt y-rays from thermal neutron
capture(29) (using 252Cf and 241 Am/Be sources)
Analytical applications of neutron capture gamma-ray

spectroscopy, where prompt gamma rays from thermally
induced nuclear reactions have been used to estimate boron,
chlorine and phosphorus contents in industrial and reference
materials.'30) (using 252Cf neutron source).

- A simulated bore hole for ore depth evaluation by neutron
capture gamma-ray technique using Pu/Be neutron source.(31>

- A prompt gamma-ray system for elemental analysis of complex
samples.(32) The system was designed to measure the prompt
gamma rays produced by the interaction of thermal neutrons
emitted from an isotopic neutom soruce . (2 . 5 Ci Pu /Be), for
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possible application to ore prospecting and for possible
bore-hole logging. A domestic limonite sample had been
investigated. The measurements geometry and a portion of
limonite prompt gamma rays spectrum are as shown in figs.
(12) and (13).

Abore hole sonde using neutron activation technique (5 Ci
Pu/Be neutron source) is assembled. The evaluation of the
assembly through the dependence of thermal neutron flux on
water content, matrix composition and bore hole configuration
is performed in this work(33). The natural activity
measurements on the monazite ore is depicted in fig. (14)
while the delayed y-ray specturm of activated ore for 4 days of
irradiation in this assembly is shown in fig.(15).

Sources of error and comments:

The following sources of error in the above measurements of
neutron capture gamma-ray spectroscopy applications should be
taken into consideration:

Preparation
-Weight of sample

-Weight of standard

Irradiation
-Selfshielding

-Flux depression

-Thermal neutron flux
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Fig. (14): Delayed gamma-ray activity measureents of irradiated monazite
ore.
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Fig. (l a): The borehole sondefor dryformation.
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-Cadmium ratio

-Irradiation time

-inhomogenity of flux

Nuclear data used

-Half-life

-Decay scheme data

-Cross sections

Detection

-Detector calibration

-Counting rate

-Geometrical factors

-Interfering nuclear reactions

In case of non-destructive applications using the neutron

capture gamma-ray spectroscopy techniques, the following

parameters should be considered as well:

-What Elements to be determined ?

-What concentration value demanded ?

-Accuracy and Precision required.

-Matrix elements problem.

-Quantity of the sample under investigation.

-Number of samples and rapid determination.

-Costs.

-Available facilities of irradiation and detection.
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It is thus shown that the Prompt Gamma-Ray Neutron
Activation Analysis PGNAA and Delayed Gamma-Ray
Neutron Activation Analysis DGNAA techniques using the
reactor and/or isotopic neutron sources represent among other
analytical tools an appreciably useful estimation method.
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USE OF REACTOR NEUTRON BEAMS FOR
INVESTIGATION OF

THE CRYSTAL AND MAGNEIC STRUCTURES OF
MATERIALS

Prof. Dr. M.K-FAYEr
Reactor and Neutron Physics Department,

Nuclear Research Centre, Atomic Energy Authority,Cairo, Egypt

ABSTRACT

With the availability of nuclear reactors as neutron sources, neutron

scattering has become a technique with rapidly developing

applications. The main direction of this development is toward the

studies of the extra nuclear properties of matter. A short account on

the use of neutron diffraction methods for study the crystal and

magnetic structures of the technologicaly applied materials is

presented.



1. PRINCIPLES OF NEUTRON SCATTERING
When a radiation (electrons, X-rays, neutrons) falls on a

sample, parts of it may be: absorbed, transmitted and (or)
scattered. If the whole radiation is transmitted there is no
interaction. Thus one sample may be characterized by its
potential interaction V. So we have two cases:
1 .One knows the molecular configuration of atoms in the sample

but not V => its concerns Nuclear Physics.
2. One knows this potential V but not the structure of the sample.

This is our case. => its concerns The Solid State Physics.

Let us discuss about different potentials V.
For electrons: interaction between positive and negative

charges of the sample. It is a Coulomb potential. => from
scattered e-, it is in principle possible to determine the electronic
density and the positions of nuclei.

On the other hand For X-ray: electromagnetic radiation
which interacts with electrons => we can study the electronic
density of the matter.

For => Neutrons: It has no charge so there is no Coulombian
interaction this explains its large penetration depth into the
matter. Neutron scattering is a volume technique.

What kind of nuclear interaction potential between the

neutron and nuclei ? No theory predicts the value of this

potential for one given nucleus. But the neutron interacts with all
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nuclei we only need of the dimension of a length called "Fermi
length" which is known for all stable isotopes. The scattered

amplitude will depend on nuclei and their structure. ==> Neutron

technique gives a nuclear scattering.

Neutron has a spin (S = 1/2) => possesses a magnetic moment

and it is the interaction of this moment with the moment carried

by atoms in magnetic materials that gives rise to magnetic

scattering. It is a classical dipole dipole interaction. As for the

nuclear scattering, there is a magnetic scattering length.

=> We can study magnetic struetures and densities of the matter.

What is measured in a scattering experiment ?

Let us consider an incident radiation falling on a target. In an

experiment we measure the number of particules scattered by the

sample.

For X-rays: The scattered intensity is proportional to the area

of the target, which is 4 n nr2 (n = the total number of electrons, r

= the radius of electron). The scattered amplitude is proportional

to r = e2/mC2.

For Neutrons: In the case of neutrons falling on nuclei, we

can simply assume that the scattered amplitude will be

proportional to the radius of the nucleus. In fact the Fermi

length is of the order of 10"l2cm. In the case of magnetic

neutron scattering, the targets are magnetic electrons, so as for

X-rays, in the magnetic amplitude, also called magnetic length
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scattering, there will be the length e /me-. In an experiment we

cannot measure the scattering amplitude, but only the flow of

scattering energy or the number of scattered particles (photons,

neutrons), proportional to the square of the scattering amplitude.

We recall here, that the intensity I is measured by the square of

modulus of the amplitude A of the scattered wave. I = [A]2

We have just demonstrated that the scattered amplitude has

the dimension of a length.

The measured function is known as the scattering intensity, a

term used in X-ray structure analysis, or the differential cross
section for neutron scattering.

Once again, let us consider a neutron beam, represented by a

plane wave, to fall upon a single nucleus fixed at an origin of

coordinates. The scattering of the beam will depend on the

interaction potential V(r) between the neutron and the atomic

nucleus, which are separated by a distance r. In practice, the

detailed variation with r of this potential is not known, but it is a

potential of extremely short range scale. It falls quickly to

zero outside a distance of the order of nuclear dimensions, i.e.

about 10"12cm.

This latter distance is much smaller than the wavelength of the

neutrons, which is usually lAo (10"8 cm) and may be as large as

10 A or 20 A.

So the nucleus acts as a point scatterer, yeilding at a
distance r from the nucleus, a scattered beam which can be
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written as -b/r for an indicident beam of unit amplitude. The

constant b is called the scattering length or sometimes the

scattering amplitude of the nucleus. Because the dimensions of

nucleus are very much smaller than the neutron wavelength, the
expression -b/r will apply for all values of the scattering
angle. There is no angularly dependent form factor, as exists

for the X-ray scattering from an atom, where the linear

dimensions of the electron cloud in the atoms are about the same

as the wavelength of the X-rays. (Pig. 1). For a single isotope

the scattering length b leads to a single cross section for
scattering equal to 4 jtb2. These cross sections c are commonly
expressed in term of a barn, which is a unit of 10'24 cm2.
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NEUTRON ENERGY:
Neulrons have been produced with energies varying roughly

from 10'3 to 1010 eV and it is possible to separate them into fairly
definite groups. In nuclear reactor work, the term fast neutrons is
applied to neutrons having energies of about 0.1 MeV. i.e. 105 ev
or more, those with energies from 105 e.V. down to 1 ev are
called intermediate neutrons, where as those having energies
below about 1 eV are refered to a slow neutrons. Thermal
neutrons are slow neutrons which are in thermal equilibrium
with their surrounding When the conditions for thermal
equilibrium are satisfied, the neutrons have the well-known
maxwellian distribution of velocities.

n(v) dv = 47m

where:

n is the total number of neutrons/unit volume,

n(v)dv is the number/unit volume with velocities between v and

v + dv,

m is the mass of the neutron,

k is Boltzmann's constant

T is the absolute temperature in degrees Kelvin.

The flux of neutrons defined as the product n (v)v and is
obtained by multiplying the neutron density n (v) by the
velocity v.

Assuming neutrons to a perfect gas, there is a relation
between (i) Amplitude of neutron scattering being
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independentof atomic number Z, we can fix the positions of
light atoms in compounds containing heavy atoms (metal
hydrides, organic compounds).

(ii) Considerable differences of the amplitude of scattering by
atoms of similar Z-allow us to settle their positions in a
crystal lattice (impossible or very difficult by X-ray analysis).

(iii) The magnetic moment of the neutron helps to study
ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic structures, ferrites and
permits to discover triangular arrangement of spins.

ELASTIC AND INELASTIC SCATTERING
The changes which a neutron undergoes in a scattering

process may involve changes in both.
—»momentum and.

—> energy.
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the temperature T of neutrons gas and their wavelength X. Then

the mean square velocity of the neutrons, v2 satisfies the

relationship: — mv2 = •=- kT

and X = = — A where h is the Planck's constant.

Then depending of T (*K) we may obtain different wavelengths

ar the neutrons beams. From the latter relations, we can also

calculate the neutrons velocity and their energy:
h , . 2 8 7

X = — or X = —
m v / E (eV)

This is used for some studies which requires a wavelength

greater than usual the Bragg reflections. The output from the

reactor of these neutrons of long wavelength can be increased by

cooling the portion of the moderator which is acting as the new

neutron source for some particular spectrometers. (Fig. 2)

The neutrons of interest for crystal spectrometery are those

which can be coherently diffracted from a crystal to a reasonable

angle i.e. neutrons of wave length larger than about 0.4 A*

corresponding to E = 0.5 ey.

Due to the following properties, thermal neutrons are mainly

used for coherent scattering measurements i.e. structure analysis

but also for inelastic scattering studies' are cross-section on

measurements.
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If the incident and scattered neutrons are represented by their

wave vectors ko and k where the magnitude of k is equal to 2TC/A.,

where A, is the neutron wavelength, then we can define a

momentum transfer vector q such that q = mv-mv0 where v and

vo are the incident and scattered velocities.

Thus q = (h/27t)(k-ko)

since X = h/mv where h is the Planck's constant

We can also specify the energy change as1iw

such thatl ij = (m/2) (v2- vo2).

where co) is an angular frequency= 2nv

(h2/2m) (k2/ko2)

E-Eo

where Eo and E are the initial and final energy, respectively,

To make measurements of changes in k and E. A wide

variety of spectormeters exists now, but two particular groups

may be distinguished.

1. Only the detection of neutrons and the measurements of their

distribution in space (three dimensions), but sometimes only

in a plane, which is usually the equatorial plane. In the special

case of elastic scattering there is no change in E and k
changes in direction but not in magnitude, thus simplifying

the measurements and restricting it to a survey of the

distribution of neutrons according to direction.
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2. Apparatus makes speciflc measurement of the wavelength,

in order to determine the energy of the scattered neutrons,

and this type '"iU be used for all measurements of inelastic

scattering which are made to ascertain the nature and

distribution of vibrations of various kinds, and indeed the

details of any interchange of energy which can take place

between a neutron and either a solid or liquid.

Examples of spectrometers for measurements of neutron

scattering:

Two axis spectrometer. (Fig. 3)

Four circle diffractometer.

Triple axis spectrometer.

Time of flight spectrometer.

Small angle neutron scattering spectrometer.

H. NEUTRON CRYSTALLOGRAPHY

L DIFFRACTION BY THE SMALL PERFECT CRYSTAL

The amplitude of neutron wave scattered by a small perfect

crystal (a collection of cells in a perfect lattice) is:

A» _ v "*• Ai-A = — F2 / e
rD i

where

x is scattering vector x = k1 - k.

Aj, amplitute of incident wave.
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Pig. (3)
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rD the distance from the unit cell to the point of detection

F the structure factor.

AL is the vector from the reference corner of the small

crystal to the reference corner of the LUi unit cell.

This relation Ipads directly to the conditions required to observe

a maximum characterized by a set of integers hkl, such a maxima.

will appear only at directions relative to the (hkl) plane of a

simple reflection of the incident beam from that plane and in

addition the Bragg equation much be satisfied.

nX = 2d(hk,j sin 0

d(hkl) i s the interplaner spacing of the planes having Miller

indices hkl and the integer n is the order of the maximum.

For the preceding equation we get the value of the structure

factor for neutron scattering at the Bragg peaks as:

F (hkl) = X b, e"Wj e2 "' (hx, +ky, + lz,)

where x, = i. a & Vj = ij b & Zj = rj c.

a, b and c the lattice constants of unit cell.

h, k and 1 the Miller indices of the crystal planes.

The complex form of the expression for the structure factor is

F = A + i B

F2 = A2
 + B2

where:

The real part A = I b , e i COS2JI (hxj + kyj + lzj)
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The Imaginary part B = X b, e""J sin2n (hx, + ky} + lz,)

(bj the neutron scattering length)

When the space group have the centre of symmetry at the origin

the structure factor will be real but if the centre of symmetry is

not at the origin the structure . .x>r will not be real for all values

ofh, k, 1.

ii. NEUTRON POWDER DIFFRACTION

The powder sample is in the from of a vertical circular cylinder,

sufficiently small in diameter to be bathed fully in the neutron

beam. Under these conditions the number of neutrons P

diffracted/minute into the counter is given by

p

° 8 jt rf sin 6 sin 26

where:

Po number of neutrons/unit area hitting the

specimen/minute i.e. beam area.

V volume of sample in beam.

Ahu absorption factor depends on nRs

R s is the radius of the cylindrical specimen.

X. neutron wave length.

Z height of counter slit,

r distance from specimen to counter.
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jf measured density of the specimen.

f theoretical density.

j multiplicity factor {No., of cooperating planes for the

particular reflection being measured).

N number of unit cells/CC.

F the scattering amplitude/unit cell.

H the linear absorption coefficient of the sample.

6 the Bragg angle of reflection.

e"2w Debye-Waller temperature correction factor,

iii. LEAST SQUARES REFINEMENT

The method of least squares can be used in structure refinement

by minimizing some function of the observed and calculated

intensities with respect to the structure parameters.

The general used formulae is the reliability factor:

where, -
Fo observed structure factor for (hkl)

and

Fc calculated structure factor for (hkl)

The parameters on which R depends include not only atomic

coordinates but all quantities which influence the value of the

calculated structure factors (for instance the temperature factor).
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III. NEUTRON MAGNETISM
Although the neutron possesses no electric charge it has a

magnetic moment and it is the interaction of this moment with
the moment carried by atoms in magnetic materials that gives
rise to magnetic scattering.

Electronic magnetic moments, associated with unpaired spins
(actinides rare earth,...) are concerned e.g. Mn2+ in
antiferromagnetic MnO and Fe atom in metallic iron.

From a practical point of view it is important to recognize that
a magnetic scattering is of the same order as the nuclear
scattering, and is susceptible to accurate measurement. The way
in which this magnetic scattering reveals itself in a diffraction
pattern will depend on the magnetic character of the substance
being examined, i.e. whether it is paramagnetic, ferro-magnetic,
ferrimagnetic, or antiferromagnetic.

The most informative behaviour is the case of ordered
magnetic arrangements which include all but the First class of the
four classes of magnetic materials.

There is a dipole dipole potential Vjyj(r) due to the magnetic
moments of neutrons and electrons.

Replacing in the Born approximation we get a magnetic
scattering length for each atom, which can be expressed by:

p = (e2y/2WC2) g J f = 0.27 g J f 10'l2cm
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where e and m are the charge and the mass of the electron, c
the velocity of light, y the magnetic moment of the neutron
expressed in nuclear magnetons, J the total quantum number, g
the Lande splitting factor and finally f which is an atomic form
factor which depends on 20, the angle of scattering. We can
easely calculate e2y/2mc2 = 0.5.04 10~I2cm.

This value of the magnetic length is comparable to nuclear
scattering length, if the magnetic moment is due to the electron
spin and not to orbital contributions, p has a simpler form:

p = 0.54S f 10l2cm

where S is a spin quantum number.

The form factor f arises because the electron cloud, which
produces the magnetic scattering. So there will be significant
phase differences between contributions from different parts of
the atom. Thus, f will depend on 29. If the magnetic scatterers
have a periodic structure as in an antiferromagnetic system, there
will be additional Bragg diffraction with a magnetic cell twice as
large as the chemical cell. (Fig. 4).
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IV. NEUTRON DIFFRACTION APPLICATIONS

A CrystaUograhic Studies:
The first structural investigations to which neutron diffraction

methods were applied involved the determination of the

positions of light elements. The fact that the amplitude of x-ray

scattering by an element is proportional to its atomic number sets

a severe limitation on the amount of information which can be

obtained by x-ray investigations of substances containing

hydrogen or of oxides and carbides of heavy elements. In these

cases the very high precision necessary in intensity measurement

in order to distinguish accurately the small contribution made by

light element in face of the overwhelming amplitude from the

heavy constituent is not generally attainable in practice. With

neutrons however, the light element is not usualiy at any marked

disadvantage.

B. Magnetic Studies:
Such area of research makes use of the rather unique power of

the neutron to determine the magnitude and orientation of atomic

magnetic moments in a crystal lattice which is often of interest

because the macroscopic magnetic properties are related to the

magnetic structure in much the same way as other physical

properties related to the crystal structure.

The scientific information derivable from various materials

based on neutron diffraction analysis is outlined in following

subsections:
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1. Mixed Spinel Ferrites
They constitute an important class of Technologically useful

ferrimagnetics having high permiability coupled with high
electrical resistivity. Soft magnetic ferrites (those which are
demagnetised at zero field) have many uses in high frequency
electrical and electronic devices such as transformers, dynamos,
amplifiers and as memory elements in computers. Hard
magnetic ferrites (which remain magnetised even when the
magnetising field has been removed) find applications in devices
such as loud speakers, recording heads and magnetic tapes. Since
any theory that explains ferromagnetism in a given, compound
or series of compounds much make use of the structure of the
material. It has become necessary to determine the structure of
the ferroxcubes as they known commercially.

The cation distributions, oxygen parameters,
crystailographic-magnetic phase transitions and magnetic
structures are reported for large number of mixed ferrites; with
spinel structure. The unit cell is cubic and contains eight formula
molecules with 24 metal ions and 32 oxygen atoms, distributed
according the space group Fd3m (Fig. 5).

An example of neutron diffraction pattern of a spinel ferrite is
given in ( Fig. 6).
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2. Ceramic (High Tc) Superconductors:
These materials lend themselves well to neutron powder

diffraction techniques because of the critical dependence of
superconducting properties on the location and occupancy of
oxygen sites which can be studied directly by neutron diffraction
only. The materials are also relatively easy to produce and can be
studied from many different aspects - oxygen deficiencies,
atomic site substitutions, bond ler.gths, etc. (Fig. 7)..

3. Minerals:
Low flux research reactors can be profitably used for

characterization of a variety of magnetic and non-magnetic
materials. By character fraction i.e. the determinaffon of relative
composition and identification of constituents, for example,
minerals in a composite system by the use of neutron powder
diffraction. For analysis of data one has to develop a data base of
diffraction patterns of basic mineral constituents like MgO, CaO,
MnO, Fe2O3, Fe304, SiO2 etc. The mineral configuration can, in
principle, be obtained by a multiphase or a multicomponent
Rietveld analysis.

4 Amorphous Systems:
Yet another system of materials are the solid solutions or

systems which show amorphous structure. Depending on the
concentration/composition of solid solutions, the material can
show more " crystal - like " behavior or more " liquid - like "
behavoir. These structural aspects will govern various properties
like conductivity, both thermal and electrical.
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5. Zeolites:

Zeolites are important catalysts in petrochemistry. Knowledge

of how the absorbed molecules are attached and interact within

the zeolite channels are of interest from a variety of points of

view. Usually x-rays provide the basic structural information.

However, neutrons can "see" the hydrocarbon atoms in greater

detail, and thus more useful knowledge can be obtained from

neutron powder diffraction.

6. Magnetic Compounds:

Much interest has been generated in recent years in the study

magnetic properties of intermetallic compounds, particularly

those with rare earth elements, because of their applications in

areas benefiting from a high magnetic energy product (e.g. rare

earth garnets and magnetic alloys etc.), as well as the unusual

magnetic exchange and anisotropy properties of these

compounds. Thus this class of materials can be studied from

either an applied (industrial) or basic research motivation. A

strong team of collaborators is essential for success, including

persons who (a) make materials in either polycrystaline or single

crystal form or both, (b) provide supplementary characterization

information such as magnetization and Mossbauer data and (c)

theoretical expertise, particularly if work on exchange and

anisotropy properties is to be attempted. The study of the basic

atomic and magnetic structure of- these materials in

polycrystaline form by neutrons requires only powder diffraction

techniques to do successful research. (Fig.8).
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7. Texture and Residual Stress in Fabricated Materials:
Non-destructive evaluation of engineering materials by

neutron diffraction is an important field of investigation of

materials reliability. Residual stresses induced in localized

regions during fabrication process can lead to various effects like

stress corrosion or brittle fracture.

Neutrons, being highly penetrating particles, can examine the

bulk stress distributions by measuring strains in the materials.

Careful wide angle diffraction measurements of the atomic

d-spacing throughout small and controlled volumes of material

near a weld or other strain-inducing deformation can provide the

data to do a full three dimensional analysis of the local stresses in

a material and therefore an analysis of its potential for failure.

Powder diffraction techniques could be used to study texture
in a veriety of materials, like cast iron, rolled sheets,
workhardened stainless steels, etc. The anisotropy in physical
properties is determined by the anisotropy of texture of the
material under consideration, that is the relative orientation of
crystallites in the material. Conversely material properties can be
controlled by developing properly textured materials.
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ABSTRACT
One noticeable phenomenon regarding the engineering education in

general is its tight relation to the socio-economic activities. In particular, its

relation to the idustrial, and technological activities in each society. All

branches of liberal arts, science, law, medicine, and economy, education

seem to have established its roots in the society and grow almost equally

with the development. On the other hand, branches of engineering education

grow or deoline according to the needs of constructions or industrial

activities of the society at a given period of time.
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DEVELOPMENT OP NUCLEAR EDUCATION

INTRODUCTION

One noticeable phenoaenon regarding the engineering

education in general is its tight relation to the

socio-economic activities. In particular its relation to the

industrial and technological activities in each society. All

branches of liberal arts science, lav medicine, and econoay

education seem to have established its roots in the society

and grow almost equally with the development. On the other

hand branches of engineering education grow or decline

according to the needs of constructions or Industrial

activities of the society at a given period of time. To aake

this point clear let us examine few national and

international exanples During, the seventies to the

•ldeighties. construction projects in Egypt was boosed This

included not only extending already existing aetropolltan

areas and rebuilding old cities that was destroyed during

the war but also erecting nev industrial communities and

tourism villages as a result civil and architecture

engineering departments in Egyptian universities were over

crowded with students when the construction activities

slowed down during the late eighties up to now, fewer

numbers of students consider to study civil engineering.

Another example the fast growth of chemical engineering

education in the USA during the sixties with discovery of
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vast oil fields and the Invention of aany new Industrial

polymers Cheaical engineering education slowdown in the late

seventies and early eighties giving way to the new and

growing aaterial engineering education.

Nuclear engineering education is no exception to the

rule. It has shown a fast growing period in the late fifties

and early sixties when many nuclear engineering programs

were shouted in universities around the world During that

period nuclear energy appeared as the ultiaate solution to

the world growing need of energy and many reactors were

being built. As the nuclear industry started to lose

momentum for various reasons nuclear engineering programs

started to suffer and were struggling to survive. Still one

unique feature of nuclear engineering departments any where

is that even the largest ones are snail when compared to

their neighbors in the collage This work Is a review of

nuclear engineering education in Egypt.

NUCLEAR ENGINEERING EDUCATION IN THE USA

The US* has for long tiae toped th* wojrl<d in the nuabei

of nuclear engineering programs and the number o£ graduates

(11 These departnents and programs have attracted not only

bright american engineering students but also many foreign

students from all over the world.

many of these departments owned research reactors and
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other advanced research facilities. With strong nuclear

industry at times these departments enjoyed a large

financial support for aany years. This situation in turn

led to cllnbing number of students up to the Bid seventies.

From then statistics of the DOE (Department of Energy) show

that enrollment levels in BS and MS nuclear engineering

prograas have taken a roller coaster rldeaostly down (fig-J.

and 2).

Educators there can list a nunber of reasons (2) for

decline of nuclear engineering enrollments. The nost

iaportant of theses are:

dwindling of government support.

inadequacy of Industry support.

However it is generally agreed that the ultimate source

of these problems is the generally sorry condition of the

U.S. nuclear industry (3).

It is interesting to notice that the decline of the

enrollment had started before the TMI accident. There is no

obvious relation to the Chernobyl accident. As a matter of

fact it is the public acceptance of nuclear energy that had

the strongest effect on the industry and education as well.

The doctoral enrollments fluctuated slowly over the
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years: fig 3 This can be understood in the light of tha fact

that almost one half of the doctoral enrollments are not

U.S. citizens they always substitute for americans when

possible In 1990 there were only 35 undergraduates of

foreign nationals out of 1484 enrollments. There were also

197 masters out of 722 however about 360 doctoral

enrollments of foreign nationals out of 701 total

enrollments across the USA.

FUNDS FOR NUCLEAR ENGINEERING EDUCATION IN THE USA

During the Eisenhower years, development of civilian

nuclear power became a national priority in the united

states It was not just a matter of securing a source of

energy for the united states and the rest of the world. It

was a matter of national pride. Accordingly, a strong

federal commitment to nuclear power evolved. Academia became

part of the nuclear power infrastructure, and federal

programs were created to fuel nuclear education alongside

the fledgling nuclear industry .

In addition to helping the nuclear engineering programs

to buy equipments the AEC had a very fine Ms and Ph.D

fellowship program. The current level of fellowship support

As abysmal when compared with some past years. A graph

depicting the 1985 program alongside the AEC program of the

1960s and early 1970s is shown in fig 4 (3)
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Tederal expenditures for graduate loliowships in nuclear engineering and health
physics, in Ihousands ol dollars (amounis given in constant 1985 dol lars)Ref . 4
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E d u c a t o r s a l s o a g r e e t h a t , by arid l a r g e , the u t i l i t i e s .

reactor vendors, and suppliers have never offered such help

of any kind to university nuclear programs. They in general

seen to feel that Industry freely takes graduates without

giving much in return what Makes a bad relation worse is

that because of the problems industry is having it is

actively seeking D O E Money, so that unlverities are not only

competing with the national research labs but also a with

the major vendors.

Research expenditures in 1986-87 became considerably

less than those for 1984-85 which appear in Fig. 4 The

average research expenditures per graduate student for 21

nuclear programs were $ 15581 in 1984-85 and $ 14520 per

graduate student in 1986-87, a 7\ decrease before taking

inflation into account (4) To get program balance between

students and research funding, an average of $25000 per

graduate student, is a good rule of thumb.

NUCLEAR ENGINEERING EDUCATION IN EGYPT

Nuclear Engineering education in Egypt has started in

1963 with the establishment of the nuclear engineering

department at Alexandria university.

After 30 years still this is the only nuclear
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ror starting ot tnis department. Has and still to be to

create and train generations of nuclear engineers capable of

carrying out the countries plan for peaceful application of

atomic energy.

ENROLLMENT IN THE NUCLEAR ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT.

1- Undergraduate Enrollment.

Undergraduate enrollments has been varying up and down

over the years. Before a graph Is given It Is Important to

notice that there is a fundamental difference from the

enrollment system In aaerlcan universities. Rarely in Egypt,

students change major after original enrollment in a certain

department when a student flunks a course he or she is

allowed to repeat the course until it is passed Consequently

most if not all of the stutlsrts enrolle as freshmen in a

department end up graduating Fig 5 shows the number of

graduates from 1967 to 1992 in the nuclear engineering

department of Alexandria University.

After the first two years of graduation (1967 and 1968)

there is a general trend downward However the number of

graduates in the past decade has been slightly fluctuating

around the average of 16 graduates per year. Despite what

appears to be a relatively good number of graduates every

year the reality of the situation is bad.
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When the department was established In the sixties

nuclear energy and nuclear engineering had looked good on

the national and international stages. Nationally there was

a prospective of a good future for nuclear energy By then

the country had recentlty planed a peaceful use program fox

atomic energy and the nuclear research center at Inshas had

recently begun to operate Nuclear engineering education had

been considered as the field of the future On the

international front the seen was not much different Further

•ore the NPT (Non-prolifieration Treaty) had not been signed

yet and restrictions on educatio information and equipment

to certain countries had not been consldred. In

general nuclear engineering education had looked great and

promising to young students These facts, attracted to the

department the best of the fre3hmen in engineering nation

vice Unfortunately not for long As the picture grev dimmer

internationally it also did nationally By the mid seventies

things had been drastically changed Graduates found

themselves working in the forgotten Inshas center or in

non-nuclear field in replacement to mechanical or electrical

engineers Few of the graduates had a chance to work for

foreign emplyers Most of all there was no national focus on

the nuclear applications Therefore students enrollment

attracted only few goe<J students each year with many bad

ones. Any educator can easily tell what does that mean ?
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Simply professors will do there best to get very little or

no response In return Gradually they start loosing interest

•nd focus en thtlt research • A bad situation vhlch always

loads to vorae.

The only bright side of this gleam picture is that in

every class there is always. Few bright and Interested

students to keep the class alive. These could satisfy the

national need of nuclear engineers, at least for the

foreseen future.

2- Graduate Enxollaents

The nuclear engineering department offers three post

graduate programs

1- A diploma in nuclear instrumentation of nuclear povez

plants This requires two years of course w,ork and no thesis

is presented.

2- A master of science which requires one year of course

work and at Least one more year of research work followed by

a thesis presentation.

3- A doctor of philosophy which requires at lest two years

of research work and a final thesis defense

Fig 6 shows the number of enrollments for diploma Ms and PhD
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degrees this does not represent the actual number of degrees

earned as many of the students in each level (almost 50%)

drop out and do not satisfy all the requirements for their

degrees

Unlike other universities. Working on a decree does not

require a full time student. The rules requires only 2 days

a week of attendance. Hence most of the gradate students

pursue there degrees while being employed while this seeis

to be an advantage it is also a drawback. It always takes

longer tine of an employed student to earn a degree than it

takes a full tine student However the quality of the final

work is usually Independent of the students previous

enployement.

FUNDS FOR NUCLEAR ENGINEERING EDUCATION IN EGYPT.

Education in Egyptian Universities is in general free

of charge for qualified undergraduate students.

Only a small fee is paid by graduate students Therefore

the number of enrollments is not affected by the availability

of scholarships.

The funds for research and equipments is another story

As a small department as nuclear engineering department

always are it is given a relative portion of the faculty of
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engineering department in Egyptian Universities. The reason

for starting of this department, was and still to be to

create and train generations of nuclear engineers capable of

carrying out the countries plan {or peaceful application of

atomic energy.

ENROLLMENT IN THE NUCLEAR ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT.

1- Undergraduate Enrollment.

Undergraduate enrollments has been varying up and down

over the years. Before a graph is given it is important to

notice that there is a fundamental difference from the

enrollment system in american universities. Rarely in Egypt,

students change major after original enrollment in a certain

department when a student flunks a course he or she is

allowed to repeat the course until it is passed Consequently

most if not all of the students enroile as freshmen in a

department end up graduating Fig 5 shows the number of

graduates fiom 1967 to 1992 in the nuclear engineering

department of Alexandria University.

After the first two years of graduation (1967 and 1968)

there is a general trend downward However the number oi

graduates in the past decade has been slightly fluctuating

around the average of 16 graduates per year. Despite what

appears to be a relatively good number of graduates every

year the reality of the situation is bad.
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In recent years the department has adopted a new plan

for development oi the education process This Includes:

1- The study in the department has been always up graded

to level with other departments in aaerican universities

Actually in some cases a very similar curriculum was adopted

This policy is now stressed and enhanced.

2- A better contact between students a:id scientasts from

other research centers and Institutions is encouraged This

takes place through:

a) inviting scientists for the department regular seminar

b) inviting scientists to co-supervise the final BS

projects and special studies.

c) arranging students training visits to research centers

and other nuclear related institutuions.

3- Widening the curriculum scope to include.

a) other nonconventiona1 energy sources, with stress of

advanced fusion technology.

b) environmental impact of energy production

c) radioisotope production and applications.

4- Participating in national and international coordinated

research projects.
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REACTOR PARAMETERS CALCULATION
BY SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS METHOD

Prof. Dr. S. El - Konsol and Dr. K. Naguib
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Atomic Energy Authority, Cairo, Egypt.

ABSTRACT

Sensitivity analysis theory based on the variational functional

approaches was applied to evaluate some reactor parameters such as

sensitivities of eigen - values and power densities due to variation of

the absorber concentration in the reactor core. The practical usefulness

of this method is illustrated by considering test cases. The result

indicates that this method is as accurate as those obtained from direct

calculations.
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LINTRODUCTION:

Sensitivity analysis method is essentially developed in order

to evaluate the sensitivity of a system response to variations in

the system parameters. Some of the more important applications

of the sensitivity analysis theory are the criticality calculations.

The main approaches to sensitivity analysis were either based on

perturbation theories or variational functional. The use of adjoint

functions for sensitivity analysis of several linear problems

encounterd in reactor theory has been demonstrated in the

comprehensive reviews given by Stacey [1] and Greenspan [4].

Stacey [1], in his paper presents variational functionals which

may be used to estimate ratios of linear and bilinear functionals

of the direct and adjoint solutions of the equations which govern

linear systems. A secondary purpose is to develop a perturbation

theory from the variationaJ functionals which, for eigenvalue

problems, is similar to the generalized perturbation theory

developed from physical arguments for reactor physics problems

by Usachev [2] and extended by Gandini [3]
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Let us here summariss a part of his paper which we used

in our applications.

a. Linear Flux Ratio* - Homogeneous Systems:

Consider the linear system described by the equation:

a, = 0 (1.1)

Now consider the problem of estimating the ratio of

linear functional ^ , the fundamental eigensolution of equation

(11).

Ry= <Zi*k> / <li$k> (1.2)

a direct estimate from equation (1.2) would yield a first-order

error 5Ry. The variational functional.

E2 IV- <W • « Z i ^ >/<£j4>A>) [1- <V. tA- XF)^>]

(1.3)

provides an estimate of Ru accurate to second order with

respect to the differences 5$ and 5y* between the trial

functions used in evaluating Eq. (1.3) and the solutions of

Eq.(l.l) and

(A» - XP») V = (X, /<£,<&>) - (Ej /< 2, Oa, >) (1.4)

respectively.
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Equation (1.4) has a solution because the r.h.s is

orthogonal to ^ . the fundamental eigensolution of Eq. (1.1).

The method of successive approximations yields a solution to

Eq. (1.4) of the form

n • o n
where

*
A* VQ = (I,/ <Z, ̂  >) - (£j/ < Ij <t̂  >) (1.6a)

A* V =XF» V , , n>o (1.6b)
n n-l

A mutual orthogonality relation can be constructed from Eqs.

(1.6) and Eq. (1.1)

0 = = < A ' \ | f , 0 > = <y , A p >
< Z. 0. > < X. <>. > o *• o *

« * *
= <\i»,XF(t) > = < XF* ur , 0 > = <A* v , o >

0 *• o «• 1 «•
• * *

= < \ u , A 0 > = < w , XF<j>, > = = < V , XFO >
1 *• 1 »• n *

Thus, the V . and hence y*. are biorthogonal o ^ with

respect to the operator F. This suggests that Eqs. (1.6) be

replaced by

A* f* = ( £ . / < Z. 0. >) - d . / < Ij P. > ) l 1 7 a '
o * ' * J *•

A* £* = XF* V* • n > o (1.7b)
n n-l

V* m £ - [ [ < £ , F * > / < 6 . F * > ) * l n . 7 c )
n n n * X *• X

where the second term in Eq. (1.7c) was added to remove any
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fundamental mode contamination which may arise from

numerical roundoff.

A perturbation theory for changes in R= corresponding to

changes in the system parameters can be derived from the

difference.

^ • J . I - E J J I V .0x1. (1-8)

where both E and E2 are .aluated with approximations to

the solutions of Eqs. (1.1) and (1.4) for the unperturbed

system parameters, while perturbed and unperturbed, system

parameters are used in Eq. (1.3) to evaluate E and E2

respectively. The result, accurate to second order, is
s o < 8 I. A > < 6 L, 0, >

p = Li Li_ . < „.,< I, *x > <
(6A .

where, again, 5A s A'- A, etc. As before, the third term in equ.

(1.9) accounts for the effect of the perturbation upon the

eigensolution 0^ and represents a refinement upon

conventional theory, which would approximate SRj. / R,, j with

the first two terms of Eq. (1.9).

b. Bilinear Ratios - Homogeneous Systems:

In many practical problems an estimate of the ratio of
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bilinear funcOonals given by
* *

p,, * < 4>x . H, «A, > / < 4>x ,Hi+k> (1.10)

*
where <t>\ is the solution of equation (1.1) and <t>. the solution

of the equation.

(A* - XF») <|>x = 0 (1.11)

A direct estimate from Eq. (1.10) would have an error
*

which was first order in 56 and 5$^ . the differences between

the trial functions § and ^ used to evaluate Eq. (1.19) and

the solutions of Eqs. (1.11) and (1.1), respectively.
The variational functional

* * *

*
x [ 1 - < • . (A-A.F)T>- < P . (A-XF)<^ > ) (1.12)

provides an estimate of ptj which is accurate to second order

in 60 , &)>a, . and the differences &T* and ST between the trial
A.

functions used to evaluate Eq. (1.12) and the solutions of

(A* - %
A. A*

) (1.13)

and (A - XF) r = ( H,(^ / <4>x . H t ^ > )

- (H | i fr x /<«X ,H )<^>) (1.14)

respectively.
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Proof follows from the stationarity properties of E6. Equation

(1.13) has a solution because the r.h.s is orthogonal to 0 ,̂ the

fundamental eigensolution of Eq. (1.1).

Application of successive approximations to Eq. (1.13) yields

r» = X r* . (1.15)

where

* $ * (<$* , 0 / 0 * . F 0 >)0* U.16)
n *

< $ , F 0 > / < 0 . F 0 > ) 0
n *• A. * A,

and the j=* are generated recursively
n

* •A* % = ( H 0 / < 0 H, 0 > ) - (H. 0 /< 0 H 0 > )
O 1 A. A *• J K K ' K

(1.17a)

A*P*=X*F*r* . n > o (1.17 b)
sn n-1

Similarly, a solution to Eq. (1.14) may be constructed

from

T = S Tn (1.18)
n=o

where

and the %n axe generated recursively:

A §o - ( H, ^ / < ̂  . H, ̂  > ) - (H, ̂  /< 4^ . H, #x> )

(1.20a)

= XFrn_! , n > o (1.20b)

The second terms In Eqs. (1.16) and (1.19) are included
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to remove any fundamental mode contamination which may

arise from numerical roundoff. (Mutual blorthogonaiity

relations exist which require that < rn*. F ^ > = 0,

< $ , F Tn > = 0 . n > 0)

A perturbation theory for changes in p,, corresponding to

perturbations in the system parameters can be derived from

the difference.

sPiJ=E6[»*.r\vr]-E6[{,r\Vr] (1.21)

As before, E and Eg are both evaluated with trial functions
6

which approximate the solution of the unperturbed Eqs. (1.1),

(1.11), (1.13) and (1.14). Perturbed parameters are used to

evaluate E while unperturbed parameters are used to evaluate
6

E6. The result, accurate to second order, is

g < 0 . 5 H, 0 > < <t> , 8 Hj 0̂  >

—i! = j - j — - < 0 . [5A - 8(XF)] T >
"'J < 0 , H, 0 > < 0 , H, © >

X '• X ' ' « •

- < r \ [5A-5 (XFJ10, > (1.22)

Again, the first two terms in Eq. (1.22) correspond to the

conventional result. The third and fourth terms are

refinements which account for the effect of the perturbation

upon <t> and <t̂ , respectively.
A.

The present work deals with applications of the
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variational functional presented by stacey [1] to evaluate

sensitivities of eigenvalues and power densities due to

variations in the absorber concentration.

H. SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS FOR SOME NUCLEAR

REACTOR PROBLEMS:

In reactor design studies "sensitivities" 5R/5ot of a

response R to input data a (typically nuclide densities or cross

sections) are of interest [5-7]. In particular R can denote a

ratio of linear or bilinear functionals of the real or adjoint

fluxes. According to Stacey [1], variational functionals were

presented which may be used to estimate ratios of linear and

bilinear functionals of the direct and adjoint solutions of the

equations which govern linear systems.

n. A. Reactivity Sensitivity Analysis:

Consider a critical reactor described by the equation:

( A - 1 F ) ^ O (2.1)

where A is an operator representing neutom transport,

scattering and absorption cross sections, and F is an operator

representing fission. While the equation for the adjoint flux $

is given by:

(A* - X F*) 4>* = 0 (2.2)
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The introduction of a reactivity perturbation into the system

will change the operators A by SA and F by SF to the values

A'and F'respectively. Then the perturbed system will be given

by

(A- X' F) $'= 0 (2.3)

Taking the inner product of equation (2.3) with <)>* and

subtracting the inner product of equation (2.2) with <t>'yields

the exact expression for 8X:

8X = < <t»*. (SA -X 8F) <(»' >/<<(>'. F<|»- > (2.4)

The quantity 8X is often referred to as the reactivity worth of

the perturbation. If <)>*is the solution of equation (2.3), then SX

can be exactly deduced from equation (2.4). For reasons of

computational economy, it is desirable to estimate 5X without

solving equation (2.3). Thus, replacing «j»'by$ in (2.4), we

bring ourselves to the first order perturbation theory for 8X

which is denoted by:

(8X)p = < <(>* , (8A -X 8F ) <|> > / < <|>* , F > > (2.5)

If <j>'a ij> + 80 we can write the exact equation (2.4) for SA, as:

6X = < 0* , (8A -X 8F) (4> + &t>) > / < <)>*, F(<t> + &)>)>

Expanding the numerator and donominator. neglecting terms

of second order of 8A and 50 and using the biorthogonality

relation:

< 0* , F &> > = 0
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yields,

(8X)! = <<(»*. (SA -A, dF) •> /< 0*, F > > +

<(j>*. (SA-X 6F) &(» >/< <(•". F0) (2.6)

The second term in equation (2.6) is obviously a correction to

(5X)p which accounts for the effect of the flux perturbation

resulting from the introduction of the reactivity perturbation.

It would be valuable to have an estimate of 8X which

contains errors that are of second order w.r.t. &(• and have a

factor accounts for the effect of the reactivity perturbation

upon the flux. Such an estimate can be obtained by using the

variational principle for bilinear ratios of flux and adjoint flux.

Therefor, if

Hj = (8A-A, 8F) operator and Hj s Foperator.

Thus equation (2.4) is transformed to a ratio of flux and adjoint

flux - homogeneous system of the form:

R = <<)>*, H, <)>>/< 0* , Hj <j>' >

therefore, E 6 (<(>*, T* , <D, 0 reported by Stacey f X] provides an

estimate of 5X which is accurate to second order in 50. and 8$ .

Therefore,
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, (8A -A, 5F) <fr' >

(2.7)

where F and F are the solutions of equations:

(A -XF)F =— - ^ (2.8)
<<|> , (8A -X SF) $' > < 0 ,F'^'>

and

(8A-X8F)<t>' F'4»'

, (8A -X SF) <|»' > <0 . F'<>'
(2.9)

respectively. Take the inner product of $ with equation (9)

and integrate we obtain:

<<t>*.(A-A.F)r> = 0

then, equation (2.7) for (8X)V is reduced to:

< 0 . (8A -X SF) fj> >
(SX)n = ; ^~ [ l - < r . (5A-8(XF)<(>> J

< • . F > >

(2.10)

The second term in equation (2.10) stands for the correction

for the flux perturbation which can be calculated using the

approximate solution of F* (equation (2.8)), when 0'= 0.
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n. B. Power Density Sensitivity Analysis:

The power density R(r), defined as the ratio of the power

p(r) at a point r. to the total reactor power P is given by:

R(r) = p(r) / P (2.11)

where,

p(r) I Zq (r) ^ (r) 8(r- r) dr', (2.12)

and

P = I I f l (r) <|«, (r) dr (2.13)
j J J

where 5(r'- r) is the Dirac delta function.

Therefore, if I , = I f5(r- r) and Ij = Zf

then, equation (2.11) for the power density is transformed to a

form of a real flux ratio homogeneous system:

R= < S, <(•>/<2j<|>> (2.14)

According to Stacey II], the response variation accurate

to second order is given by:
8LfS(r- r) 81.

8R/R = - <y . [8A-8(XF)J 0 > (2.15)
< I f 0 8(r - r)> < I f 0 >

where y is the solution of the inhomogeneous equation,
. Zf. (r) 5(r- r) Zfl (r)

(2.16)
(r)

Since equation (2.16) has a solution if and only if the r.h.s. is

orthogonal to the flux «fa). Therefor, instead of (2.16) we can

use the equations for y* in the form:
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A (R v ) - A. F (R y ) = R S (2.17)

with the boundary conditions in the form:

(R V*) = 0 at r = R,,

d(r y*)/dr = 0 at r = 0

where Rg denotes the outer boundary of the reactor system.

R S* = Xg (r)/ <lfl > - Zj Z^}. ZQ / < Sf<(> > 2 (2.18)

This source is now orthogonal to the flux tfr). therefore

equation (2.16) now has a solution.

m . CALCULATIONAL PROCEDURE:

m. A. Reactivity Worth:

The sensitivity of the reactivity worth due to variation in

the absorption cross sections was evaluated by three methods:

1. Direct calculation which will be referred to as exact.

2. Use of first order generalized perturbation theory (GET).

3. Use of variational functional method.

1. Direct Calculations:

We shall assume that the absorber compensating the

reactivity excess is placed homogeneously in the reactor

volume. Thus, the system of stationary reactor equations in

the multigroup diffusion approximation can be written as:

1 d a d* v*1 i+J Xi ^
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(J - 1.2 .J) (3.1)

where p is the absorber concentration and a*, the

microscopic absorption cross section for group j . The other

notations are commonly used. Equation (3.1) was solved using

DIFREC-MG code |8J to give the flux $0 (r) and the effective

multiplication factor k0 for the unperturbed case. Change p by

an amount 5p and repeat the calculations to give the flux <f>'(r)

and k'for the perturbed case. The result of this process will

give:

(8X)e = \--X0 = (k - k ) / k k'

This method will henceforth be called "exact".

2. Pint Order Generalized Perturbation Theory IGFTJ:

The reactivity worth was calculated using the first order

generalized perturbation theory from:

(SA.)p = < 0* , (SA - X SF) <> >/ < 4>*. F> >

where in our case SA = 5p a^ , 6F = 0.

.'. (5X)p = < 4>* . 6p Og $>/<<(>•, F«> > (3.2)

The relative error denoted by REP can be denned as:

REP = (6\p - SXg) / Ske . 100% (3.3)

3. Variational Functional Method:

The reactivity worth was calculated using the variational
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functional method by equation (10) with 8A = 5p o* , 8F = 0.

/ £<t>8po • d r
= —L2 2 L J _ [i- <p , 8p o 0» >J (3.4)

/ Z O b£J # d
••• (SX)v

/ Z Oj b>£J} #, dr

where f* is given from the solution of equation (2.8).

The relative error denoted by REV can be defined as:

REV = (8?̂  - 8 y / 8Xe . 100% (3.5)

m. B. Power Density:

The sensitivity of the power density due to variations in

the absorption cross sections was calculated by two methods:

1. Direct calculations referred to as exact.

2. Use of the variational functional method.

In the first method we calculate the flux distribution <t»°(r)

calculate the power distribution p(r) from:

p(r) = I I ? (r) ^(r)

The power density for the unperturbed case is then.

R° (D « p(r) / P

P - is the total power of the reactor given by

P = JX Ig(r) 4>° (r) ex-

changing p by p + 8p in equation (3.1) and repeating the

calculations will give the power density for the perturbed case

R"(r). Then 8R (r) can be calculated from
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(r) = R(r) -

For the second method, the solution of equation (2.17)

gives Rv* instead of y* and since the variations 8F = O and 5%

= 0 hence equation (150 reduces to:

SRy = - <R v* , 8A <(> > (3.6)

This means that the variation of the power density is due to

the variation of the flux only that results from perturbation of

the absorption cross section. Therefore,
i

X P aaj W *j W (3.7)

and Rv'j is the solution of equation (17) with source given by

equation (18). The relative error denoted by PEV of the

power density from exact is:

PEV = UVr) - R^r)) / R^r). 100% (3.8)

IV. RESULTS FOR TEST CASES:

IV. A MODEL AND CROSS SECTIONS:

A simplified two-region slab reactor has been chosen to

test the theoretical developments outlined in the previous

sections. It consists of an infinite slab, finite in the x-

direction with a core and reflector. The two-group cross

sections used are listed in Table 1. The width of the core is

200 cm and that of the reflector is 60rm.
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Table (1)

D cm

Za cm'1

i
z,f cm

(vZ)f cm"1

oa bams

£ 1 + 2 cm

P

Core

group 1

1.000

0.003

0.0

o.o

0.0

group 2

1.0

0.005

0.0024

0.00585

100.0

0.003

0.0003

Reflector

group 1

1.0

0.003

0.0

00

0.0

group2

1.0

0.0004

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.003

0.0

IV. a RESULTS FOR REACTTVITiY WORTH:

SARC-1 code have been prepared and written in

FORTRAN-77 to calculate reactivity worth due to variation of

the absorber concentration in the reactor core.

For performing numerical calculations it is necessary to

know the sensitivity of the values of interest to the mesh step

width to illustrate the appropriate mesh spacing for

accuratelly calculating fluxes and adjoint fluxes. Several
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calculations with different mesh spacings vary from 1.25 to 5

cm in the reactor core and between 2-6 cm in the reflector

were carried out. Although the shapes of the flux #r) and the

adjoint flux $ (r) change slightly due to variation of mesh step,

they give approximately entical results for 5X_ and 5\. This

gives confidence that the 5 cm mesh spacing in reactor core

and 6 cm in confidence that the 5 cm mesh spacing in reactor

core and 6 cm in the reflector is indeed adequate. All

numerical results reported after were done by using these

mesh spacings.

The results of direct calculations are termed exact. They

are performed using DIFREC-MG code 18]. The convergence

criteria that the exact results retained sufficient significant

figures in comparison with both perturbation theory and

variational functional calculations.

Table 2. shows the reactivity worth due to variation in the

absorber concentration by direct calculations Ske, first order

perturbation theory SXp and variational functional 8Xy. The

results for the relative errors of the reactivity worth from

exact solution REP and REV are also listed in table 2. It is

shown that the exact and first order GPT results for SA.

generally agreed within 3% while that by variational functional
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varied between 0.05%-2.2% depending upon the perturbation

oecured.

Table (2)

Exact. GPT and Variational Functional

Sp

0.00003

0.00006

0.00009

0.00012

0.0C015

0.00018

0.00021

0.00024

0.00027

-0.005332

-0.010657

-0.015974

-0.021301

-0.026626

-0.031951

-0.037275

-0.042600

-0.047924

SXp

-0.005181

-0.010362

-0.015544

-0.020725

-0.025906

-0.031087

-0.036269

-0.041450

-0.046631

sxv

-0.005210

-0.010476

-0.015798

-0.021178

-0.026614

-0.032106

-0.037656

-0.043261

-0.048924

REP %

-2.83

-2.77

-2.69

-2.70

-2.70

-2.70

-2.70

-2.70

-2.70

REV %

-2.29

-1.70

-1.10

-0.58

-0.05

-0.49

-1.02

-1.55

-2.09

IV. C RESULTS FOR POWER DENSITY:

SARC-2 code have been prepared and written in

FORTRAN-77 for calculation of power density sensitivity

analysis using variational functional method.

The spatial shape of the function v . is illustrated in Fig.

1. As a function of x, the neutron importance to power

contributions to the denominator rather than the numerator of

equation (2.11).
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Table 3 presents the accuracy of R(x) obtained using

variational fuctionals to exact ones at two different

perturbations of the absorber concentration. It is shown that

the relative error of R from exact ones agrees within 0.5%

when (Sp = 20% p) worsens when the perturbation increases

(5p = 100% p), and neverless it does not exeed 2.5%.

Table (3)

Power Density Re(x) by Exact and R^x) by variational

Functional Calculations

X

cm

0
5
10
15
2 0
25
30
35
4 0
45
50
55
6 0
6 5
7 0
75
80
85
90
9 5
100

So

1.190707E-2
L.190707E-2
1.187138E-2
1.18011E-2

169353E-2
.155205E-2
. 137621E-2

1.116677E-2
1.092469E-2
1.065123E-2
1.034808E-2
1.001747E-2
0.966252E-2
0.928763E-2
0.88992 IE-2
0.850673E-2
0.812453E-2
0.777446E-2
0.749032E-2
0.732462E-2
0.735939E-2

^0.00006

1.185243E-2
1.1 85243E-2
1.181836E-2
1.175030E-2
1.164838E-2
1.151288E-2
1.1344I2E-2
1.114262E-2
1.090905E-2
1.064440E-2
1.035001E-2
1.002782E-2
0.968061E-2
0.931250E-2
0.892961E-2
0.854128E-2
0.816126E-2
0.781150E-2
0.752533E-2
0.735473E-2
0.738066E-2

PEV%

-0.46
-0.46
-0.45
-0.42
-0.39
-0.34
-0.28
-0.22
-0.14
-0.06
0.02
0.10
0.19
0.27
0.34
0.41
0.45
0.48
0.47
0.41
0.29

do

1.189988E-2
1.18998E-2
1.186424E-2
1.179309E-2
1.168669E-2
1.154544E-2
1.136988E-2
1.U6076E-2
1.091905E-2
1.064599E-2
1.034327E-2
1.0O1313E-2
0.965873E-2
0.928453E-2
0.889708E-2
0.850:>13E-2
0.812653E-2
0.778113E-2
0.750545E-2
0.735509E-2
0.741752E-2

» 0.0003

1.162642E-2
1.162642E-2
1.159893E-2
1.154380E-2
1.146074E-2
1.134838E-2
1.120922E-2
1.103981E-2
I.O84O69E-2
1.061166E-2
1.035280E-2
1.0O6477E-2
0.974913E-2
0.940888E-2
0.904914E-2
0.867843E-2
0.831040E-2
0.796664E-2
0.768101E-2
0.750632E-2
0.752463E-2

PBV%

-2.30
-2.30
-2.24
-2.11
-1.93
-1.70 -
-1.41
-1.08
-0.72
-0.32
0.09
0.52
0.94
1.34
1.71
2.03
2.26
2.38
2.34
2.O6
1.44
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V. CONCLUSION:

The probJem of sensitivity reactivity worth and power density

due to variation in the absorber concentration in the reactor core

can be solved using the variational functional method. This

method was found to be more accurate than the first order

perturbation theory. Such result is due to the fact that the

correction is to second order in which is very close to the exact

calculation. Moreover, the variational functional formalism

provides a consistent means for using a more accurate theories

(e.g. SN, PN) to treat the perturbation, while using a more

approximate theory (e.g. diffusion theory) for the overall flux

calculations. Finally the variational formalism provides an

oconomical means in saving computational time, since <|>, <j)* and

*F* are calculated only once. This method also allows to

formulate and solve other reactor problems (e.g. reactor

shielding, fuel managements, burn-up, etc).

In addition to the above calculation, the sensitivity analysis

method can be used for application too. For example, in nuclear

power reactors, one of the methods to alter the power shape in

course of reactor operation is the management of control rods in

the reactor core. Under a certain absorber distribution the power

shape will be most close to a desired power shape. The problem

of finding such an absorbe distribution is an optimizational one.

In the last Few years iteration methods based on the application

of the generalized perturbation theory have been successfully

used in nuclear fuel management optimization [9].
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The problem of the best absorber location in the reactor,
volume to shape a desired power distribution P* (r) has been
solved through the application of sensitivity analysis method
based on the variational functional technique. The problem has
been formulated in multi-group diffusion approximation.
Convergence of iterations has been illustrated by the example of
solving the problem.
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SOME BASIC ASPECTS ON REACTOR THEORY

Prof. Dr.M.L.Michaiel

Reactors Departments uclear Research Centre,

Atomic Energy Anthority,Cairo,Egypt

ABSTRACT

This lecture deals with some basic subjects concerning reactor

theory, namely:

- neutron multiplication,

- material and geometrical bucklings,

- reflected reactors and reflector saving, and

- reactor control including fuel deplation, fission products and

temperature coefficients.
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1. Neutron Multiplication
A fission process is accompanied by the production of two

fragments as well as 2-3 neutrons beside the libaration of energy.

These neutrons produced by fission having a large spectrum of

energy may have any of the following reactions:

- Scattered by a nucleus of the fuel, moderator or constructing

material and lose some (or all) of its energy, depending on the

mass of this nucleus as well as the angle of scattering.

- Caputred by a nucleus of the elements inside the reactor core

depending on the capture cross-section of this reaction.

- Absorbed by a fissile nucleus giving an exited compound

nucleus that results in a fission into two fragments and

neutrons and energy. This depends on the fission probability of

this interaction (fission cross- section).

- The neutrons may leak out of the core directly (fast neutrons)

or after one or several collisions (thermal neutrons).

When the results of all these interactions is that one neutron

(in a generation) gives one neutron in the next generation, a

chain reaction is sustained. Taking as an example 1000 fast

neutrons produced from fissions in one generation:

- Some neutrons are absorbed in fissile and fertile materials

before being thermalized.

- Some of these absorbed fast neutrons make fission.

- The other neutrons which are escaped from absorption in the

fast range of energy are scattered till they reach the thermal

energy range.
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Some of these thermal neutrons are absorbed in the fuel

while the others are absorbed in the moderator or

constructing materials.

Thermal neutrons absorbed in fuel may make fissions. -

Neutron leakage In the fast range of energy as well as in

thermal range must be considered.

The factor giving the ratio between neutrons escaped from

fast (and resonance) absorption to all fast neutrons absorbed is

called resonance escape probability and is denoted "P".

The ratio between neutrons production in the fast and

thermal ranges to that in the thermal range only is called fast

fission factor and is denoted "£" .The factor relating thermal

neutrons absorbed in fuel to those absorbed in fuel, moderator and

constructing materials is called thermal utilisation factor "f. The

ratio of neutrons produced per fission in thermal range to that

absorbed in the fuel in the same range is called the regeneration

factor "r\"

These four factors can be defined in the following equations:

P =

a 0 v)fuel + (Za 0 v)mod. + (Za 0 v)c m

HSa0V)fuel 1- (Ia0V)wod,-'- g,0V)c .m .1 thermal

(hennaJ (Ia0V) fas t
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_ (y£f 0) l h e r m a l

Where : y is the reproduction factor or the average number of

neutrons produced per fission.

Xf macroscopic fission cross-section.

Za macroscopic absorption cross-section.

V is the volume.

0 is the average flux,

fuel: means in fuel,

mod.: means in moderator.

cm.: means in constructing materials,

fast: means in fast range of energy.

thermal: means in thermal range of energy.

The product of these four factors gives what is called the

infinite multiplication factor K^ . where the reactor is considered

of infinite dimension, i.e.. there is no neutron leakage.

(y I. f 0)iherma]

K =

a + Ga0V)mod+ (Sa0V)cm5 (hermal+ (Xa0V)fast

total production
total absorption
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Since, practically there are some neutrons that leak out of

the reactor core in the thermal and fast ranges of energy, this

leakage must be considered in the multiplication factor

calculaions:

the fast nonleakage probability = e"
B

1

the thermal nonleakage probability =

1 + L 2 B 2

where : B2 is the material buckling (to be defined later).

x is the neutron age,

L2 is the diffusion area.

Thus, the effective multiplication factor can be given as:

K_ e B K_ K

1 + LZ B (1 + B t) (1 + i / B2) (1+ M B2)

2 2
M = L + x is called the migration area.
As an example, the following table gives the neutron balance for a

UO2 light water reactor:
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Production

1000 neutrons

Leakage

196

fast thermal

186 10

Absorption

804

235
U

B" -2
= 68.80 m

235
U

fast

54

Fissile

464
thermal

410

fast

146

Fertile

208
thermal

62

U-235

U-235

U-238

U-238
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TI = 1.7984 Oj = 0

f = 0.7993 Cr = 14

P = 0.8184 Cm. Ni = 10

e = 1.0571 absorption Fe = 44

M2 B2 = 0.2434 H2O = 64

K,,, = 1.2434

Kc[r = 1.0000

Material and geometrical buddings:

The diffusion equation for one group of neutrons can be

written in the form:

+ D V 2 0 - I a 0 + X a k 0 = o

where: D: diffusion coefficient,

£a : macroscopic absorption cross-section.

K : multiplication factor,

0 :flux.

This equation may take the wave equation form:

V2 0 + B2 0 = o

where: B2 = a _ ^ 1 _» !Sl2 (in two groups of neutrons)
» " L2 M2

2 D
L is the diffusion area = —

M2 is the migration area = L2 + T
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T is the age.

The quantity B is given the name buckling since it

represents (V2 0 /0) a measure of the curveture (or buckling) of

the neutron flux. B2 may be calculated from:

(1) The wave equation as B2 = V2 0 / 0 . i.e.. depending on the

geometry of the system (plane, cylinder, sphere).

(2) The relation B2 = — . i.e.. depending on the materials inside
M 2

the system (reactor).

In the first case it is called geomterical buckling but in the

second it is called material buckling.

N.B.: Since in the solution of the wave equation, there are several

eigen -values correspond to the fundamental mode and the

harmonics, only the fundamental (smallest eigen-value) will

be considered.

In a critical system:

geometrical Buckling = material Buckling

for Q2 < B 2 the critical radius is larger, and the reactor is super-

critical. Keg > 1

for Q2
 < B 2 the critical radius Is smaller, and the reactor is sub-

critical. K^ < 1
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Geometrical Buckling:
As mensioned above the geometrical buckling depends on

the shape of the reactor core (slab, sphere, cylinder, etc.). As an

example for getting an expression for the geomterical buckling we

will consider cylindrical reactor (most widely used).

Consider a cylindrical reactor of finite height, the laplacian

operator is expressed in tlje wave equation as:

d2 0 9 0 »20 * „ , 4B 0 ( )

the Boundary conditions are:

0 (r.z) is finite and non-negative.

0 (r.z) s o a t r s R

by separating the variables:

0 (r.z) = R (r). Z (z)

dr

H

i
= o

R 1 dr

and. 1
z

d Z
B

2

where : a 2 and p2 are constants. B
2 = a2 + jl2

Putting X = o r and rearranging we get:
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2 d2R dR 2 „
x — - + x — + x R = o

dx 2 dx

which is the zero order Bessel equation.

(a) For positive values of a 2 , the general solution is

R = AJO (a r) + CY0 (a r)

where Jo and Yo are Bessel functions of the first and second

kinds respectively of zero order.

(b) For negative values of a2 the Bessel equation will be changed

to be modified Bessel equation and the solution will be:

R = A1 Io (a r) CK,, (a r)

For multiplying medium a is positive and since at

r = o, Yo tends to - » . the coefficient C -» o. thus.

R = AJ0 (a r)

at r = R,,. flux = o

.-. A J o (a RJ = o /. a R,, = 2.4048

or a - , 2 -4048 2 2.4048 2
o r a ~ (—B ) and a = {—5 )

Ro Ko

dz

z = A| cos (P z) + C[ sin (p z)

from symmetry Cj = o

Z = Ai cos (p z) as o at z = _L i
2
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|J H _ Jt 2 B o

2~ - 2" o r P = ' H '

2 .2.4048.2 . Jt 2

0 ( r , , . A vo £«"£i) cos a

O. REFLECTED REACTORS

As discussed before, the multiplication factor depends on the

neutron leakage from the reactor core. Thus, this factor increases

by decreasing neutron leakage or In other words, the critical fuel

used decreases by decreasing neutron leakage, i.e.. saving of fuel

depends on minimising leakage. This is done by surrounding the

reactor core by material that can reflect back the neutrons. The

reflector must have the following properties:

Very small neutron absorption cross-section.

It must be of light elements so as to reflect back the

neutrons and decrease its energy to minimum in the same

time. i.e.. behaves as reflector and moderator.

Small scattering mean free path to minimize the distance

traveled by the neutron before being scattered. The most

common moderator materials are H2O, D2O. graphite and Be.

Reflector Savings:

As mensioned above, the presence of the reflector reduces

the critical size of the fuel. The reflector savings (for an infinite

plane slab) may be defined by:
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where : Ho is the critical thickness of the bare slab.

H is the thickness with a reflector.

. Bc Core buckling

IH

1 reflector

The one group diffusion eqatlon may be written as:

Do V
2 0C - 0C • k 0C = o

Dr V
2 0 r - Sg,. 0 r = o

which can be written In the form:

(core)

(reflector)

7 2 0 r - k 2
r 0 r =

where :

The solution of these equations (taking into consideration the

positive x - direction and the flux is symmetrical, finite and non-

nagatlve) will be:
0C (x) = A cos (BfX)

0C (x) = A' cosh (kTx) + C sinh (K,. x)
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But since: 0 r (x = 2. H + T) =
2

0 r (x) = C sinh F^ (i . H + T - x)

From the boundary conditions:

0 c ( i - H ) » 0 r ( i -H)

DCV 0 c ( i . H ) = D r 7 0 r ( i . H )

A cos (Bc H) = C sinh (K,. T)

ADC Bc sin (Bc H) = C K, Dr cosh (J^ T)

by division

Dc Bc tan {Bc ̂ ) = Dr Kr coth (Kr T)
2

Substituting for H:
2

Dc Bc tan (-g- - Bc 5) = Dr K,. coth tf^ T)

or .
Dc Bc cot (Bc 8) = Dr K, coth (PC,. T)

or.

For H large B is small (tan'1 x = x for small x)

Thus. B _ Dc tanh (K,. T)

If. Dc « Dr .\& = Lr tanh (I.)
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m. REACTOR CONTROL

In the steady state operation, the effetive multiplication

factor must remain unity. However, when the reactor operates for

a long period, the multiplication factor will decrease due to

several factors such as:

The fuel is depleted.

Some fission products have a poisoning effect G a is large).

The temperature Increases and consequently the

rross-sections and density decrease resulting in a decrease

in the multiplication factor for the majority of reactors

(except for example some types of Pu reactors).

Due to these factors as well as other factors, the effective

multiplication factor must exceed unity. The excess reactivity is

controlled by several methods of control such as:

(1) Using control rous.

(2) Insertion or removal of fuel rods.

(3) Increasing or decreasing reflector thickness.

(4) Introducing burnable poisons.

(5) Introducing poisons in reflectors or moderators.

etc.

m. 1. Fuel Depletion

As the reactor operates, the uranium fuel is depleted but in

the same time some fissile and fertile isotopes are formed thus:
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9 4 - 2 4 1

P
I

The rate of change of any of these isotopes can be given as:

d N | (t) O 0N + o
dt

o c M
J.J = a,N, + b, .j N M (t)

where : Nt is the number of nuclei/ C.C. of the isotope "i".

N,.j is the number of nuclei/ C.C. of the isotope "i-1",

Ogj is the microscopic absorption cross-section of the isotope

"i".

ocl. j is the microscopic capture cross-section of the isotope

"i-l").

The solution of this differentia] equation may be given in the form.:

t b 0 l )

1-1

„ _ n y „ 1= 1.2 I-I
a,, - n,. Z, an

n, = initial Concentration

The concentrations of U235 and U238 decreases by time of

operation of the reactor, while that of U236. Pu240, Pu241

increases.
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The plutonium Isotopes Increases by time till each of them

reaches a saturation state.

m.2. Fission Products

Among, the different isotopes produced from fission there

are some having very high absorption cross-sections which

decreases the thermal utilization factor "f" and consequently the

multiplication factor decreases. The most important of these

isotopes are Xe135. Sm149. Gd155. Gd157. ... etc. Xe135 and Sml49

have beside the high absorption cross-sections a relatively high

fission yields.

The rate of formation of any.of these fission products may be

given by the relation:

dzB*(t) A A

(t) -

where: jB* is the concentration of the element under

consideration.

iA is the decay constant of the element of the same

mass number of the isotope under consideration and

atomic number less by one.

is the concentration of the element of the same

mass number and less by one of the atomic number

from the isotope under consideration.
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A-1

B.
A-l

Zj5 (t)is the macroscopic flssion cross-section for u 2 3 5 .

0 (t) is the average flux.

is the absorption cross-section of the isotope of

mass number less by one and the same atomic

number of the isotope under consideration.

is the isotope of the same atomic number but of

mass number less by one of the isotope under

consideration.

is the decay constant of i sotopes under

consideration.

is the absorption cross-section of isotope under

consideration.

_A fission yield of the isotopes under consideration.

The solutions of this system of equations are:

•ZBA ft,) A «-l fr.,)*,

2

A

l-er

A A
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From this relation it is obvious that the concentration depends on

the neutron flux "0" . If we define the poisoning P as:

p _ I p

Xp = macroscopic absorption cross-section of the fission

products.
£„ = macroscopic absorption cross-section of the uranium.

The decrease in reactivity (Keff-1) due to the presence of the

poison will be:

.A

! = -fp

(f is the thermal utilization factor before the presence of poison).

m.3. Temperature Coefficients
The release of energy from flssion causes an increase of the

temperature in the core. Such an increase will affect the reactivity

for at least two reasons.:

The mean energy of thermal neutrons increases and hence
their absorption will be affected because the nuclear cross-
sections vary with energy, (nuclear temperature coefficients).
The mean free paths and the nonleakage probabilities are
functions of the density, which changes with temperature
(density temperature coefficients).

Since: in the two group analysis: (for large reactors)

Keir
(1 + L2 B2) (1 +{B2) (1 + L2 B2) (1 +*B2) (1+M2B2)
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(K, - 1) aM^ K, - 1

" K_M2 aT*" K^B2 3T

where T is the absolute temperature.

Nuclear temperature coefficient:

Y£ O"
Let us take n as an example : ̂  _ LJ _ y _f

2a oa

Thus, only the nuclear coefficient (variation of cross-sections) Is

considered. If the absorption cross-sections of fuel and moderator

are considered to follow the 1/v law In the thermal energy range.

so. as the temperature increases the cross-seciion decreases.

Density temperature coeficeient:

Here, the diffusion area can be taken as an example:

Ta D 1
L as = - =

But. since Ztr is most probably due to presence of the moderator

and Za is largely due to absorption of the fuel.
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. 2
where L »

where: m referes to moderator,

f referes to fuel.

N is the number of nuclei / C.C. (depend on the density).

The variation of L2 with temperature Is due mainly to:

Nuclear change of o^ and a^

Physical (density) change in Nm and Nf and particularly that

of the moderator
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ANALYSIS METHODS USED IN NUCLEAR REACTOR
CALCULATIONS

Prof. Dr. W. A. wassef
Reactors Department, Nuclear Research Centre

Atomic Energy Authority, Cairo, Egypt

ABSTRACT

The procedures and models adopted in the reactor engineering
design are reviewed with special emphasis on the definition of
relevant terms. The study deals with: Design criteria, technical
specifications, design analysis, systems engineering, systems
environmental factors, design feedback and iteration, the role of
models, simulation, and computers, and design parameters
interplay. The nuclear-analysis part is studied through the
neutron transport or Boltzmann equation, the sequence of
analysis, role of experimetnal methods, and the coordination of
experiment and design.
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1. Introduction to Reactor Engineering Design

1.1 Introduction to engineering design:
The engineer's primary function is to create a structure,

device, process, ... etc that will meet a practical requirement.
The creative process required, known as "design", can therefore
be considered the very heart of engineering practice. Through
c mussing the efforts which result in the construction and
reliable operation of a nuclear plant, it is useful first to consider
in a general way the processes required to reach this goal and the
terms that are applied.

The desired goal can be considered a "problem" the solution
of which proceeds through a number of logical steps. The initial
step is to "define" the problem in a total way. This step includes
the sorting out of irrelevant information and of presently
available solution approaches from the true nature of the
problem to be solved. The next step is to "analyze" the problem
wherein the effects of various parameters and restrictions are
evaluated. The establishment of a model that may involve
computer simulation is likely to be required for this stage.

Subsequent design stages include the creative effort required
to actually search for various alternate "solutions" to the problem
and to evaluate them in order to choose the best solution.
Characteristically, each path to a solution is likely to be
unsatisfactory in some way and a compromise between
advantages and disadvantages may be necessary. A systematic
procedure for accomplishing this balancing operation is
"optimization" . Finally, after a solution has been chosen, it is
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necessary to work out its complete details, or to prepare

"specifications".

Nuclear design problems can be extremely varied. The
conceptual design of the entire plant, the selection of a
fuel-management scheme, or the development of a small
component can all be pursued along the lines of the general
format described.

1.2 Design criteria:
The first step in the design process is the development of a set

of definite performance objectives, or |Sdesign criteria". These
criteria then form the basis for evaluating a specific design at
various stages of completion. Alternatively, the design criteria
can be used to select one design or design plan from among a
number of alternatives.

As a typical example, let us consider a nuclear power reactor.
One of the primary design criteria is that the reactor be capable
of providing a specified heat output with a given coolant flow
and coolant temperature, for an operating lifetime of about 40
yeas, during which time the reactor will contain many different
fuel loading patterns and varying power distributions. Additional
criteria involve the safety or reliability of the reactor system. The
Nuclear Regulatory Commission, for instance, has established
and published a number of design criteria for light water cooled
and moderated nuclear power plants that form the basis for their
evaluation of each power plant construction permit and operating
license. Two examples of these criteria may be reviewed. The
first criterion is the "Reactor Design": "The reactor core and
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associated coolant, control, and protection systems shall be
designed with appropriate margin to assure that specified
acceptable fuel design limits are not exceeded during any
condition of normal operation, including the effects of
anticipated operational occurrences". The second criterion is the
"Reactor Inherent Protection": "The reactor core and associated
coolant systems shall be designed so that in the power operating
range the net effect of the prompt inherent nuclear feedback
characteristics tends to compensate for a rapid increase in
reactivity".

Although on the surface the first criterion seems quite general,
using the criteria in evaluating a number of nuclear power plant
construction permit applications has resulted in more specific
definition of some of the expressions. Acceptable fuel design
limits", for instance, are commonly interpreted as conditions that
will not result in loss of integrity of the fuel cladding.
"Anticipated operational occurrences" are specifically defined in
the regulations as "those conditions of normal operation which
are expected to occur one or more times during the life of the
nuclear power", unit and include, but are not limited to, loss of
power to all recirculation pumps, tripping of the turbine
generator set, isolation of the main condenser, and loss of all
offsite power" Similar criteria have been established for the
reactivity control system, fluid systems and reactor containment.
In order to obtain a plant construction permit and an operating
license, these criteria must be satisfied or departure from them
justified on the basis of equivalent protection to the health and
safety of the public.
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1.3 Technical specifications:
The criteria that are to be used as a basis for fuel design and

plant operation for each nuclear power generating facility are
included in a set of technical specifications. These technical
specifications are included with the application submitted to the
NRC, and subsequently become a part of the operating license
for the facility. The technical specifications must include the
following information:

1. Safety limits and limiting safety system settings. Safety limits
are limits on important process variables that are necessary to
protect the integrity of physical barriers that guard against the
uncontrolled release of radioactivity.

2.Limiting conditions for operation. These are the lowest
performance levels of equipment required for safe operation
of the facility.

3. Surveillance requirements. These are requirements relating to
test, calibration, or inspection to assure that facility operation
will be within the safety limits, and that limiting conditions for
operation will be met.

4. Design features. These include those features of the facility,
such as materials of construction and geometric arrangements,
which would have a significant effect on safety if they were
altered or modified.

5. Adminsitrative controls. These are provisions relating to
facility organization and management necessary to assume
safe operation of the facility.

Other design criteria result from an economic evaluation of
the plant or utility system that will use the fuel. One example of
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this type of criterion is that reactor refueling will not be required
during seasons of the year when the utility system experiences
its maximum power demand. Another obvious criterion is that
the various fuel management activities for a given plant be
carried out to obtain the minimum energy cost for the utility
system as a whole.

Once the design criteria for a component or system have been
established, these are expressed in terms of reference
performance limits and the reactor parameters required to
operate within these limits are determined. Since these
parameters interact in complex ways, there are usually several
sequential levels of design. Initial levels investigate a broad
range of potential design parameters using relatively inexpensive
and unsophisticated physical models. As the range of variables
being investigated is reduced, the design models become more
and more sophisticated up to the final design stage where one or
possibly a few alternate designs are subject to a complete and
detailed performance analysis.

1.4 Design analysis:
Nuclear plants of different types might meet the economic and

engineering criteria for the specific proposed plant and hence
must be studied and compared. Questions of safety and
fuel-resource utilization may be important in the selection. In
fact, a substantial effort is involved in making planning
decisions, studying the effects of many parameters on the
behavior of the system under design, and thoroughly
understanding the frequently complicated interplay between
these parameters. It is also common for variables to operate at
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cross-purposes so that a compromise is necessary to achieve a
workable design.

The systematic consideration of the important individual
parameters that contribute to a reactor design is known as
"design analysis". The design itself, of ourse, consists of the
synthesis of many individual considerations into a working
system. This synthesis, however, is only one step in the so-called
"engineering design process", which also includes analysis,
evaluation, and iteration steps.

Before applying a formal engineering design process,
however, the experienced design engineer can do much to "sort
out" parameters which have an important influence on the
concept from those which do not. Basing his work on past
experience and reasonable assumptions, he may be able to
establish a rough or preliminary design which is quite
satisfactory for many purposes and which involves a
combination of parameters not far from the optimum.
Furthermore, this design model may be useful for systematic
study of the effects of changing parameters on reactor
characteristics. Various approaches are also available for the
optimization of the design with respect to some criterion.

1.5 Systems engineering:
Systems engineering is closely associated with engineering

design. Operations research, concerned with the analysis of
mathematical models of systems, is also related. Since many of
the processes of both operations research and systems
engineering provide powerful tools useful in the design of
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nuclear reactor systems, a brief introduction to the terminology
and approaches is given here

The word "system" is used in many different ways, even by
engineers. According to one definition, a system is a group of
things that make up the whole in a regular, interrelated,
organized manner. From the viewpoint of engineering design, a
system can be accurately described. The description can be
presented by means of a mathematical model,which includes
provision for various "inputs", "system states", and "outputs".
Inputs can be considered various restrictions or design
requirements imposed on the designer, states as the actual
conditions of the mechanism, and output as a product. For
nuclear reactor design, these terms can be used rather loosely.

A large system can normally be divided into smaller units,
each also having inputs, outputs, ... etc. Such "subsystems" may
be closely interrelated, with the output of one serving as the
input to another. Of course, additional subdivision is possible.
The coarseness of subdivision, however, depends on the needs of
the problem. Subsystems that are not relevant to the problem
under consideration are called "components".

The systems approach is therefore applicable to the design of
any engineering mechanism consisting of a number of
interrelated components for which a mathematical model
describing the behavior of the individual components can be
established. An optimized design can then be achieved through
formalized mathematical approaches.
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Although in theory such procedures can also be applied to the
design of a complete nuclear power system, an exact
mathematical representation, including economic parameters,
would be too complex for the practical application of existing
optimization procedures. In addition, the uncertainty that may be
associated with some physics and economics parameters limits
the accuracy of representation and the corresponding degree of
mathematical sophistication that is appropriate. It is possible,
however, to apply the systems approach to portions of the plant
complex. With future improved confidence in parameter
representation as well as improvements in computer facilities, so
that very complex problems can be treated economically, it is
likely that the systems approach can be applied to the design of a
complete nuclear plant.

1.6 Sysem envi: imental factors:
A useful systems engineering concept is associated with the

"environment" or decision space external to what has been
defined as the "system". Various considerations outside of the
system which affect system design in some way can thus be
identified. The concept of a boundary between the system and
the environment across which internal-external influence factors
can be applied is a helpful way to sort out the variables relevant
to the system itself from those which may only affect the
interactions between the system and its subsystems.

For a nuclear power plant, both physical and economic
"external" factors influence the overall system requirements.
Such factors are established at the initial stage of the design. For
example, the so-called requirements analysis must consider
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existing systems, or, in the case of a power reactor, the
"functional requirements" for the reactor in relation to the utility
system in which it will become a part. Interactions with th public
on such questions as safety and ecological effects of the plant
site require analysis. In addition, consideration must be given to
the "economic environment", which includes management
policy, relations with government, and the price and cost
structure for the planned system design. For the projected plant
to be profitable, the cost of electricity produced must be
consistent with costs from other utility system facilities. Other
environmental factors might include the various items that
contribute to the cost of fuel and all the complicated accounting
requirements necessary to determine an actual manufacturing
cost.

In one sense the state of existing technology colud be
considered a.i environmental factor. Design practice, based on
such existing technology, provides a background upon which a
great deal of the system description can be based, including the
influence of various limitations imposed by materials, reliability
of theoretical predictions, ... etc. An imprortant phase of the
existing technology environment concerns standards and codes.
For example, safety standards, establishing design specifications
that result in desired high levels of reliability in plant
performance, have much to do with the nature of the design.

In a broad sense, all phases of systems design are affected by
these environmental-decision-space factors. The specifications,
including necessary boundary conditions for the new system, are
derived from the environment. Once designed, the system must
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be evaluated with reference to its projected environment. This
requirement should be kept clearly in mind by designer in
considering various portions of the systems design, e.g., the
thermal transport system, control and neutronic design, and cost
estimation. A nuclear-reactor plant is so complex that it is
essential for the systems engineer to concentrate on functional
variables that affect, or affected by, the preceding environmental
factors and to avoid being submerged in the large amount of
design detail not related to the environment "interface".
Although such design detail problems must be solved befor the
reactor system is operable, they need not be given high priorioty
in the early phases of the design effort when it is important to fix
the general characteristics of the system. The proper
identification of pertinent environmental factors is therefore
important at this early design stage.

1.7 Design feedback and iteration:
Although the term "feedback" is normally applied to

communication and control systems, it is also applicable to the
design process. A closed-loop-design approach for either a
complete reactor system or a subsystem is shown in Fig 1.1. This
feedback loop is a result of introducing evaluation into the design
process. Such evaluation may be based on information derived
from either planned experiments or a consideration of parameters
external to the system that were not included in the original

design. It is normal for the evaluation process to bring to light
the need for design adjustment, the resolution of inconsistencies,
or, in some cases, a change in the original specifications. Such
problems can be solved by "trips" around the feedback loop with
appropriate adjustments each time as needed.
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Fig. 1.1 Closed-loop-design approach

1.8 The role of models, simulation, and computers:
If an accurate mathematical model of the system to be

designed could be prepared, computer techniques could be used
to search for a combination of specifications that would meet the
desired design constraints, i.e., to prepare the design. Similarly,
an analog or analog-digital hybrid approcah could be used to
simulate the dynamic behavior of the reactor system. These
methods have received considerable attention but, of course, are
limited in their application to the complexity of representation
that is justified considering the acuracy of the input data.
Another consideration is the trade-off between the expense of
computation and the accuracy of resiuts that may be desired for a
given purpose.
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1.9 Design parameters interplay:
The design of a nuclear plant is affected by many parameters

that operate in many interrelated ways. It is common to have
trade-offs where the beneficial effect of a change in one
parameter is offset by a detrimental effect of an accompanying
change in another parameter, with a need to reach a design
compromise. Although each reactor concept presents a different
framework for the interplay of design variables, it is helpful to
consider in general calssifications some of the variables that can
be considered semi-independent in the sense that the designer
has some freedom to adjust them. The degree of dependency,
however, will vary from one concept to another. A few general
types of design choices are given hereunder as an introduction to
some specific concept examples.

1. Fuel-moderator-coolant combination. Although in some cases
the choice of the fuel-moderator-coolant combination is made
when the concept is selected, in other cases some options may
be available. At any rate, it is well to recongnize how a choice
will affect other parameters. The nuclear and physical

properties of a moderator-coolant introduce a "package" of
design features that experienced engineer will bring to mind
when considering various possiblities. For example, the
moderator-to-fuel ratio for a D20 moderated system is much
larger than for a light-water system, primarily because of low
D2O neutron absorption. Other parts of the package include the
possibility of a pressure-tube core as a result of the large fuel
pin pitch and the good neutron economy with need for only
very slightly enriched fuel, which, however, is capable of only

low burnup. Similarly, the choice of coolant has a marked
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effect on the choice of other materials, the

heat-removal-system parameters, and many details of the core

design.

2. Structural materials. Corrosion and other performance

limitations of structural materials selected for the system are

likely to affect pressure and temperature specifications and,

indirectly, the power density.. \n important design limitation

for PWR pressure vessels, for example, is the fast-neutron

dosage that can be accepted without undesirable change in the

mechanical properties of the steel. Although structural

materials are normally specified to meet design requirements

that have been established from other parameters, some

compromise may be possible by adjusting these requirements

to accommodate materials that may be preferred because of

cost, fabricability,.... etc.

3.Core-lattice and thermal-transport parameters. The

fuelto-moderator ratio is an important physics design

parameter, particularly in H2O cooled and moderated reactors,

which tend to be somewhat epithermal. In such reactors,

increased moderation will increase reactivity for a given fuel

enrichment. The degree of fuel subdivision, or fuel rod

diameter, normally has a strong effect on the core power

density obtainable since it determines the ratio of fuel volume

to fuel element surface area available for heat removal.

Similarly, the coolant cross-sectional area through the core,

fixed by the fuel to moderator ratio if the moderator is also the

coolant, has a marked effect on the heat-removal-system

circulation specifications, although for a given
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nonboiling-reactor power level the product of the core

temperature rise and coolant circulation rate remains constant.

Consideration must also be given to the core pressure drop,

heat-transfer coefficient, .... etc., which, or course, are

sensitive to the coolant velocity and, in turn, to the

cross-sectional area.

4. Neutronic parameters. Any one of a number of paramters that

affect the neutron balance can contribute to the transient and

steady-state reactivity and flux distribution. Most of these,

however, are not independent and therefore need not be

considered as separate variables. A fuel enrichment is required

to achieve criticality under the conditions that may have been

established with the fixing of heat-removal requirements, and

so on. The principal design challenge therefor tends to be the

neutron behavior description rather than the parameter choice.

Local enrichment in the core, however, may indeed vary with

the degree of power flattening desired and the fuel burnup

obtained. The possibility, of several fuel management schemes

also introduces some design flexibility in the selection of

neutronic specifications.

5. Safety parameters. Since a reactor design is acceptable only if

it meets established safety standards, parameters associated

with these standards may indeed prove to be the independent

variables that fix the design. Transient characteristics are

particularly important. Permissible excess reactivity for a

water moderated reactor, for example, may limit available

burnup and establish limits for fuel management
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specifications. The safety standards consist of a combination
of criteria, codes, and regulations. In USA, for instance,
~actor projects must be approved by licensing authorities

who must be convinced that the facility will not result in
hazard to the health and safety of the public. Various criteria
have been established in the course of numerous reactor
licensing reviews which may serve as guides for the designer.
In addition, codes, such as the American Society of
Mechanical Engineers code, which applies to pressure vessels,
and a series of industrial standards compiled by the American
National Standards Institute provide design criteria.

2. Nuclear Analysis Methods

2.1 Introduction:
An essential part of the reactor design is the specification of

the core, which depends on its nuclear characteristics. These
nuclear characteristics affect the neutron behavior and, in turn,
the neutron flux and power distribition. However, the power
distribution markedly affects the thermal hydraulics, fuel design,
and economics. Interplays with other design parameters are also
effective.

Selecting specifications of the core therefore involves iteration
with other areas to contribute to an integrated reactor system
design. An analytical description of core neutron behavior in
terms of materials, temperatures, dimensions, time, ... etc., can
be considered a separate discipline known by various names,
such as reactor physics, reactor theory, and reactor analysis.
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Many of the core specifications affect and are affected by the
neutron behavior in an iterative way. In both thermal and fast
reactors, the geometric layout, including length, diameter, and
enrichement zones, is closely related to the neutron balance and
hence is part of the nuclear design. Similarly, the fuel-element
geometric array and the design of the fuel pin itself are related to
the nuclear description. The composition of nonfuel materials,
including the moderator, has a marked effect on the neutron
balance and the nuclear design.

Since iteration plays such a role in the design, possible
approaches differ depending on where the iteration cycle is
entered and what parameters are initially regared as independent.

2.2. The neutron transport equation:
This equation is fundamental to reactor physics. It describes

how the neutron distribution is established in a system with
given cross sections. It is also called the Boltzmann equation. It
is an integro-differential equation which has seven variables.
After elimination of the time variable, six variables remain that is
three position variables, two directional varibles, and the energy
variable. To solve the transport equation numerically, these
variables have to be discretized.

The energy range of interest is normally divided into a number
of energy intervals or groups.

If one is interested in relatively strong local flux variations in
small systems of the size of a pin cell, the method of "collision
probabilities" should be applied. The method is only practical in
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conjunction with isotropic scattering. The calculation of the

collision probabilities is numerically easy and includes

integration over the angle. In intermediate-sized systems, like a

fuel assembly, where one is interested in flux gradients

extending across one or more pin cells, it is advantageous to use

a low-order "discrete ordinates" SN method, S4 say. In this

method,, the transport equation is solved for a few discrete

directions and the integration over the angle is replaced by a

quadrature. This yields flux and current, which are the zeroeth

and first angular moments of the angular neutron flux.

The most famous method dealing with the angular variable is

the "spherical harmonics" PL method, where the angular

dependence of the neutron flux is expanded in spherical

harmonics. For reactor design, it is of litte value, except maybe

the P| method.

Introduction of transport-corrected isotropic scattering in the

Pi approximation transforms the stationary source-free transport

equation into the "diffusion equation". This is probably the most

widely used approximation to the transport equation. Its validity

breaks down for strong flux gradients, but it is well suited for

large systems where one is interested in global flux gradients

that extend across one or more fuel assemblies.

In small systems, the space has a natural discretization in the

different material regions. In a pin cell, these would be the fuel

pin, its can arid the coolant. If the region is large in mean free
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path, it should be further subdivided. The pin cell are often

reduced to one dimensional cylindrical geometry, by taking an

infinite axial extension and circularizing their horizontal cross

sections by the Wigner-Seitz equivalent cell approximation.

The above approximations are satisfactory for small mesh

areas. But in calculations on large systems, one cannot afford a

mesh fine enough for these approximations to be valid. This had

led to the development of nodal methods, where very coarse

meshes (nodes) are used togther with correction factors for the

node size.

2.3 Sequence of analysis:

Figure 2.1 is a block diagram that summarizes the separate

components of the analytical procedure for obtaining group

constants and their use in a nuclear model. Virtually, all

analytical techniques in use today contain the elements shown on

the figure. The reactor and control system geometry (box 1) are

required for each calculation but are invariant with time and also

invariant among the various fuel management alternatives for a

given reactor design. The multigroup neutron cross section

library consists of spectrum independent multigroup microscopic

cross sections and resonance parameters obtained from a basic

data set such as ENDF/B. These data are invariant with time and

reactor composition for a given reactor type. Box 3 represents

that input that differentiates between the various fuel assemblies.

This includes the specific composition of the various fuel

assembly types to be loaded into the reactor and the range of
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operating parameters (e.g.. fr.el temperature, moderator density,
etc) for which few goup constants are required. Box 4 lepresents
the calculation of the neutron spectrum in a uniform medium
composed of the specific composition and geometry of each fuel
type to be loaded into the reactor. It also includes integration
over the neutron energy spectrum to obtain few group
macroscopic constants appropriate to that medium.

At this point the computation enters an "inner loop "consisting
of three blocks: 6,7, and 8. This loop represents an iteration
process that yields a power distribution, control distribution and
fuel temperature and moderator density distribution that are
consistent with both a predetermined multiplication factor and
fuel performance constraints for a particular core power level
and fuel arrangement.

Once an acceptable and converged power distribution have
been determined, the model can perform a depletion step. Block
9 represents the spatially nonuniform depletion of fuel material
over a finite time step based on the power distribution
determined in the power distribution iteration; that is,
separability in space and time are assumed. This step can utilize
precalculated analytical fits or look-up tables of few group
constants and fuel composition as a function of fuel burnup.
These are usually based on neutron energy spectra determined at
various burnup levels. The length of the time step is selected to
be small enough so that significant power distribution changes
will not occur during the interval, yet not so small that
computational costs become excessive. The new composition
distribution then forms the basis for a reevaluation of few group
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constants required for the next power iteration. This process is

continued until the reactor either cannot meet the multiplication

factor requirements with all control removed, or cannot meet fuel

performance constraints.

Diffusion theory is very useful for many design requirements.

Numerical methods are necessary for solving eigenvalue

problems, except for those describing very simple reactor

models. Generally, the required coupled differential equations

are approximated by a set of coupled linear algebraic equations

based on a "grid" or "mesh" being placed over the region of

interest in the reactor. Figure 2.2 shows typical calculation flow.

It should be emphasized that the problem of evaluating the

neutron flux in a reactor core plays an important role in the

reactor design. From the flux, one can derive such design

quantities as power distribution, burnup rates in the fuel pins and

reactivity coefficients for use in dynamics studies. The diagram

in Fig 2.3 shows the different stages of the calculations and their

connection.

2.4 Role of experimental methods:

Experimental measurements of various kinds are an important

part the overall reactor-core design activity. Since design

calculation "methods" are not exact, it is necessary to relate them

to known physical behavior. In addition, uncertainties are

involved in some of the basic physical constants used in the

calculations. Consequently, the range of reliability of calculation
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models and methods must frequently be determined by using the
results of experiments systematically planned for comparison.

The designer, in attempting an analytical description of the

desired reactor core, is faced with the need to more and more

complicated models as he tries to represent an actual core more

realistically. The complexity is caused by lattice details, such as

control-rod effects, flux variations, and isotopic changes during

depletion. In addition, various parameters, such as temperature

coefficents and rod worths, are important in the design. A

compartively simple model has the advantage of permitting

relatively inexpensive calculations, provided the results are

adequate for the design purpose. Experimental measurements

can provide diagnostic information helpful in deciding whether a

given model is indeed satisfactory. Most experiments can be

placed in the following categories:

1. Basic parameter studies: The reliability of nuclear-design

methods depends on the nature of approximations in the

calculational models used, and also to some extent on the

accuracy of cross sections and other nuclear constants.

Various approaches are used in the reuired experimental

physics effort. Accurate cross sections as a function of energy

for all reactor isotopes continue to be an important need,

however, and an experimental challenge. Fission properties,

resonance integrals, decay constants, and other basic

parameters can be included in this category. The experimental

facilities required for the measurements generally do not
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involve a reactor core except possibly as a neutron source.

2. Neutron-process differential experiments: Other experiments,

usually differential in nature, are intended to measure neutron

processes, such as thermalization, that occur in a lattice

region. Such experiments, which verify the neutron behavior
in a core lattice, aid the designer by providing a bridge
between the basic information on physics constants and
integral-experiment results. Such information not only
provides a better description of the building blocks of the core
analytical model but also improves the usefulness of such
models. For example, predictions based on an analytical
model might well agree with results merely because various
errors tend to compensate with one another. Errors can be
reduced by suitable differential experiments. The reactor
model might then be used to predict with confidence
parameters of interest throughout the reactor-fuel—depletion
cycle for other cases where an integral-experiment
confirmation may be difficult.

In general, these experiments are concerned with the
thermal or epithermal neutron distribution in a core lattice as a
function of space, time, and energy. Ihis category may also
include measurements of resonance escape, thermal
utilization, fast fission ratios, etc. The techniques developed
for such work emphasize the microscopic characteristics of
the core rather than the overall behavior. Activation foils, for
example, have been very useful as spectral indicators.

3. Critical experiments: Integral experiments that test the design
model are very useful. Operation at extremely low power
levels has the advantage of producing little heat to be
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removed, as well as ensuring that composition will not change
with time. Since fission products are produced in negligible
amounts, the core is also accessible after an experiment, and
necessary geometric adjustments can easily be made. Two
different approaches are used referred to as "clean critical
experiments" and "mock-up experiments".

4. Subcritical experiments: Various types of experiments on
subcritical systems are also useful. "Pulsed-neutron-source
techniques" are one example. Neutrons in subcritical
assemblies can be studied by using different methods as, for
instance, the "chopper technique". Fast subcritical assemblies
can be designed to provide information in connection with the
fast reactors.

2.5 Coordination of experiment and design:
Basic physical-constant data from neutron-behavior

experiments generally apply to a variety of designs. Although
coordination with specific concept is not necessary, an
awareness of design needs for specific materials or sepeific
parametric ranges should guide the experimentalist, however.
For lattice parameters, close coordination is important between
the designer and the experimentalist during the various stages of
a new project. Mock-up critical experiments can be performed if
needed to verify design decission before manufacturing is
approved.

Experimental methods are helpful to the designer even after
the reactor has been built. A comparison of measurements made
in an operating reactor with those made during start-up and
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possibly with a zero-power critical experiment can provide a
basis for the extrapolation that may be needed to design
additional reactors of the same general type. Note that in large
power reactors, small variations in parameters may represent a
considerable sum of money over the lifetime of the reactor. An
optimization of the reactor design through all possible methods,
including experimental verification of calculation models, is
therefore economically highly justified.Such effort is particularly
appropriate for the design of replacement cores.
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Reactors Department. Nuclear Research Centre,

Atomic Energy Authority, Cairo, Egypt.

ABSTRACT

Heat is generated from fission process inside reactor core. The

system of extracting the heat is called cooling system.

Heat transfer in reactors defines core thermal design limitations.

Study on EI-RR-I reactor core have bee., carried out to determine its

thermal-hydraulic aspects.

• *II»A. »»-«.•>.

tUJ.1 wJil (^JI^A. J j -Uf l l j»_io.nj,ll j
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I I . HEAT TRiflSFER IN BBACKIRS.

I I . i : H«>t Flew Out of Solid Cylindrical Fuel Elementa

Wo conaldar an unclad cylindrical fuel element with boat
flow lu the radial direction (Fig. 2.1). Tha applicable
equation i» tba ona-dlBanalonal foiaaon aquation In cyllnd-
xic&l coordinates, i . e . ,

the solution la,
_2 .*

t » - o.'" j ^ - • Cĵ  In r + C2

tUe boundary conditiona,

£j s O *t r a O

and t = tw at r n 0

c l " ° cZmtm

the solution la,

t(r) » \ - a j ^ (2.i)

tiit maximum temperature difference in the system may be
obtained by putting x s R ana t s t , so that

•I'Uo li«iit conduetad out of tba boundary of an element of
length L la oo.ua4 to to* haut (j«n«*r*tod, i . e . ,
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q, . TT R2 L <P (2.2)

using (2.1&) the following expression for Q̂  i s ,

' L(tB - tB) (2.3)

We now consider a cylindrical tual element (Jig. 2.2)
of radius H and surrounded by cladding of radial thickness
C and coolant fluid having a bulk temperature tt. Mo heat
is generated in oladding or coolant, and the fuel-cladding
interx'ucu tuormal roslstaitce la negligible.

The heat passing out of the fuel surface'is the saiao
as that passing through the cluduing and into the coolant
fluid. T»iua, ' x

2TTKe L (ta - t c )

* 2TI(H • C) L h ( t c -

froa which we get

• c)

t_ - t f

.where
Ag • 21TB L
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FIG.i 2 . 1 ) Cross section of solid
cylindrical fuel element

FIG ( 2 . 2 )Cross section of cylindrical fuel
element with cladding and coolant

«taotj

f f M l f l
totitti*

FIG( 2 . 3)Axial flux distribution in a reactor core
H« active core herght H ̂ extrapolated height
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II.2. Axial Temperature Distribution of Fuel Element and
. Coolant

The axial variation of neutron flux along the fuel
element ie given by (?ig. 2.3)

and, since each fuel element is usually uniform In croes-
aectional dimensions and in fuel typo and enrichment,

(2.5)

where q"1 and qJJ1 are the volumotrlc thermal source strength*
at an.)
ively.
at any point z and the center of tho fuel element, reapect-

If w«» consider a heat balance for a differential section
of the fuel element of heigUt dz (Fig. (2.4), at z the sens-
ible heat gain by the coolant fluid ie equivalent to the beat
generated in the differential fuel element* Thus,

m cp dtf = q»' Ac dz (2.6)

where i > mass-flow rate of coolant fluid per fuel element
Kg/hr,

dtf = coolant-fluid temperature rise between i and
s+dZ, »C,

A, a crose-aeotlonal area of one fuel element, m2.

Equation (2.5) combines with ( i .6) and integrates between toe
llialts z a -H/2 and z as follcvvst

i

i c J d t f S q » ' A ( $
t , r '-H/2 "e
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wharo tf, und t f uro tbo coolunt-fluid temperature at
Z a -H/2 and Z.

Thus,

This oquation gives tbo temperature of the ooolant fluid t f

as a function of Z. The coolant temperature at tho cantor of
th« element can be obtained by putting Z • 0. The exit tem-
poraturx of the coolant fluid, t f 2 can be obtainod by putting
Z s H/2, to give

2 «"• A, H. _. „
^C C O TV H

In case the extrapolation lengths can bo ignored H = He this
last equation becomes

2 oi" A. 11
% - \ • TT°cu I <2'*>

' The axial temperature variation of the cladding surface
t , will now be evaluated. The heat transferred between
cladding and coolant, at any point Z along the fuel element,
per unit area of cladding surface is given by h (t - t f).
Since h has been assumed constant along the fuel element, the
^temperature difference t0 - t{ is diroctly proportional to
the volumetrie thermal source strength qIN at that point.
3ince the latter is a cosine function of 2, the above tem-
perature difference also 1ms the form

*c " *f " (tc " V c COB TT~ (2'10>
but,

q£ Ac dZ » h C dZ (tc - t f ) c (2.11)
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where C is the circumferential length of tho clad fuel ele-
ment la fo«t, a oonetant value, and (tQ - t^) 0 la ths ton-
perature difference between cladding surface and Coolant at
Z B O .

Combining equation* (2.?), (2.10) aad (2.11) and re-
arranging glvo

> + i s e ^
(2.12)

Tbo variation of q1" (sane as 0), tf, and t. along tbo
coolant path I D the axial direction is shown is Fig. (2.5X
Note that te - t£ is a coelne function of 2 and has a ftr.rlmua
value at the center.

Sbo other tomporatures wltnln tho Xuol elomont, ouob as
tg and tBi may bo evaluated at any point Z froa tf and tQ at
that point by working baokward into tbo fuel olements using
tbo relations (2.3) and (2.4).

II.?. Maximum Temperatures In Puel Element

• The point at which the maximum cladding-surface tempera-
ture occurs, called ZQ can be obtained by differentiating
equation (2.12) with respect to Z, equating to zero, and
solving for Z& as followst

Dividing by 003^2. and rearranging give



tan

Solving for Z iu the abovo equation gives z aa follows:

H. , hGH.

and for a cylindrical fuel element of fuel radius B and clad-
ding thickness c, so that C a 2TT(B + C)

2C » jjr teaT1 ——2 - — (2.13b)

In this equation a l l components of the axo tangent are posi-
t ive, indicating that i t oen assume values only in the f i r s t
quarter, ito,, botwoea 0 and -3J- , This aeon* that ZQ is a
positive value or that the point of maximum oladdiag surface
temperature oooura past the aid-plant (Z • 0), as shown in
?ig. (2.6). This is to he expected, since the coolant, ooa-
ing in from tha bottom at low temperature, helps to keep the
bottom,half of the fusl element cooler than the top half.
Equation (2.13) also indicate that increasing the beat trans-
fer coefficient or decreasing the coolest mass flow rate
shifts the point of maximum cladding surface temperatures
farther away from the fuol olemsnt mid plant* It also indi-
cates that Zc is independent of q" or 0.

The maximum cladding surface temperature tfi can now be
obtained by substituting the value of Zc from equations
(2.12)-(2.13a) into equation (2.12).

It is also of interest to evaluate the maximum values of
the cladding inner temperature t. and the fuel-centei tempera-
burs ta, since together* with burnout these axe the ones that
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Coolant
fluid

RG. C2 .4 ) FUEL ELEMENT AND COOLANT

(shown on a m sid* for simplicity)

CFIGH2 . 5 ) AXIAL DISTRIBUTION CLAOOING SURFACE
AND COOLANT TEMPERATURE

. '. Ml

FIG. ( 2 . 6 ) VARIATION OF FUEL E LEMENT CENTER SURFACE
AND CLAOOING TEMPERATURES WITH HEIGHT
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pose limitations on the maximum allowable heat generation

from the fuel element, Too positions of the two maxima along

the fuel element can be evaluated by technique similar to

that above. Thus, for a cylindrical fuel element of fuel

radius K with cladding of thickness C,

zn * -£ tan"
1 — T-zrz

i — :r—r- (2.14)

where K^ and KQ are the thermal conductivities of. fche fuel

material and cladding respectlvoly.

An expression for tm - t̂  or tg - t̂  for a cylindrical

fuel element, e.g.,

should bo combined with eq. (2.7) where Z is roplacod by Z

from eq0 (2.14) and an expression for tmB, in terms of tfl

obtained.

Note that eq. (2.13b) is a special case of «q. (2.14) in

which the fuel and cladding resistances were dropped. The

expression for Zg can therefore be obtained fzom eq. (2.14-)

by simply dropping the fuel resistance term only. Obtaining

tsa Is done in a similar manner as above.

The positions of the maximum values of t_ and t , t
i ID Q CUB

and tsm, Fig. (2.6) occur at Zm and Zg, closer to the fuel '

element mid plane. The reason for this is that the radial

heat flow through the fuel and cladding, at any section Z,

is proportional to q"' at that section. This is a coslna

function of Z and has a maximum at the fuel-eleuant sld-

'plane (Z = 0). T':.us, in the upper.half._of_the.fuel element.
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while t+ increases with Z, «c - t£ la a coelne function of
Z, that i s , decreases with 2>, giving a maximum for t at some
position Z . t . - t c i s also a cosine function'of Z. Tims,
when t - tf la added to t c i t causes the maximum t s a to
shift further below tCB. Similarly, t n - tB i s a cosine
function of Z and when added t< tfl causes another shift in
the maximum t to a point below t 0 a .

Referring to equation (2.15). wo notice that ao b inc-
reases, tho difference (tffl - t f ) docreaaea. Thero lo u mini-
mum valuo x'or thlo dil'feroncu wliicb can be attained when
h —•» ou.

For a ujxtoif lod muximuiu fuol oenter line temperature and
a fixed temperature of coolant, i . e . , for a fixed difforence
(t_ - t-) there is a maximum theoretical q'" no matter how
high the heat transfer coefficient h can be made. This q"'
can be obtained by setting h - oo in eq. (2.15) and solving
for oJJ' . A corresponding QahX can be calculated.

II .4 . Coolant-Channel Orlflcinn

The magnitude of the heat generated by a fuel element
"depends upon i ts position in the core. In a cylindrical nn-
reflected large core, for example, the fuel elements situated
in the center of the core generate about 10 percent more heat
than fuel elements one-quarter of the radial distance away.
If the mass rate of flow of the coolant and coefficient of
beat transfer h are the same in all fuel channels, lirespec- *
tive of their position in the core, the maximum fuel tempera-
tuxes o£ the fuel elements tffi vary accordingly. The fuel
elements near the center of the core may have temperatures
in excess of the safe limit, while those near the core boun-
daries operate much below this limiting temperature. Also,
the elements near the boundaries £ uerate so l i t t l e heat that
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tae exit temperature of the coolant tf2, is correspondingly

lower than In the center chanrels. Thus, the core average

exit coolant temporature could bo lower than that dealred for

good plant thermal efficiency.

This situation can bo corrected by orificing the core

channels no that a gradual reduction in the coolant flow rate

from the core center line taxoa place. Orificing can be dons

by restricting the coolant flow in the channel at eona point

along tUe axial path, as in the bottom or top grid plates or

both. This method nay cause small pressure differences to

occur between adjacent channels, with consequent leakage be-

tween then. Another method is to vary the ooolant channel

orouo-uviotional ovooo no that Mioy beoomo umaller with radial

distance. This design could vary the fuel moderator ratio

and should be checked against the nuclear design of the core.

Tntre are two main nethoosi of orificingi

1. One is to make the cool&nc bass-flow sate propor-

tional to the beat generated iia the channel, which would be

given by tUc radial flux distribution in the core. In the

case of e normal flux distribution, the mass-flow-rate dis-

tribution in a cylindrical cons with a large number of chan-

nels would be given by:,

i . io Jo ( i^jop } (2

where m and mQ are the mass-l'low-rates at r and in the center'

channel, respectively.

This result in the exit temperature of the coolant being

equal in all channels (assuming that the inlet temperature Is

uniform). However, this system results also in a reduction

of the fuel toaperatures with r. This can be seen when

equation (2.12) for t is rewritten so that • Is made to
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daorease la direct proportion to qJJ1 . In single-phase tur-
bulent flow, the heat transfer coefficient a is a function of
the Reynolds number to the power 0.8 (Dittue'-Boilter equation)

Mu - 0.023 Re0*8 PrOt4

or other things being equal, to a * .

Ib.ua, if we put h « (a* /a) wbere a-ia a constant,
equation (2.12) can be rewritten in the fora:

'e He , TT z . <*"

(2.17)

where t . la the cladding temperature at height 2, measured
from tlio fuol-olonant contor.

The net effect ie that, at any height Z for a given
value of t{l and q^/ii the first part within the brackets of
eq. (2.17) remains unchanged. The second part, however,
decrease ua 4 * (or J° ) , meaning t 0 decreases with r,
though to a lesGor degree tUan before orlficlng. This method
of orificing also cauaes u uhiXt In the position of aaxinua
cladding ttunperature, ZQ, to a point farther from the fuel-
element center. This can be ecen by examining eq. (2.13a)
where tae arc tangent increases when m is decreased.

2. The other mothod of oriftolug has the affect of
equalizing the maximum fuul-surface temperatures, to the
maxiruum allowable limits, throughout the core. This i s
desirable where the fuel or cladding temperatures are con-
trolling. The coolant mass rete of flow in this case has _to
be reduced with r to a greater degree ttrnn in case (1) above.
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Za other words, it should be reduced taster than g£' , so that
at any point Z, the total quantity within the brackets In
eq. (2.17) remains constant.

In this system the exit coolant temperature tf2 Increases
with r (tor constant t ^ ) . This can be shown by examining
eg. (2.9) in which the ratio ^- is made to Increase with r.
Thus, the core average coolant exit temperature will bo
higher than trom the center channel, a desirable ettect from
the stand-point of plant thermal efficiency.

• In boiling-type reactors, orificing may be used to even
out th4 quality of the vapor-liquid mixture getting out of
the various fuel channels.

U.S. Thermal Design Llmltatlona-Hot Spot Factors

Any of the following factors may be a limiting factor In
the thermal deaign.

1. Fuel center line temperaturei

For uranium dioxide (utolting point is at 4960*7) the
limit is about *500°F. For uranium metal (with a crystal
phase changes at 1235°F) the limit is about 75O°» because the
metal strength diminishes allowing fission gases to diffuse
and gather in microscopic pockets - within the fuel.

2. Cladding temperature:

The melting point for aluminum is 1040eF, for Zircaloy
3?10°F, for stainless steel 255O°F.
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3. Cladding burnoutt

•Burnout in a nuclear fuel element may result in fuel
.cladding rupture, and release of radioactive gases and solids.
The beating surface temperature tft rises suddenly and will
probably exceed safe limits, (Point c, fig. I.I). The beat
flux corresponding to tbe surface temperature at burnout is
called tbe burnout beat flux. In a pressurised or boiling
water reactor, the beat flux In any point in the reactor
should be less than the burnout heat flux at this point by a
factor which is called DHBR. or departure from nucleate boil-
ing ratio. The minimum recommended value for' DNBH is 1.3.

Tbe limiting material property varies from a reactor
type to another. In gas-cooled reactor this is probably the
. fuel center line temperature. The cladding maximum (inner)
temperature may be also a limiting consideration, i In water
cooled reactors (both pressurized and boiling) the usual
consideration is cladding burnout.

Safety factors, called the hot-spot or hot-channel fac-
tors axe usud in deaign consideration to safe guard against
local .deviations that cause the temperatures to exceed tbe
nominal temperatures (those predicted on the basis of no
deviations).

Hot-spot factors are broudly classified, aooording to
the phyalcul deviations that cause them, into two broad
classifications!

(1) nuclear hot-spot factors, and

(2) engineering hot-spot factors.

Each, of these will have several aubfactors that are largely
determined by the designer.
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Hot-spot factors axe also classified according to their
effects on temperature or enthalpy of fuel and coolant,
Table.(II.1).

Sable (ZI.l)t Components of Hot-Channel factors.

Factors

Nuclear*

Neutron distribution

Fuel concentration

Engineering:

(a) Uecuanical:

Fuel-element warpage

Fuel-element thermal conductivity

(b) Dlatributloni
Flow distribution
Heat-trunofer-ooofficlont, h
Fuel-element dimensions

Products

»c

1.20

1.10

1.04

1.02

1.26

1.76

F f

1.20

1.17

1.0J

1.02

1.15
1.18

2.00

*e

1.20

1.18

1.07

1.10'

1.66
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So there are hot-spot factors for

(1) ̂ the, temperature rise or the coolant from core Inlet
conditions'; %fQ <thls is also often called the enthalpy rise
hot-spot factor ? 6 J J ) I

(2) the temperature riae across the coolant film or
boundary layer, Ff, and

O ) tho tompexuturo rise acroes the fuel elomont, 9 ,

She latter may be broken down into its usual components, i.e.
the temperature rise across an oxide layer, the cladding, a
gas layer, and finally across the fuel material itself.

In Table (II.1) for example, if the nominal rise of the
coolant from reactor inlet conditions to the paint of the hot
spot is >5°C, the expected hot-spot temperature rise due to
fuel element warpage alone would be 35x1.0* a 36.4-°?.

Engineering hot-spot factors are usually subclassified
into:

(a) mechanical factors, and

(b) flow distribution factors.

The mechanical subfactors are numerous. Some are duo to
deviations from nominal in fuel or clad thickness due to
manufacturing tol«rances. A thick spot of cladding, for
example, creates higher resistance to haat conduction from
the fuel element m d creates a hot spot in the cladding and
behind it.

Warping of a fuel element, as another example (which may
occur due to high fuel buxnup as well as mechanical causes)
also results in h»t spots. Other faotors may be Increased
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heat resistance In metal, deviations in fuel elements dimen-
sions from nominal, etc.

flow distribution factors result from too maldistribu-
tion' of coolant flow due to reactor vessel geoaetry or
defect* la orificing (if uaed). 'A decrease in coolant flow
causes a decrease in the beat-transfer coefficient h, and in
turn causes higher fuel temperatures.

The nuclear hot-epot fuctora are thoae that occur due to
the variations in neutron flux from a core average valve,
thus, these are due to overall flux distributions (cosine,
Bettsel) and to the many valleys and peaks superimposed on
these distributions. Those local deviations- are caused by
many factors, such as the presence of partially inserted con-
trol rods depressing thermal neutrons ic their vicinity with •
consequent large peaking elsewhere; ?lg. (2.7), nonhouogeneity
In the moderator (e.g., when in solid form or when boiling
takes place) or fuel, and the presence of structural materials
or other iuhomogeneities. Also, the presence of a good,
infinite reflector causes peaking of the thermal neutron flux
at tin onus ot the reactor core5 Fig. (2.8), and consequent
high heut generation and high fuel temperatures there. The
nuclear hot-spot factors therefore take into account the
above deviations as well as the deviation of the overall flux
distribution froa the oore avurugo.

In* overall bot-apot factor F la equal to the gross pro-
duct of all the hot-spot nubi'actoru. Using the data of tab'le
( K - D the subfactors in each column are multiplied and the
overall hot-apot factor la the gross product ot the three,
or,

? = L76ix2.00xl.66 a 5.64

.This approach leads to ultra conservative designs.
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CFIOH 3.71 EFFECT OPCOflMLROO MSEfflttNeNU) AXIAL. AND (b>
RADIAL M I X aSIRMUIIONS <,. ..

(FIG) ( > . » ) HEAT GENERATION AND OADONO.SURFACE
TEMPERATURE OSIRUU1HN- IN A THERMAL REACKM
M1H COOO REFLECTOR

H*»

FI0. (2 . * l THERMAL D O G * HEAT FUJB FMUICTCRS IN
A BURNOUT.UWEO CORE ONM.OEmRTUR
FROM NUCLEATE BOttJNG RATIO HNHUM D K i R . U
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HIGHEST ADMISSIBLE OPEittTlNG POWER OF ET-RR-1" CORE

hZSSMZL
ET-RR-1 is 2 Kw nuclear research reactor. In order to have higher

neutrcn flux for experimental purposes and isotopes production rising
power is Investigated.

Difference between in-pile measurements and the highest allowable
clad temperature is about 35*C at nominal operating conditions.

Core configuration, bundle dimensions and reactor .operating condi-
tions are introduced as input data'into computer program to predict
core thermohydraulic pattern and clad temperatures.

Evaluation t&odel shows that at 860 m 3 /hr. the maximum allowable
operating power is 2 Kw.

It is possible to rise power up to 4 Kw by increasing coolant flow
rate to 2100 a 3 /hr. without affecting clad .ntegrity.

KEYWORDS

Reactor power. ET-RR-1 c o r e , power i n c r e a s e , thermohydraulic pa t t ern ,
flow distribution.

In order to Increase neutron flux for experimental purposes and
isotopes production, it is necessery to rise reactor power.

ET-RR-1 is water cooled reactor of ,2 'Mw. B60 m3/hr. nominal
operating condition (1). Briefly, the core contains SI locations.Fig. 1,
for loading fuel bundles or dispalcers. Each bundle contains IS fuel
rods . type EK-10. aluminum clad, 1 cm outer diameter.Displacers are
used for isotopes production and flow management.

Due to the presence of control rods four bundles have three cut-
corners, eight have two cut-corners, eight have one cut-corner and the
rest are squares. Bundle side length is 6.3 cm, recess of cut-corner is
1.8 cm.

In-core measured clad temperatures did not exceed 'J5*C at 2 MW and
860 mVhr.(2). (3). Highest allowable clad temperature specified by the
vendor is 90*C to maintain clad integrity (4>. The 90'C is less than

• Egypt Research Reactor -1
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coolant boiling point and to avoid errosion and corrosion of the
Aluminum clad. The difference between measurements and highest allow-
able clad temperature, 35 C, encourages the idea of investigating
reactor power increase without changing core configuration.

The highest admissible operating power of ET-RR-1 core from
thersohydraulic point of view ia investigated in this work.

CORE THERMOHVDRAULIC PATTERty

Reactox. power level and thermal load of each fuel element is one
of the most important factors upon clad temperature.

In the present, work, the core is divided into seven groups to
adapt radial power distribution. Power generated per bundle per group
at 2 Mw for Bessel function first kind, zero order,Jo(2.4048 r/R), is
shown in Fig. 2. The core contains 41 fuel bundles. The seventh group
consists of 10 difplacera. without fuel rods. Relative position and
power per bundle are given in table 1.

In supporting plate underneath the bundl«s, orifices of diameters
4.5, 3.25 or 2.5 cm are fitted to distribute the coolant to get best
thermal performance. Measured pressure drop coefficients are used %o
calculate flow distribution. Effect of cut corners on flow rate per
bundle is insignificant (5). Flow rate per bundle is given in table 1.
Flow rate per bundle complies with orifice diameter.

1 Pow*r and coolant per bundle at 2 Ku. 860 EI3 /hr.

oup

1
2
3
4
S
6
7

i Number of
bundles

4
8
4.
8
8
9
10

Relative
position

0.125
0.375
0.530
0.62S
0.750
0.875
1.000

Power/bundle
Kw.

92.39
76.25
59.85
48.22
s:. 94
15.53
0.00

Flow/bundle
in3 /hr.

36.41
21.38
21.38
13.08
13.0

' 13.08
13.08

Orifice
cm.

4.5
3.25
3.25
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5

Due to fuel depletion with time some displacers may be replaced by
fuel bundles. The flow distribution will not be affected, also the
variation in power distribution is insignificant.

CLAD TEMPERATURES

Clad temperatures are calculated through flexible program survey-
ing the core. The following concepts are taken into consideration :

- sinus axial power generation with extrapolated length effect;
- effects of control rods atd fuel depletions on power distribution

are neglected;
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S - -
- power per bundle is uniformly distributed between it* rods;
* tingle phase turbulent flow heat transfer correlation is,-

Ku - C R e " P r *
- equivalent diameter depends on bundle shape;
- at the M a n bundle coolant axial temperature, physical properties
are calculated lor each group;

- coolant inlet temperature is 34 C.

The constant of heat transfer correlation , 00.023 is used in
nuclear reactors calculations as design criteria for Evaluation Model
(D1) to achieve safety conditions.

Bundle average coolant velocity and its equivalent diameter are
used to calculate Reynolds number. Square bundle 0* is 1.44 em. Bundles
of one, two and three cut corners have D. 1.37. 1.30 and 1.23 ca.
respectively.

Maximum calculated clad temperatures using C-0.023 for 2 Mw, 860
B 3 /hr. are given in table 2 and shown in Fig. 3. Core highest clad
temperature approaches 78 C in bundles of second and fourth group
due to interactions of coolant and power distributions.

Flat radial power distribution corresponds to 48.8 Kw./bundle,
leads to highest clad temperature of 81 C in bundles of 4,3 and 6
group. Clad maximum temperature position does not exceed 1 ca far froa
midpoint of fuel rod.

Tab!* 2 Maximum clnd temperatures at 2 Hw. 660 m» /hr.

Group Re Heat transfer Maximum clad Coolant
coeff. w/ca3 C temperature C rise- C

1.786 66.4 2.2
1.095 77.7 3.1
0.967 72.7 2.4
0.695 77.6 3.2
0.6S2 64.7 2.1
0.64b 49.0 1.0

Variations in Reynolds number is less than 2k for bundles of
groups 4. 5 and 6 , where flow rate per bundle is 13.08 m* /hr.. due to
cut corners. The same effect takes place on the second and third
groups, 21.38 »3 /hr.

Two scram cases for reactor safety operations (4) are :
- 20 * power increase.
- 10 * reduction in flow rate.

At pow«r increase limit, highest clad temperature is 87 C.
Coolant reduction limit leads to 82 C. Applying the two conditions
simultaneously highest elad tenperature reaches 91 C. This value
reaches cladding temperature integrity limit.

1
2
3
4
5
6

77600
45300
43700
27400
26700
26400
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Kence.it ia evident that 2 Mw represents the maximum allowable
operating power at 660 m»/br.

Better fuel rods sociability could be achieved fey preventing Not.
through displacers. The flow rate through bundles Increase and clad
toaperatures decrease by about 9 C only.

PQWPP TMCREUSE

Number of fuel bundles in reactor core is constrained by self sus-
tained chain reaction control, irrespective of operating power. Power
is limited by coolant capability to transfer the generated heat fron
fuel element*.

In-pi le clad temperature measurements analysis ahow ihat a
value of C - 0.047 agrees satisfactorily with the aeasurenents (6). This
value could be considered as that of Beet estimate Model (BtU. Calcu-
lated maxioua clad tenperatur* in core i« 56.2 C. Fig. 3.

The temperatures at first, **cond and both emergency margins will
be 61. 39 and 63 C respectively.

Highest clad temperature of flat radial power distribution is 58 C.

The relation between flow rate and operating power keeping, axial
clad-coolant temperature difference, neglecting physical properties
temperature dependence, ia

F - (P/P») i a a Vn

Cors average coolant temperature rise in this case i s

T - (P/Pn) T n - »

Pig. 4 shows the variation of highest clad temperature with total
cor* coolant flow rate at doubling power. It is clear from EM that fuel
bundles can generate 4 Mw without exceeding the allowable ctad tem-
perature limit at 1500 n»/hr. To permit for simultaneous safety margins
at 4 Mw coolant flow rat* must be Increased to 2100 mVhr.

From SM the highest clad temperature ia 79 C. at 4 Mw and 860
B9/hr., while it is 91 € at simultaneous safety margins, keeping fuel
bundle structure unchanged. This model although it ia promising it muat
be verified through extensive experimental work and approved by safety
committee.

In Poland, nominal reactor power of EVA-2 was doubled to 4 Mw
without exceeding clad temperature limit, keeping core flow rate at 910
mVhr. (7). The EK-10 fuel rods were placed in venturi tubes in order to
increase water velocity around fuel rods. Rising power up to 8 Mw was
achieved by using fuel clusters of three concentric fuel tubes, outer
on* being hexagonal, at coolant flow rate 1200 a* /hr.(8).
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CONCLUSIONS

To keep cladding material integrity, evaluation model shows that
at 860 in3 /he coolant flew rate, the maximum allowable operating power
is 2 Hw.

It is necessary to have about twice and hilt nominal flow rate
to keep the highest clad temperature within permissible limit's at 4 Hw
without changing design of bundles. Structure stability of fuel
bundles must be tested at new flow condition.

According to best estimate model, BM, calculated highest clad
temperature at 4 Hw and 860 m3/hr. is 79 C. Since BM is not approved
by safety authorities in nucleer reactors design, doubling nominal
reactor power without increasing coolant flow rate or changing design
of fuel bundles is not advisable.
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Nomenclature

D. equivalent diameter;
, Nu Nusselt number;
Re Reynolds number;
Pr Prandtl number;
F core coolant flow rate;
P reactor power;
T temperature difference,
subscripts
n nominal
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NUCLEAR REACTOR KINETICS

Prof. Dr.M.K. Shaat

Reactors Department, Nuclear Research Centre,

Atomic Energy Authority, Cairo, Egypt.

ABSTRACT

For a nuclear reactor to operate at a constant power level, the rate

of neutron production should be balanced by neutron loss via

absorption and leakage.

Any deviation from this balance condition will result in a

time-dependence of power level of the reactor. The items and

equations describing the time-dependent behavior of nuclear reactors

will be studied and analyzed. Also, the reactor transfer function will

be evaluated.
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1 INTRODUCTION :

The study of the behavior of the neutron population in a

noncritical reactor is called reactor Kinetics.

The degree of criticality of a reactor is usually regulated

by the use of control rods or chemical chim contrtol rods are

pieces or assemblies of neutron-absorbing material whose

motions have an effect on the multiplication factor of the

system.Thus if a control rod is withdrawn from a critical

reactor,the reactor tends to become supercritical;if a rod is

inserted,the system falls subcritical.With chemical chim,control

is accomplished by varying the concentration of a

neutron-absorbing chemical usually boric acid(H2B03),ln a water

moderator or coolant.

A reactor will become supercritical or subcritical if its

properties are changed in a such way that its multiplication factor

becomes different from unity .These changes are:

l)Control rod motion.

2)Fuel burnup.

3)Isotope production.

4)Temperature changes.

It should be noted that a reactor is initially fueled with

more than the minimum amount of fuel necessary for

criticality - if this was not the case and it was fueled
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with only its minimum critical mass,the raactor would -fall

subcritical after the -First fission.

Control rods or boric acid are introduced into the core to

compensate -For the excess fuel.Then as -Fissions occur and

the fuel is consumed,the' rods *re slowly withdrawn or the

HaBOs concentration is reduced to keep the reactor critical.

Before going further we have to define some

concepts before introducing the reactivity.

_i*iI£ieii£9£i.22_^S£i2£: tno multiplication factor k may be

defined as the ratio of the number of neutrons in any

one generation to the number of corresponding neutrons of

the immediately preceding generation.If k >1 the reactor

will be supercritical.If k =1 the reactor will be

critical.If k < 1 the reactor will be subcritical.

The more common multiplication factor which is used in

conjunction with specific reactors is k (k effective),

which is the effective multiplication factor for a given

finite-sized reactor .roacti-uitji_ is defined for a finite

specific reactor in a similar mariner to k (k excess) as

p = k«ff~ 1 <1)

"\t't"

In this project the symbol 6k will be used for

reactivity,indicative of the amount the multiplication
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factor of a specific reactor differs from unity or

<5k • p » k»ff ~ i (2)_________

2 • _E59Q£I_fiH9_2§k9S!i2_y§yi39§_

Most of the neutrons released in fission(usually m o m

than 99 parcant)ara amlttad ••••ntially at the instant of

fisaion.Thaae arm called prompt neutrons distinguish tham

from the d»layd neutrons that am rsleaaad comparatively

long after the fiaaion event.

If most of the fiasiona result from the capture of

neutrona which have been slowed down to thermal energies by

collisions with the moderating material,the so-called

thermal neutrons,the system is referred to as a thermal

reactor.When most of the fission processes are caused by the

absorption of neutrons of higher energy,sometimes called

intermediate neutrons,the term intermediate reactor is used.

If the main source of fissions is the capture of fast

neutrons directly by the fuel without the neutrons having

suffered appreciable energy losses,the system is called a

fast reactor.

The time behavior of a recctor depends upon the various
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properties of these two types of nautrons. Tha prompt

nautona will ba cosidard first.

Following their •mission, the prompt flasion nautrons

slow down as tha rasult of elastic and inelastic collisions

with nuclei in tha system.In thermal reactors,however,most

of them succed in reaching thermal energies without being

absorbed or escaping from tha system.As thermal

neutrons,they diffuse about in tha reactor;some eventually

arm absorbed and some leak out.

Tha average time batween the emission, of tne prompt

nautrons and their absorption In a reactor is called tha

prompt neutron lifetime and is denoted by 1

If wa consider that the valua of 1 in infl nita thermal

reactor.it can be shown theoretically,and it has seen found

experimentally,that the time required for a neutron to slow

down to thermal energies is small compared to the time that

the neutron spends as a thermal neutron before it is finally

absorbed.The average lifetime of a thermal neutron in an

infinite system is called tha mean diffusion time and is

given tha symbol t̂ . It follows therefore,that

1* = td (3)
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also t. = t, <l-f> (4)
a cm

for ax amp la tha prompt nautron li-fa time In an in-finite ,

critical thermal reactor consisting of a homogeneous mixture

of u and unit density h20 at room temperature.

1*= td»2.1»l6~
4<l-0.484>=1.08*10"4 sec.

3. In-Finite 5S2Ctor_with_Ng_Da^a^ed_Neutrgns :

As noted aarliar,the delayed neutrons play an important

role in reactor kinetics.This is a ramarkable fact since so

very few fission neutrons are delayed-less than one percent

for thermal fission in U . To understand the importance of

the delayed neutrons,it is helpful to consider first the

kinetics of a reactor in tha absence of delayed

neutrons-that is,assuming that all neutrons are emittted

promptly in fission.

Since the eventual absorption of a fission neutron

begins a new generation of fission nautrons,it is claar that

in the absence of delayed neutrons, 1 is also equal to the

time between successive generations of neutrons in the chain

reaction.This time is called the moan. generation time.

N (t)*N (O)exp(---;— > (5)

r r
T (6)

Where N (t) is the number of fissions ocurring per
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cm \s«c at the time t.

T

is called the reactor period-in the absence of delayed

neutrons. The period of the reactor is that amount of time

in which the reactor would take to change its level by a

-Factor o-fe=2.716. That is,when the reactor is in operation at

a fixed power level,the period is infinite.Only when the

reactor is changing its lavel is there a finite measurable

period.

Suppose that the reactor described in the preceding

example is critical up to time t =0,and then k^ is increased

from 1.000 to 1.001.The period of this reactor is
—4

T " T7O5T=T:OOO = °-» sec

the period computed is very short.Thus with a period

of 0.1 sec,the reactor would pass through 1O periods in

only 1 sec,and the fission rate(and power)would increase by

a factor of e =22,000.Had the reactor originally been

operating at a power of 1 megawatt,the system would reach a

power of 22,000 megawatts in 1 sec,if it did not destroy

itself first-as it undoubtedly would.

When the delayed neutron* »rm included,the generation time
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im increased considerably and is equal to tha miti of tha

prompt and delayed neutron lifetimes weighted by thair

relative yialda.

- *i"

where ft. is tha -Fraction of the fission nautrons which

appear in tha ith group.

t. is tha mean-life of a neutron in tha ith group.

Return now to tha last axaeple which discussed earlier.by
735

using table for U ,the t«rm ft t in Eq.(8) is found

to be 0.085 sac a> 0.1 sec.Again 1* a> 10~4 and from Eq.(8)

1 Is about 0.1 sec,rather than 10~ sec as in the l^st

example.A 0.1 percent change in k^ according to Eq.(2-7) now

leads to a period of T-0.1/0.001 -100 sec.with this period

it would iakkj 100 sec for tha reactor power to increase by a

factor of • and the system could easily be controlled by the

motion of control rode.

5. Infin£ta_Reactor_MIth_0e^ayed_Neutrons_:

Unfortunatelytthe precise effect of the delayed neutrons

on the response of a reactor to a change in its

multiplication factor cannot be found by simply replacing

the mean generation time in the absence of delayed neutrons

by the more appropriate expression given in Eq.(8) Instead
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it Is necessary to conaidar in datail tha production and

subsaquant decay of each of tha delayed neutron precursors

in tha raactor.

sines tha flux indapandant of position in an infinite

reactor,the aquation of continuity -for tha thermal neutrons

i. -*T(t) • V " - trt -V*' <9>

tha qT<t),the thermal slowing-down density at the time t.has

been used -For the thermal source term.The function q_(t) has

two parts i one from the slowing down of the prompt neutrons

which is equal to (l-fi)^ S ^ U ) .

The other one from the slowing down of the delayed neutrons

which equal to pT X C. <t>.

where C (t) is the concentration at time t in atoms/cm of

the precursors of the ith group,and *v is their decay

constant.Then the total slowing down density from both

prompt and delayed neutrons is therefore

qT(t) » (1 -(iik^^y(t) + pjx.act) (10)

Inserting this result into Eq.(2-9) gives
_ _ d* ct>

t ( l - / } )k - l]*TCt> + - p - ) X C. ( t ) - t . ~ ~ <U>

Th« precursor* d«cay «it th« r^t« X C (t> and th«ir
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concentration at any time la determined by the aquation

da<t> m «_*»_ S^ *T<t) - VC.(t) (12)
.i_._ T p

by assuming tha solutions of the -form

•t<t) = A a"* (13)

CMt) • ^a** (14)

where A,C .and w ara constants to be determined.Bacauca

Eqs.(ll) and(12) ara linear, the sum of all possible

solutions o-f this -Form will provide the general solution to

the problem.then by Inserting Eq. fl3)«nd <14>lnto

Eq.(12) and solving for C gives

C. - ^ - Z . A

Whan this rasult is substituted into Eq. (11),the constant

A cancels from the equation and the following is obtained :

(l-p)k - 1 + k S X i A = « tM (16)

Finally,if the constant ft is replaced by > ft and the

equation Is rearranged,it can be put in the following form

which is convenient for computations :

r "i (17)

k l+o> t 1-MiJ t v <a * X.

The quantity on tha left-hand side of this equation is

known as the reactivity of the infinite reactor and is given
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the symbol p :thus p _ _*»_I_i_ (18)

so equation (17) now becomes

This equation IK known as the reactivity »<fuation and

ocassionallly as th* tn/iovir equation..

When the -fractions in Eq. ( 19) are cleared,a seventh

degree polynomial in <•> is obtained which has seven

roots.Thus thers are seven values o-f ".The nature of the

roots o-F Eq.(19) may be seen by the plotting the (RHS) of

Eq.<19) as a function of <•> as shown in Fig. l.It will be

observed that the RHS = O for <o = O and increases

monotonically to unity with increasingly positive values of

u.When <*> is negative,however, the RHS is singular for the

six values of <•> = -X. and at to = -1/t .Also, in the limit as

u > -«o ,RHS > 1.

5§a.££iy.ity._[tonars: We have become aware of two methods

of defining reactivity:the inhour and the percentage change

in multiplication factor 6k. The i hour is defined -. n terms

of period above criticality and is a unit generally used for

large reactors with small available excess

reactivities.6k,or more exactly <5k/k,is a single fiducial
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p . I

Fig. 1 Pie* tf the reactivity equaiion for one group of delayed
neutrons. (Not to tote.)
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unit expressing relative or percentage departure -from

crltlcality.Another unit,the dollar » 100 cents,Is sometimes

used as a double fiducial unit of reactivity.The dollar is

de-fined in terms of the interval between delayed critical

and prompt critical «•'

« = -ft (20)
where r is the effectiveness of delayed neutrons In

producing fission compared with prompt neutrons.y =1.05 for

U-2K and may gain be neglected for many engineering

calculations.

6. Neutrgn_Level^

The excess of neutrons in a finite reactor from one

generation over the preceding generation per unit of those

in the generation is then 6k.If th«r *rm initially n

neutrons per cubic centimeter present in the core,insrease

in each generation is n&k.lf 1 is the effective time between

succeeding generations,

dn <5(c (21)
... . .__ n

and integrating this equation yields

o
t (22)

where n is the number of neutrons per cubic centimetero

initially and n is the number after a lapse of time t.
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The number of neutrons in the core is proportional to the

number of fisslona ocurrlng,and for 3*10 fissions per

stcond 1 watt of power is produced.The power output of a

reactor then is proportional to the number of neutrons in

the core at any glve'n instant.

7. _Po^nt_Reactgr_Kjl netics_Egni

In the situation of delayed neutrons when present.Our

neutron level equation becomes of the form

dn _ <5k ft x . „ _
"dt ~« " " j« n + > X C' < 2 3 )

where C. is the concentration of the delayed neutrons

emitted of group i . C is defined by

The rate of change of n has the contribution of the delayed

neutrons subtracted from the prompt neutrons,but of course

the concentration of delayed neutrons coming in from the

past must be added to make up the total rate of change.

8. Solution of^P.K.Ei for Steg-functjion_2nguti_

The nature of the solutions of Eqs.(23)and (24) for

step-function inputs is ts known as follow.These kinetic

equations can be combined to form a single differential

equation of the seventh order in n.For astep input in <Sk the
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solution will take the form

n(t) = n > A a J <25)

where the first exponent P has tha same sign as <5k,the

input disturbance,and where the other six exponents are

nagativa.lt is evident that in the transformed form

- Ai

• - » " < 2 6 )

i
Equation (23>and (24J %re a family of linear

differential equations with constant coefficients and there

is a definite relationship among the values of A . , P. ,ana

6k.This relationship can be shown graphically and is

presented for reactors of 1 * 10 sec,10 sec,and 10 sec in

Figs.(2 ) and i 3).Figures(2 ) and ( 3) are used when a

positive <5k step is involved,and Pig. 3 only is needed for

negative <5k steps.
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9. REACTOR TRANSFER FONCTION

*' _§i2£!i_9i53C3!D5 : im * shorthand , graphical

representation of a physical system.

To simplify the picture of the complete system,it is

common to use a block diagram in which each elenent in the

system is represented by a block.Each block is labeled with

the name of the component,and the blocks are appropriately

interconnected by the line segments.This type of diagram

removes excess detail from the picture and shows the

functional operation of the system.

A block diagram represents the flow of information and the

functions par-Formed by each component in tha system.The

simple functional block diagram shows the similarities

between different physical systems may be analyzed by the

same techniques.

Block diagram consists of a specific configration of four

types of elements-blocks,summing points,takeoff-points,and

arrows .Figure.(3-1).

A further step taken to increase the information supplied

by the block diagram i» to label the input quantity into

each block and the output quantity from e*ch block.Arrows

are used to show the direction of the flow of the
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information.

:A proporty common to all basic

laws o-f physics is that cmrtmin -fundamental quantities can

ba dsflnsd by numerical values.The physical laws dsflne

relationships between these -Fundamental quantities and are

usually represented by equations.

One class of equations which has broad application in the

description of physical laws is di//T*ntial equations .

Differential equations Arm useful for relating rates of

change of variables and other parameters.The kinetic

response of a system can be understood by examining the

differential equation of the system.The differential

equation of most linear servo systems is a linear

differential equation with constant coefficients of the form

of

Tha solution of this linear constant coefficient ordinary

differential equation can be divided into two parts,the

steady state response and transient response.The sum of

thasa two responses constitutes the total response,or

solution x(t),of the equation.These terms are often used for
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•pacifying control system performance.

3) Ih.f_!=*eiS
c.S_l!!3n.5fSE!!!_t One* a given order o-f

differential equation has been solved,nothing is obtained in

the way of mathematical novelty or physical information by

repetitous solutions.Hence it is reasonable that there

should be some way of systematizing the process of

obtaining the desired information from the equations.The

Laplace transform is such tool to do this function.

Symbolically,the Laplace transformation of a function of

time to a function of s is written as

3= Jff(s) » L tf(t)3=» I f(t)e~mt dt (9-2)
0

and the corresponding inverse Laplace transformation of

•f(s> back to a function of time is

L~*Cf<sn = f(t> (9-3)

4) Irans£er_Function_s .

The ratio of the Laplace transform of the output to the

Laplace transform of the input is called the trons/tr

/unction.

BO) = -jig- <9-4,
Commonly,the transfer function is written inside

the block, as shown in figure( 4 '•

5) 0gen_and_C2osed_^ggBS_system_ :

5. 1 • _Qp_en_^ogg_swstem : system in which the output
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quantity has no effect upon the input.

To explain this system we give here an example as shown in

figure. < 5 > in which we assume a nuclear reactor having

negative temperature coefficient,operating with inlet

coolant temperature.So if we take into account control-rod

effectiveness we obtain the curve of figure( £ ).

So the output power level is a direct function of the

input control-rod position,and we take this curve as <t

calibration curve of the process.

So in the open-loop system the output will vary as the

characteristics of the intermediate components vary as the

load changes.

5.2._C^osed_Loog_S^stems_: System in which the output

quantity has an effect on the input.

For example the c a n of the control of th» power output of

a nuclear reactor is shown in Fig. 7 .Here the input signal

is in the form of a demanded power output from the reactor

as measured on a neutron detector.The error signal is

amplified and caused to actuate a control-rod drive

mechanism.This mechanism in turn positions a control rod in

the reactor.If the actual power output is less than the

demanded power output,the error signal created is such as to

cause the control rod to be slightly withdrawn from the
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reactor.When the propmr demanded level is reached,the

control rod is reinserted to its original poeition and the

error signal disappears.

The advantage of the closed-loop system is that there is

little or no dependence upon variations in the primary

components of the system.Variations in load have little

effect upon system accuracy.In the nuclear-reactor

example,the variations in reactor characteristics caused by

poison,temperature,or depletion are simply canceled out by

control-rod position until the error signal Is zero and the

output meets the demand .

Many o-f the parameters that determine the multiplication

-factor of a reactor depend on temperature.As a result,a

change in the temperature leads to a change in k, and

alters the reactivity of the system.This effect has an

important bearing on the operation of a reactor and,

ultimately, on the safety of the system.

The extent to which the reactivity is affected by

changes in temperature is described in terms of the

Lemperat-ux-9 coefficient of reactivity .denoted as a .This

defined by the relation

«T = -se-
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where p is the reactivity and T is the temperature.

Most reactors have negative temperatur coefficient, which

means that as the reactor heats up, its reactivity is

reduced.Reactors which have water or gas as moderators

usually have large negative temp.coefficients.The

temperature coefficient will later be shown in this project

to be a most important control-system parameter.

7) SSfiiSiiS!? '

It is recognized that control rods may have to be moved

during the lifetime of a reactor- because of fuel

depletion.That is as the fuel in the reactor is used up, the

number of fissions occuring will decreaseconsequently k

will be reduced and control rods will have to be moved out

to compensate for the reduction in k.

An approximate expression for the reactivity change

resulting from fuel depletion is 6k at Sm/2, where *m is the

percentage of the fissionable material burnt up.

8) £il«ion-Prgduct_Pojls; j,inj t

Ail fission products absorb neutrons to some extant,and

their accumulation in a reactor tends to reduce its

multiplication factor.Since absorption cross sections

decrease rapidly with increasing neutron energy.such fission

product poisons are »f greatest importance in thermal
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reactor*.

The most Important fission product poison ii" sXt,MhoH

thermal absorption cross section is 2.65*10 b and is non 1/v

This iBOtop* is formed as the result of tha dscay of

**9I,and also is produced directly ir, fission. The 1B*I is

also formed in fission and by the decay of 1 > 9Te.

These processes and their half-lives *rm summarized below :

115T. Tr^ 1" 1 — — ^ X e — >4**Cs — >1"*Ba<.tabU>

In view of the fact that***Te decays so rapidly to *"*I,it

is possible to assume that all I is produced directly in

fission. Because the xBrcr, is produced in part by the decay

of the iodine concentration.This in turn,is determined by

the rate equation

_
dt

^ t " *

where I = number of atoms of I present per cm at any

time t

rx = is the fractionl yield of *"*I .

Z =thermal macroscopic fission cross section of

fue1 in reactor.

<p *> thermal-neutron flux.

Xt - dacay constant of 1"*I.
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The aquation for the concentration ofiasXe in a reactor at

any time becomes

-&L = < r £ - . x')* + X I'-X X' (9-7)
dt x f x T x x

where X » number of atoms of Xe present per cm at any

time t.

y " fractional yield of xenon .

a s microscopic thermal-neutron absorption cross

section of Xe (3*10° barns).

\x « decay constant of*"xe .

Two kinetics effects occur which concern reactor

control.The first effect is the so-called equilibrium xenon

poisoning, and the second the peak xenon poisoning.The

equilibrium poisoning occurs during reactor power operation,

and the peak poisoning after shutdown of the reactor from a

high power level.Figure ( $ ) shows the time scale to build

up to equilibrium for such a process.The amount of poisoning

involved depends upon the steady power level of a reactor

and the design of the particular reactor involved.The

steady-state xenor. concentration may be obtained simply by

setting dX /dt =0 in Eq.(9-7) and dl /dt =0 in Eq.(9-6).Then

the ste*1y-state concentration becomes
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Fr-om the curvi in Fig. ( g > a vary appreciable amount of

reactivity may be'involved in the peak xenon poisoning.lt is

conceivable that this amount of reactivity may be so much

that the reactor does not contain sufficient fuel to

completely"override" this peak even when the control rods

are pulled out all the way.Under these conditions,whare only

a fixed amount of reactivity is available,unless the reactor

is started up quickly after a shutdown, a .large period of

time will exist in which it will be impossible to start the

reactor until the xenon decays down . As an example from

Fig.( 3 ),let us assume that sufficient reactivity exists in

a reactor that it can still be made critical up to 1/2 hr

after shutdown from a given power level. The figure

indicates that unless a startup is made within this 1/2

hr,it may be 40 hr before the reactor c&n be started up

again.
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9.2.

Figure( 10 ),Block diagram of reactor T.F

<Sn(s)

1

k_G_(s) • 3C7 7 (Reactor Transfer Function)

The reactor kinetics aquation for single group of

delayed neutrons

_SD_ . _ & _ n - _(? „ + XC (9-9)
dt I* 1*

-jjS- - -2j n - X.C <9-10)

where c and X are the average concentration of delayed

neutrons and the average value of the decay constant.Now

let C as well as n be split up into two parts,* steady state

part CQand a small axcursion about this steady-state value

<5C .Then substituting in these new values for n and C ,

d no d6n _ * k n0 6k<5n "^O <*5C (9-11)

the derivative of a constant is zero and we can_ignore the
cross products of the two differentials £k£n/l in

comparison with 6kn /I .Therefore
o

, _ ™ 2 _ _fl_£. (9-i2,
dt j« dt v **'

Similarly ;
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-BE" = -ft- + ̂  = "fi (nO **">-MC0 +*C, (9-13,

and as in the steady state

|{f = 6n JuSC (9-15)
dt j«

Taking the Laplace trans-forms of Eqs. (9-12) and (9-15)

s<Sn(s> = - - - - | i nQ -s<SC(s) (9-16)
and stfC(s) = - - j 6n(s) - X<5C<s) (9-17)

1*

The init ial -condit ion transforms have been dropped as Me

have defined the transform in terms of a steady-state cond.

Combining Eqs.(9-16) and (9-17) gives

_6n£§2 _ _"o_ 1_ _ _ _ "o_ _ s*\ _ _ (9-18)

s+X

and as X- is generally small compared with ft/1 a common

approximation is

„ _ . . <Sn(s) n0 <s + X. > (9-19)
K- G- < s > = =

2)

The solution of the reactor kinetic equation far six

groups of the delayed neutrons.

By making linearization of n and C into staedy state and

small sinusoidal components such that
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n = n + 6n ; and C = C.+ <5C so

1* 2- •"

because > /?. = ft . Then

dn _ A5n _ <5k 6k6 ^ * * 5 c

dt dt « o * JL dt *'••-•

<5k<5n/l may be neglected in comparison with(6k/ l )n and
dC (*5C. ft. w

- a r = - a r = ~r <no+ 6 n ) - V c
i o

 +<5ci» ( 9 -2 2 '
as in the steady state

d6C ft.
--;-- = 0 = --- n - X C (9-23)
dt * o >. io

Equation(3-14) becomes
06C. ft.

~di~~ = — I " 6 n ~ Xi l 5Ci (9-24)

Reducing Eqs.(9-21) and (9-24) to Laplace-trans-form

operational -Form gives
n tf

s*n(s) = ; - <5k(s) - s > <5C (s) ,„ __.
1* i=» l (9-25)

s<5C.(s) = ~ i - *n<») - X..5C. (s) ( 9 . 2 6 J

where the in i t ia l condition trans-Forms have been dropped.

Combining Eqs.(9-25) and (9-26) gives
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(9_27>

1=1 1* (s+X.I

which in expanded form becomes
n. (s+X } (s+X ) (s+X )

2 * £_ D l i _ _ 2_ _ £_ _ __
<5k(s) " "* ~ 0

s (s+X^)(s+X^i (s+X^)* —-j(s+X > (s+X )

(s+X )+ --(s+X ) (s+X )....(s+X ) + .

(9-28)

In order ultimately to obtain the form . .

vD t ( s + X )

Fl (s+r )

3)

The six—group delayed—neutron formulation of the reactor

transfer function although exact,is not easy to manipulate

in later analytical work.Approximate formulas using some

form of average values of constants are satisfactory in many

problems.the method of obtaining average constants in some

cases depends on the problem.Eqi..ation(9-19) gives an easy

form of approximation tc use,with the question being,What is

a good value for an average X and ft/1 ?

approximate transfer function of the form

a good value for an average X and ft/1 ? So we assume an
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n C
k G (s) = — ; (9-30)

" " 1 s(s+r>

the appropriate engineering constants might be X = 0.125

sec and r = SO sec even though these numbers have no

Jirect physical meani ng'.This approximation is plotted in

:omparison with the exact expression in Fig. ( It ) .

9.3. REACTQR_TiFi_W I TH_TEMPi_CgEFF£CiENT_FEEgBACK_ :

As shown in Fig.( II ) the combination transfer

•Function wi l l be :

i i ; - 7 i T t9-31)

where k
B T c

G
B T c

< s ) i s t h B n e w combined over-all transfer

•functionand k 6 (s) is the transfer -Function o-f the
Tc Tc

local temperature-coe-Fficient e-Ffect.
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NUCLEAR REACTOR CONTROL AND PROTECTION

Dr. F.H. Dimitri

Reactors Department, Nuclear Research Centre,

Atomic Energy Authority, Cairo, Egypt

ABSTRACT

Nuclear reactor control system is an important system for reactor

start up or reactor operation at a constant power level. The protection

system on the other hand guards the reactor parameters and at

predefined abnormal situations, it shuts down the reactor. A

description of both systems will be given in this lecture.

J.ii .toll .lit j \ J i i .inIt <uljj .lit f.\j*u* -ul̂ JI <UlijVI j>> ^IiiUUll j -.<~-.ll
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I. REACTOR CONTROL SYSTEM

1.1 INTRODUCTION:

Nuclear reactors are based on the chain fission reaction. One

neutron starting a chain reaction produces more than 2 neutron.

In order to control this reaction, neutron absorper materials must

be used to allow for one and only one neutron to be produced in

a fission cycle. The multiplication fuctor K is defined as the ratio

of the number of neutrons produced by fission to the number of

neutrons lost by absorption or leackage.

The change of the reactor power depends on the value of K,

for K=l the power is stable while for K>1 the power increases

with time and for K<1 the power decreases. To change the value

of K one has to change one of the above mentioned factors,

namely production, absorption or leackage: The most common

method used for controlling reactor power is by changing the

absorption rate. This is done by inserting or withdrawal of a

neutron absorbing material in the reactor usually in the form of

solid rod or solution in the reactor coolent.

The system controlling the absorption rate is called the control

system and it can be operated manually or automatically.
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1.2 MANUAL CONTROL OF REACTOR POWER:

During reactor start up or shut down the reactor is controled

manually by the operator. A number of control rods are moved

up or down the core by a servodrive motor controlled by an

electric circuit. During start up the operator pulls up the control

rods until the multiplication factor is greater than one and the

power starts to increase. The control factor in this case is the rute

of change of the power in the form of reactor period or reactivity.

Three period channels are used to measure the reactor period.

The operator has to keep the reactor period in the operating

range. If the period in 2 out of the 3 channels falls down a

predefined value the protection system will shut down the reactor

automatically.

To shut the reactor manually the control rods are inserted in

the reactor to increase the absorption and multiplication factor is

less than one. In Inchass reactor 4 manual rods made of boron

carbide are used to control the reactor power manually.

1.3 AUTOMATIC POWER CONTROL:

It is impossible for the operator to keep the reactor power at a

constant levei manually for a long time. So an automatic control

loop has to be installed.

An automatic control rod is connected to a reversable motor

operated by low voltage (20v) for control stability. The direction

of motion of the motor can be controlled by changing the

polarity of the input voltage.
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The reactor power is measured by a compensated ionization

chamber operated by positive and negative high tension to cancel

the effect of the gamma background in the low power levels. The

output of the ionization chamber is a current ranging from 10

to 10"4 ampers.

An electronic multirange amplifier is used to amplify the

output of the ionization chamber and convert it to voltage. To get

better accuracy of the reading of the power a 16 range amplifier

is used in the 8 decades from 10~12 to 104 .This is done by

changing the amplification factor of the amplifier using 16

feedback resistances. The 16 ranges are changed either manually

by the push bottons or automaticlly by 16 read relays.

In each range the output of the amplifier is a voltage signal

(Va)fromOto 10 V.

The power level wanted is represented by a volt signal (Vw)

from a voltage source and voltage devider.

The difference between the actual power and the wanted

power (X) is used to energize one of two relays. If X is positive

relay Rll is energized and its contacts connects the 20V supply to

the motor in adirection that inserts the automatic control rod to

decrease the power. If X is negative relay R12 is energized and

its contacts connects the 20V supply to the motor in a direction

that withdraws the automatic control rod to increase the power.

If X value is in the dead band (+1%) both relays are deenergized
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disconnecting the 20V supply from the motor and the rod does

not move.

However if I X I is greater than 5% of the wanted power, (due

to sudden change in reactor power or failure of measuring

channel) a warning signal indicates the failure of the automatic

loop and disconnects it. This is because the control rod will

continue to move rapidly in one direction until it leaves its linear

range. In such a case the operator has to adjust the power

manually and reconnect the automatic.

Also, if the automatic control rod reachs its down position

during automatic operation the protection system shuts down the

reactor because the power increase can not be controlled by the

automatic rod any more.

II. REACTOR PROTECTION SYSTEM .

1 INTRODUCTION:
The safe operation of reactors means the prevention of

situations which might lead to accident conditions. The safety

protection system has the following functions:

1) Shut down the reactor if the system parameters reach the

safety settings.

2) Prevent the start up of the reactor if the minimum safety

requirements are not met.
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3) prevent the withdrawal of manual rods if the rate of increase

of reactor power is greater than the operational limits but still

less than the safety settings.

The design of the safety system must be consistent with the

safety requirements as stated by the IAEA Guides in the safety

series 35.

The reactor safety system for ETRR- 1 was based on relay

system. However, the developments in computer techniques

offered attractive advantages, in this field, over the old systems.

These advantages can be summerized as:

- Compact and flexible construction.

- The logic functions are easy to change.

- Simple self testing methods.

- Extra high reliability and availability.

- Event logging after shut down. Operator aid.

A computerized logic system (CSLS) has been developped

and constructed in Inchass reactor to replace the old relay safety

system. The CSLS is based on programmable logic controllers

(PLC). A description of this system, and its design features are

given in the following sections.

II.2 HARDWARE BUILDING OF CSLS:

Fig. (1) shows the simplified operating schematic of CSLS.

The main units of CSLS are:
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a) Optocoupler Units:

The inputs (64 free contacts or switches) from the reactor

instrumentations and control are connected from one side to

the 24V dc of the CSLS and from the other side to the

optocoupler units to asure galvanic isolation of the inputs and

coupling them to the input of the PLC.

b) Prograrnable Logic Controllers:
Three independent PLC's of the EBERLE PLS 511 type are
programed with the same program (the program is burnt into
EPROM). The software programs are described in section
II.3.

c) Test PLC (Check Units):
In order to realize the continuous system check of the CSLS
an individual Test PLC is built into the system. It has the task
of checking the work state of the PLC's, cyclic system testing
of the shut down function and self checking of its hardware.

d) The Votor Logics VL1, VL,2, VL3:
VL1 is a 2 out of 3 Logic votor operated by the shut down
signal from the 3 PLC's. It outputs a shut down signal SDS if
2 from the 3 PLC's give a shut down signal. VL2 is a 2 out of
3 logic votor operate of by the safety rod pullable signal. Its
output allows the safety rods to be pulled up. VL3 is a 2 out 3
logic votor operated by the manual, automatic rods pullable
signal. Its output allows.,s the manual and automatic rods to be
pulled up.
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e) The Lamp Matrix (LM):
it indicates the state of the input contacts and the status of the

operation of the CSLS

f) The numeric display:
A two digit display on the front pannel is used to display the

column-line number of the first signal. After each shut down

it displays the safety rod drop time.

II.3 SOFTWARE MODULES OF CSLS:
The three PLC's are programed with the same programs built

into an EPROM. The software are devided into program

modules, each have a special task:

a) The SCRAM Module: The task of this module is to give a
shut down order when the safety conditions are not met.

b) The INTERLOCK Module: It interlocks the safety and shim

rods motion when the start up conditions are not met. Also, it

interlocks the upper motion of the shim rods during operation

if the reactor period is less than 30 sec.

c) SIGNALIZATION Module: This module, independently

from the traditional signalling system of the reactor, generates

visual lamp signals and control signals to the sound alarm

system of the control room.

d) FIRST ALARM Module: It identifies the first signal arrived

to the CSLS and displays it on the two digit numeric display.

e) DROP TIME Module: It measures in ms the safety rod drop
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time in case of rod-checking or shutdown.

f) WORK STATE Module: It checks the work signal of the

PLC's. If one PLC is not working the shut down votor is

changed to one out two votor.

g) CYCLIC TEST Module: This program module is burnt on

the EPROM of the test PLC. It produces input signals and

combinations of signals and send them to the PLC's (one at a

time) through the optocouplers and checks the shut down

signal at the output of the PLC under test. If the PLC output is

not a shut down signal the test PLC turns off the supply for

this PLC.

II.4 DESIGN FEATURES OF THE CSLS:

The CSLS is designed for performance consistent with safety

requirements as stated by the IAEA Guides in the safety series

35.

The design features can be summerized as:

a) Fail-Safe Principle: The fail of any hardware or software

component of the CSLS to perform its function will lead to

•eactor shut down.

b) Performance: The components are choosen to perform its

function under a wide range of environmental conditions.

c) Availability: The system is made of identical modules

(optocouplers, PLC, relays) which is easy to replace.

d) Independency: The system has three PLC completely

independent of each other.

e) Redundancy :Three PLC are used to perform the same task

and are connected in a 2 out of 3 logic votors.
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f) Testability :The test PLC perform continuous check of the

system hardware and software. Also, the self checking

program in each PLC perform self checking of the operation

of the PLC.

g) Maintenability: The maintenance of the system is easy

because of the card structure of the optocouplers, socket input

of the PLC and relays.

h) Safety-related display :The light signals on the front pannel

provide the operator with the status of the input signals, first

alarm signal and safety rod drop time.

i) Human factors: The addition of the interlock programs to

prohibit the upper motion of the safety and shim rods if the

system or reactor conditions for safe operation is not met has

minimized the human errors. For safe operation two manual

trip push-bottons are used to allow the operator to trip the

reactor if his allow the operator to trip the reactor if his

analysis to a transient state shoos that the reactor is faring to an

unsafe situation.
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QA DOCUMENTATION IN THE MANUFACTURING
OF NUCLEAR FUELS

Prof. Dr. I. D. Abdelrazek

Department of Metallurgy, Nuclear Research Centre

Atomic Energy Authority, Cairo, Egypt.

ABSTRACT

The manuscript introduces he different types of documents

involved in the QA/QC concepts and procedures associated with the

technology of the fabrication of pelletized type ceramic fuels of the

CANDU type, as adopted by AEA for its fuel development program. It

focusses on the Qualification Plan-Pelleting (QLPL-EG-0 1-90) and

the Manufacturing Instruction-Sintering Pellets (MI- 140-EG-O 1-90)

.The QA manuals and Qc procedures associated with the qualification

plans are discussed in brief.
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Introduction
Ceramic fuels have received a great deal of attention, for

decades, for their excellent properties and stability at reactor
operating conditions. Sintered uranium dioxide pellets are the
base of nuclear fuel industry. They are widely used to fuel
commercial nuclear power plants, whether in light water reactors
(in the enriched form) or in heavy water reactors (in the natural
form). The processes envolved in the manufacturing of the
ceramic oxide fuels, include powder characterization,
pelletization, sintering, grinding and finally cladding to form fuel
rods, and then fuel bunddles. Figures 1 and 2 present schematic
diagrams for a pellet and a standard 37-element CANDU bundle.
From the technological side, these processes may be grouped
into two distinctive classes:

1. Manufacturing of sintered U02 pellets from powders.
2. Manufacturing of the fuel rods, and then the fuel bundles.

These manufacturing processes and their associated QC
activities have been housed (l)This manuscrip presents an
overview of the technology of fabrication of pelletized type fuel
of the CANDU type and focusses specially on the qualification
plans for the fuel development program at AEA and the
associated QA/QC concepts and procedures.

Classification of Documents
The complexities of the manufacturing technology and its
associated procedures may be appreciated by examining Table 1,
which shows a classification of the envolved documents.
Traveller sheets for pelleting and for fuel assembly are presented
in Appendix 1 to explain the sequence of some of the envolved
procdures.
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. TECHNICAL DOCUMENT DOCUMENT TECHNIQUE

xr
001

CL | O«L

401 9004X0 1 1 56 09100 4 4 0

PROTECTED - PROPRIETARY

EIGURE 1 : Up? PELLET OETAILS

REFERENCE DRAWING: 69A 007

NOTSS: •

1. Dish depth, dimension 'd' shall be 0.27 ram + 0.1S mn

Dish shape shall bo approKinatoly spherical.

2. Shoulder width 'D1 shall be less than 1.1 mm.

3. Lana width 'W shall b>i greater than 0.4 nun.

*L. End out-o£--squaren«ss shall be no greater than 0.1 ram TIH

top and bottom.

J. L/D ratio shall bo approximately 1.3 .

C. Oiamotcr 'D< of pcllot shall meet diametral clearance requirements.

7. Chamfer ongle V shall b(s 0°+30'. / ;
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TABLE 1 "- : CLASSIFICATION OF DOCUMENTS

Quilificuioa
Plan*

Qualification

QU"L EG-01-90
QLPl^EC-02-90

QuJliTcukifi
Reports

QLPR-EG-01-90

Manufacturing
Piuu

QR Pelleting
QR pud AMembly

MciufKruring

MPUEO-01-90
MPUEG-02-90

Manufacturing
Report*

MM10-EG-01.90
MI-U2-EG-01-90
MI-12'3-EG-01-9O
MI-130-EG-01-90
M1-140-EG^)1-90
MI-150-EG-01-9O
MI-155-EG -01-90
MI-157-EU-01-VO
MM60-EG-O2-9O
MI-16S-EC^)2.9O
MI-210-EG -02-90
MI-310-EG-O2-9O
MI-220-EG-02-90
MI-23O-EG-02-9O
W-250-EG-02-90
M1-26O-EG^2-9O
MW10-EG-O2-9O
MM2O-EG-O2-9O
MUjaEG-Oi-90

Manufaciiffins
Proctsa P«ramct£r»

Dau Sheets

MR-EC-01-90
MR-EG-02-W

MPP-llO-EG-OI-90
MPP-120-EG-01-90
MPP-uo-ea -01-90

• MPP-U0-EG-OI-9O
MPP-I5O-EG-O1-9O
MPP-160-EG-O2-9O
MPP-2I0-EG-O2-9O
MtT-JlO-EG-ui-M
MPP-230-EG-O2-9O
MPP-220-EG-02-90
MPP-flO-EC-02.90
MPP-S20-EG-O2-9O
MPP-430-EG-O2-9O
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QUALIFICATION PLAN-PELLETING
QLPL-EG-01 -90

Objectives
This plan is aimed at demonstrating the process capabilities to

produce sintered and ground UO2 pellets (using reliable
manufacturing and inspection methods) that meet the technical
and product specifications.

Safety Regulations
The Egyptian regulations governing health safety, as

stipulated by the IAEA Safety Series No. 9,1982 ed., shall be
complied with. No requirements of this specification nor
associated documents override these regulations.

Manufacturing Operations
The material flow and sequence of operations are detailed in

Table 2. The following operations are subject to qualification:
* Prepressing
* Granulation
* Blending with zinc stearate
* Final pressing
* Sintering in hydrogen atmosphere
* Centreless grinding
* Washing and drying.

Manufacturing Equipment
* Pressing machine (pellet press (Komage K-6 50 kN))
* Dies for prepressing (CANDU type, 1 inch)
* Granulation sieves and Press bar
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* Blender (Patterson Portashell)
* Dies for final pressing (CANDU type, 0.549 or 0.604 inch)
* Sintering furnace (temperature rating 1 759°C, Work length

400 mm; diameter 50 mm)
* Molybdenum furnace boats
* Centreless grinding machine
* Storage cabinet
* Storage trays.

Inspection Equipment
* Dimensional guage 0-25 mm micrometer
* Microbalance 0-50 g (1 mg senstivity)
* Flowability measuring device
* Platinum crucible
* Polishing and cut-off wheels
* Metallographic microscope
* Furnace capable of 900°C
* Magnifying glass
* Humidity measuring apparatus
* Surface roughness measuring instrument
* Chemical analysis equipment.

Personnel
Qualified Operators are required for:
* Prepressing
* Granulation and blending
* Pressing
* Sintering
* Centreless grinding
* Washing and drying
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TABLE 2
QUALIFICATION OF PELLETING-

SEQUF.NCE OF OPERATIONS AND MATERIAL FLOW CHART

MO
UOj Powder

i 23 fcg Slues

| Q-1001

1-30
Zn-Stearalc

1«2>J.

MO
Hydrogen Gu

1

UO-Ql
Visual Inspection
Geometric Density:

M-UZ-Cramitaie
;>_ 2.15 t j Granules

M-120:DIcnd

M-130:Pi
2 : 9 0 0 m

[CSS

n Pellets

M-140: Sinter

M-150: Grind

112-QJ

Visual [nspcciion
Butlc Density:

IM-Ql

130-01

Visual Inspcciion:
Geometric Pcnsity:
Lenstli:

MdJQ|
Visual Inspection:
Density:

Micfostmctuict

I50O|
Visual Inspection:
SutfaceRouehness:
Diameier.
Oiher Dimensions:
Moisture:
OflJ:
Ctemieal Composition:

100%
5 slugs

3 Samples

TOOK
MVtOca
45 Pellets

—

100%
40 Pellets
40 Pellets
40Pel(cts

—

100%
30 Pellets
30 Pellets
10 Pellets
3 Samples
3 Samples
1 Sample

H

Store 1001

Stoic 100 i

Store 1001

pellets

Storc3pcUcls

Store all pellets
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Inspection Personnel
* Qulified persons are required to carry out quality inspections,

at each level of processing, as listed in Section 4.

Materials
* Sin.erable ceramic grade UO2 powder
* Zinc stearate
* Hydrogen gas
* Nitrogen gas
* De-ionized water.

Manufacturing and Inspection Operations
The manufacturing material flow chart for pelleting is shown

in Table 3.

Inspection and Testing
The lot and sample sizes for each operation as required by the

relevant Qll are as defined in Tables 2 and 3. Results shall be
recorded in the relevant Quality Report Sheet (QRS).

Evaluation of Results and Qualification Criteria
K values should be calculated and compared with KQ

requirements in Table3.

Qualification Report
A qualification report shall be written to document the results.

The data will be recorded in the Laboratory Qualification Report
Register.
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TABLE 3: PELLETING: QUALIFICATION PLAN SUMMARY

o
00

Davrr TATION OF INSPECTED
CHARACTERISTICS

UO-Q

I12-Q

120-Q

130-Q

140-Q

Visual Inspection

Geometric Density

Visual Inspection

Bulk Density

Visual Inspection

Visual Inspection
Geometric Density

Pellet Length

Visual Inspection

Density
Diameter

Hou/glassing
Mic-o structure

Visual Inspection

Surface Roughness

Diameter

Other Dimensions
Moisture, O/U

Chemical Composition

LOT SIZE

S2.3 kg slugs

22.15lcg
granules

>2.0kg

a 90 green
pellets

£ 8 0 pellets

i 70 ground

pellets

SAMPLE SIZE

100%

5 slugs

100%
3 samples

100%

100%

45 pellets

45 pellets

100%

40 pellets

40 pellets

40 pellets

3 pellets

100%
30 pellets

30 pellets
10 pellets

3 samples

t sample

REFERENCE
0)

QUQRS

QII/QRS

QIWJRS

QIMJRS

QIVQRS

QII/QRS
QII/QRS

QII/QRS

TS/PS

TS/PS

Drawing
Drawing

IS/PS

TS/PS

TS/PS

Drawing

Drawing

TS/PS

TS/PS

SPECIFIED
LIMITS

(6)

QUALITY
REQUIREMENT

(2)
Inlb

(2)
Info

U)
(2)

AQL4.0

Info

P)
AQL2.5

Info

Info

(3)

P)
AQL4.0

AQL1.0
AQL4.0

(3)

(3)

QUALIFICATION
CRITERION KQ

ATy-0.95

-

-

-
-

2.55 (5)

-

-
2.80 (5)

-

-

-
2.40 (4)

. 335 (5)
3.15(4) 3.54(5)

-

-

Notes: (1) QII - Quality Inspection Instructions
QRS - Quality Report Sheet
TS - Technical Specification
PS - Product Specification

(2) Ml non-conforming Product Eliminaled
(3) All results Conforming
(4) One-sided Factor
(5) Two-sided Factor
(C) Limits are to be determined before qualification



Reference Documents
1. CAN3-Z-299.0 Series of Quality Program Standards.
2. Drawing 56-09100-440-001 - U02.
3. Inspection and Test Plan, HP-EG-01-90.
4. Juran's "Quality Control Handbook", 4th ed., McGraw Hill,

1988, Appendix 11, Table V.
5. Manufacturing Instructions, Ml for pellets (nos. 110, 112, 120,

130, 140, 150, 155).

6. Manufacturing Plan - Pelleting, MPL-EG-01-90.
7. Military Standard - Inspection by Variables, MIL-STD-414.
8. Quality Inspection Instructions, Qll for pellets (nos. 110, 120,

,130, 140, 1 50).
9. Quality Report Sheets, as in each QRS.
10. Technical Specification - UO2 Natural powder.
11. Technical Specification - UO2 Pellets.

11- MANUFACTURING INSTRUCTION - SINTERING
PELLETS M i l 40-EG-01 -90

Scope
This document details the manufacturing instructions for the

production of sintered UO2 pellets.

Safety Regulations
The Egyptian regulation governing health safety, as stipulated

by the IAEA Safety Series No. 9, 1982 ed. shall be complied
with. No requirements of this specification nor associated
documents override these regulations.
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Equipment and Tools
Equipment shall be arranged as indicated schematically in

Fig. 3 .
* Sintering furnace
* Power supply
* Alumina tube
* Pressure guage
* Flowmeters
* Balance
* Hydrogen gas
* Nitrogen gas.

Operation
a. Insert loaded boats into furnace; close valves 1,4 and 6.
b.Purge the working tube with hydrogen by opening in the

following order, valves 3, 2, flowmeter (2), and 4. Allow
hydrogen to fill working tube while monitoring and
controlling flow rate by flowmeter (2).

c. Adjust hydrogen flow rate with flowmeter ( 2) according to
MPP-140.

d. Purge the heating ele* °nt compartment with hydrogen by
opening valve 7 at a flow rate controlled by flowmeter (1 )
and the outlet gas washing bottles (1) and (2), according to
MPP-140.

e. Switch on the electric power.
f. Set and control the heating rate (see MPP-140 for rate).
g. Heat the furnace for two or five hours (see MPP-140 for

temperature heating rates and peak temperature).
h. Control flowmeters and gas washing bottles on a regular basis.

Record flow rates every 30 minutes.
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power supply
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Ck valves

w
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FIGURE 3- ARRANGEMENT FOR THE SINTERING OF UO2 PELLETS
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i. Sinter the pellets at temperature and time as required by
MPP-140.

j . Cool the furnace down at cooling rate (see MPP-140 for rate)
in the presence of a hydrogen atmosphere down to a
temperature of 600°C. When this temperature is reached,
replace hydrogen gas stream with nitrogen by opening v?lve 6
and closing valve 4. Adjust flow rate with flowmeter (2).
Proceed to cool down at the same rate to room temperature.

k.When furnace reaches near room temperature, replace
hydrogen in heating element with nitrogen by opening valve 9
and closing valve 7; adjust nitrogen flow rate with flowmeter
(1). Continue for 5 minutes. Close valve 9. Also close valve 6.

i. Open the chamber room and the seals, remove the boats
containing U02 pellets.

m. Submit pellets for inspection according to Qualification Plan
QLPL-EG-01-90 or Inspection and Test Plan ITP-EG-01-90.

n.Weigh pellets and identify. Record in traveller
TRV-EG-01-90.

0. Proceed to following operation.

Reference Documents
1. Health Safety Instructions.
2. Inspection and Test Plan, ITP-EG-01-90.
3. Manufacturing Plan, MPL-EG-01-90.
4. Manufacturing Process Parameters, MPP-140.
5. Qualification Plan, QLPL-EG-01-90.
6. Quality Inspection Instruction Ql 1-140-EG-01-90.
7. Technical Specification for U02 Pellets, TS-EG-01-90.
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APPENDIX 1

ATOMIC ENERGY AUTHORITY
INCHAS-FUEL PILOT LINE TRV-EG-O1

TRAVELLER FOR PELLETING Rev. 1

Drawing: Date :

Specification : Work Order

I.T. Plan : Powder Lot

Furnace : Pellet Lot

Operation

100

110/112

50

120

130

130

130

130

140

140

Description

Powder Check

Powder Check

Pre-pressing,
granulation

Lubrication

Check

Blending

Pressing

(green pellets)
Loading to Tray

Green Pellet

Inspection

Green Pellet

Release

Furnace Check

Sintering Pellets

Ref

Procedure

QII-100
MI-110/112

QII-110/112

QII-500

MI-120

QII-120

MI-130

MI-130

QII-130

QI1-130

QII-140

MPP-140

MI-140

Operator

Inspector

Lot

Quantity

Accepted

Remark
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Operation

140

140

140

150

155

150

150

157

160

160

160

165

Description

Powder Check

Visual

Inspection

Dimensional

Inspection

Microstructure

Check

Grinding Pellets

Washing &

Drying

Dimensional

Inspection

Visual Quality

Inspection

Storage before

Stacking

Forming Stack

Inspect Stack

Length &

Weight

Pellet Stack

Release

Storge after

Stacking

Ref.

Procedure

QII-140

QII-140

QII-140

MI-150

MI-155

QII-155

QII-150

QII-150

MI-157/165

MI-160

QII-160

QII-160

MI-157/165

Operator

Inspector

Lot

Quantity

Accepted

Remark
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APPENDIX 1

ATOMIC ENERGY AUTHORITY
INCHAS-FUEL PILOT PLANT LINE TRV-EG-O2

TRAVELLER FOR FUEL ASSEMBLY Rev. I

Drawing: Date :

Specification : Work Order

I.T. Plan : End Cap Welder: „

Sub Assembly Type Lot Quantity Quantity

Inspected Accepted

Sheaths

End Caps

Operation

310

310

410

410

420

420

210

220

220

Description

Powder Check

Prepare End Caps

End Cap Check

Prepare Tubing

for Welding

Tubing Check

First Weld

Process

Sample

Inspect Sample

Prepare Sheath

for Welding

Weld First End

Cap

Inspect Weld

Ref

Procedure

MI-310

QI-310

MI-410

QII-410

Ml-420

QII-420

MI-220

MI-220

QII-220

Operator

Inspector

Lot

Quantity

Accepted

Remark
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Operation

230

230

440

440

240

240

240

Description

Powder Check

Load Fuel Stack

Inspect Assembly

with One End

Cap

Weld Second

Process Sample

Inspect Process

Samples

Dimensinoal

Inspection

Helium Leak Test

Element Release

Ref
Procedure

MI-230

QII-230

MI-440

QII-440

QII-240

QII-240

QII-240

Operator

Inspector

Lot

Quantity

Accepted

Remark
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REACTOR STRUCTURAL MATERIALS

Prof Dr. Abdel Wahab A. ES Sayed

Deparment of Metallurgy, Nuclear Research Centre

Atomic Energy Authority, Cairo, Egypt.

ABSTRACT

This lecture is devoted to reviewing and discussing some structural

and cladding materials which are used in nuclear reactos. This covers

materials used in power as well as research reactors. For power

reactors, materials used in pressurized LWRs as well as HTRs and

steam generators are reviewed. This includes Zircaloys, zirconium

-niobium alloys, low alloy steels, stainless steels and nickel-base

alloys.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Proper selection "f reactor materials is essential for both

economic and safety considerations. A recent study on the
subject stresses that "Resumption of commercialization of
nuclear power will require solving many problems related to the

reliability of materials for reactors Particular requirements
are: (1 ) non destructive measures of the condition of materials
(surface and bulk) that is preferably on line and continuous, and
(2) Physically based mechanistic model of material behaviour in
the environment"!!].

Reactor materials reviewed in this lecture include cladding
and structural materials. This covers a wide range of materials
depending on the type of reactor and operating conditions. For
example a water cooled research reactor vessel may be made
from aluminium (or stainless steel) while a pressure vessel for a
water cooled power reactor (LWR) is made from a relatively
thick, tough low alloy steel cladded internally with stainless
steel. The basic difference between these two types of reactors is
the pressure and temperature. This applies also for fuel cladding
materials which should, in addition to aquiring a low neutron
absorption cross secton, have a good resistance to corrosion by
the cooling medium. This will also depend on whether the reator
is research or power reactor (which may by a HTR type). Again
the temperature, pressure and coolant media conditions should
be considered.

The most common cladding materials in water cooled reactors
(PWRs) are the zirconium-base alloys, the most common
pressure retaining materials in use in the nuclear reactor industry
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are the low alloy steels in pressurized light water reactors and
zirconium alloys for pressure tubes in the heavy water reactors
(CANDU type).

Nickel-base alloys which enjoy good high temperature
mechanical characteristics, in addition to high oxidation
resistance, are common structural materials in high temperature
gas cooled reactors (HTRs). Nickel-base alloys are also used in
steam generator tubing which are normally subjected to severe
mechanical vibration and corrosion conditions.

In addition to ferrous alloys, aluminium alloys, zirconium
alloys, nickel-base alloys and others are used in different types of
reactors like liquid metals fast breeders, advanced gas cooled
reactors, organic cooled reactors ..etc.

In this lecture, emphasis will be directed to Zircaloys as
cladding materials and to pressure vessel steels and zirconium
niobium alloys as well as nickel-base alloys as pressure
component materials.

2. CLADDING MATERIALS.
2.1. Introduction

The basic requirement in a cladding material for nuclear fuel
is to have a low neutron absorption cross secton, to be resistant
to corrosion by the cooling medium under normal and abnormal
operating conditions and to have adequate mechanical strength.
A wide variety of materials have been used including
zirconium-base alloys, stainless steels, nickel base alloys,
aluminium alloys, sintered aluminium products, niobium-base
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alloys ..etc. [2]. The operating conditions of a reactor may
impose the use of one or alternatives of these alloys. However
zirconium base alloys are by far the most used in the nuclear
power reactor industry. Other alloys, notably aluminium may be
used in water-cooled research reactors where temperature and
pressure conditions are extremely mild.

2.2 Corrosion of Zircaloys
Zircaloys have been developed basically to cope with the

severe corrosion conditions in nuclear power reactors. The clad
is one of a series of defence-in-depth barriers minimizing the
undue release of radioactive fuel into the reactor cooling system.
Zirconium is known to form a protective oxide layer which
reduces further corrosion attack in an aqueous medium. However
at conditions prevailing in a power reactor, where the surface
temperature of the fuel clad at normal operating conditions may
be in the 350°C range and the pressure may be about 15-20 MPa,
the need for development of better zirconium alloys was
realized. A series of Zircaloys were gradually developed. The
most important and practically applied as cladding materials
were the alloys Zircaloy-2 and Zircaloy-4. The latter, which is at
present exclusively used as a fuel clad, is a modified version
version of Zircaloy-2, where nickel is completely removed due
to its deleterious role in hydrogen pick up which leads to a
deterioration in the corrosion and hydriding characteristics of the
clad [3].
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Table 1 : Composition of the Zircaloy series of alloys

Alloying
addition
(wt.%)

Sn

Ft

Cr

Ni

Total ft.

Cr, Ni

O(ppm)

2.5

Zircaloy-2

1.50(1.20-1.70)

0.12(0.07-070)

0.10(0.05-0.15)

0.05(0.03-0.08)

(0.18-0.38)

1000-1400

ZircaIoy-3

a b c

0.25 0.50 0.50

0.25 0.40 070

- 070

NicktI-Frce
iircaloj-2

1.50(170-1.70)

0.15(0.12-0.18)

0.10(0.05-0.15)

0.007

1000-1400

Zirc«loy-4

1.5(170-1.07)

07(0.18-074)

0.1(0.07-0.13)

0.007

0.28

1000-1400

Max. impurity levels:
Element: Al B Cd Co Cu Hf H Mn N Si Ti W U C
ppm: 75 0.5 0.5 20 50 200 25 50 80 200 50 100 3.5 270

Extensive research has been done worldwide on the corrosion
behaviour of Zircaloys under varying conditions of temperature,
pressure, thermal cycling, irradiation, contaminants in the
corrosion media, hydriding ..etc. [4-7]. A recent study[8] has
reviewed the pellet clad interaction failures of Zircaloys. A good
share of the corrosion work on zirconium alloys has been
conducted in the Metallurgy Department of the Egyptian Atomic
Energy Authority, for the last 20 years. This covered the
corrosion of zirconium, Zircaloy-2, Zircaloy-4 and zirconium
niobium in air, high temperature and pressure water, steam,
steam hydrogen mixtures ..etc.



Zircaloy coupon is tested at. 400 ± 3°C and 105 ± 7 bar in
deionized and degassed (pH = 7±1) water, the weight gain
should be less than 38 mg/dm2 in 14 days. The licensing criteria
for the design basis accident qualify the maximum local clad
oxidation (equivalent cladding reacted, ECR) as 17% of its wall
thickness [5].

Zircaloys suffer from oxidation as well as hydriding.
Hydriding (or deuteriding) may be due to the reaction of the clad
with the corrosion product hydrogen (or deuterium) or to
hydrogen remaining in the fuel pellet or in the graphite coat on
the inner side of the clad tube (in CANDU type reactors).
Oxidation and/or hydriding normally lead to embrittlement of
the Zircaloy sheath. Fig. 1 illustrates the oxidation characteristics
of Zircaloy cladding under reactor conditions as a function of
fuel burnup. It is clear that at peak temperature conditions in
more than 10 reactors the oxide thickness is in the 50 um range
up to bumups of about 50 000 Mwd/MTU. Figs. 2,4 compare the
oxidation and hydriding performance of Zircaloy-2 and Zr-2.5%
Nb pressure tubes in several CANDU type reactors [10-11]
where it is clear that the Zr-Nb alloy is superior to Zircaloy-2.
Fig. 3 shows that the succeptib iity of Zircaloy-4 to hydrogen
pick up is much less than that of Zircaloy-2 [1-11].

Figs 5 and 6 show the oxidation behaviour of Zircaloy-4 LWR
clad tubes in steam in the temperature range 600-1000°C and the
effect of adding molecular hydrogen to the steam on the
embrittlement of the alloy (12].
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FIG. 1 :Maximum oxide layer thickness of PWR fuel rods versus buirnup
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FIG. 5 :Oxidation kinetics of Zry-4 tubing in steam
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2.3. Radiation-induced Effects on zirconium alloys corrosion
The following has been observed [7].

- Small radiation effects on specimens and reactor and fuel
assembly.

- components in low-oxygen aqueous coolants in lower fluence
regimes.

-Accelerated radiation-induced oxidation on specimens and
components in low-oxygen aqueous coolants at higher
fluences.

-Controversy about radiation effects on fuel cladding in
low-oxygen coolants, due to the complexity of separating heat
transfer, LiOH concentration, and radiation effects.

- Accelerated uniform oxidation on specimens and reactor and
fuel assembly components in oxygenated aqueous coolants.

- Accelerated nodular oxidation on fuel cladding and fuel
assembly components exposed to oxygenated coolants; less
prevalent nodular oxidation on specimens in loops with
oxygenated coolants (early thick oxide formation may obscure
nodule formation), except for loops operated under boiling
conditions.

- Localized oxidation from a variety of causes, including: (a)
dissimilar metal effects; (b) alloy element segregations for
some alloys; (c) spacer effects on LWR fuel rods; and (d)
stress or strain effects in dadding.
Factors that influence the corrosion behaviour under

irradiation include:
-Radiation type, intensity and duration.
-Coolant chemistry
-Alloy composition, metallurgical and surface conditions
-Temperature
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Table 2 : Summarizes the zirconium alloys characteristics
under irradiation [7].

Table 2: Alloy Characteristics under Irradiation

Alloy Oxidation Rate Hydriding Rate

Zircaloy-2 Intermediate rates

Low Ni Zircaloy-2 Similar to other
Zircaloys

Zircaloy-4

Zr- 1.2Cr-0.08Fe

like Zircaloy-2
PWRs, but
higher oxidation in
BWRs

Like Zircaloys but
susceptible to alloy
segregation

Intermediate rates

like Zircaloy-4

Generally less than
Zircaloys-2

Similar to
Zircaloy-2 except
when alloy
segregation is evident

Zr-1.2 Cu-0.28 Fe Much higher than Much higher than
Zircaloys Zircaloys

Zr-2.5 Nb Generally lower than Much lower than
Zircaloys-2 Zircaloys
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2.4. Aluminium Alloys
Aluminium alloys are used as a fuel clad in low temperature

research reactors. It has a fairly good corrosion resistance
provided a good water chemistry system is adopted. Operating
temperatures are normally below 100°C. The most commonly
used alloy is Al 6061 which contains about 0.8-1.2°% Mg,
0.4-0.8% Si, 0.15-0.4% Cu, 0.15% Ti, with severe limits on high
cross section elements.

3. MATERIALS FOR REACTOR
PRESSURE COMPONENTS

3.1. Pressure Tubes
The CANDU system adopts the principle of multiple pressure

vessels (tubes) housing the fuel elements and arranged
horizontally inside the calandria (Figs. 7-9). The temperature,
pressure and neutron flux requires that the pressure lube should
be a highly corrosion resistant material.

Conventionally, the pressure tubes (and also the calandria
tubes) used to be fabricated from Zircaloy-2. The pressure tube is
normally about a 100 mm diameter, 4 mm thick and about 8 m
long. In a typical CANDU reactor there are about 380 pressure
tubes, the coolant (heavy water) temperature is about 310°C and
the pressure is about I 1.3 MPa.

In the CANDU system the calandria is normally made from
stainless steel and the calandria tubes from Zircaloy-2.
Conventionally the pressure tubes used to be fabricated from
Zircaloy-2 but it was later substituted with Zr-2.5% Nb. The
zirconium-niobium alloy is known to have a better mechanical
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strength and a better corrosion (Fig. 2) and hydriding (Fig. 4)
resistance.

The corrosion / hydriding was the main reason behind a
Zircaloy-2 pressure tube failure in the Pickering-2 Nuclear
Generating Station in August 1983. Evidence for hydride
formation was clear at 4 points on a crack (1 cm wide and 1.5 m
long) which was detected at the bottom of the G16 pressure tube
[13]. As a result of this accident, a decision was taken to retube
the whole calandria of the Pickering units 1 and 2. Retubing was
done using Zr-2.5% Nb alloy.

3.2. Pressure Vessels
The reactor pressure vessel is a fairly huge steel structure,

14-22 m high, may be more than 6 m diameter, 20-30 cm thick
and may weigh up to a 1000 tons. This is where the reactor core
is contained and where the coolant, normally light water is
circulated to remove the nuclear fission reaction heat. The vessel
is basically made from low alloy steel tailored specifically (from
the alloy composition and metallurgical condition point.of view)
to suit the severe environmental and operational conditions of
the reactor. It is normally internally cladded with AISI 316
stainless steel for corrosion resistance.

The normal operating conditions of the LWR impose on the
pressure vessel temperatures in the range of 290°C and pressures
in the order of 15 MPa. Added to that is the high neutron
radiation flux which leads to pressure vessel steel embrittlement.
The resistance to brittle fracture is one of the basic safe design
requirements for pressure vessels.
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Fig. 10 shows examples of conventional and advanced vessel
designs for PWRs and BWRs [14]. In the advanced designs,
welding lines are minimized. Moreover, longitudinal welds are
eliminated in the mid section region and more forged parts are
used.

The key property to be considered in the selection of PVS is
the toughess, which is related to the alloys capacity to withstand
neutron radiation embrittlement. Other properties, e.g., corrosion
resistance, mechanical strength .... etc. are required, but less
important. The best compromise shall naturally be high strength
high toughness steels.

Table 3 shows the chemical composition of various types of
PV steels [15]. It is interesting to note that some elements affect
the radiation sensitivity of the PV steel, notably, copper,
phosphorous, sulpher and vanadium. The maximum content of
tuese elements imposed in the ASTM specifications [16] is:
0.10% for Cu, 0.012% for P, 0.015% for S and 0.05% for V.

Table 4 shows the results of the mechanical qualification tests
of these steels [15]. This includes the room temperature yield
strength, ultimate tensile strength, % elongation and % reduction
in area. Impact toughness test rsults at various temperatures are
also given.

Figs . 11 a. 1 1 b show the Charpy impact energy transition
characteristics of two series of a type of PV steel (Thyssen Weld)
in the cold (unirradiated) condition [17] . It is clear that the
impact energy transition temperature (TT 68 j for both series is

::boul- 65 °C.
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CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF MATERIALS ACCORDING TO PRODUCE* DATA
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T A B L E 4

RESULTS OF MECHANICAL QUALIFICATION TESTS ( INT 4j DATA FROM PRODUCERS
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Fig. 12 shows the effect of neutron irradiation on the Charpy
impact properties of the alloy 20 Mn Mo Ni 55 weld, which
shows an increase in the DBTT due to irradiation [18]. It is clear
that the change in the value of DBTT can be as high as 180°C.
Fig. S3 shows a typical output of an instrumented impact testing
machine where theotest is carried out on an irradiated PV steel
specimen at 290 C° [19]. It is clear the impact energy represents
an upper shelf case.

A typical example for a reactor pressure vessel is the KWO
power plant, Germany [20] which is about 3.3 m diameter and
160 mm thickness (without cladding). The pressure vessel was
tested after the completion of fabrication in 1967 at a pressure of
1.3 times the design pressure (233 bars) at a temperature of 35C°
(>NDTT + 33K). According to the Federal German Rules, this
test has to be repeated every 8 years. During the initial start up
period of this plant, the reactor pressure vessel and the primary
system was started up and shut down for 22 times and in a period
of 14 years of operation, the system has been started up and shut
down for 90 times.

Nondestructive testing of all important regions of the PV has
to be performed periodically. Irradiation-induced changes in the
material properties are determined by means of a standard
surveillenoe irradiation programme with the original material of
the pressure vessel.
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3.3. Steam Generators:
The most commonly used materials in steam generators are

carbon steel (shell, drum, tube sheet) stainless steel (cladding)
Cr-steel (support plates) and nickel-base alloys (Incoloy 800).

A typicl steam generator is illustrated in fig. 14 [21]. The most
common corrosion problems in steam generators are:

-Wastage
-Denting
-Stress corrosion cracking
-Crevice corrosion
-Fretting
-Pitting
Fig. 15 illustrates the corrosion problem areas in the steam

generator [21].

4. MATERIALS FOR HIGH TEMPERATURE GAS
COOLED REACTORS (HTRs)

These reactors operate at extremely high temperatures, where
the gas coolant (normally, helium) outlet temperature could go
up to 950°C at pressures of 10-50 bars.

The metallic materials in the HTRs are normally qualified for
[22]:
-Creep rupture testing: for smooth and notched specimens of the

basic alloys as well as testing of weldments.
-Determination of the changes in the mechanical and physical

properties after long term exposure under simulted service
conditions (end-of life properties).

-High and low cycle Fatigue.
-Influence of high temperature corrosion in simulated service

conditions.
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-Fracture mechanics studies

-Creep-fatigue characteristics
-The most common alloys in use in high temperature reactors

are:
-Incoloy 800 H
-Hastelloy X and Nimonic 86
-Inconel 617
-Nimonic 80A
-Alloy 713 LC
-TZM (a Mo-base alloy)

Table 5: Shows the nominal composition of some high
temperature alloys used in advanced HTRs [23].

Table 5: Nominal Compositions of High Temperature Alloys

in Advanced HTRs

Alloy

Incoloy 800 H

(x 10NiCrAlTi32 20)

Hutelloy X

(NiCr22 Fel8 Mo)

Inconel 617

Nuronic 80A

Alloy 713 LC

TZM

c

0.08

0.07

0.07

0.08

0.05

0.02

Fe

Balance

18.0

-

-

-

Nominat Composition (wt %)

Ni

32.0

Balance

Balance

Balance

Balance

Balance

Cr

21.0

22.0

22.0

19.5

12.

-

Co

-

1.5

12.5

-

-

-

Tl

0.4

-

-

22

0.6

-

AI

0.4

-

1.0

1.4

6.0

-

Ma

-

9.0
9.0
-

4.5

Babnce

Otbers

-

•

2.0Nb

Ti.0.08Zr
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ABSTRACT

The ET-RR-1 Reactor is a 2 MW research reactor which was made

critical in July 1961, and attained its nominal power during September

of the same year. One of the main purposes of its installation was to

conduct research in the field of physics. This lecture briefly describes

some research activities in physics using this reactor.

These activities cover areas in neutron spectrum measurements,

neutron cross-section measurements, neutron flux measurements,

neutron capture gamma rays, neutron shielding, neutron diffraction,

reactor physics and reactor calculation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The ET-RR- 1 research reactor is a WWR-S type reactor

which was purchased in the former USSR, on the basis of a

bilateral agreement, and has been described in details in several

papers. The power of the reactor is 2 MW. The fuel is 10%

enriched uranium and the coolant, moderator and reflector are

ordinary distilled water. The normal power of 2 MW

corresponds to maximum thermal flux of 2X1013 n/cm2.sec, and

an average thermal neuton flux of 1013 n/cm2.sec.

The purpose of installing the reactor was to conduct research

in various field including physics. This lecture is ment to briefly

describe some research activities in physics that were carried out

using this reactor. The activities cover areas in neutron spectrum

measurement, neutron cross-section measurements, neutron flux

measurements, neutron capture gamma rays, neutron shielding,

neutron diffraction, reactor physics and reactor calculation.

2 NEUTRON SPECTRUM MEASUREMENTS:
2.1 A time of flight facility was used to measure the thermal

neutron spectrum of one of the horizontal channels of the

reactor. A schematic diagram of the facility is shown in Fig.

1. The slow neutron spectrum is shown in Fig. 2. HAMOUDA,

Let al.
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2.2. A time of flight neutron spectrum measurement has been

performed in an infinite water moderator in the vicinity of an

infinite cadmium plate of 1 mm thickness. Measurements of the

special behaviour of the neutron spectra were carried out at

various symmetrical distances from the plate surface. A flat exit

tube was used to extract neutrons at the points of measurements

in the assembly. Correction due to the distorations by the exit

tube along with other required corrections were introduced, to

the measured spectra. Satisfactory agreement was found between

measurements and the available calculations based on the Nelkin

model for water.

The experimental arrangement is shown in Fig. 3 and the

experimental results of measured spectra is shown in Fig. 4.

HUSSEIN, A.Z. et al.

2.3.The fast neutron spectrum was measured at the edge of the

ET-RR-1 lreactor,The threshold activation technique was used

for this purpose. 32S(n,p)32p, 58Ni(n,p)58Co, 27Al(n,p)27Mg,
24Mg(n,p)24Na,and 27Al(n,a)24Na reactions were used. The

activities obtained after irradiation were measured by means of a

400-channel y-ray spectrometer, a B-coincidence system and a 2n

and K proportional gas flow counters. The measured integral fast

neutron flux against energy is shown in Fig. 5. SHAALAN,

M.G. et al.
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3. NEUTRON CROSS SECTION MEASUREMENTS:

3.1. The measurement of the total neutron cross section was

carried out for zinc and antimony in the energy range (0.002-0.4

eV), using a time-of-flight spectrometer. The spectrometer is

shown in Fig. 1 and the experimental results are shwon in Fig. 6

and Fig. 7. ABU EL-ELA, M. et al.

3.2. The total neutron cross section of tantalum was measured

in the energy range (0.002-0.200 eV), using a time of flight

spectrometer. The spectrometer is shown in Fig. 1 and the

experimental results are shown in Fig. 8. ADIB M. et al.

3.3. The total neutron cross section of sulphur was measured

in the energy range from (0.0022 eV to 0.2660 eV.) The

measured values of the cross sections obtained are shown in Fig.

9. MAYOUF, R. et al.

3.4. The total neutron cross section of calcium and

dysprosium were measured in the energy range from 2 to 100

MeV. The obtained cross sections are shown in Fig. 10 and Fig.

ll.ABD-ELKAWI,A.etal.

3.5. The total neutron cross section of chromium, cobalt and

zirconium were measured in the energy range from 3 eV to 1 eV.

The experimental results are shown in Fig. 12, Fig. 13 and Fig.

14. SALAMA et al.
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4 NEUTRON FLUX MEASUREMENTS:

4.1. The thermal and epithermal absolute neutron flux were

measured along the horizontal and vertical channels of the

ET-RR-1 reactor, using the neutron activation method. Thin bare

and cadmium covered gold foils were irradiated at the points of

interest. The counting of the induced activities were done using

the beta-gamma coincidence technique. The thermal flux was

calculated using the Cd difference method. Fig. 15 shows the

thermal and epithermal neutron flux distributions in one of the

horizontal experimental channels. HAMOUDA, I. et al.

5. NEUTRON CAPTURE GAMMA RAYS:
5.1 The thermal neutron capture gamma radiation from natural

iron sample was investigated with the aid of a thi ee-crystal

scintillation pair spectrometer, in an external beam of thermal

neutrons from the ET-RR-1 reactor. HASSAN, A.M. et al.

6. SHIELDING:

6.1. The thermal neutron flux distributions were measured

along the axes of hallow cylindrical air-filled ducts of diameters

29, 58 and 100 mm. The ducts were placed in a water-filled tank

positioned at one of the horizontal beam channels of the ET

-RR-1 reactor, so that the duct axis was perpendicular to the

beam axis. Fig. 16 shows a schematic diagram of the

experimental layout ,Fig. 17 shows the flux distribution along the

vertical duct axes. MOHAMED, F. et al.
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Fls. (• 6)— Schematic diagram of the experimental layout.
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7. NEUTRON DIFFRACTION:

7.1 A double crystal neutron diffraction spectrometer was

designed and constructed. The instrument can be used for double

or single crystal neutron spectroscopy, as a neutron

monochromator for cross section measurements and powder

diffraction investigation as well as crystallographic studies. Fig.

18 shows a diagram of the main parts of the spectrometer, Fig.

19 shows the neutron diffraction pattern of a powder sample of

Si at room temperature. HAMOUDA, I. et al.

8. REACTOR PHYSICS:

8.1. Thermal neutron spectra were measured in the vicinity of

cadmium, boron and copper rod elements, seperately immersed

in an infinite water moderator fed with neutrons from the

ET-RR-1 reactor. Measurements of spectra were carried out in

the vicinity of the rod elements, at several distances by the

time-of-flight method and by integral flux activation method.

The measured spectra near the copper rod were compared

with transport calculations of the position-dependent spectrum.

Fig. 20 shows the experimental assembly, and Fig. 21 shows

the energy spectra measured near cadmium rod. HUSSEIN,

A.Z. et al.

8.2. Experimental and theoretical investigation of the space

dependent energy and angular neutron behaviour in two adjacent

moderating media was carried out. The two moderating media
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were distilled water and cadium sulphate or boric acid poisoned

water of different concentrations. The measured neutron spectra

were compared with the theoretical calculations based on an

exact solution of the Boltzman transport equation obtained by

using the Wiener-Hopt technique, separable scattering kernal and

a last collision slowing down source. Fig. 22 shows the

experimental layout, EID, Y. et al.

9. REACTOR CALCULATIONS:

9.1. A method based on the two groups equation was used for

the calculation of the critical parameters of the ET-RR-1 reactor,

GIRGIS, R.G. et al.

9.2. A simple formula was suggested for the simple, but still

precise, calculation of the reflector spectrum. GIRGIS, R. et al.

9.3. The fast neutron spectrum in the ET-RR-1 reactor core

and water reflector was calculated. Fig. 23 shows the flux

spectrum in the reactor core. GIRGIS, R. et al.

9.4. The two-group perturbation method, along with the

blackness theory, was used to calculate the central control rod

worth in a bare core. The calculated rod worth was compared

with the experimental value. SALLAM, O.H. et al.
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NEUTRON FLUX MEASUREMENT
IN NUCLEARrREACTORS

Prof. Dr.W. A. Wassef

Reactors Department, Nuclear Research Centre,

Atomic Energy Authoriy, Cairo, Egypt

ABSTRACT
Different methods have been reviewed for the neutron detection

and reactor neutron flux meaurement. Nuclear reactions of interest in
neutron detecetion are presented. Reactor instrumentation and modes
of operation are discussed together with the in - core detectors. Special
interest is devoted to fission chambers, miniature ionization chambers,
self-powered detectors and activation analysis. A special in-core
monitoring system referred to as the computerized aeroball system is
hinted^at. Some methods for the fast neutron detection are mentioned
with emphasis on the threshold detectors. Finally, conclusions and
recent developments are reviewed.
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Introduction
The detection and measurement of the reactor neutrons play

an important role. The importance of neutron flux to reactor
control lies in the fact that it is a direct measure of the fission
rate and thus the power of a reactor. Reactor neutron density is
always controlled by using neutron flux measurements. For
low-power research reactor neutron flux may be the only
measurement required for control. In power reactors, thermal
power is the important parameter, so less emphasis is placed on
the neutron flux during power operation, but measurement of the
neutron flux is essential during reactor startup. Flux
measurements are also used as the limiting parameter during
low-power operation for maximum rate of increase of power
level and during full-power operation for limiting the maximum
reactor power. ;

Advances in detector technology were necessary by the birth
and development of nuclear reactor technology. Improvements
were needed and made in detector sensitivity and response time.
Detectors were developed that would allow high temperature
operations, and further modifications were made to miniaturize
the detectors so that continuous operation in the core could be
achieved. A whole new field of radiation detector technology
was introduced with the development of semiconductor
detectors.

Neutron detctors in the form of foils, wires, or pellets are
commonly used to determine neutron exposure in the important
field of materials irradiation testing. In addition, they are used to
map neutron flux and dtermine the neutron spectra at various
points in the core. New and more useful foil materials were
brought into use to monitor exposure and measure neutron
spectra.
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Nuclear reactions of interest in neutron detection:

In studying the nuclear reactions that might be useful in

neutron detection, several factors must be taken into

consideration. First, the cross section for the specific reaction

must be large so that efficeint detectors may be built with small

dimensions. This is particularly important for detectors in which

the target mateial is in the form of a gas. In many applications,

intense fields of gamma rays are found with neutrons and the

choice of reaction bears on the ability to discriminate against

these rays in the detection process. Of principal importance here

is the Q-value of the reaction which determines the energy

liberated in the reaction following neutron capture.

It is important to point out that all the common reactions

used to detect slow neutrons result in heavy charged particles.

Possible reaction products arc a recoil nucleus, proton, alpha

particle and fission fragments. All the conversion reactions are

sufficiently exothermic so that the kinetic energy of the reaction

products is determined solely be the Q-value of the reaction and

does not reflect the very small incoming energy of the slow

neutron.

Probably the most popular reaction for the conversion of slow

neutrons into directly detectable particle is the B (n,a) reaction.

The reaction may be written as:

J l j + 2<x , Q = 2.792 Mev (ground state)

ZLi# + Sa , Q = 2.310 Mev (excited state)
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where the branching indicates that the reaction product 7Li may
be left either in its ground state or in its first excited state. The
excited lithium nucleus quickly returns to its ground state with
the emission of a 0.48 Mev gamma ray. We assume that this
photon always escapes and does not contribute to the response of
the detector. When thermal neutrons are used to induce the
reaction, about 94% of all reactions lead to the excited state and
only 6% directly to the ground state.

Fig (I): shows the cross section versus neutron energy for
some reactions of interest in neutron detection.

The fission reactions are also of special interest in the neutron
detection. The fission cross section of 233U, 235U and 239Pu are
relatively large at low neutron energies and thus these materials
can be used as the basis of slow neutron detectors. One
characteristic of the fission reaction is its extremely large
Q-value (approximately 200 Mev) compared with the other
reactions. As a result, detectors based on the fission reaction can
often give output pulses that are orders of magnitude larger than
those induced from competing reactions or incident gamma rays,
and very clean discrimination can be accomplished. Fig (2)
shows a plot of fission cross sections of a variety of fissile
nuclides, including some that are of primary use as fast neutron
detectors. Almost all fissile nuclides are naturally alpha
radioactive and consequently any detector that incorporates these
materials will also show a spontaneous output signal due to
decay alpha particles. The energy of the decay alpha particles,
however, is always many times less than the energy given off in
a fission reaction, and again, these events can usually be
discriminated easily on .* pulse amplitude basis.
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Reactor instrumentation in neutron detection:
In thermal reactors, most of the power is generated through

fission induced by slow neutrons. Therefore, nuclear sensors that
aie to be part of reactor control or safety systems are generally
based on detectors that respond primarily to slow neutrons.

Reactor instruments can be subdivided into two categories
that is in-core and out-of-core. In-core sensors are those that are
located within narrow coolant channels in the reactor core and
are used to provide detailed knowledge of the flux shape within
the core. These sensors can be either fixed in one location or
provided with a movable drive and must obviously be of rather
small size. Out-of-core detectors are located some distance from
the core and thus respond to properties of the neutron flux
integrated over the entire core. In power reactors, the detectors
may be placed either inside or outside the pressure vessel, and
normally are located in a much less severe environment
compared with in-core detectors. Size restrictions are also of
cosiderable consideration in the design of these detectors.

The majority of neutron sensors for reactor use are of the
gas-filled type. Their advantages in this application include the
inherent gamma-ray discrimination properties found in any gas
detector, their wide dynamic range and long-term stability, and
their resistance to radiation damage. Detectors based on
scintillation processes are less suitable because of the enhanced
gamma-ray sensitivity of solid secintillators and the
radiation-induced spurious events that occur in photomultiplier
tubes. Semiconductor detectors are very sensitive to radiation
damage and are never used in high radiation environments .
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Nearly all the gas-filled chambers, whether they are ionization
or proportional counters, can be operated in a variety of modes.
In pulse mode, each neutron interaction must be separated by
sufficient time so that it may be resolved as an individual pulse.
This mode is therefore limited to the lower ranges of neutron
flux measurement but offers the benefits of gamma
discrimination through simple amplitude selection of the output
pulses. Pulse mode operation of most detectors is conventionally
limited to rates below about 105 per second, although modern
techniques in chamer design and pulse- processing electronics
can raise this limit to as high as 107 per second.

When flux levels become high enough so that pulse mode
operation is no longer possible, neutron detectors are often
operated in current mode. With proper ion chamber design, the
range of operation can be extended to the maximum flux level of
interest in reactors. Lower limits of current mode operation are
usually determined by leakage currents that inevitably arise in
the detector insulation and cable dielectric material. By operating
the chamber in current mode, one sacrifices any chance of
inherent gamma-ray discrimination because all pulses, whether
large or small, add some contribution to the measured current.

One method of reducing gamma-ray sensitivity is to use the
mean square volage mode of operation (abbreviated MSV). This
operational mode, commonly called the Campbelling technique,
consists of deriving a signal that is proportional to the mean
square of the current fluctuations from an ion chamber. The
mean square signal is proportional to the average pulse rate and
the square of the ionization charge generated in each pulse.
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Because neutron-induced pulses result in much greater charge
than pulses from gamma rays, the mean square signal will
weight the neutron component by the square of the ratio of
neutron- to gamma-ray induced charge. This increase in neutron
sensitivity is of greatest advantage in fission chambers. Although
the MSV mode enhances the neutron sensitivity, it does not
completely eliminate the gamma contribution. MSV mode
operation has proved to be most useful in the intermediate
reactor power ranges and in wide-range reactor control channels,
where one detector provides input to instrumentation that can
operate in pulse mode, MSV mode, or current mode depending
on the neutron flux level being measured.

A second approach for reducing the importance of the
gamma-ray signal is to employ direct gamma-ray compensation
in a specialized detector known as a compensated ion chamber
(CIC). The CIC typically uses boron-lined ion chambers
operating in current mode. Because of the much smaller Q-value
of the neutron-induced reaction, neutron interactions in a
boron-lined chamber result in an order of magnitude less charge
than do neutron-induced events in a fission uranium-lined
chamber. The effectiveness of the MSV mode of operation in
discrimating against gamma rays is therefore reduced. The
alternative approach of using a CIC is found to be more effective
in reducing the gamma-ray contribution in boron-lined chambers
than is the MSV mode of operation. The CIC employs a dual ion
chamber from which two independent ion currents can be
extracted separately. One chamber is boron-lined, whereas the
construction of the second is nearly identical in terms of active
volume and structural material, but without the boron lining. Ti;^
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current from the boron-lined chamber consists of the sum of the
current due to neutron interactions in the boron and the
gamma-ray interactions in the chamber walls and gas-filled
region. The current from the unlined chamber will reflect only
the gamma-ray contribution. By taking the difference between
these two currents, a signal current is derived which in principle
is proportional to only the neutron contribution. The two
chambers are often constructed as concentric cylinders and
consequently are not identical in their response to gamma rays.
Therefore, the compensation is not exact and may vary slighly
with gamma-ray flux.

In-core detectors:
There is often a need to place neutron sensors within the core

of a nuclear reactor to provide information on the spatial
variation of the neutron flux. Because of the small size of the
channel in which these instruments must be located, emphasis is
placed on compactness and miniaturization in their design. They
may either be left in a fixed posiion or provided with a motorized
drive to allow traverses through the reactor core. Some may
provide a continuous readout, whereas others are interrogated
only periodic intervals. Typical examples are fission chambers,
self-powerd detectors, and activation analysis.

Fission chambers:
Miniaturized fission chambers can be tailored for in-core use

over any of the power ranges likely to be encountered in reactor
operation. Walls of the chamber are usually lined with highly
enriched wanium to enhance the ionization current. These small
ion chambers are typically made using stainless steel walls and
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electrodes. Argon is a common choice for the chamber fill gas
and is used at a pressure of several atmospheres. The elevated
pressure ensures that the range of fission fragments within the
gas does not exceed the small dimensions of the detector.

The gradual burn up of neutron-sensitive material is a serious
problem for the long-term operation of in-core deisctors. For
example, a fission chamber using 235U will show a sensitivity
decrease of about 50% after exposure to an integrated neutron
fluence of about 1.7 x 1021 n/cm2. One method of reducing the
effects of burnup in fission chambers is to combine fertile and
fissile material in the neutron sensitive lining of the chamber Use
of these regenerative chambers gradually converts the fertile
isotopes to fissile nuclei to help compensate for the burnup of the
original fissile material present in the lining. The long—term
response of fission chambers can greatly be improved with this
method. For example, it is reported that fission chambers based
on a mixture of 238U and 239Pu can maintain a sensitivity that
does not change more than ±5% over an integrated neutron
fluence of 4.8 x 1021 n/cm2. Similar results have also been
obtained with fission chambers based on a mixture of 234U and
235U.

Fiss'on ion chambers that have been operated for long periods
in high neutron fluxes show a residual current or memory effect
due to the buildup of fission products within the chamber. These
fission products emit beta and gamma rays, which ionize the fill
gas of the chamber and result in a significant ion current. Fig (3)
shows the results to be expected if the current from a fission
chamber is moi.itored following its removal from long-term
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exposure in a steady state neutron flux. The residual current is
plotted as a fraction of the steady-state current observed during
the neutron irradiation. One minute after removal about 0.1 % of
the signal current persists, whereas after 10 days the fission
product activity has decayed sufficiently so that the residual
current has dropped to about 10~5 of the steady-state signal.

Fission chamber assembly:
The fission chamber assembly can be used in the source and

intermediate range neutron flux monitoring and safety purposes.

With the MSV technique it is possible to develop monitoring
systems that cover more than ten decades of reactor power. The
signal from the fission chamber can be processed in the pulse or
MSV modes of operation.

In the source range the neutron density is so low that
individual neutrons are counted. The fission chamber is designed
to deliver a current pulse for each ionizing event. Discrimination
must be made against the undesired events.

The pulse generated in the chamber must be amplified to be
transmitted. Pulse height discrimination is one of the simplest
methods of separating pulses. This discriminator may perform
two functions that is provision for pulse height discrimination
and reshaping of the pulses for counting.

Typical example of a fission chamber assembly can be shown
in Fig (4).
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Miniature ionization chambers:
The neutron-sensitive miniature ionization chamber is

developed for the purpose of measuring and monitoring the
neutron flux and, hence, the in-core power distribution or
neutron flux mapping. The chambers are so small in size that a
relatively large number of them as part of incore detector
assemblies can be placed in the interspaces of the reactor fuel
elements.

Except for the smallness of their dimensions and their
.adaptation to the specific conditions in reactor cores, miniature
ionization chmabers for in-core measurements do not differ from
ioniztion chambers as used in the general field of radiation
measuring. So, they are made up of two cylindrical electrodes,
an inner and an outer one. Concentrically arranged into one
another, the electrodes are centered and electrically insulated by
ceramic guides as shown in Fig (5). The gap between the two
electrodes, for measuring reasons not broader than a few tenths
of one millimeter, is filled with a highly purified gas. Has this
gas been ionized, the applying of an exterior voltage causes a
current to flow across the chamber.

Self-powered detectors:
A unique type of neutron detector that is widely applied for

in-core use is the self-powered detector. These devices
incorporate a meterial chosen for its relatively high cross section
for neutron capture leading to subsequent beta or gamma decay.
In its simplest form, the detector operates on the basis of directly
measuring the beta decay current following capture of the
neutrons. This current should then be proportional to the rate at
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which neutrons are captured in the detector. Another form of the
self-powered detector makes use of the gamma rays emitted
following neutron capture. Some fraction of these gamma rays
interact to form secondary electrons through the Compton,
photoelectric, and pair production mechanisms. The current of
the secondary electrons can then be used as the basic detector
signal. Fig (6) shows the main components and the representative
events that can take place in a SPN detector.

Compared with other neutron sensors, self-powered detectors
show advantages due to their small size, low cost, and the
relatively simple electronics required in conjunction with their
use. Disadvantages stem from the low level of output current
produced by the devices, a relatively severe sensitivity of the
output current to changes in the neutron energy spectrum, and,
for many types, a rather slow response time. Because the signal
from a single neutron interaction is at best a single electron,
pulse mode operation is impractical and self-powered detectors
are always operated in current mode.

Activation analysis:
Neutron detection and analysis by the method of induced

radioactivity utilizes materials which, when placed in a neutron
flux transmute into a radioactive product. This radiocative
product decays by the emission of a nuclear particle which may
be used to determine the level and energy distribution of the
neutron flux.

If only the neutron flux in the thermal energy range is of
interest, corrections must be made to eliminate the effect of
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Figure % Representative events that can take place in a SPN detector. Events ©
and (2) are neutron capture followed by j3~ decay; Event (3) shows the interaction of a
prompt gamma ray emitted upon neutron capture, giving rise to a fast secondary electron.
Events @ and (5) show interfering fast electrons arising from interactions of external
gamma rays. In standard SFN detectors, event (l) is the basis of its neutron response. In
those with fast response, event (3) is the preferred mode of interaction.



epithermal and fast neutrons which would also contribute to the
detector activity. These corrections can be determined by use of
an appropriate neutron filter. The most common filter used is the
elemen cadmium which has a high absorption cross section for
neutrons with enegies lower than about 0.5 ev and a relatively
low cross section for neutrons with energies above 0.5 ev. Thus,
if a detector with a 1/v themal cross section, such as gold or
indium, is covered with cadmium during irradiation, neutrons
with energies below about 0.5 ev will be stopped by the
cadmium and not reach the gold or indium.

Unlike the other detectors whose main function is to monitor
the neutron instantaneous flux, level for reactor co ntrol and/or
monitoring purposes, activation detectors are used mainly to
me?sure the neutron flux spectrum and magnitude in various
positions in the core over extended periods of time.

The disadvantage of an activation detector is that it is a static
type detector. Activation detectors obtain a neutron flux that is
integrated over the period of time that they are contained in the
reactor. Variations of flux with time are not obtainable;
therefore, this type of detector cannot be used for reactor control
or in experiments where it is necessary to know the time
dependent behavior of the neutron flux.

In reactor operations, accurate knowledge of neutron spectra
enable studies to be made of the effect of poisons such as control
rods, structural materials, and irradiation samples on the energy
and position depedent flux and reactivity of a reactor. For large
power reactors, burnable poisons and" fuel burn up rates can be
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calculated only if accurate spectra information is available. In the
field of in-core materials testing, activation detectors are widely
used to determine the integrated dose rates as a function of
neutron energy so that the effect of neutron irradiation on
materials can be investigated.

Neutron activation detectors may take one of many possible
physical forms. The most common form is a thin foil, or wire.
However, if the detector has poor mechanical properties or is
non-metallic, it may take the form of sintered pellets, powders,
platings, or liquid.

In-core neutron flux mapping by the computerized aeroball
system:

A unique in-core monitoring system referred to as the
computerized aeroball system is used in some pressurized water
reactor systems. In the aeroball system, probes containing
neutron-sensitive isotopes are introduced into the reactor core
and are subsequently activated, the probes are columns of steel
balls. The ball columns are piped into stainless steel tube
incorporated in selected fuel elements throughout the reactor
core. The length of the columns corresponds to the height of the
core. Vanadium is added to the balls as a neutron flux indicator
through the 225 seconds half-life 52Vactivity induced by neutron
capture in 5 V.

The activity of the probes is measured, following removal
from the cor?, by using a set of silicon detectors. The count rate
from each silicon detector is proportional to the relative
integrated thermal neutron flux at the point where the
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corresponding aeroball was located during the activation
process. From many such measurements, the power density
distribution throughtout the reactor core can be determined based
on the core neutron flux mapping.

Fast neutron detection:
The proton recoil reaction is commonly used in the detection

of fast neutrons.The phenomena utilized is the elastic scattering
of neutrons off the atomic nuclei of the hydrogen atoms. Due to
elastic scattering between a neutron and proton up to 100% of
the neutron energy can be transferred to the proton. The resultant
scattered proton is then able to act as an ionizing charged
particle.

The use of the proton recoil reaction has the advantage of a
relatively large and well known cross-section. A disadvantage of
this reaction is the fact that the energy of the recoiled proton is a
function of the scattering angle and, therefore, can vary from
zero to the neutron energy.

The most often used method of measuring fast neutron flux in
a reactor is through the use of threshold detectors. Many nuclear
reactions are not energetically possible unless the incoming
neutron energy is above a certain level. Therefor, when the
neutron energy is below the" minimum energy needed for the
reaction, the reaction cross-section is zero. As the neutron energy
is increased, a point is reached at which the reaction is
energetically possible, but at which the cross-section is
negligably small, but measurable. This energy is called the
effective threshold energy. As the neutron energ) increases
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above the effective threshold, the cross-section continues to
increase, and then ideally, flattens to a constant value. The rate at
which the cross-section increases varies with the target nuclide.
At high neutron energies, competitive reactions are possible and
the cross-section for the first reaction begins to decrease.

Threshold reactions can be used to determine the neutron flux
above a certain energy level. By utilizing detectors having
different energy thresholds, a histogram representing a complete
energy spectrum can be constructed. Table (1) shows different
materials which can be utilized for threshold detectors.,

Fast neutron detection may be also made by using counters
based on neutron moderation, fast neutron-induced reactions and
fast neutron scattering.

Conclusions and recent developments:
In the field of reactor control and monitoring the most

common form of instrumentation is the gas discharge chambers,
that is the ionization chamber and proportional counter. In recent
years the development of in-core instrumentation has become an
area in which a significant amount of effort has been expended.
The development of dependable, long-lived detectors would
allow optimization of reactor operation.

For in-core use where fast response is necessary, ion chambers
and proportional counters using 235U doped with a fertile
material appears to be the most favorable design. Chamber size
has been reduced to an extent rijat the size limiting factor now
appears to be the coaxial ieadout cable diameter. Methods of
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obtaining dependable seals have been developed since the most
common cause of failure in core is probably due to detector seal
malfunctions.

For in-core uses where response time is not a critical factor,
such as the continuous monitc ~\g of flux profiles, self-powered
detectors are most suitable because of their simplicity,
dependability, and small dimensions.

Neutron-sensitive miniature ionization chambers were
developed to be very small in size and special designs were
made to operate under several meters of water. All the ionization
chamber's metallic joints are either electron beam or inert gas
welded. Efficient materials are used for both the chamber and
cable. The specific welding techniques ensure an excellent
corrosion resistance.

Activation detectors are normally used for reactor
experimentation. This area include items such as fission
spectrum measurements and the monitoring of radiation damage
experiments. A wide variety of diffarenet materials and
thicknesses is now available. Ultra thin foils have been produced
which are frequently used as windows or targets. These are
exceptionally thin and highly pure. Thicknesses can be as small
as 0.25 microns. Different materials are also available in the
form of wires together with cadmium tubing.
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AEBSTRACT

The calibration of control rods is important for both operation and

safety of nuclear reactors, so this lecture demonstrates the theoretical

and experimental aspects of this subject, this demonstration also

concluded the temperature variation which has a noticable effect on

reactivity, control, and safety, Applications to these two subjects on

the ET -RR-1 reactor are illustrated.
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I. COKTROL ROD CALIBRATION

IHTROtKJCTIOM

Keeping a reactor operating at a constant power level

requires the maintenance of a delicate balance between neutron

production and absorption. Neutrons are the currency of the

reactor economy, and as few of them should be wasted as possible.

Some are lost through other processes, the roost useful of which

is absorption by control elements in the form of control rods or

other mechanisms.

Control is necessary, because it is not possible to design a

reactor so that the number of neutrons in successive generations

is exaclty constant. Therefore, extra fissile material is inc-

luded in the fuel, and control elements rob the system of enough

neutrons to maintain a balance. This extra fissile material is

needed, because over a long period of time, enough fissile

material would be destroyed to turn the reatcor off. This control

is necessary for other reasons, the most prominent of which is

the buildup of neutron poisons as a result of reactor operation.

In a thermal reactor, the time needed for a neutron to slow

down and induce a subsequent fission (releasing neutrons) may be

"Promptly". Most neutrons appear within times like 10~17 sec of
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the time of fission, which is what we mean by prompt. However a

small portion of them, about 0.5% for uranium-fueled thermal

reactors, result from the decay of fission products which have

half-lives on the order of seconds which are so much greater than

the 10~* sec. mentioned above that this small number of "delayed"

neutrons substantially reduces the rate of which the neutron

population changes, and as a rsult control can be achieved.

One universal form of control is to provide a number of

rods, loaded with neutron-absorbing elements such as boron or

cadmium, which can be moved in and out of the core to select the

portion of neutrons absorbed.

The time dependence of the appearance of delayed neutrons

makes it clear that they have a number of different precursors

(fission products leading to these neutrons) with a range of

half-lives. Historically, these delayed neutrons have been fit

into six relatively well-defined groups, corresponding to hajf-

lives from 0.2 to 56 sec. Table 1 gives the measured half-lives

of the six groups for thermal-neutron fission of "*u, t t su and

Pu. The table also give the neutron yield of each group, and

the total delayed fraction "ft", the ratio of delayed nutron yield

to total neutron yield from fission.
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The characteristic curve of reactivity "p" versus "T" th«

doubling time, can be plot from the inverse or inhour equation:

Where fli is the fraction of the i — group delayed neutrons,

V is the radioactive decay constant, and K jj is the effective

multiplication factor.

If T is large as is usually the case in calibration meas-

urements, the 1 — term of the above equation may be neglected,

then:

m p.

P - r — - —

i-l 1 + \J

Fig. (1) shows a p2ot of the reactivity versus the doubling

time, which is the twice folding time, and defined as the time

required for the flux to change by a factor 2. Three curves are

drawn based on three sets of delayed neutron constants.

Reactivity p sometimes is replaced by different notations

such as Ak/k or 6k/k but it has the same meaning. The inverse

hour or "inhour" unit of reactivity is defined as the reactivity

which makes the stable period of the reactor equal to one hour.

The "dollar" unit is the reactivity when equal to ft the total

fraction of delayd neurons, so, the reactivity in dollars equals

(pf(i). and a "cent" represents a 1/100 of a dollar.
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TABLE (1): Delayed Neutron Data for Thermal Fission in

"'U. " 9 U ana li<>Pu ,

Group

1

2

3

4

5

6

Total

t*

Half-life
(second)

55

20

5.

2.

0.

0.

yield

Total dalayed
fraction: ft

.00

.57

00

13

615

277

•u
Yield

(Neutrons/
fission)

0.00057

0.00197

0.00166

0.00184

0.00034

0.00022

0.0066

0.0026

"9u

Half-life
(second)

55.

22.

6.

2.

0.

0.

.72

72

22

30

61

23

Yield
(Neutrons/
fission)

0.00052

0.00346

0.00310

0.00624

0.00182

0.00066

0.0158

0.0065

" P P u

Half-life
(second)

54

23.

5.

2.

0.

0.

.28

.04

60

13

618

257

-

Yield
(Neutrons/
fission)

0.00021

0.00182

0.00129

0.00199

0.00052

0.00027

0.0061

0.0021
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METHODS OF CONTROL ROD CALIBRATION

For large reactors the problems of calibration are numerous

due to the complexity of the control sy&'em involved. Moat

research reactors have the flexibility in using the control rods

in different ways. For great number of control rods perh»?a 100

rods, the problem needs some regulating arrangements, so*. of

these control rods are fully withdrawn through operation, SOB*.

groups of control rods for control and some for getting neutron

flux flattening. The calibration of the control rods plays an

important role in reactor operation, since through it we can

predict the number and distribution of the control rods to be

used under any circumstances throughout the life of the reactors.

So many methods are in use for control rod calibration, but the

method to be adopted is largely dependent on the total reactivity

worth of the control,rod to be calibrated and on the reactor type

too.

1. DOUBLING TIME METHOD

This method is based on bringing the reactor to criticality

while the rod to be calibrated is fully inserted. The reactor is

then shut down and the control rod is withdrawn a small distance.

The height of the rod is fixed while the other rods are withdrawn

to the previously recorded situation. The doubling time is
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measured and then the reactor is shut down. From the chart- -

teristic equation, the reactivity worth of the distance withdrawn

by the rod can be calculated. The procedure is repeated in stages

until the control rod is completely withdrawn. In this way we can

plot the calibration curve of the control rod under consideration.

2. AHALOG COMPUTER TECHNIQUEt

This method has been widely used recently. The idea is the

analog computer is used as a simulator. The computer is innersly

simulate the kinetic equation. The input signal to the computer

is the output current from the ionization chamber, this current

is proportional to the reactivity.

3. ROD DROP METHOD

This method is carried out by the observation of the decay

of the reactor power following th* sudden insertion of the

control rod to be calibrated. The resulting negative reactivity

change causes the neutron flux to decay. From the neutron density

calculated from the kinetic equation at different times the

reactivity change and consequently the worth of the control rod

can be determined.
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3. IWTERCALIBRATIOH METHOD

This method depends on calibrating the control rod under

consideration with respect to a previously calibrated one.

The procedure is to bring the reactor critical at low power

level using the calibrated rod with the uncalibrated one fully

inserted. Insert the calibrated red a certain distance Ax, and

return to the criticality by withdrawing the uncalibrated rod a

corresponding distance Ay. This means that the reactivity worth

of the first Ay of the uncalibrated rod is equivalent to the Ax

of the calibrated one. The procedure is repeated until the whole

control rod is calibrated.

S. SOURCE JERK METHOD

The basic idea of this metyhod is to introduce a neutron

source into the reactor core in a subcritical - ate. the source

is suddenly wthdrawn and the variation in the neutron density

following this Jerk can be measured. The basic equations are* the

kinetic equation for the neutron density. and precursors

concentrations with the delayed neutron properties as parameters.

By determining the neutron density in or near the core before and

after the source Jerk, the corresponding negative reactivity of

the core can be calculated.
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CALIBRATION OF THE ETRR-1 COKTROL RODS

Control Rods of TS» ETRR-1 R«»ctor

The reactor uses nine control rods for normal operation,

start up, power level control, and shut down. Three (AZ) of

reactivity worth 6% are safety rods which are used in all cao«B

of shut down. Two pairs (PP^and PP ) of reactivity worth 2.8*

and 3.2* respectively are shim rods for coarse control to provide

adjustment for long time cycles, and each pair of these manual

rods is designed to move simultaneously. One (flP) of reactivity

worth 1.2* is a fine manual rod for the precision regulation and

adjustment, and one (AP) of reactivity worth 0.8* is an automatic

control rod to adjust power at steady level. Fig. (2) shows a

schematic illustration of the control rod. configuration inside

the reactor core. All the control rods except the automatic rod

contains boron carbide B4C as neutron absorber, the automatic rod

is made of steel. The maximum built in (cold clean) reactivity in

the reactor core is 5*. This is to compensate, the reactivity

change due to the increase in the cooling water temperature

within 20-30°C <~ 0.1*), the poisoning by xenon-135 (~ 1.6*),

and the reactivity change during experiments C 1.8*). Burnup and

poisons are compensated by adding more fuel baskets.
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Introduction On Th» ExpTiwnt»l Proc«dur»i

Starting by calibrating the automatic control rod AP or the

rod TIP. The idea of the method is based on introducing a

reactivity disturbance inside the reactor core, which causes a

deviation from the critical condition on a pre-established power

level. By raising the control rod manually, from the extreme

lower position in step3, the power increases at a certain rate by

which the doubling time T can be recorded. By the aid of the

reactivity-doubling time curve, the value of 4k corresponding to

each step can be determined. When the rod to be calibrated is at

the upper position, the values of 6k^ corresponding to each step

1. are added to obtain the total reactivity effect of the rod Ak..

The calibration curve represents the relsMo.i between tha

distance travelled by the rod. x. and the corresponding reac-

tivity Ak. . The reactivity is small, when the rod is near tha

upper or lower positions. On the otherhand. the maximum rate when

the rod is in its halfway.

After calibrating the automatic rod, other rods can ba

calibrated by utilizig the results obtained for the automatic

rod. The method is based on raising the control rod and compen-

sating the resulting effect automatically by the automatic rod. A

precuation should be made tnat is to restrict the compensation by

automaic control rod along the liryjar part of he relation between
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its degree of insertion in the core and the corresponding

reactivity.

Calibration of Th« Auto—tic Control Rod Af>»

In the following steps, we consider the lower position of

the control rod (Full insertion) at 0.0 cm. and the upper

position (complete withdrawal) at 60.0 ens.

(1) Start up the reactor and bring it to criticality at low power

(500 watts) on automatic operation.

(21 Record the position of the control rods e.g. AP (30 cms). PP

(0.0). PPf(43.3 cms), and nP(0.0).

(3) On automatic operation, lower the automatic rod and raise the

PP( until the AP rod approaches the lower position. It is

recommended not to reach the extreme lower position on auto-

matic operation to avoid tripping (scram) of the reactor.

(4) Switch off the automatic operation and lower the automatic

rod AP manually to the extreme lower position and compensate

by the manual PP rods. Record the new positions of the

control rods for the same criticality and power conditions,

e.g. AP(O.O). PP^OO.O cms). PPt(34.0 cms), and nP(0.0) cm.

(5) Raise the automatic rod AP a ceratin distance e.g. 10* of its

total length, and record the resulting doubling time T( and

the corresponding reactivity *k(.
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(6) Compensate with PP only to return to criticality again. The

reason for lowering the PPf rods from 43.3 erne in step (2) to

34 cms. in step (4) then fixing its motion throughout the

calibration procedure is to avoid the uneven influence they

may cause during the experiment on the automatic rod AP since

the PP rods are adjacent to AP.

(7) Steps (5), (6) are repeated successively until the extreme

upper position of the automatic conrol rod is reached.

(8) Construct a table, connecting the rod position, the other

control rod positions, the doubling time, the corresponding

reactivity and the total rectivity equivalence.

Plot the variation of x with Ak , which shows the required
n n

calibration curve for the control rod under consideration. From

this curve one can determine the linear range of the rod charac-

teristics. The maximum reactivity effect is Ak^. which gives the

reactivity effectiveness of the whole control rod.

Calibration of th« First Manual Control Rods PPjt

(1) Start up the reactor and bring it to criticality at low power

on automatic operation where the PP4 rods are in the lowest

position.

(2) Lower the PPf manual rods until the automatic control rdo AP

comes to a position corresponding to the maximum point of
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linearity on its characteristic curve e.g (37.4 cms) Record

the positions of the control rods as e.g:

AP(37.4 cms). PP^tO.O). PPt<41.6). andnp(O.O)

(3) Statrt to raise the PP# roda in steps and record the position

of different control rods. Keep the movement of the automatic

rod AP in its linear range by lowering the PPa manual rods.

(4) Construct a similar table as in AP calibration experiment and

plot the corresponding characteristic curve.

Since the positions of the two manual control rods are

symmetrical in the core, one can assume their effect to be equal,

and the effect of each rod eauals (Ak /2).
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II. TEMPERATURE COEFFICIEWT

The temperature of the core, including the moderator, the

fuel, the coolant, the reflector and the structural material has

a noticable effect on the reactivity.

This has very important reflections) on problems of control

and safety. Beside being an important operational parameter, it

actually adds a stabilising effect to the characteristics of the

control since for each power level, there exists a different

average temperature and hence a different equilibrium position cf

control rods. Without the variation of reactivity with temp-

erature, the power level will be an arbitrary parameter in the

crlticality equation, and the position of the control rods will

be defined for criticality independent on the power level.

On the other hand, if the coefficient of dependence of

reactivity on temperature is zero or positive the equilibrium of

the system will be critical or unstable respectively. For zero

coefficient there will be no restoring effect to damp the effects

of an assumed accidental change in reactivity, while the presence

of a positive coefficient creates a condition of unstable equili-

brium in which an assumed accidental change tends always to

proceed increasingly fast in the initial direction. This is a

very important feature affecting the safety consideration of •

reactor.
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This experiment is carried out to detrmine the dependence of

reactivity on the average temperature of the moderator coolant

medium.

Description and Proc«dur»

In nuclear reactors, and especially those primarily

concerned with energy production in the form of heat, temperature

transients are invitable. For this reason, the operation of a

reactor in the practical since required that the temperature

coefficient of reactivity be small, so that a steady state can be

maintained by means of the control system. The reactor -./ill then

remain essentially stable inspite of moderate fluctuations in

temperature.

The qualitative relationship between temperature and

reactivity will be developed from a consideration of the effect

of temperature on the individual factors of the two group

criticality equation.

( 1 • L1 B1 ]

whare r> - number of fast neutrons born per thermal neutron

captured in the fuel,

• - fast fission factor.

P - resonance escape probability.
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f • thermal utilization,

e - fast nonleakage probability (L^). where T is the

neutron age and B* the geometric buckling,

— - - thermal nonleakage probability (L ). where L is the

I+L'B1 l

thermal diffusion length.

The reactor is critical where K#ff - 1. that is on the

average one of the neutrons born in a thermal fission cause

another fission. Then, the neutron population is independent of

time and is said to be self sustaining. If K *r 1 the popula-

tion will continuously change, increasing if K#ff > 1 and

otherwise decreasing. The rate of change of population Is a

function of the reactivity p. defined as;

K.rf

The temperature coefficient of reactivity is given by:

dp

dT

Where T is usually in °C .

Usually as a safety feature and for stability reasons, th«

overall reactivity temperature coefficient is designed to be

negative. If the temperature of a critial reactor increases. K#^.

becomes less than one, and the reactor is than subcritical a.t th*

new temperature. On the other hand, if dp/dT were positive and ••

the fission process releases heat, the reactor would be unstable
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and become increasingly more supercritical as the temperature

increased.

The effect of temperature on the factors of Eq. (1) arise

mainly from the neutron energy dependence of the microscopic

absorption and to a lesser extent scattering cross-sections and

from the variation of the macroscopic cross-sections due to

variations in core density. Also the effect of volume changes on

the geometrical buckling is an important effect. With increasing

temperature some factors increase, some decrease, and some hardly

change, so that overall coefficient depends on îiich factors

dominate.

The temperature coefficiecnt is not easily calculated, it io

usually confirmed or determined experimentally. In the following

discussion the coefficient is considered separble into a density

and nuclear coefficient as is usually done for large fueled

thermal reactors.

For the density coefficient, as the temperature increasses.

the core matrial desnities decrease while the core volume inc-

reases, and the reactivity associated with these physical changes

is of opposite 3ign.
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A decrease in desnity decreases the macroscopic cross-

sections and increases the mean free pathes for absorption and

scattering and the thermal diffusion length increases. But parti-

cally if not completely compensating for the increase in L1 in

the decrease in B* due to increased core volume. Generally, the

net result of the density decrease is a decrease in thermal

non-leakage probability.

Another effect of a density decrease which can be very

important in over-moderated liquid or gas cooled heterogeneous

reactors, is the decrease of poison in the core due to the expan-

sion of the coolant-moderator.

For the nuclear coefficient, as the core temperature

increases the neutron energy increases as does the vibratory

energy of the core atoms. With increasing neutron energy, the

•Microscopic absorption cross-section (excluding resonances) and

the scattering cross-sectioon decrease. Generally, for neutron

energies less than of the first resonance, absorption cross-

section vary as 1/v for most materials.

The temperature dependence of T and « will be considered

negligible, because they are functions ot high energy cross-

sections which are hardly temperature dependent.
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With increasing neutron energy beyond 0.025 or, TJ decrease

for natural or slightly enriched uranium reactors becasue whereas

" * U is a 1/v absorber.IlaU is leas than 1/v. Hence, as the temp-

erature increases, M * U will non-fission capture, an increas-

ingly larger fraction of thermal neutrons. However, the change in

T> is small, and it usually is considred to be temperature inde-

pendent .

Because of Doppler broadening of the 23*U resonance peaks

with increasing temperature, p decreases. The Doppler broadening

arises from the thermal vibration of the f'*U atoms.

The thermal utilisation is often considered to be temp-

erature independent because all cross-sections would vary as l«r,

but V is not l-'v, so a slight decrease of f with increasing

temperature is expected. In the case of heterogeneous reactors,

the decrease in urnaium absorption with increasing temperature

will decrease the disadvantage factors. This effect can be quite

large and can even result in a positive fuel temperature coeff-

icient .

The decrease in microscopic cross-section will increase L

and decrease the thermal non leakage probability.
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In carrying out the experiment, the reactor was made criti-

cal at a very low power level (few milliwatts), with no circula-

tion and the positions of control rot)3 were recorded. The reactor

was then shutdown and the temperature of the moderator was

measured (t^). The circulation of the pumps of the primary

cooling circuit was started in order to heat the coolant. This

disipates a heat energy to the coolant, and after considerable,

temperature rise the reactor was brought back to critical, and

positions of control rods were recorded and the temperature

measured (tj). The decrease of reactivity due to temperature rise

was then calculated from the control rods positions.

RESULTS!

(1) Reactor critical at t - - °C , control rods positions are:

1 (cm). 1 (cm). 1 (cm). 1,(cm)

(2) Reactor critical at t2 - °C, control rods positions are:

lj.fcm). I2,(cm), ls,(cm), I4,(cm)

(3) dt - ta- tt °C ,

and dp equivalent to t:.e differ-.-nee in rod positions may be

calculated from their calibration curves.

(4) Temperature coefficient - (dp/dt) 4k/°C .
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ELECTRIC POWER SUPPLIES
IN NUCLEAR REACTORS

Prof. Dr. M. Rabie Ali
Reactors Department, Nuclear Research Centre

Atomic Energy Authority,Cairo, Egypt

ABSTRACT
The main objective of this lecture is to high light the importance of

securing independant and highly reliable out-door and in-door electric
power supplies to make the operation of nuclear reactors as safe as
practically acheivable (ASAPA)., Electric power sources are necessary
for reactors start up, normal operation, ubnormal operation and
emergency condition safe shutdown and maintenance functions. For
these functions the following points are considered:
-Functional Description.
-Safety Objectives.

-Need for Electric Power Source(s) to Satisfy the Safety Objectives.
-Safety Classification of Electrical Loads involved.
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1.Introduction
According to their applications nuclear reactors can be

classified into two broad categories:
1 - Power Reactors
2- Research Reactors

Power reactors are used mainly for steam generation that can
be used for the generation of electrical power and /or sea water
desalination.

Research reactors on the other hand are relatively low power
reactors (100 MW and less) which are mainly used for the
generation of neutron flux for testing and experimental purposes.

For the safe and reliable operation of nuclear reactors
sufficient, secure and reliable electric power supply systems
should be available to perform the necessary operations for start
up, normal operation abnormal and emergency conditions,
preventive maintenance, unscheduled maintenance, repairs and
safe shutdown.

Electric power supply systems include:
1- Off-site power systems: these are usually obtained from the

national electric power system through step down
transformers.

2-On-site supply systems: these are usually obtained from
on-site electric generators (diesels. gas turbines, including
associated fuel reserves).

3-Emergency systems: these include batteries and UPS systems
and their associated protective distribution and switching
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devices. Nuclear reactor operability requirements shall be such

that sufficient power will be available to supply all safety related

equipments required for the safe shutdown of the reactor and for

the mitigation and control of accident conditions. The operability

requirements shall determine the necessary power, redundancy of

supply lines, maximum possible time delay and necessary

duration of emergency power supply [ 1 ].

11. Functional Description of Reactor Operations:

11.1 Reactor Start-up:
When a nuclear reactor is started, the reactor power level is

generally derived from neutron information. The neutron

detectors give out electrical signals which can be used to

measure either the actual power (P) or the rate of change in this

power level (dP/dt). Tru ?ve! information must be amplified and

be presented on a meter or a recorder to allow the reactor

operator to make adjustments to the start up control system.

." utomatic systems are also devised to digest the same

information and perform the same adjustments. These

adjustments are generally manipulation of the controls of the

actuating mechanisms or valves etc... The actuators respond by

changing the positions of the control rods which are inserted in

the reactor core thus allowing the reactor power to increase from

the shut down level to a prescribed operating level. As the

reactor power is increased, the neutron detectors perform their

functions and an indication is given as to the exact power level of

the reactor [2].
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The main safety concern in the reactor start up operation is the
rate at which positive reactivity is inserted and the possibility of
reactor run-away.

II.l Reactor Normal Operation:

Once the power level had been raised to the desired level
which may be many decades in neutron level above the
shutdown level, a new group of detectors, actuators and circuits
may be employed. In this phase of reactor operation power can
be measured be detecting the coolant parameters as well as the
neutron population [2].

11.3 Abnormal & Emergency Conditions

These conditions may arise from the deviation of normal
operating conditions from preset operating limits, these include
Anticipated Transients Without Scram (ATWS)

The main concern in these conditions is to restore the normal
operating limits of the reactor as fast as possible in order to keep
it from shut down without approaching the safety limits. The
cause of abnormalities may be onsite or offsite. The main offsite
cause is the sharp decline in the frequency of the power grid .
This may happen due to mismatch between the generation
capacity and the load demand on the national power system.
Onsite causes are mainly due to possible failure of any major
system or component affecting the reactor operation.
Independent and reliable electric power supplies together with
good design and redundant key systems/'components can keep
these onsite abnormal conditions to a minimum.
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11.4 Maintenance and Repairs
Preventive maintenance and periodic testing of safety related

systems/components are necessary to reduce the possibility of
abnormal and emergency conditions. Electric power supplies are
needed to perform maintenance and repair works together with
refueling operations.

11.5 Safe Shutdown
Signals from the safety logic system may sense an approach to

preset safety limits thus demanding the shutdown of the reactor.
A number of external apparatus may be conceived which might
also demand reactor shutdown.

The main design function of concern for reactor shutdown
system is the adequacy of heat removal after shutdown
(Residual Heat Removal System ).

III.REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS FOR ELECTRIC
POWER SYSTEM

III.I General Design Criterion 17( GDC 17):
General Design Criterion number 17(GDC 17) of 10 CFR-50

[3] has the most direct impact upon the design of the electric
power system in a nuclear power plant. It represents conservative
regulatory requirements for power reactors which envelops those
for research and other reactprs. Gdc 17 states that: "Criterion 17-
Electric power systems. An onsite electric power system and an
offsite electric power system shall be provided to permit
functioning of structures systems, and components important to
safety The safety function for each system (assuming the other
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system is not functioning) shall be to provide suffcient capacity

and capability to assure that:

1. specified acceptable fuel design limits and design conditions

of the reactor coolant pressure boundary are not exceeded as a

result of anticipated operational occurrences.

2. the core is cooled and containment integrity and other vital

functions are maintained in the event of postulated accidents.

The onsite electric power supplies, including the batteries, and

the onsite electric distribution system, shall have sufficient

independence, redundancy, and testability to perform their safety

functions assuming a single failure...."

In effect, GDC 17 identifies certain functional systems,

namely :

1. those that are concerned with integrity of the fuel and the

reactor coolant pressure boundary,.

2. those that are concerned with core cooling and containment

integrity and other vital functions following postulated

accidents.

GDC 17 then states that two power systems shall be provided

to permit functioning of these systems, an onsite system and an

offsite system. The onsite system is the one which delivers

power developed Within the plant boundaries. The offsite system

is the one which delivers power developed outside the plant

boundaries from the national or utiliy power grid into which the

nuclear plant is connected.
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III.2 Single Failure:
Note that for the onsite eleciric power supplies, GDC 17

inlroduces the concept of single failure. This is a most important
concept to understand . A single failure is formally defined in
IOCFR50 as follows:

"Single failure . A single failure means an occurrence which
results in the loss of capability of a component to perfom its
intended safety functions . Multiple failures resulting from a
single occurrence are considered to be a single failure. Fluid and
electric systems are considered to be designed against an
assumed single iailure if neither ( 1) a single failure of any active
component (assuming passive components functions properly )
nor (2) a single failure of a passive component ( assuming active
components function properly;., results in a loss of the system to
perform its safety functions."

III.3 Redundancy:
The normal design approach to assure that the onsite electric

power systems can meet the single failure criterion is to provide
two or more redundant systems . A postulated single failure
would then affect only one system, so that there would always be
one or more systems remaining to carry out the required
function. In essence, this is the definition of a redundant system;
it is a system that duplicates the essential function of another
system to the extent that either may perform the required
function regardless of the state of operation or failure of the
other.
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III.4 Common Failure Mode
If redundant systems are to meet their definition, it is essenial

systems that they do not have a common failure mode..A
common failure mode is a mechanism by which a single event
can cause redundant equipment to become inoperable. The
absence of common failure modes is arrived at either by
designing redundant systems to withstand the effects of an event:
or. by making them separate and independent, ensuring that the
event impacts upon only one system. The approach used
obviously would depend upon the particular event being
considered.

IV. Class IE Safety Classification:

IEEE 308 standard criteria for class IE power systems for
nuclear power generating stations is an industry standard that has
significant impact upon the design of electric power systems for
a nuclear power plant, it states that:

"Class IE is the safety classification of the electric equipments
and systems that are essential to emergency reactor shutdown,
containment isolation, reactor core cooling, and containment and
reactor heat removal, or otherwise are essential in preventing
significant release of radioactive material to the environment."

IEEE 308 effectively states, in its principal Design Criteria
section, section 4, that : Class IE power systems shall function
acceptably for all design basis events. A design basis event being
defined as a postulated event specified by the safety analysis of
the station used in the design to establish the acceptable
performance requirements of the structures and systems. Some
design basis events are shown in table 1.
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Table 1
Illustrative Design Basis Events

Natural Phenomena

Earthquake
Wind
Hurricane
Tornado

Rain, ice, and snow
Floods
Lightening
Temperature

Postulated Phenomena °)

Postulated-accident environment (humidity, temperature, tpressure, chemical properties, and radiation)
Fires
Accident-generated missiles
Fire-protection system operation
Accident-generated, flooding, sprays, or jets
Postulated loss of the preferred power supply combined with any of the above
Single equipment malfunction
Single act, event, component failure, or circuit fault that can cause multiple equipment malfunctions
Single equipment maintenance outage



Design basis events can be divided into two groups- natural
phenomena and postulated phenomena. Events in the first group,
if they to occur, would affect the entire plant, where as events in
the second group are characteristic of those that would have only
a localized impact. This is the feature which distinguishes the
approach used towards how redundant systems are designed to
with stand an event. If the event would impact all the redundant
systems, either each would be designed to withstand the event,
or, each would be suitably isolated from the event so that it has
no effect. For example, redundant onsite electric power systems
would be designed to withstand the seismic forces generated at
their locations, whereas they would be placed in suitably strong
structural enclosures to protect them from tornado- borne
missiles. If the event has only localized impact, the systems may
not be designed to with stand it at all. Instead, the event would,
be assumed to cause failure of only one redundant system,
leaving the remaining to carry out the required function. This
constitutes meeting the single failure criterion. Meeting the
single failure criterion requires, of course, that the redundant
systems be truly separate and independent for the event
considered. The regulatory review is very much concerned with
establishing that redundant systems are indeed separate and
independent for the events considered, and just as important, that
there has not been failure to consider other likely events for
which they would not be separate and independent.

The offsite power systems, in as much as they are very
exposed and are not designed as part of a nuclear system, but are
largely existing systems to which the nuclear power plant is
connected, do not offer the same opportunities for providing
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redundancy as do the onsite systems. In fact GDC I 7 does not

impose the single failure criterion on these systems. However,

there are some parts of these systems which are included as part

of the nuclear power plant design, and for these in particular, and

even tor the offsite systems in general, the regulatory review is

concerned with establishing that single events have minimum

effect upon the availability of offsite power.

V. TYPICAL SINGLE LINE DIAGRAMS
In order to put into perspective, the electric power systems foi

nuclear reactors, it is appropriate to consider the main single line

diagrams for power and research reactor plants. Figure ( 1 )

shows a typical one (single) line diagram of a nuclear power

plant. The actual one line of a specific plant would undoubtedly

deviate from this in many aspects, but the essential elements

would always be similar.

The unit generator is shown connected to the station

switchyard, and hence to the national or utility grid via main

step-up transformer. This raises the generator voltage of

approximately 2OKv up to the transmission Jevei (132Kv-500Kv

In ARE National Power Grid).see figure ( 3 ).

The auxiliary power consumption of the plant is

approximately 6% of the generator output, and the normal source

of this power is the generator itself.. It is taken from two

auxiliary transformers AT-A and AT-B, each having primary

directly connected to the generator leads.
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Fig. 1 thematic one line diagram of a nuclear power plant
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Fig.2 Schematic one line diagram of a research reactor
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Fig3 SchematteMa^nf fte Transmissfon Network in A.R.Egypt
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During start-up and shut-down conditions, auxiliary power is taken from the national or

utility grid system via the station switchyard and two start up transformers ST-A and ST-B. The

auxiliary and start up transformers are alternate sources of power to the plants' normal medium

voltage buses MV-A and MV-B. Manual and automatic transfer schrmes are provided to ensure

that the appropriate source is selected and that only one source can be connected at any one time.

Two normal medium voltage buses are shown, but frequently there are more . The actual

number is a function of (he total auxiliary load, the larger it is , he more it has to be subdivided

in order not to exceed the full load current and short circuit interrupting ratings f he available

switchgear.

The voltage levels of the medium voltage buses would typically 3.3,6.6 or I) Kv.(in

ARE). In some plants, more than one of these voltage levels may exist side by side . These

buses serve loads of approximately 250 hp and above.

Auxiliary loads smaller than 250 hp are normally fed at 380 220 v depending if the load

is single phase or three phase. The 380 v buses are shown being fed by unit substations which

have their primaries connected to the medium voltage buses. Similarly . the 120.48 v small

power and'or for battery chargers would be fed from distribution transformers connected to the

380,220 v buses.

Batteries are provided to ensure a suitable supply of d-c power during periods of total

loss of a-c.
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VI. Fire Protection Requirements
Electrical portions of safety systems shall, as far as it is

practically achievable, be designed to neither cause nor support a
fire. Cable circuits and switch gear associated with safety system
shall be protected against the consequences of fires to the extent
that, in the event of fire involving some of these safety systems,
the remaining safety systems are capable of performing the
above safety functions, taking into account the effects of a single
failure. Cable insulation and jacketing materials should be fire
retardant and meet national test criteria for flame propagation
and sustenance where applicable [5].

The following requirements shall be fulfilled:
I ) Cables shall be laid on trays of steel, steel conduits or other

structurally acceptable and non combustible cable supports.
The distance between power cables on the trays shall be
sufficient to prevent unacceptable influance between cables
due to heat generation in them.

2) Large oil filled transformers should not be situated where their
burning could cause undue hazards e.g. inside the reactor
building.

3) All electrical cabinets shall allow needy access for fire
extinguishment subject to the safety rules imposed by the
presence of live circuits.

The following additional recommendations should also be
considered:

a) Areas containing heavy fire loads from electrical cables
should be separated from other equipment by fire batteries.

b) Switchgear should be separated from other equipment by fire
batteries.
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c) The use of combustible materials in all switches and breakers
should be kept to a practically achievable minimum.

VII. Coocludlng Remarks:
It is clear from the above sections that securing reliable

electric power supplies is an essential requirement for the safe
and reliable operations in a nuclear reactor plant. Reliability of
the electric power supply systems can be achieved through the
following factors:
-Redundancy in the components, systems of importance to

safety.
-Diversification of electric loads
-Physical separation of electric circuits to guard against single

failure affecting a number of circuits.
-Inter connections between different distribution systems
-Isolation and fire protection of independent circuits of

importance to safety.
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REACTOR WATER CHEMISTRY
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ABSTRACT

Chemical control of the water systems in the Reactor is necessary
and considerable achievement has been aroused in reactor purification
systems .

These control is directed to keep certain parameters within
specified limits in order to minimize radioactivity during operation
and diminish corrosion rates and scaling . Good water quality ran be
maintained by means of a by pass purification filter composed of
mixed bed of cation and anion resins .

This article presents the purposes, techniques and formulation for
keeping cycling reactor cooling water pure and operable under intense
reactor neutrons and gamma-radiations . Also gives a view of the
radionuclides produced in the primary cooling water due to reactor
operation .
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Reactor Water Chemistry

[ 1 ] Introduction

[2] The Effects of Radiation on the Coolant Water

Chemistry .

[3] Construction of the Reactor Coolant System

[4] The Characteristic of Water Chemistry Used for Reactor

Cooling Systems.

[5] Water Chemistry Control of the Reactor Coolant.

[6] Control and Diagnostic Parameters of Water Chemistry .

[7] Conclusions and Recommendations
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[1] Introduction:
Water chemistry efforts basically are aimed at producing and

maintaining a coolant quality water suitable to prevent materials

corrosion and its determinental consequences . This quality water

have certain specification to realize the following:

( a ) The metal release rates of the structural materials should be

a minimum .

( b ) Slective corrosion occurence probability should be as low as

possible .

( c) Corrosion products (crued) deposition on heat transfer

surfaces be avoided as far as possible .

( d ) Activation of the impurities present in the water should be

minimised.

[2] The Effects of Radiation on the Coolant Water Chemistry

The intense radiation in the reactor affects the water used to

cool the fuel and moderate the neutrons . The affects of radiation

on the coolant are as fellows .

* Radioactivation of water

* Release and distribution of fission products.

* Radioactivation of corrosion products and other coolant

impurities

* Radiolysis of the coolant

* Radioactivation of water
The nuclides produced by activation of water are given in the

following table,Their activity levels are limited by a combination

of low production rates and rapid decay rates.
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Nuclide
I7N
I6N
I 3 N"
18N

Activation Reaction
170
16Q

160

! 8 0

(n.p)
(n-p)
(n.a)
(p-n)

Tl/2
4.14 Sec
7.38 Sec

10.0 mint
110. mint

Decay-emission

P' , n
P" , a
P+

P+

The short lived 16N _ 17N activities present no problem after

shutdown . Consequently, these radionuclides have no practical

effects on reactor cooling system (RCS) during operation but

may affect the shielding design and the reactor containment.

* Fission Products

Fission products formation is the necessary evil

accompanying nuclear energy generation . A sizeable portion of

the plant chemist's effort is devoted to monitoring these fission

products for diagnostic administrative and regulatory purposes .

Most materials, including the zirconium fuel rod cladding,

contain traces of natural uranium . Under neutron irradiation, the

U-235 releases fission products to the coolant by recoil . The

U-238 is converted to plutonium .While the U-235 is depleted,

the plutonium isotopes ( pu-239 and Pu-241) grow more rapidly

resulting in increasing fission rates with time .

An additional consequence of fission product is the escape of

tritium, ( H-3 ) from unfailed fuel bydiffusion through the

cladding .
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Fission products diffuse from the fuel to the fuel clad gap .

The rate of diffusion depends on the fuel porosity, temperature,

and the valatility .

Thus, primarily gaseous fission products ( iodine, xenon and

krypton ) enter the reactor coolant when cladding fails .

* Corrosion Products and Other Coolant Impurities
It is of importance to minimise corrosion of circuit materials

which could be carried with the coolant water products

all-around the circuit. Deposition of these corrosion products on

fuel elements will affect heat transfer . The corrosion products

when activated increase the level of radiation in the reactor

cooling system which could be a source of hazards .

The control of pH and total dissolved solids (TDS) in water

system is imperative in order to minimize corrosion . In water

cooled reactor any nitrogen from air ,dissolved in the cooling

water will undergo oxidation to nitric acid in the intense

radiations in the active reactor sections, causing reactor water to

become acidic .

Moreover, low level of TDS in water are necessary for a

reduced water radioactivity . Dissolved ions such as Cl, Pb, Hg

and Cu act as corrosive cotalysts toward aluminium and its

alloys . Since aluminium is frequently used for this walled

reactor tanks and active lattices, its preservation is essential.
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The conductivity measurement are essential for the control of
undesired ions in the reactor cooling water and the detection of
level clad failure .

* Radiolysis of Coolant Water
Ionizing radiation decomposes water to form the species H+,

OH" , H, OH , H2, 02, H2, 02 and HO2-, the stable products are

H2,H2O2 and O2 . The other species are intermediated which

decay . A short chain reaction results in recombination which

can produce steedy state levels of products

H2 +OH H20 + H

H2O2 + H H2O + OH

[3] Construction of the Reactor Coolant System;
The Egyptian research reactor ( ET-FR R-1 ) is of water-water

type of 2 MW achieved powers . The used fuel is 10% enriched
Uranium which is claded with aluminium in the form of fuel
rods gathered in technological sections of 16 rods each .

Coolant system of the reactor is a closed system of
recirculating type, filled with high purity distilled water . It
composed of two parts

a) The primary coolant system filled with distilled water
b) The secondary coolant system filled with tap water.

The primary coolant circuit consist of:
1 - The pumps which serve indelivering the distillate water

through heat exchanger, reactor core, deaerator and filter .
2 - The heat exchanger which is assigned for cooling the

distillate water in the primary circuit.
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3 - The deaerator which in designed for purifieing the distillate
from gases .

4 - The ion exchange filter which is designed for purifieing the
reactor cooling system from radioactive impurities .
All the circuit components are shown in Fig. (1 ) .

[4] The Characteristic of Water Chemistry Used for Reactor
Cooling System

The water specification is plant secific, that is they depend on
the particular design of the plant and the materials used in it's
construction .

It is stressed that plant mangements must determine their own
action levels after consideration of their specific plant design.
The key parameters are identified and ranges of normal values of
these parameters are listed for guidance The recommended
specification of water supply to primary cooling system of Inshas
Reactor ET-RR-1 are as follows: -

* pH 5.5 — 6.5
* Conductivity 2 Us/Cm

* C < 0.05 ppm
* Fe++ < 0.05 ppm
* cu++ < 0.02 ppm
* Al+++ < 0.05 ppm
* Si < 0.02 ppm

The analytical tests carried out on the water of neuclear
reactor primary circuit are extremely numerous and diversified .
The acceptable concentration of certain impurities are very low
and strictly limited.
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[5] Water Chemistry Control of Reactor Coolant
Good control of water chemistry is essential to minmize the

release, transport and deposition of radionuclides throughout

cooling cycle .

Control parameters should be measured reliably at the levels

specified using currently available equipment and procedures

.The cooling water were tested and measured for the following.

a) Physical and chemical properties.

b) Gross (3 and y activity.

c) Quantitative and quantitative analysis .

d) Action and efficiency of the filter .

[6] Experimental Techniques
a) Reactor Cooling Water Sampling
Samples of water were Collected from the reactor core by a

simple procedure in a 2 litre plastic bottle . These samples were

taken continously every week and in ease of reactor operation

for 48 hours, samples were taken before operation and 24 hours

after shut down .

b) Physical and Chemical Properties
The measurement of specific conductivity and the pH value is

very essential in determing the impurities in cooling reactor

water . So it is always measured in the water samples by means

of calbirated conductivity meter and standrized pH meter . Also

the chemical analysis of different chemical elements like, Cl, Fe

Cu, Al, Si has been done by colorimetric methods .
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c) Gross p and y activity
Gross P activity is measured by GM tube and the gross gamma

activity is measured by Nal crystal . These measurements of

activity give an indication for the level of activity in cooling

reactor water.

d) Quantitative and quantitative investigation of the
radionuclides in reactor cooling water.

The radio-nuclides present in collecting reactor cooling water

samples were analysed in the multichannel y spectrometer .

The qualitative identification of an unknown radionuclides is

made by the determination of the energy of it's characterestic

gamma radiation and follow the decay of the samples in order to

establish the half lives of the gamma emitting nuclides .

The quantitative determination of the radionuclides found in

the gamma-ray spectrum requires accurate measurement of the

corresponding area under relevant photopeaks. Successively the

photopeak area is converted into absolute disintegration rate by

means of absolute photopeak efficiency of the detector .

Figures ( 2, 3 ) represents the gamma spectrum of 750 ml of

the primary coolant water . The spectra at different time interval?

are also indicated.

Table ( 1 ) gives the concentration of various radionuclides

detected in ET-RR-1 coolant water.
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Table: (1) Radionuclides in the ET-RR-1 Primary Cooling Water

No

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Radionuclides

24Na
«K
5iCr
56Mri
57 Ni
59Fe
60Co
65,!n
72Ga
76AS
82Br

131|
132|

134C8
137CS
i40Ba
i40 L a

239Np

Activity uci/ml

3.63x10-3
5.51x1CH
9.62x10-5
7.44 x 10-5

13.64x10-5
26.82x10-5
5.25x10-4

18.62x10-5
38.91 x 10-*

26.45x10-5
22.87x10-5

5.48 x 10^
1.06x10-4
35.12x10-6
3.41 x 10-5

35.04x10-5
37.26x10-5

33.35 X10-4

Mode of Formation

27AI (n , a ) 24Na
natural
50Cr ( n , y ) 5iCr

55Mn (n , y ) 56Mn
60Co (p ,3n) 57NJ

58Fe ( n , y ) 59Fe
59Co ( n , y ) eoco
Wzn ( n , y) &Zn
71 Ga ( n , y ) 72Ga
75As ( n , y ) 76AS

BiBr ( n , y ) 82Br
Fission product
Fission product
I33cs(n,y)134cs
Fission product
Fission product
Fission product
238U ( n t y ) 239U

The Gross Y activity
The Gross B activity

2.02x10-2 - 6.39x10-2 uci/ml
1.26x10-2 - 4.18x10-2 uci/ml
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e) Measurement of the Filter Efficiency
The filter is a cylinderical casing of dimensions 630 cmm

diameter and 1600 mm height. It is packed with a mixed cation
and anion resin bed in addition to activated charcoal at the
bottom . Figure (4).

Two samples of reactor cooling water were collected, one at
stationary conditions and the second after putting pumps and
filter in operation for 2 hours .

The y-ray spectrum of the above two samples has been
measureed and shown in Fig. (5).

Experiments were done to determine, the decontamination
factor D-F) which is defined as the ratio of the feed to effluent
concentration of the activity and the efficiency (E) of the ion
exchange filter:

effluen
E= l

influent

The results in tables ( 2 ,3 ) show that about70% of the
radioactive and other contaminants are retained by the resin bed .
It is recommended that resin bed has to be changed if the
efficiency drops to half its original values .

[6] Control and Diagnostic Parameters of Water Chemistry
The objective of chemistry control of the primary circuit is to

ensure that ingress of impurities into reactor coolant systems
kept to a practical and achievable minimum . Another important
objective is to minimize the radioactivity release from the fuel,
both the leakage of fission products and the release of activated
crude from the fuel surface
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Table (2): Decontamination Factors of Radi-onuclides in the ET-RR-I
Reactor Cooling Water Samples Passing.Through the Filter

Nuclide

24Na
51 Cr
57fMj

59 F e

6OC0

65Zn
82Br
133|

D.F. of mixed bed

4.2
4.7
3.2
3.3
2.9

3.2
2.3
2.6

Nuclide

134CS
137CS
i40Ba
140La

239Np

54Mn
131|

D.F. of mixed bed

2.6
3.3
8.2
2.9
4.2

3.0
12.0

Table(3):ET-RR-1 Filter Efficiency Values for a Number of adionuclides

Radionuclides

" N a
5 1 C r

57NI
59pe
K 2 n
60 C o

82 B r

54Mn
i

(1)

23.81
21.27
31.25
30.30
31.05
34.48
34.48

33.67

"E"
Eflicltncy of

Ion exchmga

0.762
0.787
0.687
0.697
0.680
0.6S5
0.566
0.664

Radionclides

131,
133,
134Cs

140Ba

1 4 0La
239Np

(1)

8.33
38.46
38.46
30.30
12.19
34.42
23.81

"E"
Efficiency of
ion exchang

0.917
0.615
0.615
0.697
0.878
0.656
0.762

(1) percentage of original concentration remaining after passing through

ion-exchonge filter
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a) Conductivity in Reactor Water

The conductivity measurements is relatively accurate means

for the determination of the total concentration of ionic

impurities that influences both the stress corrosion cracking of

reactor coolant system materials and radiation field build up and

can also affect fuel performance .

Normal value l^is/Cm.

( b) pH in Reactor Water
pH can serve as a useful corrosion control . As low coolant

pH increase corrosion.

Normal value: 5.5: 6.5

c) chiorid in Reactor Water
The specification of chiorid in the reactor water is important

due to the selective corrosian phenomena of stainless steel.

Normal value: 0.05mg/L

(d) Iron In Reactor Water
Iron is the main corrosion product pollutant in reactor water it

is specified and stands for all other corrosion except copper .

Normal value: 0.02 mg/L

(e) Silica in Reactor Water:
Silica is an indicator ^f general cleanliness and provides a

valuable indication of the effectivenss of the reactor cleanup

system .

Normal value 0.02 mg/L
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(f) Copper in Reactor Water

The presence of copper in reactor water has been associated

with severe fuel clad corrosion

Normal value 0.02 mg /L

(g) Anions in Reactor Water
Control of anions such as sulphate, nitrate and carbonate are

important . As several anions have been found to promate

stainless steel corrosion

[7] Conclusions and Recommendations
a) It is concluded that good control of water chemistry reduces

corrosion problems with fuel and structural materials . As a

result, operational safety is improved because the integrity of

safety barriers is preserved under both normal and transient

operating condition.

b) Maintaining good water chemistry reduces the buildup of

radiation fields in or out-of-core surfaces . As a result,

radiation doses to operators can be minimized and

occupational safety improved.

c) It is recommended that plant managers establish a water

chemistry control programme to specify acceptable water

quality, define a chemistry analysis system ,monitor water

chemistry and provide procedure to ensure that the quality is

kept within specifications.
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AUTHORIZATION AND LICENSING OF NUCLEAR
RESEARCH REACTOR OPERATING PERSONNEL Prof.

Dr. F.A. Mohammed
National Centre for Nuclear Safety and Radiation Control

Atomic Energy Authority, Cairo, Egypt
ABSTRACT

Control over nuclear safety is maintained primarily through governmental licenc-

es that authorize the development of the research reactor project from each stage to

the next. Thus, the regulatory body delermines whether the application for a licence

on the basis of review and assessment. The licensing process differs among different

countries depending on their own regulations and considerations for reactor safety.

But. the major stages of the licensing process shall encompase the regulation of:

* Siting * Design and construction

* Commissioning * Operation

* Decommissioning

Thus, the licensing process should be considered as an on going process, starting

at the site planning stage and continuing up to and including decommissioning of

the reactor facility. One of the most important items of facility licensing is the oper-

ating personnel licensing which is the subject of that lecture.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The persons who occupy the following positions shall be au-

thorized:
1. Chief of the service engineer
2. Reactor operator engineer, (RO)
3. Control and safety system engineer, (CSS)
4. Control and measuring instruments engineer, (CMI)

Person occupying position named in item (1) shall be author-
ized on the basis of the individual's qualifications including his
education, ( which must be a PH.D. in Engineering pireferably
Nuclear or Electrical), experience,training and personal engi-
neer qualifications.

Authorization of persons occupying positions named in items
(2),(3) and (4) which entail direct responsibility for manipula-
tion of the operational controls in the control room, shall be
based on a careful evaluation of the individual qualification in
addition to careful assessment to these individuals through oral,
written and practical examinations. They must have originally a
BSC degree in engineering ( preferably Nuclear or Electrical).

11. APPLICATION FOR A LICENSE

11. 1. APPLICATION FORM
The application form that ought to be submitted by the Re-

actor department should contain the following items:

(a)Full name, birth place and date, and present occupation of
the applicant.

(b)Education and previous experience of the applicant.
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(c) Serial number of any RO or CSS/CMI license previously i s
ued by the Nuclear Regulatory and Safety Centre (NRSC) to
the applicant and expiration date of each in case of renewal
of changing positions.

11.2. ENCLOSURES:-
(a)Detailed information about the applicants specific training

including program, time schedule and duration of lectures
and practical training.

(b) A written request of the Reactor Head indicating that the
applicant has passed successfully the written examination
of the operating tests.

(c)A medical examination report prepared by a licensed
medical practitioner , in one copy as the form prescribed
in Appendix (2)the medical report should be done within
maximum six weeks befor the date of applica-
tion.Psycological test is essential beside the physical test in
Appendix (2).

11.3. REQUIREMENTS FOR THE APPROVAL OF
APPLICATION:-

A license shall be issued provided that:

(1) The applicant for a license has passed successfully the writ-
ten examination and the operation tests which should be con-
ducted by a board of examiners set up by the NRSC.(the
written examination for the operator engineer should cover
the topics listed in Appendix (3), while the written examina-
tion for the CSS and CMI engineers should cover the topics
listed in Appendix (4). The operating tests for operator engi-
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neers are given in Appendix (5). Failure of the applicant to

pass either the written examination or the operating test can-

cels both results.

(2) The physical condition and the general health of the appli-

cant are not such as might cause operational errors endan-

gering public health and safety.

(3) If an applicants vision, hearing and general physical condi-

tion do not meet the minimum standards normally consid-

ered necessary, the application should be denied.

111. LICENSE CONDITIONS AND VALIDITY

The license is issued under the following conditions:

1. It is only valid for the person to whom it is issued.

2. It becomes no longer valid if:

(a) A licensee has not been actively performing his duties for

a period of 6 months. In such case he must reapply for an-

other license after performing the requah'fication pro-

gramme.

(b) Two years are passed after its date of issue.

(c) Jt has been revoked.

IV. RE-APPLICATION

(a) Any applicant whose application for a license has been

refused because of failur to pass the written examinations

and/or the operating test may re-apply for a license not

less than three months after the date of refusal. If a li-

cense is refused a second time . ihe applicant is not al-

lowed to apply for a license before six months after the

date of refusal of his first reapplication. II' the second re-
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aph .ication is refused, he would not be permitted to apply
again. Any new application shall be accompanied by a
statement signed by the Reactor Head, stating in detail the
extent of additional training which the applicant has re-
ceived and certifying that he is ready for reexamination.

(b) A licensee whose license has been revoked once (at most)
by the NRSC may apply for a new license not less than
three months after the date of revokation. In this case, re-
examination in written and operating test is required. A
license whose lisence has been revoked for the second
time is not allowed to apply again.

V. EXPIRATION AND RENEWAL OF LICENSE

Each license shall expire two years after the date of issuance

unless it is revoked by the NRSC for the reasons given in sec-

tion VI.

The application for renewal of a license should be submitted

to the NRSC not less than forty five days prior to the expiration

date of the current license. The application form shall contain

the following information:

1. The full name and address.

2. The serial number of the license for which renewal is

sought.

3. The experience of the applicant under his existing license,

including all activities and the approximate number of

hours during which he has operated the reactor.

4. Kind of license (RO or CSS/CM1).
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In addition to application form, there are the following en-

closures:

(1) A statement from the Reactor showing that during the ef-

fective term of the applicant's current license, he has sat-

isfactorily completed the requalification programme

(Appendix (6)).

(2) An evidence from the Reactor that the licensee has per-

formed his license responsibilities completely and safety.
(3) A report by a licensed medical practitioner as prescribed

in Appendix (2).

VLMODIFICATION AND REVOKATION
LICENSES.

The terms and conditions of all licenses shall be subjected to
amendment, revision or modification by reason of noncompli-
ance with rules, reguations or order issued by the NRSC.

Any license may be revoked for any material false statement
in the application or any report, record, inspection or other
means which warrant the NRSC to refuse to grant a license
on an oripinal application.
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APPENDIX (I)
CHIEF OF THE SERVICE ENGINEERS

EXPERINCE

He should have about 10-15 years of practical experience in
positions of increasing responsibility in reactor operation

TRAINING
The training programme shall be such be as to enable him to

gain a thorough understanding of the theoretical bases of oper-
ating activities together with the necessary practical training.

He has to study the following courses under broad headings:
(1) Science Fundamentals.
(2) Nuclear Systems.
(3) Conventional Systems.
(4) Radiological Protection.
(5) Organization Policy and Regulatory Requirments.

Beside these courses he must study also courses on :
(1) Management.
(2) QA.
(3) Licensing.
(4) Standards for Operation for Following Aspects:

(a) Safety.
(b) Citizenship.
(c) Reliability.
(d) Economics.
(e) Personnal Development.
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APPENDIX (2)
MEDICAL EXAMINATION REPORT

Full and accurate completion of the certificate of medical ex-
amination is essential to the speedy processing of application or
operator (RO or CSS/CMI) license, Incomplete or unclear med-
ical report will cause delay and requests for further informa-
tion. When significant abnormalities exist, the detailed report-
ing of manifestations, diagnosis, and prognoses with supporting
data may expedite the processing of applications and eliminate
the need for additional or respondence.

APPENDIX (3)
MAIN TOPICS OF THE REACTOR OPERATOR (RO)

WRITTEN EXAMINATION.

1. Fundamentals of reactor theory and reactor Kinetics.
2. General design features of the reactor.
3. detailed study of different reactor systems.
4. Instruments and controls in details.
5. Safety and emergency operating procedures.
6. Standard and emergency operating procedures.
7. Fundamentals of Rediological protection and health physics,
( Detailed study of dosimetry instruments).

8. Regulatory requirements.
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APPENDIX (4)

MAIN TOPICS OF THE CSS AND CMI ENGINEERS
WRITTEN EXAMINATION.

1. Fundamentals of reactor theory and reactor Kinetics.
2. General study of different roactor systems.
3. Fundamentals of radiological protection and health physics.
4.Detailed study of all safety and control instruments,process

parameters measuring instruments, dosimetry instruments
including :
(a) Theory or physical principles behined its operating func-

tion.

(b) Function and mechanism,
(c) Design conditions and limitations of their operation.
(d) Procedure of their operation.
(e) Repair.
(f) Maintenance.

APPENDIX (5)
OPERATING TEST FOR OPERATOR ENGINEERS

In this test, the applicant will be asked to do the following:
(l)To pertorm a prg-start-up check on the reactor and any oth-

er checks (e.g., daily recovery from scram) that all licensed
operators would noramlly perform.

(2)To identify selected nuclear instrumentation channel compo-
nents and be able to describe the basic principles of opera-
tion for the nuclear detectors associated with each channel.
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(3) To start up the reactor from a substantially subcritical con-
dition and raise power to a preselected value requested by
the examiner and authorized by the reactor head.

(4) To describe his actions and responses to selected alarm and
annunciator signals and indicate the probable causes and sig-
nificance thereof. The applicant should show a high degree
of familiarity with procedures of this nature and should dis-
tinguish between actions or checks which he must take im-
mediately and those actions which are logical followups de-
pending on the circumstances.

(5) To predict approximate reading of pertinent instrumenta-
tion for the conditions at which he will operate and to veri-
fy that his prediction are accurate.

(6) To describe the response of the system to control changes
and verify that his description is correct.

(7) To perform such standard calculations (e.g. estimated criti-
cal prediction, period, etc--) as are ccnsistent with an opera-
tor's responsibility at the reactor.

(8) To align and start or describe the procedure for aligning
and starting several of the pertinent auxiliary and emergen-
cy systems.

(9) To describe the operation and his design and construction
features of the reactor and auxiliary systems and to display
substantial familiarity with the overall reactor, including the
ability to locate and identify significant components and in-
strumentation.

(10) To demonstrate his actions and his responsibilitiel in the
event of emergencies that may occur, to describe symptom
of off-normal and emergency conditions and to demonstrate
familiaritry with resultant automatic and immediate actions
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without reference to control room reference material. A
high degree of familiarity with emergency procedures is re-
quired. H2 has to distinguish between different actions that
must be taken whether tilim or other personnel at the reac-
tor, (i.e) the emergency plan must be clearly understood.

(ll)To observe all rules and procedures regarding radiation
safety and equipment, radiation work permits and permis-
sions required.

(12) To demonstrate familiarity with and follow all operating
procedures and standards of the reactor.

(13)The operation of the reactor heat removal systems, includ-
ing primary coolant, emergency coolant and decay heat re-
moval system and the relation of the proper operation of
these systems to the operation of the reactor.
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APPENDIX (6)
REQUALIFICATION PROGRAM

Periodic requalification for all operators engineers and CSS/
CMT engineers is necessary to maintain competence, particular-
ly to respond to abnormal and energency situation.

Requalification Program Requirements

1. SCHEDULE:
The requalification programme shall be conducted for.a con-

tinuous period not to exceed two years.

2. LECTURES:
The requilification programme shall include preplanned lec-

turs on a regular and continuing basis throughout the license
period in those areas where the written examination indicate
that emphasis in scops and depth of coverage is needed in the
following subjects:

a. Theory and principles of operation.
b. General and specific reactor facility operating characteres-

tics.
c. Reactor facility instrumentation and control systems.
d. Reactor facility protection systems.
e. Engineered safety systems.
f. Normal, abnormal and emergency operating procedures.
g. Radiation control and safety.
h. Analyses and lessons learned from the events significant to

safety during the operation of the reactor.
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3. ON THE-JOB TRAINING:
The requalification programme for the operators and CSS/

CMI engineers shall include on-the job training so that:
a. They have to demonstrate skill and /or familiarity with re-

activity control systems during start up and /or shut down.
b. They have to demonstrate satisfcatory understanding of

the operation of all control apparatus and mechanisms and
the operating procedures.

c. They have to be congnisant of reactor facility design
changes, procedure changes and reactor facility license
changes.

d. They must review the contents of all abnormal and emer-
gency procedures on a regularly schedueld basis.

4. EVALUTION
This is accomplished through examinations as follows:
a. Annual written examinations which determine areas in

which retraining is needed to upgrade licensed operator
and CSS/CMI engineers knowledge.

b. Written examination which determine their knowledge of
subjects covered in the requalification programme and
emergency procedures.

c. Systematic observation and evaluation of the performance
and competence of licensed operator and CSS/CMI by su-
pervisor and /or training staff members including evalua-
tion of action taken or to be taken during actual or simu-
lated abnormal and emergency conditions.

d Records of the requalification programme shall be main-
tained to document each licensed operators and CSS/CMI
engineers and their participation in the requalification
programme, their answers in the examinations and result

of their evaluations.
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REACTOR SAFETY AND SAFETY ANALYSIS

Prof. Dr. Ahmed EL-Kady

National Centre for Nuclear Safety and Radiation Control,

Atomic Energy Authority Cairo, Egypt

ABSTRACT

The central safety goal in the design and operation of a nuclear

plant is to assure that, in so far as is practical, the fission products

should remain safely confined at all times. To prevent the escape of

radioactivity, nuclear reactors are designed using the concept of

multiple barriers. To provide a kind of defense in depth to each of the

radioactivity barriers, the concept of the three levels of safety have

been adopted. A brief review on, dispersion of effluents from nuclear

national iacilities, reactor siting, responsibilities of national regulatory

bodies and the production of safety analysis report are included.
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1-Introductan:

Any industrial activity and all engineering stractures bridges,

dams, vehicles, industrial plants, electrical machinery, and so on

- inherently presents some element of risk to their owners or

operators and to the public at large. Nuclear industry are no

exception in this regard.

In terms of current technology, nuclear power is also one of

the least, if not the least, environmently harmful ways producing

large amounts of electrical power. The unique feature of nuclear

industry is the presence of large amounts of radioactive

materials, primarily the fission products. For this nuclear

industry receiving much attention in todays news media and

technical journals. The main conserns of the public are focused

on;

1) radioactivity in routine effluents and its effect on human

health and the envivonment.

2) the possibility of serious reactor accident and their

consequences,

3) transportation accidents involving radioactive waste,

4) the disposal of radioactive waste particularly high level

waste and,

5) the possible thift of special nuclear materials and their

fabrication into weapon by terrorists.

In response to these concerns the nuclear industry has adopted

the Defense-In-Depth approach to nuclear safety.
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Defense In -Depth

The defense In - depth approach relies upon;

1) the careful design, construction and operation of nuclear

facilities 50 that malfunction which could lead to major

accidents will be highly improbable;

2) the incorporation of systems to prevent such malfunctions as

do occur from turning into major accidents; e.g., automatic

shut down (SCRAM) and leak detection systems, and,

3) built in systems to limit offsite consequences of

postulated, major accidents e.g. emergncy core cooling

systems.

The central safety goal in any nuclear installation is to assure

that the design is such that, insofar as is reasonabl or practical,

the fission products remain safely confined at all times-during

the operation of the plant, refueling of the reactor, and

preparation and shipping of spent fuel and radioactive waste. The

Internationl Atomic Energy Agency, IAEA, has adopted the

following as a definition of nuclear safety; "The achievement of

proper operating conditions, prevention of accidents or

mitigation of accident consequences, resulting in protection of

site personnel, the public and the environment from undue

radiation hazards.

2.PRINCIPLES OF NUCLEAR REACTOR SAFETY
The unique feature of nuclear industry as distinct from other

industries is the presence of large amounts of radioactive

materials, primarily the fission products. The central safety gool
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in the design of a nuclear plant is to assure that, insofar is

possible or practical, these fission products remian safely

confined at all times-during the operation of the plant, refueling

of the reactor, and preparation and shipping of spent fuel.

2.1 Multiple Barriers
To prevent the escape of radioactivity, nuclear plants are

designed using the concept of multiple barriers. These barries

represent a sequence of obstacles (not all of them physical) to

block the passage of radioactive atoms from the fuel, or

wherever they may originate, to the surrounding population. The

barriers normally present are the following:

The fuel: The fissile and fissionable material is located within

solid fuel elements-as natural or enriched uranium, in an oxide or

carbide form, or in a dilute alloy of a structural material such as

zirconium, aluminium, or stainless steel. Because fission

fragments are emitted in fission as highlyionized particles, they

are strongly attenuated, and, except for those fragments

originating near the surface of the fuel, they all come to rest

within the fuel. Subsequently, however, those fission products

that are gases, namely, the isotopes of iodine, xenon, and

krypton (the latter two are noble gases) undergo diffusion and

may escape from the fuel. In the fuel rods, the gases which

escape from the surface of the UO2 pellets are held in the

pellet-cladding gap and collected in a Small plenum provided at

the end of each fuel rod.
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Cladding: To prevent escape of the fission product gases and

to confine fission fragments emitted near the surface of the fuel,

the fuel is surrounded by a layer of cladding. In some reactors

this cladding is bonded directly onto the fuel, as in the HTGR,

where each fuel particle is coated with layers of pyrolytic carbon

and silicon carbide (both ceramics). In other reactors, the

cladding consists of hollow metal tubes into which the fuel

pellets are inserted. Although Zircaloy is widely used for

cladding, stainless steel cladding is used in some commercial

reactors.

During the normal operation of a reactor, leaks can be

expected to develop in the cladding of a few fuel elements

despite the care with which the fuel and cladding are fabricated.

This ultimately leads to the escape of small amounts of

radioactivity into the environment. Should any part of the

cladding reach its melting temperature, all of the fission product

gases that have accumulated behind the cladding can escape into

the coolant.

Closed coolant system : In many research reactors, the

primary coolant, that is,the coolant that comes in contact with the

fuel, moves in one or more closed loops. Fission products that

have escaped from the fuel , activated atoms picked up by the

coolant, and activated atoms of the coolant itself are thus

confined within the coolant system, furthermore, in most

reactors, a portion of the coolant is diverted on a continuing

basis into a coolant purification (clean- up) system, where most
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of the fission products and other radioactive atoms are removed.

Reactor vessel. Because they represent an obvious barrier to

the release of radioactivity, reactor vessels are required to be

designed, manufactured, and tested to meet the highest standards

of quality and reliability.

Containment All reactors are required to be entirely enclosed

by a structure of one type or another to contain radioactivity,

should this be released from either the coolant system or from

within the reactor vessel itself. This structure also serves as the

building to house the entire nuclear and auxiliary systems

Their size and thickness are dictated by the maximum

temperature and pressure that would result if all of the water in

the primary system were released as steam into the structure as

a result of a loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA). In some plants the

pressure in the containment space is kept at slightly below

atmospheric pressure, 50 that leakage through the containment

wall, at most times, is from outside inward. Some plants

utilize cold water spray near top of the containment structure to

condense the steam released during a LOCA. This reduces the

pressure within the structure, thereby reducing the leakage of

radioactivity from the building. Another measure which is often

used is to circulate the containment atmosphere through various

types of filters and absorption beds to remove airborne

radioactivity.
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Site Location. The technical aspects of reactor site selection is
that nuclear plants are canstructed at locations that are
relatively remote from large masses of people and where the
plant not likely to be damaged by natural phenomena, such
as earthquakes. Such siting criteria represent another important
barrier to the exposure of the public from radioacyivity.

Evacuatton. The final barrier, in the event that the physical
barriers are compromised or prove inadequate during an
accident, is the evacuation of the local population from areas
receiving or likely to receive is the excessively high radiation
doses. An adequate evacuation plan is an important part of the
documentation that must be approved before the issuance of
either a Construction Permit or an Operating License.

3.THREE LEVELS OF SAFETY
The use of multiple, successive barriers to the escape of

radioactivity is basic to the design of nuclear plants. In order to
assure that none of these barriers is compromised as the result of
such abnormal occurrences as equipment failure, human error, or
natural phenomena, the NRC has adopted as its safety
philosophy the concept of three levels of safety. These are
intended to provide a kind of defense in depth to each of the
radioactivity barriers. Naturally, there is some overlap between
these levels, and the division between levels in some instances
tends to be arbitrary.

The NRC defines each safety level by specific precepts or
rules.
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3.1The First Level of Safety. Precept: "
"Design for maximum safety in normal operation and

maximum tolerance for system malfunction.Use design features
inherently favorable to safe operation; emphasize quality,
redundancy, inspectability, and testability prior to acceptance for
sustained commercial operation and over the plant lifetime".

In brief, this first level of safety addresses the prevention of
accidents by virtue of the design, construction, and
surveillance of the plant. Some of the considerations involved at
this level are the following.

1. The reactor should have a prompt negative temperature

coefficient and a negative void coefficient.

2. Only materials whose proporties are known to be stable

under the operating conditions of the plant, including

radiation exposure, should be used for the fuel, coolant, and

safety-related structures.

3. Instrumentation and controls should be provided So that the

plant operators know and have control over the status of the

plant at all times. Sufficient redundancy must be included that

loss of key instruments or controls doos not deprivo operators

of needed information or prevent shutdown of the plant.

4. The plant must be built, equipment installed in a manner

that satisfies the highest standards of engineering practice.

5. Compononts should be designed and installed to permit

continual or periodic monitoring and inspection for signs of

incipient failure, and to permit periodic testing of the

components.
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3.2 The Second Level of Safety. Precept:
"Assume incidents will occur in spite of care in design,

construction and operation. Provide safety systems to protect
operators and the public and to prevent or minimize damage
when such incidents occur".

It is prudent to anticipate, despite the care taken at the first
level of safety, that some failure may occur somewhere in the
plant that could affect the safety of the public from the
consequences of such failures, through the use of various safety
devices and systems. Examples of considerations at this level
include:

1. The reactor must be provided with an emergency core cooling
system (ECCS) to prevent meltdown of the fuel and release of
fission products due to fission product heating following a
loss-of-coolant accident.

2. The reactor must have redundant capability for fast
shutdown in the event that some of the control rods cannot be
inserted, either because they are physically stuck, or because
of a malfunction of electrical circuitry.

3. The plant must be furnished with sources of power that are
independent of the operation of the reactor to operate the
ECCS if this becames necessary, to provide power for the
continued operation of instrumentation, and for other
emergency uses in the plant. Such emeregency power
includes off-site power, supplied by two physically separated
access circuits, and onsite power from generators driven by
fast-starting, physically separated, and redundant-in-number
diesel engines. On-site DC power for instrumentation is
normally also supplemented with storage batteries.
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3.3 The Third Level of Safety.
Precept:"Provide additional safety systems as appropriate.,

based on the evaluation of effects of hypothetical accidents,
where some protective are assumed to fail simultaneously with
the accident they are intended to contrl".

This third level of safety supplements the first two, by adding
a margin of safety in the event of extremely unlikely or
unforeseen events. The need for additional engineered safety
features is determined by analytically evaluating the effect on the
plant, its associated personnel, and the public,of severe incidents
arising from the simultaneous failure of various components of
the facility and some of the redundant safety systems. Such
events, used in this way to evaluate the overall safety of a plant
and to point up the need for supplementary safety systems, are
called design basis accidents (DBA). The analysis of DBAs,
plays an important role in the design and licensing of nuclear
power p; * «t

3.4 Design Criteria
The NRC has translated the above safety philosophy into a set

of General desin criteria, which establishes the design,
fabrication, construction, testing, and performance requirements
for all the structures, systems, and components that are
important to the safety of the plant. These Criteria, which are too
lengthy to reproduced here, are given in Appendix A of 10 CFR
50.
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3.5 DISPERSION OF EFFLUENTS, FROM NUCLEAR
FACILITIES
AH nuclear plants emit small amounts of radioactivity, mostly

fission product gases, during their normal operation. They may
release considerably more radioactivity during the course of an
accident. It is necessary to be able to calculate the doses to the
public from such releases in order to evaluate the environment
impact of the normally operating plant, to assure that this is
within acceptable standards, and to ascertain the radiological
consequences of reactor accident Such computations also play an
important role in determining the accpetability of a proposed
reactor site.

Before dose calculations can be carried out, howevere, it is to
determine how the concentration of the radioactive effluent
varies from point to point following its emission into
atmosphere.

3.6. REACTOR SITING
The location of a nuclear reactor has an obvious bearing on

the consequences to the public ot a reactor accident. Thus an
accident in a reactor located in a heavily populated area could
involve more of the-public th^n the same accident in a remote
location. Also, a nuclear plant, like any other industrial
installation, cannot help having some effect on the local
environment. For these reasons, reactor siting is a major
consideration in the design and licensing of a nuclear plant.

In his application for a construction permit, an applicant must
show to the satisfaction of :he Regulatory body, RB, that the
plant can be built and operated at a proposod site without undue
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risk to the health and safety of the public, and with minimal
effect on the environment. Furthermore, he must show that the
proposed site is the most acceptable among a number of
alternative sites.

The RB considers foure factore in evaluating the suitability of
a proposed reactor site. First, it considers the roactor itself, its
design characteristics, and its proposed mode of operation.
Special attention is paid to the expected inventory of
radioactivity and the extent to which prevent and mitigate the
consequences of its release. Needless to say, if the reactor
involves a substantial departure from earlier technology or is a
design with which experience is lacking, special siting
requirements may be considered to assure an ample margin of
safety.

The second factor in the RB evaluation is the population
density in and use characteristics of the environs of the site.

Thirdly, the physical characteristics of the site, these
include the seismology, meteorology, geology, and hydrology of
the area.

Finally, in the event that the population density or the
physical characteristics of the site are unfavorable for the
location of the reactor, and the applicant proposes to cirumvent
this problem by the use of appropriate engineering safeguards,
the RB will evaluate the adequacy of these safeguards. For
example, suppose that a utility wishes to place a nuclear plant
near the end of an active airport runway. Such a site would be
unacceptable if the probability of an airplane crash were above
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some minimum value. However, if the utility indicates that it
will harden the plant against such crashes by reinforcing the
structure in some way, the site might well be approved.

3.7. Population Considerations.
For the purpose of evaluating a proposed reactor site and for

making comparisons with possible alternative sites, the NRC
ha^ defined two areas in the vicinity of the reactor as follows (10
CFR 100.3):
1. An exclusion area or exclusion zone is that area

surrounding the reactor in which the reactor licensee has the
authority to determine all activities including exclusion or
removal of personnel and property from the area... Residence
within the exclusion area shall normally be prohibited. In any
event, residents shall be subject to ready removal in case of
necessity ..."

2. A low population zone (LPZ) is "the area immediately
surrounding the exclusion area which contains residents, the
total number and density of which are such that there is a
reasonable probability that appropriate protective measures
could be taken in their behalf in the event of a serious
accident..."
In short, the exclusion area is a piece of property usually

belonging to the reactor licensee, which he can surround With a
fence and from which he can exclude ever- >ne not connected
with the operation of the facility. The low population zone is the
surrounding area that contains so few people that it can be easily
evacuated should the need arise.
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The boundaries of these two areas are defined in terms of the
consequences of a serious, postulated reactor accident involving
a major release of fission products. Again quoting from 10 CFR
100, "an exclusion area [is] of such a size that an individual
located at any point on its boundary for two hours immediately
following onset of the postulated fission product release would
not receive a total radiation dose of the whole body in tota!
radiation dose in excess of 300 rem to the thyroid from iodine
exposure.

On the other hand, the "low population zone [is] of such size
that an individual located at any point on its outer boundary who
is exposed to the radioactive cloud resulting from the postulated
fission product release (during the entire period of its passage)
would not receive a total radiation dose to the whole body in
excess of 25 rem or a total radiation dose in excess of 300 rem to
the thyroid from iodine exposure."

4. REGULATORY ASPECTS

4.1. The Regulatory Body RB

For a research reactor to be built, adequate assurance shall be
provided to the society that the facility will be safe. This requires
the establishment of an independent regulatory body.

The objective of the regulatory body is to protect the health
and safety of the publics, the environment and the operating staff
from the possible adverse effects of the research reactor project.
To accomplish this, the regulatory body shall establish safety
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polices, principles, guidance, criteria and regulations upon which
to base its regulatory action.

It shall also assess safety information submitted by the
applicant operating organization, administer, the relevant
regulations including carrying out compliance inspection and
audits, taking enforcement action and providing information to
other relevant bodies or the public as appiopriate.

An important fact is that the responsibility for the safety of the
facility and for demonstrating an adequate level of safety shall
rest with the operating organization, not the regulatory body.

One of the ways in which the operating organization
demonstrate that it has achieved adequate safety, is information
normally incorporate into a safety analysis report (SAR). This
information also constitutes the prime basis for the regulatory
decision on licensing the nuclear facility and is the requirements
against which the facility is inspected.

4.2 PRODUCTION OF THE SAFETY ANALYSIS
REPORT
The Safety Analysis Report is the main safety document used

to demonstrate that the research reactor is safe and as such acts
as !he main document for the licensing of the reactor.The
document is an important link between the operating
organization and the regulatory body since it contains all the
necessary information to justify the safety of design and
operation. In addition, the preparation of an SAR also serves the
following purposes:
(1) To aid the designer in confirming that individual systems are
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integrated correctly since the development of the SAR and
reactor design are complementary, interactive processes,

(2) To ensure that the safety analysis has properly identified the
safety issues relevant to the design and that safety analysis
and design are consistent;

(3) To aid appreciaiion of the relevant design criteria,are their
Limitations and requirements;

(4) To aid operators in training and familiarization with the plant
appreciation of the hazards it present;

(5) To ensure the establishment of operational limits and
conditions on certain parameters which have to be met at all
stages in the life of the reactor to protect adequately the
margins of safety for the reactor.

The SAR shall give a detailed description of the reactor site,
the reactor, experimental facilities and all other facilities with
safety significance. It shall provide a detailed description of the
general safety principles and criteria applied to the design for
the protection of the reactor, the operating personnel, the public
and the environment. It shall analyse the potential hazards
associated with the operation of the reactor. The SAR shall
contain safety analysis of accident sequences and the safety
features incorporated in the design to avoids accidents operating
procedures.

The SAR shall provide a set of operational limits and
conditions to be associated to the license of operation. It shall
also provide details of the conduct of operations intended by the
operating orgnizition including its organization and the Quality
Assurance programme established for the design and operation
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of the facility. It shall provide details of the emergency plan of
the facility.

4.3.Development of the Safey Analysis
The development of the safety analysis and the design of the

reactor are complementary processes that should be carried out
interactively. The safety analysis is mainly used to demonstrate
to the regulatory body how the design of the facility and the
related operational Procedures will contribute to the prevention
of accidents on the one hand and to their mitigation on the other.
It shall include analysis of the response of the reactor to a range
of postulated initiating events (such as disturbances in process
variables, malfunctions and failures of equipment, postulated
accidents of low probability and human errors). The safety
analysis also provide a significant contribution to the selection
of operational limits and conditions and design specifications
for components and systems from the standpoint of health and
safety.

The safety analysis should identify the design basis
accidents. In addtion, accidents beyond the design basis may be
analysed for purposes of emergency planning and accident
management.
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NUCLEAR FUEL MANAGEMENT
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ABSTRACT

This lecture deals with the incore fuel management schemes

beginning by batch loading, zone refuelling, scatter loading and

ending by the checker board loading. The fuel grouping and region

classification are discussed in detail. Also, a detail description of the

shuffling algorithm is given.

.j.i

loading batch
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1 Introduction

Nuclear fuel management has been defined as the
management of nuclear fuel from the earliest stages of
procurement through reprocessing and recycling in order to
provide fuel for economical operation of the nuclear power
plants. In general, nuclear fuel management is divided into two
branches. The first is in-core nuclear fuel management and the
second is out-of-core nuclear fuel management. Out of core fuel
management involves uranium procurement, enrichment
fabrication, reprocessing, transportation, waste disposal and the
scheduling of these activities. In-core fuel management involves
parameters such as enrichment, loading pattern, lattice spacing,
absorber management, mechanical integrity of fuel cladding and
other aspects which directly affect the fuel while it is in the core.
The incore fuel management is the objective of this lecture.

After the fuel assemblies are loaded into the reactor, it would
normally take a long period (3 years in PWRs and 4-5 years in
BWRs) before it is discharged. At each refueling oniy a fraction
of the core is to be replace. The fuel assemblies are shuffled to
avoid power peak problems. Since the number of loading
patterns that can be generated by a set of fuel assemblies varies
in a factorial manner, it is very difficult, if not impossible, to
search all the patterns and choose the best one. However,
through proper planning and management, it is possible to
achieve significant saving and notably reduce the energy cost.

The main problem is (hat for any given set of fuel assemblies

it is required to optimize the reactor fuel loading for minimum
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power peak ratio in case of PWR's at beginning of the core life.

This optimization problem of fuel loading also takes into account

that during the core cycle the power profile is ideal in the sense

that the power peaking does not exceed certain limit.

The following assumptions are considered:
(1) All fuel assemblies have fixed dimensions.

(2) Optimization of radial power peaks based on twodimensional

analysis results in optimization of total power peaks.

(3) Total radial power peaking ratios are calculated from an

assembly-averaged radial power multiplied by a local power

peaking factor for each assembly.

For the complexities generated from the collective

requirements of economics, neutronics, materials and plant

availability, the complete optimization of a refueling scheme for

the entire reactor life time is unlikely to take of simple formula

or code. It takes the form of general method or technique which

can be tailored to the performance criteria of the particular power

plant under consideration.(2) Although the early fuel management

programmes have the virtue of being relatively simple, they

unfortunately do not yield the most efficient use of the fuel'-1'.

The earliest and most costly of this schemes is "batch loading",

the reactor is often operated until the reactivity becomes low

enough to warrant refueling, then the entire core is replaced by a

fresh one. Because the shape of the flux is generally

non-uniform, the fuel receives an unequal exposure which results

in much of the discharged fuel being relatively fresh, and
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therefore batch loading is expensive. With the "Zone Refueling"
programmes, the core is divided into equivolume concentric
zones of fuel elements. After the zone which contain the fuel of
the highest burn-up is emptied, the other fuel elements are
moved, inward, or outward, in a step-wise progression into
adjacent zones . The fresh fuel is then introduced into the core.
Unfortunately, with the zone refueling patterns, undesirable flux
shapes arise in large power reactors because the higher average
burn-up cause large reactivity difference between new and old
fuel in their respective zone. "Scatter loading" or "roundelay"
schemes are similar to the zone refueling method in that a fixed
fraction of the fuel is replaced at each refueling, but they are
different because the "zones" are distributed throughout the core
and are intimately mixed which allows increased burn-up
without causing widespread undesirable power shapes/4*

It is desirable to employ a cost functional as the objective in
order to predict fuel management decisions. In many previous
studies, a non cost type of the objective function is employed.
Some commonly used non cost functions for in-core fuel
management are maximization of burn-up, minization of fresh
reload fuel and maximization of cycle length for a given amount
of new fuel.

Wall and Fenech^ demonstrated how the dynamic
programming could be used to solve this problem. This method
minimize the unit power cost over the life of a single enrichment
(three zone, 1000 MWe, PWR) by determining at each refueling
stage the optimum combination of 28 possible combinations of
replacing and shuffling of the three fuel zones. It was assumed
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that the fuel composition at any time can be determined by fhe
burn-up parameter alone. Predictions of the end fuel composition
and distribution, the core lifetime, and power peak were made
from least-squares polynomial functions of burn-up fitted to
previous calculations performed by multi-dimensional codes. In
this scheme, the method of placing the fresh and partially burnt
fuels in relatively separated regions cause an undesirab'e power
distribution, and that scatter loadings are better. Also the
approach was time consuming and limited to solve only few
region problems, consequently, it does not match with the task of
treating large power reactors. Stover and Sesonske(5) attempted
to maximize the discharge burnup as the objective function. The
method was applied to optimize the scatterloading of a
three-zone BWR with constraints on maximum power peaking,
burnup and plant life. The volume fractions of each core zone to
be replaced by fresh fuel at each refueling are the decisions
determined from the optimization. Fuel shuffling operations are
neglected and the method suffers from dimensionality
limitations. Fagan and Sesonske(6^ assumed that the operating
parameters and constraints for individual fuel assemblies could
be expressed by the burn up of the fuel assemblies. A constant
fraction of the core must be replaced each cycle with fuel of
constant enrichment and reactor operating characteristics were
all fixed. The approach maximizes the core life at each reload
point, thus obtaining a minimum fuel cycle coast. The nuclear
model is still one dimensional and is unable to describe the
azimuthal power distribution within the radial zones and is also
time consuming. Naft and Sesonske(7) attempted to improve the
previous technique by developing an accelerated direct search(8)

which minimize the radial peaking power and reduces the
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number of feasible shuffling patterns through the use of a set of

logical shuffling rules. A simplified semianalytical function was

formulated to calculate X-Y power distributions. The algorithm

was successfully applied to a medium-sized PWR. The method

depends on the degree of the complexities of the power

distribution calculations which tend to increase the problem to

the point of almost being impossible to be handled effectively.

Stout and Robinson(l5) developed a direct search method which

employed a practical shuffling logic to optimize the power

peaking ratio for a given set of fuel assemblies.

Independent logic was employed for each of the four zones

within the core. Also independent logic was used to shuffle the

highly reactive fuel. A two-dimensional simulated two-group

coarse mesh diffusion theory model was used to calculate the

power distribution after each shuffle. Although the effectiveness

of the algorithm is dependent upon the initial guess of the

loading pattern and more computing times were still required,

the shuffling logic achieved a significant reduction on the

number of patterns that need to be searched. This study are

modified by developing an algorithm*9* with significant

reducation of computing time and improved power profile at

begin of life and throughout the cycle. P. chan, Dastur(1O),

attempted to develop the checker board fueling scheme to make

possible a significant increase in the initial enrichment and hence

burnup of the fuel that can be used in existing Candu reactors.

No hardware changes to the reactor are required. Mixed oxide

fuel with a fissile content are used. Sufficient flux and power
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shaping, especially along the fuel channel, can be achieved with

the scheme to improve the worth of the reactivity devices in the

presence of enriched fuel. J.S. Suh('' \ optimize of the reload core

design to achieve the maximum cycle length with the given fuel

assemblies while satisfying the safety constraints.

2 Fuel Loading Scheme:

2.1. Loading patterns of flat power distribution and ideal fuel

distributation:

It is highly desirable to have a flat power distribution across

the core for the economic penalities, the coolant temperature, the

material problems and fuel failure. The relative power

distributation of the reactor is very sensitive to the fuel

distribution. Varying enrichment radially across the core is the

most convenient to achieve a near uniform power density

distribution. Theoretically in a reflected reactor, it is possible to

develop an arrangement of fissile material that will yield

spatially uniform power density, P(r). it is assumed that:

(a) All reactor properties are uniform except fissile materials

content (12, 13, 14)

(b) The size of the reactor is assumed of order of 3 to 6 m in

diameter or larger.

Figure (1) shows such an idealized fissile material, N (r), and

neutron flux distribution, <j)(r) based on a one-group, one
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dimensional analysis. The shape indicates that more fissionable
material is needed in the peripheral region to counter balance the
leakage of thermal neutrons.

P(r)

0.1 0.3 0.5 ^ 7 CT9~~ r = R

Fractional radial distance

Figure (I) Flux and fissile material distribution for uniform

power generation/l2)-

The infinite multiplication factor, K°°(r), represent the

capability of the fuel assembly at location (r) as far as power

peaking is concern. In the central region of the reactor, the fissile

density correspond to K°° = 1.0. Near the periphery the fissile

density increase by over a factor of two to maintain constant

power. Most of this increase occur over a distance less than the

thickness of a light water reactor fuel assembly (about 10% of

the reactor core radius R).
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A fissile material with distribution such as shown in fiugre (1)

would be impractical to be designed and fabricated. Even if it

were assembled, the reactor would not retain the proper fuel

distribution with depletion. It does illustrate, however, that the

reactor in which the weighted average infinite multiplication

factor in the central region is unity (from r ~ O to 0. 9 R),

surrounded by a relatively thin region of higher reactivity, will

approach the idea! uniform power distribution. This is the

general principle of the "out-in scatter loading" scheme used in

many reactors nowadays. In the out-in scatter loading technique,

fresh assemblies which have the highest fuel quality (highest

infinite multiplication factor, K°°) are loaded on the core

periphery. The remaining assemblies are arranged in a central

zone of very low buckling (K°° = 1) in such a mannar as to

minimize local power peaking, Pj, effects.

3 Fuel Grouping and Region Classification:
To approach this ideal fuel distribution, the assemblies are

arranged as fresh fuel (highest K°°) on the core priphery and
burnt fuel assemblies on the central region of the core which
consist of once and twice burnt fuel assemblies. A reasonable
arrangement of the two groups would be a checkboard pattern
(Figure 2). Actually, for large PWRs (600 to 1100 MWe), it is
not possible to place all the new fuel assemblies on the, core
peripheral region of the reactor for a one third reload cycle.
These excess fresh fuel assemblies are required to be placed in
the interior core position to allow enough core excess reactivity
to reach the end of subsequent cycle. This fresh fuel assemblies
in the interior positions of the core cause large perturbations on
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Figure (2) Fuel arrangement for a typical one-quarter
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the local radial power peaking. The pcwer peaks will almost

occur in these assemblies.

The method of grouping fuel assemblies is developed as

follows:

(1) Calculate the infinite multiplication factor K°° of each

assembly.

(2) Arrange all the assemblies with their K°° values in

descending order.

(3) The first (highest K°°) assemblies are chosen as group one

assemblies. They are usually fresh fuel assemblies which will

be allowed to go into the zone "P" position

(peripheral region).These assemblies are not permitted to be

shuffled throughout shuffling iterations.

(4) The following assemblies are chosen as group two

assemblies. They will be allowed to be inserted into the zone

"O" positions, odd parity interior region and will be allowed

only to be shuffled with each other throughout the shuffling

iterations.

(5) The following assemblies is group three assemblies.,

They will be put in zone "E" position even parity. They will be

shuffled with each other.

(6) The remaining assemblies are the three-cycle burnt fuel

assemblies, which have the lowest infinite multiplication

factor. These assemblies are discharged.
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4. Shuffling Algorithm:
The shuffling rules allow for assemblies of the odd-parity

interior region and even parity interior region to be

shuffled.Stout and Robinson(l5) had made studies to determine

which fuel elements have to be exchanged for a loading with the

minimum radial power peaking factor. From this studies certain

tends were noticed from which two general rules were derived :

(1) New fuel assemblies placed in the reactor interior cause large

perturbation on the local radial power peaking. It is found that

better results are obtained in shuffling iterations

scheme if these elements are moved only one position at a

time. Then new power calculations is made to determine the

next movement rather than moving them directly from higher

power area to a low power area.

(2) The movement of any burnt fuel does not represent a large

perturbation on the radial power distribution. Burnt fuel

elements can be moved considerable distance from their

position in one shuffle iteration to the next. Replacing a burnt

fuel element in the vicinity of a radial power peak with one of

less reactivity will always lower the power peak in this area

and increase the re! .ive power in the area where the more

reactive fuel element is placed.

4. The shuffling procedure is divided into two parts:

Part One:
Concerns the rearrangement of the high reactivity fuel

elements inside group two.
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Part Two:
Deals with the rearrangement of the exposed fuel (of group

two and group three) around the assembly which has the radial
power peak.

These parts shuffle the fuel to a minimum power peak
possible using the rules described in previous paragraph.

4.1 Part One: Shuffling of High Reactivity Fuel Elements:
This part of shuffling procedure arranges high reactivity fuel

which may be placed in the interior of the core. As first step, it is
necessary to check if the programme has exhausted all its
shuffling possibilities by previous iterations or not. If it has, part
two is called. If not radial power distribution is calculated and
the maximum radial power element is determined and compared
to the lowest radial power peak from previously shuffled loading
patterns. If radial power peak is less than the previous one, this
loading is recorded as the best for the programme. Then, all the
iteration parameters are reinitialized because a new best loading
has been found and the research begins for a new shuffling. The
maximum power element which is not the central or the
periphery is found.

The search is now made for a fuel element to be exchanged
with the maximum power element if it occurs that the maximum
radial power element is the central one or is located on the
periphery, the highest power non-periphery assembly which is
located adjacent to it will be moved. The search for the fuel
element to be exchanged with maximum power element begins
by finding the fuel element which has lowest power in the
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vicinity of the non-periphery maximum power element. This
element is called local minimum. If the position of the fuel
element with maximum radial power is (]max» ^max) ^ w a s found
that an area of (Imax ± 2 Jmax ± 2) would be sufficient to
determine the direction in which the element of maximum radial
power would be moved. Figure (3) illustrates an example, in
which the maximum power of 1.444 is position (4,4). Inside the
search area of a local minimum (From I = 2 to 6 and J = 2 to 6)
the lowest radial power is 0.758 at position (6,5) or (5,6). The
program proceeds to determine, first, the parity of the maximum
radial power fuel element, then, second, this fuel assembly is
moved to a position of the same parity one position closer to the
local minimum. If through this route one of the fuel elements to
be shuffled was an element on the periphery, another assembly
which is adjacent to the local minimum and closers to maximum
element would be shuffled instead.

In this case, it can be allowed for the maximum element to be
moved two positions closer to the local minimum, figure (4).
Once the two elements to be exchanged in the shuffle have been
determined, there will be two requirements:

(1) Insertion of an assembly with equal or higher reactivity in
the position of the peak radial power than the one presently
occupying the position will not improve the radial power
peaking. Hence the program checks if the reactivity of the
assembly which will be exchanged with radial power peak is less
than that of the radial power peak or not. If not, this element is
the logical choice to be moved. This element assigns temporarily
the status of maximum power as indicated, figure (5), and return
to search of a position to move this element. The procedure will
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Figure (3) Illustration example of the local minimum and

shuffling of assemblies
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move this high reactivity assembly away from the actual

maximum power assembly and reduce the radial power peaking

factor in that area. An example of this situation is illustrated in

Figure (5). Where the maximum radial power is 1.402 occurs at

position (6,2) and local minimum of this position is 0.783 in

position (8, 3), they hasn't the same parity. Then, the procedure

designates an exchange of (6,2) and (7,3). but these element have

same fuel type with zero exposure and no gain achieved with

shuffling these two assemblies. Then the procedure will move

the assembly in position (7,3) away from actual maximum power

assembly. The procedure temporarily assigns the status of

maximum power to I. 305 and searches for a move of this

element. Its local minimum 0.724 in position (7,5) which hasn't

the same parity. Then the procedure attempts to exchange (7,3)

and (6, 4) and in this case, this particular shuffle lowered the

radial power peak to 1.371 which occurred at position (2,4) so

the shuffle was quite successful.

(2) There will be a requirement for the local reactivity, of

those four assemblies immediately adjacent to the position of the

assembly which will be exchanged with the maximum power

assembly, that is to be sure that their reactivity summation will

not be greater than those around the maximum power. This

requirement can be expressed as:

GMV< HMX

where
GMv = Summation of reactivities of four assemblies adjacent

to the position of the assembly which will be exchanged with
maximum power assembly, and
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HMX = Summation of reactivities of the four assemblies

adjacent to the position of maximum power assembly.

The most PWR's have the quarter centerlines symmetry

bisecting fuel assemblies, then corresponding symmetrical

positions on the axis share the same fuel assembly. Then if one

of the two elements to be exchanged in a shuffle has I=lorJ=l,

the fuel in positions (I, J) and (J, I) can be exchanged with the

other fuel element.

The previous procedure is the shuffle logic for "Part 1" used if

the new radial power peak is lower than any previous loading

pattern. If it is not, this will result in a rejection of the previous

shuffle. But if the case that the new radial power peak appears in

the reciprocal position of the power peak of the best loading, the

procedure will shuffle this reciprocal position element in an

.radial power peak of any shuffle iteration is greater than the

radial power peak of the best loading and it is not in the

reciprocal position, the shuffle is rejected and the best loading

has been found. If it is the third or higher iteration, it will be

attempt to shuffle the maximum power element.

This procedure continues until all possible moves of the

maximum power element in the area Iniax ± 2 Jmax + 2 have been

tried. This part 2 is called, to be used as a new set of logic in an

attempt to lower, further, the radial power peak.
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4.2 Part 2: Shuffling of the Exposed Lower Reactivity Fue!

Elements:
To further reduce the radial power peak it will be necessary to

rearrange the exposed lower reactivity fuel around the assembly
of radial power peak. This doesn't mean that part 2 of the
shuffling procedure is concerned only with the bounded area of
the radial power peak but it moves less reactive fuel into the area
which has the maximum radial power. It also moves more
reactive fuel into the area which has low radial power factors.
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In this study . the basic principles of nuclear material accounting

and safeguards are given. The relation between the national system of

NiVI accounting anil control in a State and the international safeguards

system is explained . The Treaty on the Non Proliferation of Nuclear

Weapons and its implication in safeguards and inspections of nuclear

material and nuclear facilities are mentioned .

Implementation of safeguards in research reactors and techniques

of nuclear material measurements are described .
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I. INTRODUCTION
Since the discovery of the nuclear fission in the thirties of this

century, the nuclear energy has been developing rapidly

-specially- in the field o( nuclear material. The world war II

(1939-1945) pushed the great powers in the direction of the

utilization of the nuclear fission phenomena for the

development, manufacturing and testing of war machines based

on nucler fission. After the bombardment of the atomic bombs

by USA on Hiroshima and Naga/aki in Japan in August 1945.

and the end oi' the world war-11, the big powers other than USA

(USSR. UK. France and China) hurried to develop this type of

nuclear explosives. Up to a decade later, this period may be

considered as the years of secrecy 11).

The first proposal to control the spread of nuclear weapons

was made in the so-called Acheson Lilienthal Report of 1945.

which was based on the promise that the proliferation ol' nuclear

weapons could be effectively controlled through the international

supervision of nuclear activities combined with physical control

over nuclear material. This thesis was repeated in the Baruch

Plan in the same year, which proposed the establishment of an

international atomic development authority to have managerial

responsibility of all potentially dangerous atomic energy

activities. To obtain assurances against the development of

nuclear weapons by those stales which did not yet have nuclear

weapons capacity, it was suggested that the international

authority should have full control over all nuclear material. For

lack of international consensus, however, this first scheme to

control nuclear proliferation did not enjoy success| 11.
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Until early in the fifties, a second period began with the
atomic for peace. The big powers agreed on a world wide peace
strategy to discourage other nations from developing their own
nuclear explosives. The central idea of the "Atoms For Peace
Plan", and then the "Non-Proliferation Treaty" is that generous
transfer of nuclear technology for peaceful uses combined with
binding commitments to non-proliferation is an important part of
this rationality. From this strategy, the International Atomic
Energy Agency (IAEA) and its Safeguards System (SG) found
birth. The IAEA was established in 1957 as an International
Body within the United Nations Organization (UNO) for
enhancing peaceful applications of the nuclear energy and
discouraging the manufacture of nuclear weapons [2,3].

The Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons
(NPl'l was endorsed in 1968. By signing and ratifying the NPI', a
Stale undertakes to accept comprehensive IAEA Safeguards on
all source or special fissionable material in all peaceful nuclear
activities within the i-.witory of such State, under its jurisdiction,
or carried out under its control anywhere |4].

Also, the State agrees to establish and maintain a system of
accounting for and control of all NM subject to IAEA safeguards
under the agreement. Such safeguards are to be applied in such a
manner to enable the IAEA to verify - in ascertaining that there
has been no diversion- the findings of the State's system. Thus
the State's system is a prequisit for the safeguards of the IAEA
which provide a technical means of verifying that political
abligations undertaken by the State - party to International SG
Agreement - are being honoured [4.5.6].
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A great deal o\ efforts were then directed towards the
development of the peaceful applications of the nuclear energy
-particularly-for power production using nuclear fission.
Extensive research results related to peaceful uses of nuclear
energy have been published. Negotiations and agreements for
nuclear cooperation have come into force between the supplier
countries of nuclear technology and material and the recipient
countries [7].

II. NUCLEAR MAT RIAL REGULATORY SYSTEMS
II.I.General

Even before the IAEA safeguards system was established, the
States that were advanced in nuclear energy development had to
control the production and use of nuclear materials in their
respective territories by establishing appropriate regulatory
systems which called for both the accountability and the physical
protection of nuclear materials in a way similar to treating other
types of valuable and or dangerous materials. Furthermore,
safety measures to guard against radiation and criticality
hazards.when dealing with nuclear materials were also required
as measures taken against hazards associated with handling
dangerous industrial chemicals. The usual industrial requirement
of measures to ensure the safe operations of plants have been
applied even more stringently to nuclear plant operations. Thus,
the national regulatory systems - as a rule - require nuclear plant
operators to comply with a set of regulations which include the
following elements:

(a) Nuclear material accountability
(b) Physical protection against theft or misuse
( c) Plant operational safety
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(d) Protection against hazards to health of workers and general

public

( e ) Environmental protection

Depending on the size of a State and on its nuclear activities,

one or more inspectorates may be created to ensure compliance

with Ihe regulations enacted by the State for the safe use and

handing of nuclear materials. The national inspectorates may

thus perform inspections in their respective Stales, carry out

measurements and certain checks and draw conclusions based on

the evaluation of their results. Any noncompliance with the

regulations which are detected may call for sanctions on the

operator of the nuclear facility, which could range from warnings

and monetary fines to the temporary or permanent withdrawal of

operating licences or other penalities (according to the national

laws in the State).

II. 2 National System of Nuclear Material Accounting and

Control.

11.2.1 Objectives

As a mutter of fact, it is a national interest in a State to

establish an effective State System of Accounting for and

Control (SSAC) of NM within its territor It is entirely the

responsibility of the Goverment of that State to establish,

implement and maintain such a NM control system. The State

should define its objectives in establishing it̂  system and

designate a competent authority for:
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1. Establishing provisions governing the possession, transfer and

use of NM taking into account the State obligations under the

LAEA Safeguards Agreements

?.. rr"..jring that the State's NM accounting and control

objectives are met

3. Serving as the point of contact in implementing safeguards

agreements concluded with foreign countries and other

atomic energy authorities

4. Developing, approving and implementing NM accounting

and control procedures as necessary to enable the State to

discharge its obligations under Safeguards Agreements

The functional structure of the system and its connections

with the national, forcing and international bodies is represented

in Fig. (1). In order to maintain such a State system it should

cover the whole existing parts of the nuclear fuel cycle in the

country (Fig. 2).

An effective NM accounting and SG system should be

capable to ascertain quantitavely what, where and how much

NM is present; and how much NM may be missing from a

nuclear facility at any given time. The organization diagram of a

NM accounting and SG system is given in Fig. (3). The system

may be composed of the following components [7]:

1. Nuclear material accounting and measurement

2. Nuclear material control, inspection and verification

3. Physical protection of NM and nuclear facilities
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THE NUCLEAR
FUEL CYCLE

WASH STORAGE

Fig, 2. Schematic representation_of the

nuclear fuel cycle
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NATIONAL SYSTEM OF NUCLEAR MATERIAL ACCOUNTING AND SAFEGUARDS
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Fig. 3: Organization niagram of a National System of Nuclear
Material Accounting and Safeguards.



It should be emphasized that only the NM accounting and

measurement can determine the amount and location of the NM

in a facility at a given time.

II.2.2 Nuclear Material Accounting
The purpose of the NM accounting is to establish the

quantities of NM present with in defined areas, and the changes
in these quantities that may take place within defined periods of
time. The essential elements of such accounting are 161:
- The operator (Annex-I) keeps, identifies and counts, or

measures the NM in the area concerned
- The operator prepares the records of _AH transactions involving

theNM
- The operator prepares the accounting reports on these

transactions and submits such reports to the State represented
by an Authority (e.g. a National System of NM Accounting
and Safeguards) and then, from the State to the IAEA
Safeguards)

Material Balance Areas (MBAs) and Key Measurement Points
(KMPs) should be established in nuclear installations (Fig. 4)
according to the Safeguards Agreements and Systems. The
MBAs and KMPs are recorded in Subsidiary Arrangements to
the Safeguards Agreement which regulate -in detail- the
implementation of such agreements [5,6].
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MBA 1 MBA 2 MBA 3

CED

FlowKMF*
1. Receipts of nuclear material
2. Shipments of nuclear material from MBA 1
3. Transfer of nuclear material from MBA 1 to MBA 2
4. Measured discard and retained waste
5. Retransfer from retained waste
6. Shipments and receipts of any material except fuel asemblies
7. Transfer of fuel assemblies from MBA 2 to MBA 3 and

retransfer of fuel assemblies from MBA 3 to MBA 2
8. Shipments of fuel assemblies
9. Receipts of fuel assemblies

Inventory KMPS
A Storage of nuclear material kept on shipper's data
B. Feed material storage area
C conversion process area
D. analytical laboratory
E. Pellet process area
F. Pellet stoarage area
G. Rod process and assembly process area
H. Recycle material storage area
I. Storage of fuel assemblies

Fig. 4: Material Balance Areas and Key Measurement Points in a
Nuclear Installation (Example of a Low Enriched Uranium
Fuel Fabrication Plant).
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The MBAs are areas into and out of which all NM transfers
can be determined, and in which Physical Inventory Taking
(PIT) can be done to establish a NM balance. Within MBAs.
measurements can be performed at KMPs which are control
locations where the flow or inventory of the NM can be
determined (Fig. 4).

III. NTCLEAR MATERIAL VERIFICATION AND
INSPECTION

The national system of NM accounting and SG should have

the obligation and capability to verify and ensure for each

nuclear facility in' the country as follows:

III. I. Facility Audit System of NM

This must have full and accurate updated records of All
operations inside the facility, from the facility to outside and
from outside to the facility. It would comprise also records of
NM flow and storage, records for power, neutron flow, steam
flow, water flow. etc.

III.2. Methods of NM Verification

The various recognized techniques of physical verification of
NM to be considered may include the following methods |5] :
1. Identification of NM items
2. Weighing
3. Volume Measurement (for NM in form of solution)
4. Destructive Assay measurements (DA) by sampling and

chemical analysis for element weight and isolopic
composition
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5. Non-Destructive Assay measurements (NDA) of NM by

physics techniques

6. Containment and Surveillance measures (sealing techniques.

TV and film camera techniques etc.)

7. Power and neutron monitoring (for nuclear reactors)

III.3. Inspection System

The inspection system is designed to enable the national

system of accounting and SG of NM to chek (audit), verify and

ascertain the amount and location of the NM in the nuclear

facilities at any given time.

It is important to stress that the inspection system should

operate in collaboration with the LAEA Safeguards according to

the IAEA Agreements with the State. In this content, a

Safeguards Office (or Unit) should be established within the

Inspection System to operate as a Liasion Office with the IAEA

Safeguards.

The frequency and intensity of the inspection activities are

considered in the global policy of the national system of

accounting and SG of NM. However, the inspection, the

verification and assessment done should evolve towards

maximizing the inspection efficiency and effectiveness while

minimizing the intrusion into the operations and production of

the nuclear facilities.
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III. 4. International Safeguard
An operation unit for International Safeguards is included in

the organization of the national system of NM accounting and
safeguards to operate mainly as a liasion point between the
system (assuming that it represents the State) and the foreign or
international systems (e.g. the IAEA). The IAEA nuclear
material accountancy and verification are based on reports
submitted by the "SSAC" as well as on records kept at facilities.
It is the responsibility of the competent national authority to
ensure that the operators comply with the requirements of the
Safeguards Agreement. These requirements include proper and
accurate keeping of records and timely and accurate reporting
according to agreed format [6]. Also, the national authority must
ensure that the capabilities and equipment at nuclear facilities for
measuring the quantity and composition of nuclear material are
maintained at the level of the latest international or comparable
standards.

III.5 Physical Protection Systan
The protection of NM and nuclear facilities against forcible

siezure, theft, terrorism and other criminal activities is the
responsbility of the State. It is not the objective of the
International Safeguards of the IAEA-which are directed against
the risks of proliferation by States [3,4,5]. However, the increase
in terrorist activities has led to growing concern about the
physical protection of NM (and radioactive materials) whether at
nuclear facilities or during transport.

The LAEA issued a set of recommendations [8] concerning
organizational and technical measures to be applied for physical
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protection of NM in use or storage within a State, or during NM
national or international transit. These recommendations
introduce the concept of categorization of NM in order to ensure
appropriate relationship between the concerned and the
protection measures. The categorization is based on the potential
hazard of the NM which in itself depends on its type, physical
and chemical form, radiation and quantity. It is of course, the
responsibility of the State concerned to take the necessary
measures to physically protect the NM within its boundaries.
But, for Uniformity of approach, suggestions have been made for
International Convention to set minimum standards of physical
protection -specially- for NM in international transit.

IV.RESEARCH REACTORS UNDER
NUCLEAR SAFEGUARDS

IV. 1. General
From a safeguards point of view, nuclear research reactors

present a spectrum of features that must be addressed both from
the NM and the operational viewpoints. The nuclear fuel used by
these facilities varies from high enriched uranium (HEU) up to
93% U-235 to natural uranium (NU) depending on different fuel
designs. The thermal power output (O.I-100 MWt) are used for a
wide variety of purposes, such as materials testing, radioisotope
production, etc [9].

IV. 2. Classification of Research Reactors
Research reactors may be classified by:
•Thermal Power
• Core inventory
• Fuel design and configuation
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a) Reactor thermal power is a usefal parameter. Such research

reactors operating at more than 25 MWt are - at least

theoretically - capable of producing one or more significant

quantities of plutonium or uranium-233 per year. Table 1

shows the classification of research reactors by thermal

power.

b) In the open literture, only reactor core loadings are given. In

order to obtain total NM inventory of a reseacch reactor,

assumputions have to be made to estimate the fresh fuel and

spent fuel inventories. Table 2 shows reported core

inventories according to quantity and fissile content.

c) All reported research reactors - including large reactors-

operate on one of the following categories; type, fuel

assemblies, fuel rods, fuel disks and fuel solutions. Table 3

shows the categories of research reactors by design and

configuration.

IV. 3. Implementation of Safeguards at Research Reactors

a) Research reactors under safeguards are considered as Item

Facilities, but the application of SG is not as straightforward

as it is in some other item facilities. In research reactors of 25

MWt power or more, it is considered feasible to irradiate

fertile materials to produce - under certain conditins- one or

more of "significant quantity" of plutonium or uranium -233.

A typical research reactor facility is presented in Fig. 5.

Usually, it constitues ONE MBA.
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Table 1: Research Reactor Classification by Thermal Power

Thermal Power (MWt)

Table 2: Research Reactor Ciassiflcation by Core Inventory and
Uranium Enrichment.

Fuel

> 90% U-235

= 20% U-235

70% U-235

1-5% U-235

Natural U

Mixed Fuels

NU/90% U-235

Core Loading (kgs)

> 25

15-25

5-15

< 1

> 375

25-125

< 25

1200

2000-300

2 5 0

< 100

24000

700/7

9000/8
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Table 3: Research Reactors Categorizes by Fuel Configuration And

Enrichmen:.

Fuel Configuration

Plates

a) Rectangular

b) Circular

Fuel Assemblies

Fuel Rods

Fuel Disks

Fuel Enriclment

HEU

LEU

HEU/LEU

HEU

LEU/NU

HEU

LEU

HEU/LEU

LEU/NU

HEU

LEU

NU

HEU/LEU

HEU

LEU
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KMP-1

Receiving

KMP-A

Fresh Fuel
Storage

Research Reactor
Facility

KMP-2

Nuclear Loss
Nuclear Production

KMP-B

Reactor Core

KMP-D

Miscellaneous

KMP-3

Shipping

KMP-C

Spent Fuel
Storage

Fig. 5: Research Reactor Facility



b) The frequency of routine inspections at research reactors can

be estimated on the basis of facility inventories and the

conduct of certain activities. This is shown in Table 4.

IV.4. Inspection Activites at the Research Reactor Faciliy

IV.4.1. Pre-inspection Activities

Prior to the inspection, there are certain activities to be carried

out in order to assure everything that needs to be accomplished

during the inspection will be done. These activities can be listed

in the following:

- Review the facility attachment

- Review the design information

- Review the most recent reports

- Compile data from previous material balance reports (MBRs)

and subsequent inventory change reports (ICRs)

- Determine what activities are to be performed at the reactor

facility

- Prepare the proper forms and equipment to use for the

inspection

IV.4.2 Inspection Activities

- Check any changes in the design or SG procedures in the

facility, or scheduled shut-downs

- Examination of accounting records

- Examination of operating records

- Inventory verification
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Table 4: Inspection Frequency at Research Reactors

Reactor Inventory

Less than 5kg

Less than 25 kg

contained U-235 in HEU

Equal to or more than

25 Kg contained U-235

(but less than 25 kg contained

U-235 in fresh fuel) in HEU

Equal to or more than 25 Kg

contained in HEU fresh fuel

Equal to or more than 8 kg

plutonium in spent fuel

Inspection Frequency

1 per year

1 per year

1 per 3 months

1 per 3 weeks

1 per 3 months
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The inventory verification is a physical comparison of the
facility listing of items, including their location. The key activity
in any safeguards inspection is the verification that the NM
which should be at the facility is actually present in the quantities
such that the material unaccounted-for (MUF) for the research
reactor -being an item facility- is zero. The equation of the
material unaccounted-for may be given as:

MUF = PB+X-Y-PE
PB = beginning physical inventory for the period (which was the

ending inventory for the previous period).
X = sum of increases to inventory (receipts, nuclear production,

de-exemption and/or correction to receipts).
Y = sum of decreases from inventory (shipments, nuclear loss

due to radioactive decay or burn-up, exemption, measured
discard and /or accidental loss).

PE = ending physical inventory for the period (which is also the
beginning physical inventory for the next period).

The verification should cover the inventory of the fresh fuel,
the core fuel (irradiated fuel) and the spent fuel (in the spent fuel
pond). This can be performed according to the following tasks:
1. Count all items and verify that the total number agrees with

the facility records
2. Verify the location and identification system for all, or a

certain number according to a statistical sample of the
inventory

3. Perform NDA tests on the inventory
4. Check the Containment and Surveillance (C/S) in case C/S

measures are applied
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The NDA techniques are used to measure the natural
radioactivity of the NM, i.e. passive assay. For example the
measurement of gamma-rays of certain characteristic peaks of
the U-235 in fresh fuel elements (185 . 718 KeV) are used to
give a fairly accurate estimate of the uranium enrichment in the
fuel. Also, the measurement of Cs-134 (795.845 KeV), Cs-137
(661.638 KeV) and Pu-239 (129.294 KeV) give good indication
to the presence of plutonium in the irradiated fuel [10].
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ANNEX -1 (Ref. 11)
DEFINITIONS AND ABREVIATIONS

UNO United Nationas Organization
IAEA International Atomic Energy Agency
NPT The UNO-IAEA on the "Non Prolifiration of Nuclear

Weapons"
SSAC State System of Accounting For and Control of NM
Operator the responsible management of a nuclear facility

NM
NP

NPP

MBA
KMP
PIT

PIV

PIL

MB

MBR
MBP
DA

NDA
C/S

Nuclear Material
Nuclear Plant
Nuclear Power Plant
Material Balance Area
Key Measurement-Point
Physical Inventory Taking
Physical Inventory Verification
Physical Inventory Listing
Material Balance
Material Balance Report
Material Balance Period
Destructive Assay Measurements by sampling and
chemical analysis
Non Destructive Assay Mesurements
Containment and Surveillance Measures
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MAIN PRINCIPLES OF RADIATION PROTECTION

Prof. Dr.M.A. Gomaa

Rad. Prot. Dept, Nuclear Research Centre,

Atomic Energy Authority, Cairo, Egypt.

ABSTRACT

In the present article, the main principles of radiation protection are

outlined, attention is paid to interaction of radiation with matter,

biological effects of ionizing radiation and operational radiation

protection. Furthermore, dosimetric units and quantities are discussed.

Hence, the basic radiation protection measures and the system of dose

limitatk i are reviewed .
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1. INTRODUCTION
In 1973, IAEA (International Atomic Energy Agency)

summarized radiation protection procedures

Over the last 20 years ICRP (International Commission for
Radiological Protection) introduced the system of dose
limitation and in 1982 the IAEA introduced the basic safety
standards for radiation, protection. The objective of these
standards is to provide guidance for the protection of man from
undue risks of the harmful effects of ionizing radiations
while still allowing beneficial practices involving exposure to
radiation. In 1991, ICRP introduced new recommendations.

IAEA and several other International Organizations are
dating international standards for -protection against ionizing
radiation and the safety of radiation sources. In these standards
the term protection is defined as the protection of health
against ionizing radiation and safety reflects safety from
radiation sources. This includes the protection and safety
measures, procedures and devices for keeping people's doses
and risks as low as they can reasonably within prescribed
constrains. This also aims to prevent accidents and to mitigate
the consequences of accidents should they occur. These terms
encompass the technical disciplines of nuclear safety and
radiological protection, including waste management and
disposal.

2. INTERACTION OF RADIATION WITH MATTER
The ionization process resulting from the interaction of

ionizing radiations (e.g. gamma rays) with matter (e.g. living
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tissues) change.-, exposed atoms and may alter the structure of
molecules containing these atoms. Molecuu'r changes can also
be caused by the excitation of atoms and molecules if they
receive excitation energy higher than the binding energy existing
between such atoms.

If the affected molecules are in a living cell, the cell itself can
sometimes be damaged, either directly if the molecule is critical
to the function of the cell, or indirectly by causing chemical

changes, e.g. free radicals of various forms of damage. Damage
in DNA is considered the most important, since it may prevent
the survival or reproduction of the ceil. In certain cases the

damage is readily repaired by the living cell. If the repair is not
perfect, it may result as an origin of modified cell. If enough
cells in any organ or tissue are killed or modified, there will be a
loss in the functions of respective organ. This effect is called
deterministic effect. A modified somatic cell can retain its
reproducibility and may give rise to a clone of modified cells.
This can result in cancer. A modified cell in the gonads with the
function of transmitting genetic information can transmit
incorrect hereditary information and may cause severe harm to
descendants. These somatic and hereditary effects, which can
start from a single modified cell, are called stochastic effects.

Noting that the physics of the absorption process is over
within 10"'"1 sec. the chemistry takes longer periods. Since the
live time of free radicals is about 10"5 sec, the biology takes days
to months for killing cells, years for carcinogensis and
generations for mutations.
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3. BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF IONIZING RADIATION
As previously described the biological effects of ionizing

radiation can be classified into two categories:
1. Deterministic effects, and
2. Stochastic effects.
Deterministic effect is the radiation effects for which a

threshold exists above which the severity of the effect varies
with absorbed dose. The stochastic radiation effects represent the
effects, the severity of which is independent of dose and the
probability of which is assumed by the ICRP to be proportional
to the dose without threshold at the low doses of interest in
radiation protection.

Hence, the objective to be achieved by radiation
protection can be therefore summarized as follow:
1. To prevent the occurrence of harmful deterministic effect.
2 To reduce the frequencies of stochastic effects to a level low

enough to be deemed acceptable.
In Table (1), the latest published nominal probability

coefficients for stochastic effects are reported for adult workers
and members of the public, respectively.

The detriment for workers is 5.6X10 2 per sievert while for
members of the public it is 7.3X10"2 per seivert.

The sievert is the unit effective dose (E) and it is related to
the organ absorbed dose (DT) by the relation.

E = I T W T ( I R W R D T )

Where WT is the tissue or organ weighting factor and WR is
the radiation weighting factor; recent values for WT and WR are
reported in Table (2) and Table (3), respectively.
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Table (1): Nominal probability coefficients for stochastic effects.

Exposed
Population

Adult Workers

Whole Population

Detriment (HT2 SV1)

Fatal
Cancer

4.0

5.0

Non-fatal
Cancer

0.8

1.0

Severe Hereditary
Effects

0.8

1.3

Total

5.6

7.3
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Table (2): Tissue iveighting factors

Tissue or Organ

Gonads

Bone marrow (red)

Colon

Lung

Stomach

Bladder

Breast

Liver

Oesophagus

Thyroid

Skin

Bone surface

Remainder

Tissue Weighting
Factor wj-

0,20

0,12

0,12

0,12

0,12

0,05

0,05

0,05

0,05

0,05

0,01

0,01

0,05
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Table (3): Radiation weighting factors

Type and Energy Range

Photons, all energies

Electrons and muons, all energies

Neutrons, energy < 10 keV

lflkeVtolOOkeV

>100keVto2MeV

> 2 MeV to 20 MeV

> 20 MeV

Protons, other than recoil protons, energy > 2 MeV.

Alpha particles, fission fragments, heavy nuclei.

Radiation Weighting
Factor w%

1

1

5

10

20

10

5

5

20
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4. OPERATIONAL RADIATION PROTECTION
The main elements of effective operational radiation

protection programme are: organization and management,
personnel selection and training, occupational control,
environmental control, emergency plan, and quality control of
the programme.

4 .1 Organization and Management
In the field of waste management, as well as in other radiation

protection activities the Competent Authority should be
identified. In Egypt, the Competent Authority is the Nuclear
Regulatory and Safety Centre of the Atomic Energy
Authority.

In each radiation facility, the responsibility for radiation
protection lies within the Facility Management. Radiation
Protection Officer of the radiation facility is appointed in order
to supervise the application of appropriate radiation protection
regulations and to provide advice on all relevant aspects of
radiation protection including occupational exposure. Exposure
of the members of the public is also attributed to the
operation of the facility.

National waste disposal services are available in several
countries. In Egypt, the national waste disposal services belong
to the Hot Laboratory Centre of the Atomic Energy Authority.

4.2 Operators
In the field of waste management, workers should be properly

selected and trained. Proper selection is achieved from careful
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study of qualifications and previous experience. Furthermore,
for new applicants, training should be conducted regularly.

4.3 Occupational Control
Occupational control programme is achieved by applying both

technical and administrative measures.

a) Technical Measures
This includes all physical means to control radiation exposure,

such as temporary shield, fences, use of protective clothes
and respiratory protection masks.

b) Administrative Measures
This includes the following:
- Proper written operating procedures.
- Access control.
- Classification of areas
i- controlled areas (storage and disposal sites are controlled

areas),
ii- supervised areas.
- Warning signs Beside the physical surveillance

programme, medical surveillance should be implemented
as well.

4.4 Environmental Control
Radiation control is.aimed to control and limitation of releases

into the environment. This is achieved by:

- location and control of sources in the public domain. For
radioactive wastes properly designed and well controlled
storage facilities should minimize the hazard.
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-the application of adequate public radiation surveillance

programme.

- source or release monitoring.

- environmental monitoring.

- radiation field monitoring, and records should be maintained.

4.5 Emergency Plan

Furthermore, the radiation protection programme of any

facility should include emergency plan and the radiation

protection programme should be reviewed.

5. THE SYSTEM OF DOSE LIMITATION
In order to meet the radiation protection objectives, the system

of dose limitation should be adopted. The system comprises

justification, optimization and individual dose limitation.

5.1 Justification of a Practice
In order to prevent unnecessary exposure, no practice

involving exposure to ionizing radiation shall be authorized by

the relevant Competent Authority unless the introduction of the

practice produces a positive net benefit.

5.2 Optimization of Radiation Protection
The design, plan, subsequent and use operation of sources

and practices shall be performed in a manner to ensure that

exposures are as low as reasonably achievable, economic and

social factors being taken into account.
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5.3 Individual Dose Limitation
The dose equivalent to individual from all practices

(excluding medical exposure as a patient and exposure to natural
background radiation) should not exceed the applicable dose

limits.
Although the system of dose limitation previously

recommended by ICRP in 1977 is replaced by the system of
protection in practices in the new JCRP (1991)
recommendations, yet it is composed of the three main
principles namely justification of practice, optimization for
protection, and individual dose limits.

In table (4), the newly recommended individual dose limits
are reported.

6. UNITS AND QUANTITIES
The units currently used in radiation protection are:

-The Roentgen (coulomb per kg air) or air kerma is used as

the unit of exposure. This unit is used for X and - yrays only,

and for energies below 3 MeV in air.

-The Gray is the unit of absorbed dose and it is related to the

old unit (rad) by:

1 Gy =100 rad

1 Rad=10mGy

-The Sievert is the unit of equivalent dose and effective dose

and it is related to the old unit (rem) by:

1 Sv =100 rem, or

1 Rem=10mSv.

-The Becquerel is the unit of radioactivity and it is related to

the old unit (Ci) by:
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Table (4): Recommended dose limits

Application

Effective dose

Annual equivalent dose in

the lens of the eye
the skin
the hands and feet

Dose Limit

Occupational

20 mSv per year,
averaged over defined

periods of 5 years

150 mSv
500 mSv
500 mSv

Public

1 mSv
in a year

15 mSv
50 mSv
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1 Bq -2.7X10"UCi

1 Ci -3.7X1O10 Bq

- For radiation monitoring purposes, derived units such as

Derived Air Concentration (OAC) is used:

ALI
D A C " 2400 i n B q / m

Where ALI is the annual limit of intake. New values of

ALI are published in ICRP-16 (1991).

7. BASIC RADIATION PROTECTION MEASURES

For the proper implementation of the radiation

protection pregranune, distance, tine and shield should be

applied.

7. 1 Distance

In general, inverse square low is applied. If the

exposure rate at 1 meter is known, hence the exposure rate

at a distance d can be evaluated using the relation:

K
where Et, E^ are the exposure rates at a distance of

one meter and d meters, respectively. The unit of exposure

rate is R/h, Ci/kg air and the unit of Air Kerma in uGy/h.

For radiation protection purposes distance should be

maximized,

7. 2 Time

For radiation protection purposes, the exposure time
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should be minimum. From the knowledge of the exposure

rate (E) and exposure time(t), the exposure (E) could be

estimated using relation(2):

E = Ext (2)

For gamma rays, the dose (D) received by individuals

could be estimated using the following relations:

D in m Gy =9.6 E (exposure in R) (3)

7.3 Shield

In waste management programme attention is paid mainly

to gamma rays and neutron spent sources. Co-60,Cs-137,Ir-192,

Ra-226 and Am-241 are examples of the gamma-ray sources in

use. While Ra-Be, Am-Be, Pu-Be are examples of the neutron

sources often used for research and applications.

a) Gamma-ray Shield

For shielding calculation, the following relation is

used for X-ray sources.

D =D J3e"yX (4)
0

Where D and D are dose rates before and after
O

transmission of shield with thickness x (m) and u is the

linear attenuation coefficient (m*1). while /3 is the build

up factor (see Turner 1986). The term half value layer (HVL)

is in use and the relation between HVL and ui is:
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0.693
HVL - (5)

In table (5), the HVL values of Pb for Co-60, Cs-137,

Ir-192, Ra-226 and Am-241 are reported as well a relevant

waste management information.

b) Heutron Shield

For neutron calculations, the following relation is used:

4 TlR2
(6)

Where 0 is the dose rate in (Sv/h).

0 is the build up factor (usually 5 for hydrogenous

shield greater than 20 cm).

S is the source yield in (n.s'1) .

q is the dose rate-neutron flux conversion factor

in (Sv.h"1) per (nnfzs'').

x is the shield thickness in (m).

A is the relaxation length in (m).

R is the distance in (m).

For concrete shield X=11.3 cm for Po-Be neutrons

2.5 mrem/h jiSv/h
Where q ~ •«= 1.5

16 ncm" s'1
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SHIELDING MATERIALS
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ABSTRACT

This paper outlines a brief description and discussion of the types

of nuclear radiations emitted from nuclear reactors and materials

which are used for t^ degradation and attenuation of these radiations.

The methods which are used to investigate and test the physical,

chemical, mechanical and nuclear properties are also given and

discussed. Data of different targets are displayed with a brief

discussion and comments.
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1 . INTRODUCTION
The design of a shield for neutrons and gamma-rays that is

optimal, efficient uid economical requires the answers to a
number of questions. These includes, the permitted level at the
shield surface, available shielding materials, limit of heat
released within the bulk shield, the contributoin of capture
gamma—rays to the total gamma heating, the contribution of
gamma-rays from neutron capture to the transmitted gamma
dose rate and finally, the activity level, layout and shielding of
the coolant circuit. Having answered all these questions, a choice
of the materials is made on the basis of criteria such as weight,
cost and case of construction. ( ' )

Although the processes by which neutrons and gamma-rays
interact with matters were reasonably understood, the early
reactor shields analysis were a matter of educated gusses.'"' In
addition, the bulk attenuation properties of materials to gamma
rays were unknow. At that time it was obvious that
hydrogeneous materials were needed for neutrons and dense
materials for gamma-rays. Further, the use of simple exponential
attentuation based on the total cross sections was inadequate
concept for determining layer thickness.(3)

2. RADIATION ENCOUNTERED
IN REACTOR SHIELDING
The first phase in shield analysis is the definiton of radiation

sources in sufficient detail to provide the parameters for inputs to
the calculation used for shield design. Therefore, a classification
of the various types of sources encountered in reactor shielding
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is of prime importance. Although several types of radiation arise
from nuclear reactors, however, neutrons and gamma-rays are
the main sources of radiation of interest for shield design. A brief
description of these sources is given below.

2.1. Gamma - Ray Sources:
Fission reactors produce a varity of gamma-sources from

fission and fission products. The relative importance of these
sources to the total gamma-ray intensity depends on the reactor
design and operating history. (4)

2.1.1. Fission Gamma-Rays:
The energy of these gamma-rays is devided into four time

ranges.

a.Prompt, t < 0.05 \1 sec. Ey - 7.25 MeV

b.Short-life, 0.05 |i sec. < t < 0.1 ji sec. Ey - 0.43 MeV

c.Intermediate-life, 0.1 |U sec < t < 1.0 \i sec, Ey ~ 0.55 MeV

d.Delayed, t > 1.0 (I sec. Ey - 6.65 MeV

2.1.2. Fission Product Decay Gamma-Rays:
The two nuclei resulting from a fission event give a complex

mixture of gamma-ray emitters with half lives rangining from
less than a second to millions of years. About three quarters of
the energy of gamma-rays produced from these processes is
released with 10̂  sec following fission. These gamma-rays are
important only in case of reactors with circulating fuel and
enclosures for the shipments of dismantling fuel rodes or
assemblies.
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2.1.3. Capture Gamma-Rays
Capture gamma-rays are a significant source and are

considered the most important in the shield design because of

their high energy and the fact that they are generated throughout

the shield. In this process, the emitted energy is carried off by

only one photon, but usually the energy is shared by two or more

photons.

2.1.4. Inelastic Scattering Gamma-Rays
In this process one or more photons are emitted with energies

vary from a fraction of one MeV to several MeV. Generally, the

emitted gamma-rays are less penetrating than those from neutron

capture.

2.1.5. Reaction Product Gamma-Rays
Other particle than a neutron is ejected and the nucleus is left

unstable and emits a gamma-rays. Sources of this type are

significant only in materials containing isotopes such as loBor6Li

2.1.6. Activation Product Gamma-Rays
In this process, the nucleus formed by neutron interaction may

be radioactive and decay with gamma emission with a half-life

which can vary from seconds to years. The emitted gamm-arays

are of importance to shield analysis especially after shutdown.

They are significant for materials which circulaed in region

external to reactor shield. Examples of this reaction,l6O(n,p) I6N

and 2 3Na(n,y) 2 4Na
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2.1.7. Annihilation Radiation
Gamma photons of energy 0. 511 MeV are emitted from

electron-positron reaction. Electron-positron pair are also

prdouced in a converse process, pair production by high energy

gamma-rays. These electron-positron pairs are annihilated near

their sources and contribute further to the source of 0.511 MeV

gamma-rays.

2.1.8. Bremsstrahlung Radiation
Electromagnetic radiation called bremsstrahlung is produced

from the acceleration and deacceleration of electrons in the

electric field of the atom. It is identical to that occuring in the

x-ray tube and is important where high energy electrons interact

with high dense material.

2.2. Neutron Sources
Fission process produces neutrons as part of the fission event.

However, other reactions can also prdouce neutrons which are of

importance to the shield designer. A brief description of these

reactions are given below.

2.2.1. Fission Neutrons
Neutrons of energies range from eV to beyond 18 MeV with

average energy about 2 MeV are pr duced in fission rf 235U An

upper limit is often taken to be 14 v eV. In fact less than 1% of

the toal energy of fission neutrons is shared by neutrons whose

energies exceed 10 MeV. However, these neutrons are very

penetrating and in some cases they have to be considered.
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2.2.2 Activation Neutrons
Neutrons are also emitted from daughter nuclei with excitaton

energy excess the binding energy of the last neutron in the

nucleus. I7N which is formed by the l6O(n.p)17 N reaction decays

by beta emission with a 4.14 sec half-life produces l70 nucleus

with more than enough excitation energy to eject a neutron. The

most propable energy around 1.0 MeV. This reaction is

important in fast neutron bombardment of water.

2.2.3. Photoneutrons
Photons of energy greater than the neutron binding energy of

a nucleus can impart enough energy to the nucleus which decays

by the emission of a neutron. The photon energy required to

make such a reaction is about 7 MeV and the probability for this

reaction is quite low until photon energies above 10 MeV are

reached. Accordingly, these neutrons do not contribute a

significant source for shielding problems. However, the few

nuclei with low neutron binding energies such as 2D, 9Be, l3c and
6 Li are low enough to create a possible problem in reactor

shielding.

2.2.4. Particle Reaction Neutrons
Neutrons produced from (oc,n) reaction with nuclei of Lithium,

berylliym, oxygen, and boron are important to shielding and

safety during assembly or in pre-start-up environment of reactors

containing one of these elements. Also neutrons from (a,n)

reaction in oxygen is important in oxide fuel elements.
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3. SELECTION OF SHIELD MATERIALS
Selection of shield materials is obviously an important part of

reactor shield technology and offer the greatest potential for

weight or cost savings. This is because the materials task reuires

a variety of skills. Nuclear interaction, heat transfer, chemical

interaction, structural characteristics, other physical properties

and economics must all be applied during the analysis.

3.1 Considerations in Materials Selection:
The attenuation of neutrons and gamma rays is obviously the

primary nuclear properties to be considered. Structural strength

at operating temperatures is also invovled. Shield weight,

volume, cost and cooling have to be considered for different

design objectives.

In general, shield materials must possess and ensure,

maximum, constant and homogenous density; reasonable value

of hydrogen content independent of temperature; minimum

possible energy of capture gamma-rays and low residual

radioactivity: resistanace of material to radiation and heating

effect; good mechanical properties; maximum heat conductivity;

minimum thermal expansion and hydration; thermal stability;

water and gas poofines; chemical inertness; noncorressive; easy

construction; easy repair and if necessary replacement*5'.

In nature, there are no material which satisfy all these

requirments. Therefore, in selecting the construction materials

for shielding all the engineering and economical advantages and
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disadvantages of various materials must be weighted carefully
and the operating conditions of the particular nuclear reaction
must be taken into consideration.

3.2 Shield Materials for Stationary Reactor Systems
Different types of concretes are the most commonly materials

used for reactor shielding. Ordinary concrete with density ~ 2.3
ton.m3 is usually used where the shield thickness is not of
primary importance. However, heavy weight concretes of
densities range from 3 to 6 ton. m 3 are used where the shield
thickness and space limitation are required.

Other materials that are used for shielding are water, iron,
lead, graphite and boron. The attenuation properties of these
materials to neutrons and gamma-rays are given eisewhere(l).
Water is used in swimming pool reactors and iron is widely used
as steel for thermal shields and pressure vessels. Graphite is used
as a good neutron moderator and reflector material. Boron is
used principally to absorbe thermal neutrons by ( n,cc) reaction.
It is added to shielding materials, mainly to steel to reduce
secondary gamma-ray production and activation problems of
iron.

3.3 Shield Materials for Mobile Reactor Systems
In case of mobile reactors, weight rather than cost is generally

the principal design criteria. Therefore, materials of efficient
neutron and gamma attenuation properties are combined in some
manner that yields minimum weight by providing the proper
balance between primary and secondary radiation and geometric
effects on material volume
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Materials which are used for mobile reactors are lead
polyethelene, tungsten alloys, lithium hydride, depleted uranium
(238) and tetanium hydride. These materials are also used for
other mobile or portaoe sources of radiation require shielding

4. INVESTIGATION OF REACTOR
SHIELDING MATERIALS.
Before a decision is taken that a material is suitable to be used

for shielding around a nuclear reactor a series of definit studies
and tests have to be carried out to determine their physical,
chemical, and attenuation properties. Such a testing should prove
the suitability of the materials for prolonged periods and even for
the running life of the plant. It is dangerous to use untested
materials for shielding only on the basis of certain available data
on their physico - chemical composition. In addition to the
physical and chemcial analysis, the mechanical properties and
nuclear parameters and the effect of exposing the material to
heating and radiation have to be tested.

A brief description and discussion of these tests and
investigations are given below.

4.1 Determination of the Physical and Chemical Properties.
A complete chemical and physical analysis have to be

performed on representative samples of the shield constituents.
In csae of concrete, samples of cement, fine and coarse
aggregates and water must be analyzed and tested. In addition, to
the compound and elemental composition, 'he loss on ignition
must be determined'6'. As an example, results of the chemical
analysis of ilmenite ore is given in Table I. The differential
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thermal analysis for lemonite is given in Figure 1

Tabe 1: Chemical Composition of Egyptian Lemonite
Density 4.72 ton. m "3

Compound

Tio:
FeO

Fe2°3

MnO
CrCh

V2O5

Compostition

Wt%

44.76
30. 12
23. 16

1.29
0. 14
0.084

Density

4.25

5.70

5.24

5.44

5.21

3.36

Mol.Wt

79.90

71.85

159.69

70.94

151.99

181.88

4.2 Investigation of Concrete Properties
Tests have to be carried-out to assess the properties of

concrete in the form of fresh and hardened stage. Concrete mixes
with different percentages of concrete constituents and grading
of aggregates have to be investigated. The hardened concrete has
to be tested to determine the unit weight, compressive strength,
tensile strength and flexural strength. In case of concrete which
will be exposed to high or abnormal temperatures, the effect of
heating on unit weight and mechanical properties has to be
investigated for unheated concrete and concrete previously
exposed to different temperatures for different times (7).
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4.3 Investigation of the Attenuation Properties
The attenuation properties of the shielding materials have to

be investigated for neutrons and gamma-rays using reactor
beams and sources of similar characteristics. The material or
concrete shield under investigation is shaped in the form of slabs,
blocks of relatively large volume (bulk shields) or in the form of
discs having different diameters and thicknesses. In case of bulk
shielding, investigations are performed to assess the distribution
of fluxes, depth doses and spatial energy of neutrons and
gamma-rays in planes normal and parallel to the beam axis(S)

The obtained data will be used to plot groups of attenuation
curves which are used to derive, the value of relaxation lengths
for material under investigation. These curves are also used to
construct groups of isoflux or isodose curves which are usually
used to determine the shield thickness required to attenuate the
flux or dose to certain value. Figure 2 shows a schematic
diagram of an experimental arrangement for bulk shielding
investigation, while Figure 3 shows a group of attenuation curves
obtained by such investigation.

The material or elemental cross sections can be determined by
measuring the transmitted fast neutron or gamma-ray spectra
through slabs or cylinders of the materials using collimated beam
of reactor neutrons or point isotropic sources. Measurements are
usually carried-out by a neutron-gamma spectrometer with a
detector possesses pulse shape discrimination property for
neutron and gomma-ray pulses.'9 '. Figure 4 shows the
experimental arrangement used for cross sections measurements.
As an example, the measured fast neutron spectra behind iron
shield is given in Figure 5.
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Figure 1. Differential thermal analysis of Limonite ore
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1-Reactor core
3-Cast- I ron wall
5- t«perimen1al channel
7- Colimator
9-Bold system

2-Water cooling
4 -Concrete wall surrounding

the reactor

6-Cast- Iron rotafng gates
8- Investigalpd concrete blocks

II -Regulators o! the cassptle height 10-Casselle bed

Figure 2. A schemantic diagram of the experimental
arrangements for bulk shielding Investigation;
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R,cm.

Figure 3. Fast neutron fluxes distribution in homogenous

Egyptian ilmenite concrete along a direction

parallel to the beam axis.
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1.

2.

3.
4.

5.

6.
7.

Reactor core
Water cooling
Cast-Iron wall
Gamma filter
Neutron collimator
Cast iron rotating gates
Borated paraffin

8. B4C filter
9. Investigated sample
10. B4C filter
11. Detector collimator
12. Borated paraffin
13. Lead shield
14.Neutron detector

Figure 4. Experimental arrangements for neutron
and gamma spectra measurements.
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NEUTRON ENERGY ,(M e V)

Figure 5. Fast neutron spectrum leaking from iron
assembly.
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The workability and shielding efficiency of a shield pierced

with air filled ducts of different geometries have to be

investigated since it still possesses a serious problem to shield

designers. Although a number of specific problems of ducted

shields have been Investigated, yet there is no definite theory

applicable for all investigations/10'

In the last two decades the method of computer tomography

with neutrons and gamma rays are used with a higher degree of

accuracy to determine the pattern of the attenuation coefficients

of neutrons and gamma-rays of the material under investigation.

This technique is used to determine the change in material

structure, elemental composition, creation of gas bubbles and air

cavities. In case of heat resistant concrete, the method will be

used to show the inhomogeneous concrete structure and to show

different component like individual stone, iron rods, region

of different water and cement content, cracks and air

cavities.(1M2).

5. CONCLUSIONS
The materials recommended for making shields around

nuclear reactors should possess good attenuation properties to
neutrons and gamma-rays. These materials should remain stable
without deterioration even after prolonged use as constituents of
shielding. In addition, they should withstand higher than normal
tempertures as well as action of radiation. Besides, cost
considerations which depend upon the thickness of shielding as
well as use of locally available materials are also important
factors.
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It is dangerous to use untested materials for making a shield,
only on the basis of certain available data on their
physico-chemical properties. But, it is very important to carry
out definite laboratory tests and investigations on the
recommended materials, exposing them against high
temperatures as well as radiation environment expected to be
encountered in normal practice. Such investigations should prove
the suitability of the materials for prolonged periods and even for
the running life of the reactor if possible.

Further, investigations should be performed on locally
available materials for making heat resistant concretes. Different
calculation models and experimental techniques should be used.
It is also useful to study materials which can be used in future for
shielding the mobile reactors such as metal hydrates. A further
check on the usefulness of these shields must be to compare the
emittted gamma-rays produced by inelastic scattering and
neutron capture.
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RECATOR OPERATION EXPERIENCE
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ABSRRACT

After the TMI-2 accident, the nuclear utility industry began

working through the Nuclear Safety Analysis Centre (NSAC) and the

institute of Nuclear Power Operation (INPO) to develop a program to

share information learned from analyzing nuclear plant experiences.

The program was called the "Significant Event Evaluation and

Information Network" (SEE-IN).

The SEE-IN scope will be explained and presented. The feedback

experience of ET-RR- 1 operation during its operation period will be

analyzed.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background

Since the early days of power plant operations, utilities and
manufacturers have attempted to share what has been learned
from plant experience. As power plant technology becomes more
complex and more demanding, the need fo. sharing operating
and construction experience continues to grow and become more
important. The financial and safety benefits of avoiding
problems already encountered and resolved dwarfs the costs and
extra effort required for utilities to keep each other informed.

Tho accident that occurred at Three Mile Island Unit 2
(TMI-2) on March 28, 1979, demonstrated that a more structured
system was needed to ensure a cumulative nuclear plant learning
process. It was recognized that serious plant accidents tend to
have precursors in the form of lesser events or problem trends
that eventually occur under the right circumstances to cause the
accident. If these precursors could be identified and preventive
actions taken at an early stage, the probability of serious
accidents would be greatly reduced. The Kemeny Commission,
which was formed by the president of the United States to study
the implications of the TMI-2 accident, stated in its report:

"There must be a systematic gathering, review, and analysis of
operating experience at all nuclear power plants coupled with an
industry wide international communications network to facilitate
the speedy flow of this information to affected parties. If such
experiences indicate the need for modifications in design or
operation, such changes should be implemented according to
realistic deadlines".
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Shortly after the TMI-2 accident, the nuclear utility industry
began working through the Nuclear Safety Analysis Centre
(NSAC) and the Institute of Nuclear Power Operations (INPO)
to develop a program to share information learned from
analyzing nuclear plant experiences. The program that emerged
in early 1980 was called the "Significant Event Evaluation and
Information Network" (SEE-IN). SEE-IN is now managed by
INPO for its member utilities and participants.

SEE-IN is a network in the sense that it involves INPO,
domestic and international nuclear utilities, nuclear steam supply
system vendors, architect/engineers, and others.

The objective of SEE-IN is to ensure that the cumulative
learning process from plant operating and construction
experience is effective and that the lessons learned are reported
in a timely manner to improve both plant safety and reliability.
This objective is met by systematically screening all available
nuclear plant event information, identifying and evaluating the
important or significant events, and communicating the results to
the utilities and applicable equipment designers and
manufacturers. A graphical description of SEE-IN is presented in
Figure I.

1. 2 SEE-IN Scope
The functional approach to SEE-IN is an eight-step process

outlined in Table 1. While INPO has the program management
function, no single organization is responsible for performing all
the functions; rather, the responsibility is spread among all-the
key participants in the network.
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Table 1

SEE-IN Functions

1. Provide basic report of plant event, (utilities)

2. Screen events for significance and transmit significant event
descriptions via NUCLEAR NETWORK, (utilities and INPO,
with vendor and architect-engineer input)

3. Provide backup data on contributing factors and probable
causes and consequences, (utilities, vendors, and architect
engineers)

4. Perform an action analysis on significant event,s to evaluate
possible options for short-term remedies and feasible
longterm solutions that might be implemented, (utilities,
INPO, vendors, and architect-engineers)

5.Disseminate information and recommendations derived from
the action analyses to all utilities- (INPO)

6.Evaluate the information and implement recommended
remedies as appropriate, (utilities)

7. Provide feedback on implementation actions, (utilities and
INPO)

8.Evaluate periodically the effectiveness ofthe process,
including steps 1 - 7 above. (INPO)
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The principal organizations involved in the initial screening of
plant event data are the utilities and INPO. Each nuclear utility
has an in-house program to screen events that occur in its nuclear
plant(s). INPO has a broader charter to screen all nucJear plant
(operating and construction) events. The INPO screening process
is instrumental in facilitating the utilities review of significant
industry events. It is essential for INPO and the utilities to
interface and supplement each other in the screening process if
maximum efficiency is to be realized.

The primary data inputs to the screening process are Licensee
Event Reports (LERs) and Nuclear Plant Reliability Data System
(NPRDS) Failure Reports. In addition, several other sources of
operating experience data are reviewed formally, and still other
sources are used as reference material.

In some cases, the c\-nt reports submitted by the utilities do
not contain enough information to make a decision on an event's
significance. In such cases, it is necessary for INPO to contact
the utility involved for supplemental information. Often this
information is contained in utility-furnished Plant Incident
Reports (PIRs). The mechanisms for accessing this supplemental
information are a key part of the SEE-IN framework and are
discussed in later sections of this document.

Once a significant event has been id ntified from the
screening process, a Significant Event Report (SER) is
transmitted to the utilities and other participants on NUCLEAR
NETWORK, and an action analysis is initiated. NUCLEAR
NETWORK, described in the appendix, is managed ! INPO to
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promote and facilitate better communications with and among
the utilities. The purpose of the action analysis is to investigate
the event in some detail and to develop and evaluate practical
remedies. It may be discovered that no further action is required
or that it is only necessary to make certain organizations aware
of the event.

For events requiring further action, j results of the action
analysis are communicated to the utilities, normally in the form
of a Significant Operating Experience Report (SOER). In these
instances, recommendations are made to resolve the underlying
problems. The recommendations are functional in nature, and it
is the responsibility of the individual utility to assess the
applicability to its plant(s) and to develop specific remedial
actions.

The implementation of recommended remedial actions is also
the responsibility of the utility. Implementation may include
changes in plant procedures, equipment design, and/or operator
training programs.

The two final steps in the SEE-IN process are ( I ) feedback
and evaluation of actions taken by the utilities as a result of
information provided through SEE-IN and (2) periodic
assessment of SEE-IN effectiveness by INPO.

1.3 Program Description Organization
The eight steps discussed in the previous section and

summarized in Table 1 comprise the basic SEE-IN scope.
Further details on the supporting organizations and
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methodologies are presented as follows:
* Section 2, "INPO Program Operation," discusses INPO's

support of SEE-IN and describes the event data processing,
evaluation, and results dissemination.

* Section 3, "Utility Program Operations," discusses NRC
requirements for operating experience review by the
individual utilities and outlines the functioning of utility
review programs and their interface with the total SEE-IN
program.

* The appendix, "NUCLEAR NETWORK," provides a
description of the computer-aided communications system
utilized in the SEE-IN program.

2.INPO PROGRAM OPERATION
INPO reviews plant event data from a number of perspectives

including design, construction, component and system
perfornance, plant procedures, human error, personnel training,
maintenance and testing practices, and management systems.

2.1 Data Input
Many sourcos of plant event data are utilized in the SEE-IN

program. The provision of the data nornally is governed by
ageements between INPO and the supplying organization (e.g.,
utilities, NRC, NSSS vendors, international participants, etc.)
The following is a description of these data sources and how they
are utilized.

2.1.1 Formal Review Sources
The data sources listed below receive a forma! review by

INPO Events Analysis personnel. Formal review indicates that
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the sources undergo two independent screenings and that the
status is documented and tracked by computer as described in
Section 2.2.2.

*Licensee Event Reports (LERs)
For each licensed nuclear facility, certain events must be

reported to the NRC as LERs. Reporting requirements are
delineated in Title 10 Part 5.73 of the Code Of Federal
Regulations (10 CFR 50.73). NUREG-1022 and its
Supplement No. 1 contain guidance on preparing LERs. LERs
are mailed concurrently to INPO and tne NRC by all nuclear
utilities. This process allows INPO to avoid delays associated
with NRC processing and dissemination through its public
document room. INPO maintains a historical file of all LER
abstracts on its inhouse computer for analysis and trending.

* Monthly Operating Reports (MORs)
Each nuclear unit prepares a monthly summary of

operations, which is submitted to the NRC, The MOR
contains power production and outage data, as well as a
summary narrative describing significant operating transients
and maintenance activities. These reports are mailed direcely
to INPO by the utilities.

* Preliminary Notifications (PNOs)
Each of the NRC Inspection and Enforcement regional

offices issues PNOs on events believed to be potentially
significant or of high public interest. The PNO normally is
prepared by the NRC resident inspector on the day the event
occurs and typically is telecopied to INPO by NRC
headquarters the same day.
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* NRC Circulars, Information Notices, and Bulletins
NRC's Office of Inspection and Enforcement utilizes

circulars, information notices, and bulletins to inform
licensees of problems of potentially generic significance, to
solicit supplemental information from licensees, or to require
specific licensee actions in response to identified concerns.
INPO receives all circulars, information notices, and bulletins
directly from the NRC.

* NPRDS
The Nuclear Plant Reliability Data System (NPRDS) is

managed by INPO. NPRDS contains engineering and failure
data on certain safety class components and systems in nuclear
plants. The data is accessible to INPO and others through a
computer time-sharing system.

* NUCLEAR NETWORK- Operating Experience Entries
All nuclear utilities (both domestic and international

participants) are requested to report promptly, in NUCLEAR
NETWORK'S operating plant experience activity, any
important events that occur at their units. This system serves
to inform INPO and the rest of the industry of operating
events at an early stage.

In cases where INPO learns of an important plant event not
reported on NUCLEAR NETWORK, the first step will be to
telephone the SEE-IN contact at the affected utility and
request information on the event. INPO will request the
affected utility to make an entry describing the event in
NUCLEAR NETWORK'S operating plant experience activity.
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INPO also may assist a utility by putting a preliminary notice

of the event on NUCLEAR NETWORK based on

utility-supplied information, with the utility's concurrence.

* Plant Incident Reports
The nuclear plants are requested to provide INPO with any

internal analysis reports they may prepare on important events

that have occurred at their units.

* NRC Daily Plant Status Reports
Each day the NRC inputs to a computer in Bethesda,

Maryland, information from the regional offices on the status

of every nuclear unit. The status indicates percent power,

reasons for shutdowns or power reductions, expected restart

dates, and any reportable occurrences that have taken place.

INPO accesses this information directly from the NRC

computer and relays portions of it to the industry via

NUCLEAR NETWORK.

* International Operating Experience Reports
INPO obtains information on international operating

experience, as available, from the NRC international data base

(which incudes data from the Nuclear Energy Agency of the

Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development

[OECD]), from the International Atomic Energy Agency

(IAEA), and directly from participating non-domestic plants.

(Information) that is obtained by the NRC from inter national

sources and has no restrictions on further distribution will be
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accessible by INPO. Participating non-domestic utilities are
requested to provide information directly by
NUCLEARNETWORK or other means.

* AEOD Reports
The NRC Office of Analysis and Evaluation of Operational

Data (AEOD) provides INPO with copies of engineering
evaluations it prepares on selected important occurrences at
nuclear plants. The AEOD reports typically are
comprehensive in their coverage of an occurrence or problem
and often involve on-site investigations.

* Supplier Participant Information and Plant Status
Reports
The reactor vendors and architect-engineers provide INPO

with copies of service bulletins, letters, and other reports
pertaining to issues and problems associated with the systems
they supply or install. These reports often contain
recommendations to the utilities on how to correct a particular
hardware or procedural problem.

* Construction Deficiency Reports
Title 10, Part 50.55(e) of the Code of Federal Regulations

requires licensees to report nuclear plant construction
deficiencies to the NRC. These reports are mailed
concurrently to INPO and the NRC by plants under
construcion.
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* Safety Defect Reports
Title 10, Part 21 of the Code of Federal Regulations

requires licensees and their suppliers to report safety defects
and noncompliances to the NRC. INPO reviews these reports
as supplied by the NRC.

2.1.2 Utility Contact System (SEE-IN Contact)
In addition to the above formal information sources, another

vital information source is direct contact with power plant
technical personnel on an adhoc basis. Each utility designates «.
SEE-IN contact to respond to questions from INPO on plant
events. The majority of such communications is handled over
the telephone or via NUCLEAR NETWORK.

Files are maintained by INPO on all nuclear utilities and
contain names and telephone numbers of all designated contacts,
telecopier numbers, status of nuclear units (i.e., operating, under
construction, or planned), NSSS vendor(s), and other
information. The files are used as a contact/mailing list
directory. Each utility is requested to notify INPO of any
changes to this information.

2.2 Screening Process
The objective of the screening process to identify those

relatively few plant events from the many thousands of reports
reviewed that are significant in respect to plant safety and
reliability. The process employs a combination of experienced
engineering judgment, formal criteria, and risk tree analysis to
assess the significance of an event. Significance is based on the
severity or potential severity of an event and on the events
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generic applicability to other plants. A significant event implies
that action on the part of the affected plants is justified to avoid
recurrence of the same or similar events.

2.2.1 Screening Methodology
The first step in the INPO screening process is a technical

review of each event report by an assigned individual. The
purpose of this review is to make an initial judgment on the
significance of the event. The INPO Screening Guide shown in
Figure 2 contains criteria that are used to assist in judging the
significance of a particular plant event. The criteria are designed
to identify the characteristics or an event, for example, multiple
failures, common cause failures, etc., that make it potentially
significant. INPO utilizes the screening guide as one input in
assessing the significance of plant events.

Three categories of criteria are shown on the screening
guide--Significant, Conditionally Significant, and Not
Significant.

Event reports that initially are screened into the significant
category receive a second-level review by a group comprised of
the individual reviewers and their managers. This second-level
review results in a final determination on significance and a
recommendation on the level of action analysis that is to follow.

Those events determined to be significant by the group
normally are reported as SERs to the industry. Some of the
events in the significant category receive a special classification:
Significant by Others. This classification encompasses events
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that are significant but are being or already have been addressed
adequately by INPO, NRC, vendors, or others. By policy, INPo
minimizes duplication of such efforts. Event reports that receive
the Significant classification are listed on NUCLEAR
NETWORK along with pertinent references.

Event reports that fall into the conditionally significant
category will require further assessment by the reviewer to
determine if they are significant. Before events in this category
can be classified as significant, they have to meet
certain-requirements on severity as evidenced by the questions
listed under the criteria. Eventually, a conditionally significant
event will be classified as either significant or not significant.

Finally, some event reports are classified as not significant
and are closed out. The reasons for this classification are
documented in a status tracking system. Even though most event
reports are designated not significant, some of them involve
operations or maintenance items that may be of generic interest.
INPO identifies these items in Operations and Maintenance
Reminders (O&MRs) that are transmitted via NUCLEAR
NETWORK to all members and participants. O&MRs are
intended for routing to appropriate plant personnel in the
operations and maintenance departments for review and action.

This "yes, may be, no" approach serves to isolate the readily
recognized extremes (i.e., Significant or Not Significant) that
either clearly warrant some type of action or that can be returned
to the data base with no fu/thar action.
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The INPO reviewers are experienced technical persons who
are familiar with the specific plant equipment and systems
involved and who can recognize the unusual circumstances of an
event that may warrant detailed evaluation or be of urgent
interest to other operating plants. The screening guide cannot
replace engineering judgement or special insights by a
knowledgeable reviewer. It can, however, serve to organize the
reviewers thoughts and to provide a consistent standard againsf
which to measure events.

The significance of an event cannot always be inferred
directly from the event report; even relatively stiaightforvvard
events sometimes allude to important but obscure safety
implications. Contact with the utility, the reactor supplier, or the
architect/engineer and thorough review of available design
information may reveal a far more complex situation than is
indicated by the event report. It often will be obvious that
supplemental information is required; in other cases, it may be a
matter of the reviewer's intuition.

Event reports designated not significant during the initial
review are screened again by a second, independent reviewer.
Consequently, reports of these events are screened twice. Both
the initial reviewer and the second reviewer must designate the
event report not significant in order for the processing to be
completed. If this is not the case, further processing is
conducted.
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2.2.2 Event Information Tracking Systems
INPO utilizes the Licensee Event Report Tracking System

(LERTS) to track the status of LER screening. The Operational
Event Report Tracking System (OERTS) is used to track the
other formal review information sources listed in Section 2.1,1,
with the exception of NPRDS, which has its own tracking
system called the Failure Reports TracKing System (FRTS). The
systems are maintained on the INPO computer and have the
following general scopes.

* LERTS
Upon receipt from the originating utility, the LER is given

a unique designator and copied. The original is photographed
on microfiche and filed in hard copy. The copy, made upon
receipt of the original, is forwarded immediately to a
predesignated reviewer for screen

.All LERs entered into the tracking system automatically
are assigned a classification of Initial Review (IR). Based
upon the initial reviewer's action, the LEs then are desisnated
Significant (S), Significant by Others (SO), Conditionally
Significant (CS), or Not Significant (NS). This information
then is entered into the tracking system. LERs designated NS
then proceed to a second review. Conditionally Significant
LERs are given additional review and ultimately redesignated
S, SO, or NS, as appropriate. Follow-up action taken on
LERs designated S or SO is documented in the tracking
system. The system also contains applicable dates so that the
processing time for the various categories of LERs can be
evaluated.
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* OERTS
OERTS is very similar to LERTS except that it tracks

non-LER event information coming from several different
sources. Any of the sources of event information can be
entered into OERTS either on a routine or selected basis for
documentation and review status tracking.

*FRTS
NPRDS failure reports are tracked on a separate system that

allows a status to be maintained on potentially significant
items and reviewer remarks to be recorded for events analysis
and NPRDS program use. Individual Failure Reports are
assigned for screening by plant, and quarterly trend reports are
assigned by component type.

2.3 Action Analysis
The action analysis is distinct from the screening process and

includes a more in-depth evaluation. The input to the analysis is
the significant event identified in the screening along with any
other information fundamental to understanding the event. The
output is a clear description of the event or underlying problem,
reasons why it is considered an action item, and most important,
what actions should be considered by the power plants as a result
of the event. Of the estimated 2 to 3 percent of plant events
reaching the action analysis stage, not all will result in
recommendations io the utilities for further action. If action by
utilities is required, INPO's recommendations may affect
components, systems, procedures, training, operations,
maintenance, etc.
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In many cases, an event does not warrant further action as an
isolated occurrence, but becomes important when considered in
combination with several similar occurrences. Trending analysis
can be used to recognize patterns of recurrence among events
that make the event type or underlying problem an action item.
The historical event files described in Section 2.1.1 are used for
this trending analysis. The perspectives the reviewer gains on
event recurrence after screening a number of events are an
indicator of the need to perform such trending.

A part of the action analysis entails investigating other work
in progress or planned (e.g., by EPRI, NRC, utilities, owners
groups, vendors, etc.) concerning the event under consideration.
If the work is considered adequate, no further action on the event
is necessary: otherwise, supplemental action may be
recommended.

Other efforts, which may be included in the action analysis,
include plant visits, literature reviews, and event tree analyses to
gain a deeper understanding of a particular event. The event tree
analysis technique being used by INPO is called Sequence Risk
Analysis (SRA). The SRA process is very similar to that used in
Probabilistic Risk Assessment (PRA). In contrast to PRA in
which all postulated transients and accidents (events) are
analyzed to obtain a total risk estimate for a plant, SRA is used
to analyze the risk of only a particular event that has occurred.
The strength of the event tree technique is that it provides a
structured approach by which an event reviewer can examine the
actual sequence.
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2. Operational Experience In Egypt For
ET-RR-I EVENTS

Event (1):
partial blockages of coolant channels in some fuel bundles
(1965).
Cause:
Melting of rubber seal of core illumination lamp due to
residual heat after reactor operation.
Evaluation:
Human error due to leaving the lamp in its down position to
the next day after some in-core operations .
Recovery:
.' - Reloading these bundles to the spent fuel storage.
2- Embedding them into special sealed stainless steel appartus

constructed and manufactured for cleaning these bundles,
Fig. (S).

3- The bundles are treated chemically to dissolve these
substances in acidic solution then using compressed air for
agitation and cleaning .

4- Washing the bundles by distilled water and then reloading
them into reactor core

Event (2):
Partial Damage in control rods supporting mechanism and
deformation in the vertical reloading channel (1966).
Cause:
Release of the loading mechanism wire during reactor cover
rotation .
Evaluation:
Unexpected event.
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Recovery :
Welding control rods supporting mechanism and recovery
other damage parts.

Event (3):
Rupture of some fuel bundles during core unloading, (1967).

Cause:
Rotating the large cover before reaching the upper limit of the
loading mechanism .
Evaluation:
Human error due to rush in evacuating all core fuel bundles
simultaneously in June 5th, 1967 .
Recovery:
Those bundles are graved in special container in the spent fuel
storage.The -core is cleaned by picking up all residuals and
changing reactor water inventory .

Event (4):
Ejection of automatic control rod out of the reactor core, due
to undocumented mainterance work in the rod position
indicator and rod servo-drive, (1979).
Cause:
In this event the motor pulled out the control rod and the
ejection was stopped by the failure of the wire connecting the
rod with the servo-drive.
Evaluation:
Human error due to undocumented maintenance.
Recovery:
The action taken was:
1 -The control rod channel was repaired.
2 -The wire tying the rod with the servo-drive was replaced.
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3 -Maintenance work in the servo drives and indicator was
tested successfully.

Event (5):
Loss of water Inventory in reactor central tank (1986)

Cause:
Leakage in drainage valve (no.20) under central tank.
Evaluation:
Human error due to un-tightly closing the valve.
Recovery:
Closing the valve tightly and refilling the tank.

Event (6):
Rupture in loading mechanism of irradiated samples in core,

(1988).
Cause:
Its head was broken and release of its spring action.
Recovery:
Maintenance procedures have been done for the two loading
mechanisms.

MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS

Some of the most frequent maintenance problems arise in the
following areas of the reactor plant:

1- Cooling Tower and Heat exchanger.
Due to the relatively long idle intervals and exposure of the

cooling tower to environmental climatic conditions, the
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wooden frame for the cooling tower is subjected to be ruined.
Mud, sand and ruined ashes are participated on the basement
pool and sucked into heat exchanger tubes causing blockages
and less efficient cooling.

The Secondary circuit flow rate and pressure before and after
carrying out maintenance processes to heat exchanger, cooling
tower and pumps are as follows :

Flow rate,m3/hrPressure,bar
Before maintenance 300 6.5
After maintenance 400 5.0

2 - Pumps and valves.
Due to forces on pump seals, they frequently subjected to

torsion and shear that cause damage to them. Gate valves in
the system have many problems on their desks and spindles.

REACTOR SYSTEMS MODIFICATION

-The Surface area of the outer concrete shield of the reactor
body was covered by three adjacent layers of iron plates in
1967.

The thickness of each plate was 15 mm. Machining on
plates to form radial shape was done by heavy rolling
machines. Horizontal channels shielding configuration as well
as ventilation grids in concrete shield were accurately
measured and properly appointed by a die on the plates then
they were cutout by oxygen.
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The iron plates were welded vertically and horizontally at
their edges and corners. Fig. (6). About 50 tons of iron plates
were mounted around the concrete shield. Iron targets were
imported from iron & steel company and were rolled in
railways workshop before storing at reactor hall site. The
project execution took one month by skilled manpower labors
of reactors department. The costs were about 10,000 LE.
Project management and daily problems were the experience
obtained during that time.

2- Since reactor technology, and its relative measuring
instruments and control have been developed during the last
decades to progressive safety requirements, it was necessary
to up-grad the aging measuring system of ET-RR-I based on
the following philosophy:

1.System electronics are based on integrated circuits and logic
gates.

2. System units are of modular type. It can be used in different
channels to minimize number of spare parts.

3. Standard output to computer for data logging analysis and
calculations.

4 .System design fulfills safety requirements, standardization,
reliability, flexibility of servicing and repair.

A plan was carried out for modernization of safety and
control, radiological protection and measuring systems as well
as other systems important for safety of reactor and personnel.
This plan was carried out in three stages :
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First Stage
- Modernization of nuclear devices, safety and control

instrumentation of the reactor through technical assistance

from west germany, in 1984.

- Rapid system installation as encore fast irradiation facility

through the IAEA technical assistance program in 1986.

Second Stage :

- Modernization of radiation measurement equipments with a

new system from Hungary through IAEA contract No.

EGY/09/15) in 1987. The system contains 30 measuring

pints distributed in different areas in the reactor building to

monitor the radiation levels.

- Installation of a TV monitoring system for continuous

observations of working people.

- Installation of a new water treatment equipment to produce

demineralized water according to the required quality. The

system realizes economy of the exploited power, and

reduces the time of treate water production:

-Renewal of the cooling tower by adding new steel and

beachbine wooden structures.

Third Stage:

-Modernization of ET-RR-1 measuring system. The system

performs measurements of coolant flow rate, pressure,

temperature and water level inside the reactor core. The

project was carried out through the IAEA technical

assistance program (contract No. EGY/04/28) in 1989 and
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fulfilled by the Y company in Hungary.

-Installation of an automatic compensation system for water
level replenchment inside the core.

-Installation of Computerized Safety Logic system, CSIS,
(project EGY/09/025), which increases safe operation of
reactor and enable continuous system check up.

-Data acquisition system, DACQUS.
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IN SERVICE INSPECTION OF ET-RR-I REACTOR
VESSELS AND SPENT FUEL STORAGE TANK

DR M. Khattab

Reactors Department, Nuclear Research Centre,

Atomic Energy Authority, Cairo, Egypt

ABSTRACT

Technical survey included in-service inspeciton are iieeded in order to
investigate the structural integrity and to insure sale operation of ET-RR- 1 reactor
after thirty years aging. An intensive work for :he inspection of the central tank,
shield tank, horizontal channels, primary coolant circuit and spent fuel storage tank
have been carried out. The inspection procedures were visual method using video
camera and magnification optical device as well as thickness measurements using
ultrasonic gauge meter and replica for determining defect depth. Water chemical
analysis of the primary cooling circuit and spent fuel storage were helpful in results
explanation. The results showed that the reactor vessel have good surface
conditions. The observed ed pitting did not affect the structural integrity. The
majority of the defects were pits having maximum surface area of about 50 mm.
Their depth does not exceed 2 mm. The pits depth rate penetration is. of the order of
().5'y< per year. Thickness measurements showed insigniificant variaton. Water
status"and its chemical properties arc very important in controlling corrosion rate .
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- 2 -

I. MATERIALS AND DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS OF ET-RR-I REACTOR

2.1 Material!

Selection of reactor materials is based on good corrosion resistance and mechanical
properties in addition to low absorption cross section (within 2xI0'B m s ) , and minimum thermal
neutron activation {6:8}.

Structural materials used for constructing most of toe research reactors in the last decades
are aluminum alloy types. For instance, aluminum- Magnesium- silicon alloy type such as CAB-1
(Mg 0.4S to 0.9% and Si 0.7 to 1.2%), are used for constructing ET-RR-1 reactor vessels,
internal components and spent fuel tank (9,10}. The content of admixtures is shown in table 1.

Table 1 Admiitures Composition of CAB-1 Alloy
Element Fe Cu Mn Zn Ti Ni Cd
Content 1.2 0.012 0.012 0 J3 0.012 0.03 0.0OO1 0.00012

The physical properties of CAB-1 are illustrated in table 2 These
properties have the following advantages:

- High thermal conductivity
• Low neutron absorption cross section (0.22 barns)
- Satisfactory corrosive resistance
- Short lived Beta and Gamma radiation

Table 2 The physical propenies of CAB-1
Melting point

Fhermal conductivity

Density

Fhermal absorption cross section

Tensile strength

Half life radioactive isotope

660°C

185kcal/hin°C

2.7 gm/cm'

0 22 barns

1S kg/mnr

2 3 min

A low temperature of metal used (less than 60 °C) is an additional guarantee of the stability of
the alloy propenies because no change of the mechanical properties takes place due to the heating
effect.

Since these pool type research reactors are normally operated at atmospheric
pressure the stress exerted on reaaor vessels do not exceed 5 Kg/mm"' which is within the safety
margin {2}. Basic specifications of ihcse materials are given in
the Regulations and Standards (9 ,10 ) , which guarantee components reliability and
integrity.
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This aBoy « s used for manufacturing many reactors in Russia and in other countries So far,
many of these reactors are successfully operated. The vessels which became out of services, for
instance, in Hungary and Germany, were in good working conditions. Surveillance programs
showed that the mechanical properties of its irradiated materials are similar to those of the initial
non-irradiated material The mechanical, properties of such material will begin to change when
fluency is of about lO^n/cm'asshowninFigO).

In general most of these reactors of such type are now under services up to 10 M » and
higher. They are still maintaining a rather high level of integrity During operational life of these
reactors no break down occurred due to failure of their structural material For example WWR-M
reactor which was installed in PNPI, have been operated at 18 Mw since 20 years. The annual
inspection of the vessel amBifos high structural strength level. The initial mechanical properties
correspond to age hardened condition of CAB1-T which are used for manufacturing reactor
vessel are as follows [2,6]:

Ultimate Tensile Strength s, * 25 Kg/mm2

Yield Strength s, ~ 16 Kg/mm1

Elongation - 20%

The periodic inspection of the equipment serviceability are confirmed by the inservice inspection
program.

2.2 Design Specifications

The reactor tank and spent fuel storage are constructed of Aluminum alloy type CAB- i Cooling
circuit, pumps, heat exchanger, and valves are nunufaciuied from austenitic stainless steel type
CT0.8xl8H10T.

i-Centrai and Shield Reactor Tanks

cc of UV; reactor bo*y The core it-cylindrical herd
l k i r i 0

g ^ i y
680 mm diameter, 850 nun height. The central tank is cylindrical vessel 1130 mm inner diameter,
5920 mm height, and 12 mm thickness. The shield tank is cylindrical vessel 2300 mm inner
diameter, 6900 mm height and 16 mm thickness. The vessels are welded to hemispherical dish
bottom of thickness 20 mm. The top is shielded by non pressurized rotating cover. Reactor
supports as well u inlet and outlet pipes of primary circuit are welded to the tank bottom. The
outlet pipe located under the core is designed as a mechanical fiher. Coolant medium circulates to
the central tank through the inlet pipe and baffle lattice. The coolant flows downwards through
the core outlet pipe. The core barrel is eccentric at 560 mm apart from the central tank. The
reactor body is shielded by heavy concrete. There are 9 radial horizontal channels of 8 and 10 mm
diameters designated at the core barrel centerline and shielded by controlled gates.

b- Spent Fuel Storage Tank

The spent f id storage is a trapezoidal tank of 12 mm d a d o e s . Water shield height is 4 m.
The wall and jottom have external Buffing ribi. There is a celiular section installed on the bottom
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used for storing the spent fuel assemblies. Figs. (3.a ,.b) shows the construction of the spent fuel
storage.

c- Feed Water Supply System (FWSS)

Feed water supply system. Fig. (4) is composed of the following components) 13):
- Mixed bed ionizer unit of IS m'/h
- Four tanks of capacity 40 m'

Feed water supply tanks (FWST) are nude of stainless steel 10x!8H9T sheets which have
anti-corrosive properties. Their capacity are enough to fill reactor shield tank, central tank and
primary cooling circuit.

The water is supplied from the ionizer to the FWST. The reactor shield tank is fed with toe
deminenlized water. The central tank is fed from the shield lank through four openings located at
the higher end of the central tank. Reactor primary cooling circuit is fed from the central bulk.
Spent fuel storage is fed from FWST directly Water level in reactor vessels is maintained at its
highest level at 6 m by automatic replenisher device installed on the feed pipe to the shield tank.
Overflow pipes define the upper limit of water level at 0 5 m blow.the cover inside the spent fuel
storage and reactor vessels.

3. REACTOR MATERIAL DEGRADATION

During the life time of the various reactors aggressive omronment and operating conditions
may cause degradation of some of the materials below their initial specifications. Properties of
ii'aterial will change gradually with time and these changes in aost cases, lead to deterioration of
equipment perfonnarae. The safety of the reactor may be aflboed through deterioration of (fee
reactor structures and components.

Corrosion is the reaction of metal with its environment. I: leads usually to material loss with
surface degradation and loss of strength. Another effect of corrosion is deposition of corrosion
products. These products may contain radioisotopes which complicate maintenance work. As
corrosion products occupy a Urge volume than that of the metal itself, fill up of crevices and
narrowing of passages should also be expected. Fig. S shows the types of corrosion of aluminum.

The current standards of the corrosion resistance require rather restricted parameters of water
chemical conditions. Table 3 shows die reference standard limit of water chemicil specifications
according to Russian Standards {9,10}.
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ll»e types of corrosion of alumuuun

1. General corrosion of surface

2. Spot corrosion

Q / ft,,

3. Intcrcrystai corrosion

*• In layers corrosion
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Table 3 Reference Standard Water Chemical Condition {9,10)

Parameter

;H
Elect. Cond.
Ci
Ca + Mg
A]
Fe
Cu

Reference Standard Limit

5.5-6.5
2.0104

50
i
50
50
10

si/m
ug/kg
ug/kg
ug/kg
ug/kg
ugteg

Note: 1 ppm = 1000 ug/kg.

Table 4 Water Conditions For Nuclear Facilities

Parameter

pH
Elect Cond.
wi
^a + Mg
Fe

Reference Standard Limit

55-6 .5
4"'IOJ si/m
20 ug/kg
1 ug/kg
20 ug/kg

Purity of water is of great concern in Light Water Reactors. Impurities in reactor coolant or
moderator will possibly become ridioactive in passing through the core The increasing levels of
radioactivity in the system will reduce accessibility for maintenance. They have a deleterious
effect on corrosion rates and increase radiofytic decomposition of water.

The soluble mineral salts and sludge precipitation on heat transfer surfaces could cause over
heated and /or ere* ice corrosion. Some ions could cause pitting corrosion in reactor materials,
such as d at «fgn»« condition. An inoeaje in the chloride ida content of water iacreaiet
statistically the probability that an infinite number of micro-anode will be formed and leads to the
spread of general corrosion *nd pitting.

Iron ions are very important in water corrosion Since in presence of oxygen (due to
ioruzation of water) the iron oxidizes to iron oxides and form Fe(OH)3 which is very slightly
soluble and lead to corrosion product.

Copper ions, in water at the rate of 1 mg/lit can considerably accelerate the rate of
corrosion by electrical deposits of copper on the cathodes {II} .

Conductivity is an indicator for measuring the total concentration of ionic impurities that
influences both the stress corrosion cracking of reactor materials and radiation field buildup. It
can also affect fuel performance.

The pH value serves as a useful control diagnostic parameter for interpreting sever water
chemistry transients. Low pH increases corrosion product transport and activation and also
increases general corrosion.
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The above mentioned water chemical properties should be checked regularly in order to
control corrosion rate. Therefore .it is necessary to improve water chemistry by treatment before
utilization.

In general, the water used must be non-corrosive towards materials iu contau and must be
free of neutron absorption ions. This later requirements are
essential not only from UK stand point of unwanted and uncontrolled neutron capture and
removal, but also from the attitude of increasing radioactivity of the system (12).

Normal operating temperatures in pool type research reactors do not affect materials of
construction.

These reactors normally operate at atmospheric pressure. Therefore pressure due to water
head does not impose high risk on reactor construction due to low stresses.

4. IN-SERVICE INSPECTION PROGRAM O F ET-RR-1 REACTOR

4.1 Plan Of The iSI Program

The program comprises the following investigations:

- In-core Inspection as well as central and shield tanks surfaces.
- Inspection of the spent fuel storage tank.
- Inspection of the primary coolant circuit pipes under reactor vessel.
- The outer examination of the components of the primary and secondary

coolant circuits.
- Wall thickness measurements of

• reactor vessels
- storage tank.
- bum tube tip* of the horizontal channels.
- primary circuit pipes under reactor yessels.

4.2 Inspection Techniques

The inspection of main reactor components was done using non-destructive methods. The
applied techniques are as follows:

- Visual method
- Thickness measurements
- Water chemical analysis

4.2J Visual Method
In this method the following equipment's were used:
- Closed circuit video camera system type TBO-I,
- Magnification optical device
- Optical rods
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Type TBO-1 is > television system designated for the inspection of the objects under 10 meter
water depth. It provide; a visual inspection of cracks and cavities on internal surfaces. The line
diagram of the tele-system is shown in Fig.6.

Vedeo tape recorder
"ELECTRONIC V BM - 12

Fig.6

The television head includes tele-camera, swiveling gear and luminaries. It is fixed on a rod
which allows the inspector to submerge the head at a certain depth and scan in a horizontal
direction. The television system is manufactured to work in the fields. The television system
allows to find the cavities and pits of diameter not less than 2 mm and cracks of width not less
than O.S mm. In this case the distance to the lens along an optical axis is from SO to 2S0 mm
The television system resolution was determined with the help of the test chart NT-72 on the
monitor screen. It should not be less than 400 lines in the center of the frame under I lux
illumination in a plane of video target and not less than 300 lines in die comers of the frame

The optical rod is used as in extension to the television system to examine the surfaces at
inaccessible places It is a tube having a turning minor made of a stainless steel which is fixed at
immersed end. The KFM-12-100 lamps installed on the rods are used for lighting the inspected
wrftce*. When inspecting the horizontal surface*, the turning mirror U dianintled.

4.2.2 Thicknta Measurements
- Ultrasonic Thickness Gauge Meter
- Replica Technique for Measuring Defect Depth

The basic measurement device is an ultrasonic thickness gauge meter type "KVARZ-15"
The device is an industrial type instrument which is used for measurement of thickness of the
metal being subjected to corrosion. The instrument can measure the metal thickness from ] mm 10
300 mm. This device was adjusted to measure thickness ranging from 1 to 30 mm using standard
specimens and Mhz transducers. The measurement error was ± 0.2 mm. The instrument principle
of operation is based on ultrasonic resonance method. The time of propagation of the sonic
waves is recorded. The wall thicknesa is determined by:

d = (ct/2)y
where d = wall thickness
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necessary to check the accuracy of the instrument by using the standard specimens. If the result of
check have ?n accuracy ± 0 2 mm ol the initial results, then the equipment thickness
measurements results are reliable.

4.3.4 Defect Depth Measurement Procedure

The method of replica is used for measuring the defect depths Plastic material is used for
performing the replica from the defect with conditioned surfaces The defect depth is measured by
photograph the cross-sectional of the replica with the help of a scale . ̂ ie

4.3.4 Water Chemical Analysis

Water chemical parameters of primary cooling circuit, spent fuel storage and secondary
cooling circuit were measured during the period of inspection. Daily samples were taken trom

- reactor central tank surface
- core bottom
- reactor shield surface
* reactor shield bottom
- spent fuel storage surface
- spent fuel storage bottom

Water pH, conductivity and the contents of Cl, Al, Cu, Fe, and Si were determined. The last
five years data were also revised

5. ANALYSIS and DISCUSSION of RESULTS

5.1 Reactor Central Tank (RCT)

5.1.1 Visu.il Inspection

Fig. 7 shows defect cardiogram of the inner surface of the RCT. The crosshaiched
regions indicate the pans which was not examined due to the presence of the vertical channels
The welds and major parts of defect are marked in the figure. The majority of the defects are pits
having max. surface area SO mm. Their depth did not exceed 2 mm. A typical pit is shown in Fig.
8. The other surface defects were classified as scratches. These scratches have small depths in

order of 0.01 mm About 15% of the RCT welds (vertical, horizontal and bottom) were
inspected. They have no visible defects, Fig o Some pans of weld seams are difficult to access.

The outside surface of the RCT as well as welds between RCT and shield bottom were
also inspected Due to the limit of access of these surfaces, about 10% of them were scanned The
number and size of pits did not exceed those examined on the RCT inner surface
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Fig. 8 Pit on the separator shell before and after conditioning
the
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g_ 9 Weld between reactor tank and bottom (upper figure).
Weld between separator and tank bottom.
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5.1.2 Ttickacn Measurements

Table 9 shows thickness measurements of the RCT.

TiMe9
Distance from upper cover (m) 1.0 1.5 7.0 3 5 3.0 3.5

Measured metal thickness (nun) 12 5 ) 2 3 12 2 12 3 12.3 12.3

Thickness due to design specification equals to 12 mm. Thickness measurement values showed
insignificant variation. The measurement error of the ultrasonic device KVARZ-15 used for
measuring thickness is within ± 0 2 mm.

5.1.3 Water Chemical Analysis

Table 10 shows RCT water analysis during the inspection period.

Table 10

Sample place

leaclor core surface

Reactor core bottom

pH

5.3
5.4

Conductivity

usi/cm

12
42

Cl

1.6
4.6

Al Cu

ppn-

-ve

Si

-
3

Fe

-
0025

Acl/mr

5.51

54.14

The cl ions are higher than the required value for reactor operation .Tables (3&4). The average
measured value exceed 1 ppm. !• can lead to form pining in the reactor tank surface. The
measured average value of the pH is closed to the permissible value for operation

The defects on the jnetaL.inay be initial or may be caused by the mechanical proceu of
exploitation. They also nay be caused by improper water quality Moreover, the initial and the
mechanical defects can also be affected by water quality leading to extended deformation.

Various defects could be seen on the surface The difference between the manufacture
defects and die defects which appeared due to the process of exploitation could be classified.

Defects due to the process of exploitation can be classified into:
I -deposits (corrosion products)
2-general corrosion as a result of the formation of Aluminum oxide film
3-pitting
The most important defects are pits because general corrosion develops at very small rate

and deposits have insignificant effect on the construction
condition.

The analysis of the obtained results and technical specifications demonstrate that the
reactor vessels have only pitting as a major defect. These detected defects (pits) are considered
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allowable defects which pncticilly hive no effect on the srength «nd do not prevent the
operatic* ofreactor unk and its internal components, under the following conditions:

- maintaining the coolant medium within the permissible limits for operation.
- periodic inspection of metal structure.

5.2 Reactor Shield Tank (RST)

5.2.1 Visual Inspection

RST surface as well as its welds were inspected. The scope of the scanning of these surfaces
did not exceed 10% due to the limited access. The inspected surfaces have some pit defects. Their
number and size did not exceed those previously inspected on the central reactor tank surfaces

5.2.2 Thickness Measurements

Table 11 shows thickness measurements of the RST. The thickness of design specification is
16 mm.

Table 11

Distance from upper cover (m)

Measured metal thickness (mm)

OS

16.1

1.0

16 1

1 5

16.1

2 0

162
2.5

164

3.0

16.3

, .5 1
16.0 |

The thickness measured values showed insignificant variation.

5.2.3 Water Chemical Analysis

Table 12 shows the RST water analysis during the inspectioc period.
Table 12

Sample place

leactor shield airface ' - '

Reactor shield bottom

PH

4.6
52

Conductivity
usi/cm

10
14

a

0.5

AJ CU Si Fe
ppm

ve -

- -

- •

1

0.025

0 050

Act/mr

1.0-

OS!

The Cl ions are rather closed to the required value for reactor operation, (Table 3 & 4 ) j The
measurement average pH value of the shield water is also closed to the permissible value Thus
the size and number of pits did not exceed those previously inspected on the central reactor tank
surface.

5.3 Horizontal Channels

5.3.1 Visual Inspection

The horizontal channels No 1, 3,4,6 and 7 were examined The inspection was carried out by
means of the optical device Defects due to manufacturing were only detected. They are
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allowable within the limit surface roughness. There ere no visible cracks in * base metal and wdds

S-JJ Thkkneu MeuuraneaU

Table 13 shows the avenge measured thickness of the horizontal channels at the terminal end
wall.

(Number of horizontal channel

pleasured thickness (mm)

Table 13

1
11.3

3

12.7

4

12.3

6

10.5

7 112.0 |

These measurements are within the limits of the design specifications . Welds of channel No. 5
were also included in the scope of the shield tank No visible defects were detected.

5.4 SPENT FUEL STORAGE TANK

5.4.1 Visual Inspection

The fuel storage tank was inspected. Scrapped deposits in the form of black spots was
observed. Also, considerable number of white spot were found , fig. ID. These spots were
considered as corrosion products. Their average diameter was about 30 mm When scrapping one
of the large white spots, a pit of about 10 mm was appeared. The depth of pit was measured by
replica technique. It was in order of 2 mm Soil deposits of about 5 mm thickness was deposited
on the bottom surface of the tank. Fig. I ' shows the basement wall thickness and the deposits on
it The figure shows also the measurements that were taken on the pipe line under the core.

«••* Water Chemical Analysis

Table 14 shows spent fuel storage water analysis during the inspection period .

Table 14

Sample place

Reactor shield surface

Reactor shield bottom

pH

4.9

5 0

Conductivity
usi/cm

42

40

Cl Al Cu
ppm

1.2

1.1

0.055

-

0.05

0.2

Si

0.5

0 5

Fe

007

-

Act/mr

10880

9263

The measured Cl ions were higher than the required values Tables (3&4). Also, the
average measured values exceed I ppm. In addition to large concentration of copper was
detected. The pK vaJue of such water was not within the acceptable limit. It can be noted that the
water quality is different from place to place particularly under a lattice which has only an
insignificant water exchange with other places in the tank. Since there is DO water circulation
inside the storage and also there is no system" of water purifying, the bad condition of water can
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Fig- -c Surface of metal in storage.
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lead 13 a significant amount of defects due to corrosion. Comparison of the surface conditions of
reactor shield and spent fuel storage tanks, where the water are stagnant in both of them, showed
better surface condition in the shield tank: due to water refreshment from time to time.

6. CONCLUSIONS

The inspection work have been carried out to evaluate reactor condition after thirty years aging.
The conclusions of inservice inspection arc as follows:

The results obtained show that reactor surface conditions are in good status. The observed
pitting did not affect the structural integrity.

Tie majority of the inspected defeots arc pits having maximum surface area of about SO
mm. Their depth does not exceed 2 mm. i.e the pits depth rue penetrate in order of 0 5'/.
per year.

Thickness measurements show insignificant variation.

Water status (circulates or stagnant) and its chemical properties play an important role for
controlling corrosion rate.
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THIRTY YEARS EXPERIENCE IN
ET-RR-1 OPERATION

Dr. M.Khattab
Reactors Department, Nuclear Research Centre,

Atomic Energy Authority,Cairo, Egypt

ABSTRACT

Egypt Research Reactor (ET-RR-1) got Critical in 27 th. July 1961.

Since that time many technical problems in system manipulation were

raised. The present paper demonstrates the famous events that were

initiated and the procedures that were taken for their recovery or

mitigation. Maintenance problems are discussed. Reactor parameters

measuring systems and control have been modernized. The reactor is

investigated by In-Service Inspection program, (ISI). The results show

that reactor vessels surface conditions are in good status. Experience

obtained from these activities and some proposals for future

development are summarized.

, .1 Li ^ . ^ ^ O
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INTRODUCTION

ET-RR-1 is a 2 MW research reactor with light water coolant

moderator and reflector. Average thermal neutron flux is l.OxlO13

n/cm2 sec. Eight boron carbide control rods inside the core are

used for safety and course control functions. One stainless steel

rod is used for fine regulations. Fig. (1) shows Recirculating

Cooling System of ET-RR-1. Figures (2) and (3) show the

vertical and horizontal sections of the reactor respectively.

EK-10 type fuel rods are made of uranium dioxide dispersed

in Mg matrix, 10% U-235 enrichment are cladded in aluminum

tubes, 10 mm outer diameter, 7 mm inner diameter and 600 mm

length. The fuel bundle has 16 fuel elements, in a square array.

Reactor core consists of 51 bundle positions.

Reactor comprises different systems which ensure its safety

during normal operation and anticipated occurrences. The main

reactor systems are:

- Primary and secondary reactor cooling circuits.

- Instrumentation and control (I&C)

- Ventilation

- Waste disposal

- Fuel handling and spent fuel storage

- Hot cells

- Water treatment facility
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The reactor is used for isotope production as well as carrying
out research work in the following Fields:

1. Reactor physics and nuclear engineering.

2. Thermal safety experiments.

3. Neutron physics and neutron radiography

4. Neutron optics.

5. Solid state physics

6. Metallurgy and radiation damage.

7. Biology.

These research programs are carried out through experimental
facilities such as thermal column, horizontal and vertical and
biological channels.

Annually Cumulative Energy since Reactor First Start-up are
shown in table (1).
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Table (1) Annually Cumulative Energy Since Reactor Start up

Year

1992
1991
1990
1989
1988
1987
1986
1985
1984
1983
1982
1981
1980
1979
1978

No documented
data

Annually cumulative Energy M w hr

25860
25836
25670
24981
24332
24125
24125
23828
22767
21820
20785
20470
19925
19032
17923

The number of radio-isotopes produced per year are shown in
Fig. (4).

INITIATING EVENTS

During the thirty years of reactor operation some events were
occurred. In the following some of the most important events are
described and analyzed.
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Event (1):

Partial blockages of coolant channels in some fuel bundles
(1965).
Cause.
Melting of rubber seal of core illumination lamp due to
residual heat after reactor shutdown.
Evaluation:
Human error due to leaving the lamp in its down position to
the next day after some in-core operations.
Mitigation:
1- Unloading these bundles to the spent fuel storage.
2-Embedding them into special sealed stainless steel apparatus

constructed and manufactured for cleaning these bundles,
Fig. (5).

3-The bundles are treated chemically to dissolve these
substances in acidic solution then using compressed air for
agitation and cleaning.

4- Washing the bundles by distilled water and then reloading
them into reactor core.

Event (2):
Partial damage in control rods supporting mechanism and

deformation in the vertical reloading channel (1966).

Cause:
Release of the loading mechanism wire during reactor cover
rotation.
Evaluation:
Unexpected event.
Mitigation:
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Welding control rods supporting mechanism and
repairing other parts.

Event (3):
Deformation of some fuel bundles during core unloading,

(1967).
Cause:
Rotating the large cover before reaching the upper limit of the

loading mechanism.
Evaluation:
Human error due to rush in evacuating all core fuel bundles

simultaneously.
Mitigation:
Those bundles are barred in special container in the spent fuel

storage. The core is cleaned by picking up all residuals and
changing reactor water inventory.

Event (4)
Ejection of automatic control rod out of the reactor core, and

damage of control rod channel (1979).
Cause:
In this event the motor pulled out the control rod and the
ejection was stopped by the failure of the wire connecting the
rod with the servo-drive.

' Evaluation:
Human error due to undocumented maintenance work.
Mitigation:
1- The control rod channel was repaired.
2- The wire tying the rod with the servo-drive was replaced.
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3 - Maintenance work in the servo drives and indicator were
done. The system was tested before operation.

Event (5):
Severe reduction in water level in the central tank. [ i.e. from

580 cm to 300 cm ] (1986). No damage because the reactor was
not in operating mode.

Cause:
Leakage in drainage valve (no.20) under central tank.

Evaluation:
Human error due to un-tightly closing the valve.
Mitigation:
Closing the valve tightly and refilling the tank.

Event (6):
Deformation in loading mechanism of irradiated samples in

core, (1988).
Cause:
Its head was broken and release of its spring action.
Mitigation:
Maintenance procedures have been done.

Event (7):

Neutron collimator damage inside channel No. (8).
Cause:
This collimator was 90 cm length. It was extended through the
opening of three discs of its gate.lt was damaged during
channel closing.
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Evaluation :
Collimator length was bigger than channel discs length.
Mitigation :
A great mechanical effort has done to remove the damaged
collimator from this channel in September 1992. In order to
continue the research programme on this channel, a small
collimator of length 35 cm which 'not exceed the length of the
first disc is constructed.

MECHANICAL MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS

Some of the most frequent maintenance problems arise in the
following parts of the reactor plant:

1 - Cooling Tower and Heat exchanger.
Due to the relatively long idle intervals and exposure of-the
cooling tower to the environmental climatic' conditions, the
wooden frame of the cooling tower is subjected to be
ruined. Mud, sand and ashes are deposited on the basement
pool and sucked into the heat exchanger tubes causing their
blockage. This results in a pressure increase and a decrease
in 5>>e secondary circuit flow rate and hence less cooling
efficiency. Flow rate 'and pressure before and after carrying
out' maintenance processes to the heat exchanger, cooling
tower and pumps are as follows:

Before maintenance
After maintenance

Flow rate,m /hr
300

400

Pressure.bar
6.5

5.0
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2- Pumps and valves.
Due to forces on pump seals, they are frequently subjected
to torsion and shear that cause damage to them. Gate valves
in the system have many problems on their desks and
spindles. Repairing process of suction gate valves are
difficult since they are directly connected to the suction
pipe from the core.

REACTOR SYSTEMS MODIFICATION

1 -The Surface area of the outer concrete shield of the reactor
body was covered by three adjacent layers of iron plates in
1967. The thickness of each plate was 15 mm. Machining on
plates to form radial shape was done by heavy rolling
machines. 'Horizontal channels shielding configuration as well
as ventilation grids in concrete shield were accurately
measured and properly appointed by a die on the plates then
they were cutout by oxygen.The iron plates were welded
vertically and horizontally at their edges and corners, Fig. (6),
About 50'tons of iron plates were mounted -around the
concrete shield. The costs were about 10,000 LE. Project
management and daily problems were the experience obtained
during that time.

2 -Since reactor technology have been developed during the last
decades, it was necessary to up-grade the ageing
control.radialion, protection and measuring systems of
ET-RR-1 to achieve safety requirements. A plan was carried
out in three stages:
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First Stage
-Modernization of nuclear devices, safety and control

instrumentation of the reactor through technical assistance
from west germany, in 1984.

-Rabbit system irradiation facility through the IAEA technical
assistance program in 1986.

Second Stage

- Modernization of radiation measurement equipments with a
new system from Hungary through IAEA contract No.
(EGY/09/15) in 1987. The system contains 30 measuring
points distributed in different areas in the reactor building to
monitor the radiation levels.

- Installation of a TV monitoring system for continuous
observations of working people.

- Installation of a new water treatment equipment to produce
demineralized water according to the required quality. The
system realizes economy of the exploited power, and
reduces the time of demineralized water production.

- Renewal of the cooling tower by adding new steel and
peach-pine wooden structures.

Third Stage

- Modernization of ET-RR-1 measuring system. The system
performs measurements of coolant flow rate, pressure,
temperature and water level inside the reactor core. The
project was carried out by the Y company in Hungary
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Fig. 6 Outlaying steel shielding
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through the IAEA technical assistance program (contract No.
EGY/04/28) in 1989.

- Installation of an automatic compensation system for water
level replacement inside the core.

- Installation of Computerized Safety Logic system, CSIS,
(project EGY/09/025), which increases safe operation of
reactor and enable continuous system check up.

- Data acquisition system, DACQUS.

IN- SERVICE INSPECTION PROGRAM (ISI)

Inspection of the ET-RR-1 main components were carried
during the period from 26-8-1992 to 9-9-1992 for : reactor
vessel, shielding vessel, part of the horizontal channels, spent
fuel storage vessel and some parts of the primary circuit piping.
Tht following equipments were used for inspection:

1- Television video system comprises:
- Closed circuit television camera with the cable.
- Camera control unit.
- Display.
- Video cassette recorder.

2- Ultra device for measuring thickness.
3- Several aluminum p'.pes having 50 meter length and 60 kg

weight approximately.
The results show that the reactor vessel surfaces are in good

condition and the reactor can work safely [5].
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CONCLUSIONS

- Data collection and record documentation should be
maintained regularly.

- Creating adequate training and retraining programs.
- Maintenance program should be scheHuled regularly to

rigorous inspection and visual examination program.
- Surveillance and testing program should be applied.

For future development some proposals are given as follows:

- Providing the spent fuel storage with mobile purification and
cooling system.

- Dismantling the dearator and using its place for mounting new
ion exehange filters for the primary cooling water.

- Providing the hot cells with press machine for pressing the
radio-active waste cans.

- Inserting manual gate valve (normally open) before the primary
coolant pumps, replacing the sleeve of the suction pipe .

-Studying the problem of increasing the capacity of the spent
fuel storage for any temporary core unloading in the future.

- \n idea of dry-storage for the complete burnt-up fuel
assembles (20 % burn-up) can be investigated. New rack may
also be constructed above the existing rack of the spent fuel
around its contour.

- Preparing the reactor system for upgrading its power.
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RESEARCH PERFORMED AT THE ET-RR-1 REACTOR

USING TOF TECHNIQUE

PROF. DR. M. Adib

Reactor & Neutron Physics Department, Nuclear Research
Centre, Atomic Energy Authority, Cairo, Egypt

ASTRACT

This paper represents the results of studies of neutron transmission

at several single crystals, performed at ET-RR-1 reactor horizontal

channels.

The results of these studies starting in 1984 and continuing to date

is are discussed; the use of large single cyrstals as a band pass filter

also assessed.
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l.Introduction:

It has been established that neutron of energies < 1 eV are

refarred to as slow neutrons . The importance of the wave

characteristics of these neutrons is determined by the ratio of

the neutron wavelength to the linear dimensions of the system

with which they interact. As a rule , the greater- this ratio is ,

the more pronounced the wave properties are.

Slow neutron scattering was originally used mainly in pure

nuclear physics research . Then, it turned out , after the

availability of high-intensity neutron beams, that most fruitful

fields for neutron-optical studies are those concerned with the

properties of condensed matter (solids and Iiquids>. Besides,

slow neutrons could be widely used in the analysis of the atomic

structure of powdered crystals C where the use of X-rays or

electrons is either inconvenient or impossible > as in diffraction

studies of hydrogenous compounds and alloy & of elements with

neighboring atomic numbers.
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In the case of powdered crystals the conventional method of

X-rays and neutron diffraction structure investigations uses

X-rays or neutrons of a fixed wavelength X and measured quantity

is the intensity I of the diffracted beam as a function of the

variable angle Q CFig.l a> , wherever , the Bragg equation ,

X » 2 d sin & <d- the inter planar- spacing > is satisfied, the
o

function X vs 9 shows a maximum. Prom the intensities and

positions of these peaks, the structure of the crystal under

investigation can be determined. In case of neutrons it is

possible £11 to reverse the roles of X and 6 and use neutrons

of variable wavelength and measure at fixed angle 2& the

intensities of the diffracted beams CFig.i b>. In this method

neutrons obtained by shopping a neutron beam from a nuclear

reactor are scattered on a powdered crystal and the intensity of

the scattered neutrons at a fixed angle 2& is measured by means 1

of a neutron counter connected to a multi-channel time analyzer.

As a result an intensity vs wavelength curves are obtained. The

peaks are indexed in the usual manner.

It is well known that a fission reactor is a prolific source

of fast neutrons, thermal neutrons and gamma radiation. However,

to improve the signal-to-background ratio for neutron scattering

experiments has required the development of large shielded

instruments <e.g. neutron guide tubes) which allow the desired

thermal neutrons to exit, while limiting the fast neutrons and

gamma radiation. In a few cases, thermal neutron filters are

being used to limit the size of the shielding for these
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Instruments 12-41. Single crystal filters that pass only thermal 1

twutrons function because for some materials the absorption cross- i

section is small, the thermal diffuse cross-section is small and

the Bragg scattering from a single crystal is limited to a few

Bragg peaks at discrete energies.

Brugger C5J has reported the result of his transmission

measurement at silicon single crystal. For such purpose* he used

a large single crystal (28 cm in length) which was found

sufficient for removing neutrons of energies 1 eV but not

sufficient for removing both the y -radiation and fast neutrons

of energies 144 keV. Since silicon has a fast neutron window in

its cross-section at 144 keV.

During the past ten years many experimental results have

been obtained at ET-RR-1 reactor on reflection and transmission

properties of several single crystals £6-101. Thus, results were

complied and some of them are presented in this paper .Evaluations

of these results, to show the effectiveness of using Large single

crystal as a neutron band pass filter, are also presented,

2.Time-of-f light spectrometers

The measurements were performed using both TOF and fixed-

scattering angle spectrometer (FSAS> installed in front of the

ET-RR-1 reactor horizontal channels. The TOF spectrometer has a

mechanical chopper with a rotor of Pertiruix 16 mm in diameter

and having a cigar-shaped slit. The slit sizes at the entrance

and outlet are 2x25 mm, while the slit size at the center of the
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rotor is 5x25 mm . The flight path is 4.2 m. The rotation r a t e of

the rotor can be controlled in the range from 800 to 3600 rpm

with an accuracy of 0.14% .

The FSAS <Fig.2> consists of a rotor , suspended in a

magnetic field spinning a t a maximum speed of 16,000 rpm and

producing bursts of polyenergetic neutrons a t the sample. The

rotor r 32 cm in diameter, has two curved s l i ts for producing two

bursts of neutrons pel* revolution. The s l i ts have radius of

curvature 65.65 cm and 7x10 mm cross-sectional area. The flight

path from the rotor center to the sample holder is 0.85 m and the

distance from the holder center to the detector center is 2.5 m.

A battery of four helium-3 filled detectors was used. The

resolution a t a flight path of 3.35 m and rotor speeds of

7,300 rpm and 14,800 rpm is 9.0 ,us/m and 4.5 fja/m. In order to

decrease the background level during the flight time of the

polyenergetic neutron burst a phased rotating collimator was

used. The phased rotating coliimators's dimensions were selected

to match the curved slit rotor of the FSAS. The rotor-collimator

facility CFig. 3) was adjusted to the neutron beam and covered

with a biological shield. The analyzing flight path L was
o

2.69 m. A personal computer analyzer operating in i t s MCS mode

was usedi. The j i t t e r phase between the rotor and collimator was

within ± 1 ^isec. The spectrometers are described in details

elsewhere [11-143.
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scattering angle spectrometer.

Fig-( 3 ) Schematic Diagram oi The R o t o r - Co l t i r rmtor F a c i l i i y

At The E T - HR-1 Reactor.
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3. Transmission Measurements:

3.1. Mono crystalline Germanium

Fit- 4 shove, the total neutron cross-section of mono-

crystalline germanium as measured at 440 K, room temperature and

liquid nitrogen temperature in the energy range from 2 meV to

1 eV. The dashed curves represent the total cross-section of the

Ge mono-crystal, at the mentioned temperatures, as calculated

taking into account a Debye temperature of 363 °K, an incoherent

scattering cross-section: of 0.4 barns and the contribution of the

absorption cross-section of Ge. One can see that the agreement

between the calculated and measured cross- sections, at room

temperature and at 440 °K , is reasonable, while the experimental

data obtained at liquid nitrogen temperature is slightly higher

than the calculated data. Such discrepancy may be due to

temperature gradient at the sample position.

Prom the measurements made, one can find that the total

cross-section of Ge for a neutron energy of 0.04 eV is lower by

less than one-third compared to its value at 1 eV. Moreover, the

Bragg reflections are not so pronounced. Thus it is useful to use

Ge mono-crystals cooled to liquid nitrogen temperature as a band

pass filter for neutron energies below 0.1 eV.

3.2. Zinc Single Crystal

Fig. 5 shows the neutron transmission obtained through a

hexagonal Zinc single crystal as a function of neutron wavelength

at angles of zero, 18, 32, 51 and 66 between the neutron beam
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direction and the normal to the (002) plane. From Fig. 5 one can

see that > when the Zinc single crystal is perpendicular to the

neutron beam direction it transmits 75 % of the neutrons with

wavelengths longer than 0.25 nm, while the transmission is

reduced to about 60 % for neutrons with wavelengths shorter than

0.08 nm. At other orientations the transmitted neutror spectrum

is strongly distorted by the reflections from (hkl) planes of

zinc.

3.3. Lead single crystal

Fig.6 shows the neutron transmission obtained through a

cubic lead single crystal as a function of neutron wavelength at

angles Zero, 31 r 42 and 77 between the neutron beam direction

and the normal to the (311) plane. From Fig.6 one can see that

when the 1.1 cm thick lead single crystal is fixed perpendicular

to the neutron beam then about 85 % of neutrons with wavelength

longer than 0.3 nm can pass through the crystal. While tho

transmission of neutrons with wavelengths shorter than 0.3 nm is

reduced to about 60 % . Thus, it seems that the filtering

characteristics of lead are more favorable than those of zin^.

3.4. Copper Single Crystal

The neutron transmission of Cu crystal was measured as a

function of the neutron wavelength \ and the angle ^ between the

(111> direction and the direction of the incident beam. The

obtained transmission curves are displayed in Figs. 7 and 8. For
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y * O .the neutron transmission for neutron wavelengths above

0.2 nm slightly decreases with increasing wavelength ,and there

are no disturbances associated with the strongly reflecting

planes. At other orientations of the crystal such disturbances

are noticeable. Accordingly> the orientation of the crystal when

used as bandipass fil ter, is optimum when the neutron beam is

i.-icidentlparallel to the <111> direction.

3.5. Pvrolytic Graphite Crystal

The filtering characterist ics of pyrolytic graphite CPG>

crystal have been reported by sev&rad authors 114-163. The study

of the filtering properties of PG leads to the conclusion tha t i t

csn also serve ^g an effective higher order f i l ter for neutron

wavelengths between 0.37 - 0.43 nm. Besides, i t was shown C143

that the highly aligned PG may be tuned for optimum scattering of

second order neutrons of wavelengths between 0.112 - 0.425 nm by

adjusting the fil ter in an appropriate orientation. However, all

the reported measurements, for PG, have been carried out using

triple~ axis spectrometers, consequently the measured transmission

data are essentially corrected [14] for higher order reflections.

In order to investigate the filtering characterist ics of the

PG crystal and to verify experimentally the tuned intervals for

optimum scattering of second order neutrons, predicted in

Ref .1141, the neutron transmission of PG was measured in the

wavelength range from 0.15 r.m - 0.65 nm and a t different values

of the angle y . The resul ts of measurements C17] are displayed
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in Fig. <9>. It, was concluded from Fig. C9> , that, the PG crystal

can be used as a second order filter at the wavelength intervals

(0.2026 - 0.38o3> nm and <0.1711 - 0.22343 nm by adjusting the

crystal in the orientation ranges €72.40-54.79 >° and C40-0>°

respectively.

4. Conclusion:

It was shown by Freund [181, that the total cross-section

determining the attenuation of* the neutrons by a crystalline

solid is given by the sum:

abs tds par

where o- is the absorption cross-section due to nuclear

capture processes, a, . is the thermal diffuse or inelastic

scattering cross-sect ion, and a corresponds to elastic or

Bragg scattering, often called parasitic scattering in

diffraction experiments using mono crystalline samples. Single

crystal filters that can pass only thermal neutrons function

because for the selected crystals the -absorption cross-section is

small, the thermal diffuse cross-section is also small and the

Bragg scattering from a single crystal is limited to a few Bragg

peaks at discrete energies. Since thermal diffuse scattering is a

function of the Debye temperature, one wishes to select a crystal

with large Debye temperature and of a low absorption cross-

section. To limit Bragg scattering, the crystal must, have a small

mosaic spread.

The conclusion from these measurements is that large single
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crystals is a very effective fi l ter for improving the thermal

neutron signal compared to the background of fast neutrons and

gamma radiation.
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ON THE USE OF COMPUTERIZED TOMOGRAPHY
FOR TESTING REACTOR MATERIALS

T.S.Akki and M.M. Ennami

Neutron Physics and Radiation Shielding Laboratory, Tajura
Nuclear Research Centre Tripoli, Libya.

ABSTRACT
A computer tomography scanner has been installed at Tajura

Nuclear Research Centre for the purpose of testing different types of
concretes made from local materials for reactor shielding .

This paper describes the experimental setup .its point spread, and
modulation transfer functions, and includes also some experimental
work carried out using collimated beam of gamma -ray source of
energy 1.17MeV emitted from CO isotropic gamma source, for
scanning concrete samples accomodating iion rods and holes of
different diameters . The measured projection data v/ere reconstructed
to obtain the cross-sectional image of the attenuation distribution
inside the concrete using convolution backprojection algorithem ,a
brier description of this algorithem, and a review of work done in this
field is also presented .

fcj ^ii^jJI *y ft 4^^4 * î » ̂  *«. ..I»
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1 - INTRODUCTION
Transmission and emission tomography are widely used in

medicine as methods of obtaining information about the body
structure and physiological functions. Recently transmission
tomography is also gaining acceptance as a powerful tool for
non-destructive testing in industry and is becoming a standard
capability in 1993.However emission tomography is widely used
in the field of nuclear medicine and rarely used in industry.

In nuclear technology the ideal system for investigating the
destribution of induced activity is emission tomography where
the object have been irradiated in a neutron flux either for
neutron activation analyses or a component of reactor core . In
irradiation of nuclear fuel rods, it is often necessary to determine
the spatial distribution of fission products within the fuel rod .
This investigation performed conventionally by cutting the rod
open and scanning the active face with a collimated detector . It
is obviously a potentially hazardous procedure and increases
problems of waste handling, This information have been
produced using emission tomography [3] without the need for
cutting open the fuel rod.

In this paper we have investigated some concrete samples
using transrflission CT technique with gamma ray isotropic
source as well as with reactor neutrons and gamma rays for
testing different samples of concrete shields made from local
materials. Summary of work carried out by other authors in the
field of concrete and fuel investigation are also presented.
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2- EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
The computerized tomography technique is based on using

either neutrons or gamma rays for testing the materials by
transmission or emission methods.

CT scanner workability, spatial and density resolution were
first tested by applying a transmission method with gamma ray
energy of 1.17 MeV emitted from60Co source . The tested object
was a calibration polyethylene probe in a cylindrical form of
diameter 145 mm containing 11 iron rods of different diameters
varying from lmm tol5mm.The source collimator was 3mm by
10mm height while the detector collimator was 2mm by lOmmh
height. The transmitted photons were measured by Na I (Tl)
scintillator, Compton and annihilation radiation were eliminated
by means of collimation and energy discrimination using single
channel analysers.

The scanner is provided by tape recorder for data storage and
personal computer for image reconstruction and display . The
sample undertest was positioned 70cm from the source and 50cm
from the detector . For each set of measurrnents the sample is
traversed horizontally by the gamma ray beam, and rotated
stepwise for 180 degree in 60 steps .

The schematic diagrams of the experimental layout and
measuring processes are shown in fig.(l). The dependance of the
spatial resolution on source-detector distance was measured by
placing gamma source in front nf the collimated detector and
carrying out linear scans across the detector collimation for
different source-detector separations and a curve is plotted
between the detector response and the distance along the normal
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direction to the source-detector axis presented in fig (2) .This
relations show that the resolution is the best for smaller
distances.

Ordinary and magnitile-lemonite concrete samples of 100mm
diameter accomodating iron rods and holes were also tested
using 6<)CO gamma ray source as well as neutrons emitted from
one of the horizontal channels of the 10.MW CONSORT reactor
at Tajura Nuclear Research Centre . NE-213 Liquid organic
scintilation detector which possesses pulse shape discrimination
to eleminate the undesired pulses of neutrons or gamma rays is
used for neutron measurements .

Tomogrphs of concrete samples and fuel pins given by others

[3,4,6] are also presented in this paper.

3- RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The intensities of the transmitted gamma photons and

neutrons are measured at different translational and rotational
angles (projection data). Personal computer was used to
reconstruct the images of the object under investigation. The
reconstruction performed using the values of the spatial
distribution of the projected densities p(x.y)which is evaluated
from the absorption coefficients |i(x,y) of the object.

Images were reconstructed using Filtered Backprojection
method based on the following equation :

p (x,y) = Zl rtr,

p(x,y)= £ t pfxcos+j+ysin+j ,<t>.j )
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where p(x,y) is the backprojection densities p= In I/Io is the
measured ray projection

where l , l 0 are the transmitted and incident intensity
respectively and A(|>j is the angular increment between every two
adjacent projections. The projection is modified (filtered ) using
convolution filter before being backprojected and therefore P(x)
becomes

o

P*(x') = km P(x) I P(x") ( «in* [ JI kn, <x'-x")]/[ (x1-*")* it-\ )dx"

where km is te maximum spatial frequency used in
reconstruction km = l/2a where a is the Linear sampling interval
and R is the radius of the object.

Fig (3) presents Polyethylene calibration probe with steel rods
and its cross-sectional image. Fig (4) presents the relation
between the attenuation coefficient and the distance across the
image for one of the projections .

The obtained images for magnetite-lemonite concrete and
ordinary concrete with steel rods, holes and polyethylene rod are
displayed in Fig (5) and Fig (6) respectively .

Images of polyethylene rods show clearly the rods of diameter
up to 2mm and the obtained images of concrete samples clearly
recognize the location and ,size of steel bars and air cavities .

Fig(7) shows the tomograms of the internal structure of the
concrete obtained by 1.L.Morgan and et-al [6] where they
examine concrete cylinder of 30cm lenght and 15cm diameter
loaded until failure and scanned at different planes, at fig. (7a)
crack is clearly recognized while fig (7b,c) show the interior
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Fig (3) Polyethylene calibration prob with iron rods and its cross-sectional
image.
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Fig {4) The relation betweeri~attenu3lion coefficient and the distance across
the image for projection no . 1 & 36.
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r ig (5) Cross-sectional image of Masnetite-Lemonite concrete prob.
(a)sriows homogenous concrete . and ib) shews prob with iron &

polyethylene rods.

Fig (6) Cross-seclional image of ordinary concrete (a) shows homogenous
concrete ib) shows prob with iron rods and hole .
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Fig (7) Tomograms of concrete cylender loaded until failure (a) shows clearly
crack position ibi shows coarse aggregates ,(O shows cracks and voides.
(from ref. 6 ) .
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section of a cylinder with coarse gravel aggregate, and rocks and
voids respectively .

Fig(8 a.b) present the CT images of concrete cylinder
obtained by H.Ellinger et-al [4] where they load it to failure and
scanned, the interior cracks and aggregate/ paste mixture are
distinguished clearly .

Fig(9) presents a tomogram of a nuclear fuel phantom
obtained by G.Davies and N.M. Spyrou[3) , where they use
emission tomography to examine irradiated nulear fuel phantom
where the fuel phantom is made of titanium containing a
multi-energetic radionuclide .

4- CONCLUSIONS
The obtained images using gamma ray source of higher

energies show that it is possible to use gamma rays of higher
energies if the Complon scattring and annihilation photons are
suppressed. Accordingly images obtained by gamma rays of
higher energies make it possible to test probes of larger
thicknesses and of higher densities in addition to reducing the
time of scanning

The limited spatial resolution in the measurements cnn be
improved if narrow collimators arc used and image contrast can
be enhanced if measuring time is increased.

The images of concrete samples were not of sufficient quality
to present a quantitative analyses of the aggregate size due to
small variation in densities of the concrete mixes and limited
resolution .
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Fig (8) Tomogram images of concrete cylender to failure ta) shows interior
aggregates / paste mixture (b) shows cracks of 2mm .(from ref. 4).

Pdylhtnt

n

Fig (9) Fuel pin phantom and its CT. image (.- shows the position of the
132Ta sources withen the Wamum matrix fb) shows the reconstructed
image of the phantom .(from ref.3 i.
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However the tomogram of the concrete images given by
others (4,6) show clearly the size of the aggregate /ities and
cracks, this is due to the higher resolution and lower scattering .
Also it was found that it is possible to use emission tomography
to investigate samples activated by neutrons [3] such as reactor
fuel assemblies, including those deliberately damaged to
simulate accident conditions
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Theoretical Estlaates of Fission Fragaent Spins

Abstract

Theoretical models have been used to aake predictions of the

average spin of the primary fission fragments produced by different

types of reactions. The theoretical results have been compared to the

experlaental results . A good agreement between the theoretical and

experlaental results has been obtained.

Introduction

The early studies of fission concentrated on describing the fission

process in terns of nass and kinetic energy distribution. These

studies were done on spontaneous and neutrons-induced fission

reactions. The early studies provided the basis on which the fission

characteristics have been established.

Several studies 11,2, 3) have been carried out to investigate the

fission fragments through the measurements of the total

r-multlpllcity. The results of the studies have shown a structure in

the jr-multiplicity as a function of the mass asymmetry of the fission

fragments. These results have encouraged us to investigate this point

to see whether this structure in the jr-multipl iclty is due to nuclear

structure or due to the spins with which the primary fission fragments

are produced.

Calculation of fraguent spins in heavy ion-induced fission

The nean spin of the fragment can be derived froa the population of

states at excitation energy E according to the following formula:
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As the population p(E ,J) varies approximately as expC-J2), ti

decreases rapidly at "high J. It sufficient to sum the series up to

some maximum value of spin J. In the A around 100 region at the

temperature observed in the reactions considered here, inclusion of

terns beyond J around 30 makes change in the total mean spin (J ) of

the order of the fourth significant figure or smaller.

The temperature T of the fragment Is estiBated from excitation

energies calculated from ground-state masses 14) and systematic of the

total kinetic energy (TKE) releases In fission. The TKE release In

fission is estimated from the empirical Viola formula (5), which gives

a value independent of fragment shape.

The Statistical Scission Model CSSK) of fission [6] makes definite

predictions of the spins of the primary fission fragments dependent on

their average shapes and excitation energy. Estimates of the average

spin based on the assumptions of the S5M require knowledge of the

moments of Inertia I and I.. ( moment of inertia about an axis

perpendicular and parallei to the direction of the angular momentum

vector respectively) and hence the effective moment of inertia (I J

and the nuclear temperature of the fragment. The moments of inertia

are directly related to the mass and axis length of the fragment,

assumed to be ellipsoidal. The nuclear temperature depends on the

Q-value of the reaction .
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In a collision between a target nucleus (T) and a projectile (P)

wi th impact parameter b and energy E in the center of the mass

frame, the angular momentum of the fused system is given by [7]:

tr = M b.v = ( 2 H { E - V ))I/2b
fS p p p cm b

where v is the center of mass beam velocity, and the maximum

pussible value of the compound nucleus angular momentum is given by

i = (2M (E - V ))1/2(R+R ) in the sharp cut-off approximation.
n-ix p cm B T p

where R and R are I tie target and the project! le nuclear radi I. For

an iiuidont particle of orbital angular momentum i, the cross-section

varies as {2£+ 1 ). Ifcncu the mean angular momentum of the fused

s.ŷ toin, < { >, is givi>:i by:

zt7*(2MJ

In heavy- ion r e a d ion, t he in;iss of t h e p r o j e c t i ]&, and maximum

v.s-j i bli*1 impact paramot e r , a r e . 1 a r g e , so t h e maxi mum val ue of compound

:u;-1 ••;;<• iiuyt\.i\ b.v moment urn i s a Eat; ' a r g e . in t h e c a s e of l a r g e i. ,

<l > = 2/2 I

At scission, in a co-rot at ing frame of the fissioi.ing system

flunr iy das nu rvlat i ve angular moment um; the f j-agmonts have neither

i nt ri ns ic nor rei at i ve spin, hence from the laboratory frame , both

( he i nt ri r.s i.-.- :;pi na of the t wo fragments and their relat ive mot i on

have •.•qua i angular frequency. A fragment of angular momentum I (wi th

compJi.*mentary fragment of angular momentum I ) ther< i'ure carries away

a fraction I' t?W +/̂ R ) of the total angular momentum (ji= reduced



mass of the system, R= separation of fragments centers); since the

fragment •; are deformed along an axis perpendicular to the angular

momentum vector, the moment of inertia (for deformed fragment) are.

The angular momentum of a primary fission fragment from a heavy ion

react ion therefore results from two compone* LS; one arising from

temperature dominating effects, the other from dynamic effects (rigid

rotation). The temperature induced spin J has random orientation; the

dynamic spin J however must be perpendicular to the beam direction.

The phase angle between the two components of angular momentum is

therefore random taking all values. On average it is 90 , so the

components J and J are added in phase quadrature.

For- the react ion discussed later , i = liO and the fragment to he

a (ud i oci hay mass A « 100 from a fissioning syst em of mass around <̂ 50.

Tlii s loads to a val uo of J around 3. Since J_js around 7, and t be

spins are added in quadrature , then J is around 7.6;

the effect of rigid rutat ion is srnal 1, and the mean spin of fragment

is dominated by temperature effects.

In the rase of K + Au • •-> Ra with beam energy of 120 MeV,

t hi- combined masses of any pair of compl fmentary fragments is, on

average, 209 amu. hence 1 he total number u/1 neutn.us emi tted in th^

'. •• .. ' ion is 7 . In general we assume that Lht ujir;ber of neutrons

-;mi tted from each fragment is proport: onal to ine mass of the
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fragment, and In the case of mass A around 100 fragment fron an a

around 223 fissioning system we assume 2 post-fission neutrons are

emitted from each fragment.

Summing the level density formula described previously for given

primary fragment mass number and temperature gives <J >,the nean spin

of the fragment from tenperature dominated effects.

From reaction kinematics, tbe j is around 38.7h , and hence
MAX

t is around 25.3 h.
f*

The fraction of this carried by Mo fragment depends on the moment

of inertia of the Mo fragment and on its complementary Pd fragment.

For a given mass fragment, the maximum and minimum fraction is

calculated for a range of. deformat ions ( from spherical Mo with

deformed Pd to deformed Mo with spherical Pd). The maximum, minimum,

and mean vril ues of this component of angular moment urn are added in

quadrature \o J. to give an estimate of the total average angular

momentum of th« primary fission fragment.

120 MeV beam energy. Experimental results [8] have shown that the

neutron multiplicity Is between 10 to 11, with 4 pre-fission neutrons.

This again suggests 3 post-fission neutrons on average are emitted by

Mo fragment.

Here the angular momentum of compound nucleus is around 28h, higher

than in the F + Au reaction. The fraction carried by the Mo fragment

however is smaller because of the increased mass of the complementary

fragment.

The total mean spin of the Mo fragment is calculated for each value

of neutron multiplicity.
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Calculation cf Fragment Spins in Spontaneous Fission.

In the low-energy fission model of Rasmuss.; >;t al [9], the

molecular model of fission is used to make predictions nf angular

momentum. The fissioning system is taken as consisting of two

interacting deformed fragments separated by the center-to-center

distance o* and is assumed that the maximum of the fission barrier (

at which the system minimizes bending energy) occurs at a center-to

center separation ff given by the kinetic energy of the fission event

Including quadruple deformation but ignoring higher

multipolarltles, the nuclear surface can be defined by:

R(6)=

Then the electrostatic potential energy of the system is written

where jr is the angle between the symmetry axis of the deformed

fragment and the vector of the center-to-center distance <r

It Is assumed that the nuclear optical potential V is a function
n

of the closest distance s of the surface of the two fragments ( fig.

1). It is further assumed that the attractive optical and the

repulsive electrostatic potential Just balance each other at scission.

Expanding V about the scission point we have:
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O

Fig- 1 : Molecular DioiJel diagram i>f tile compound nucleus.
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av
v « -v + s (3-")

f B )3
z z e2 R

1 5 |3s s=o 3cr a

To calculate s , the deformed fragment is modelled as a sphere

with a tangent sphere to approximate the deformed surface at its tip;

the separation of the centers of these two spheres is u . Geometrical

calculations yield expressions for s and u. The potential dependent on

r is then given by:

E —— [l-9/5(cr/u-2)(R /<r)2<r )
kin <r-u B 2

3R (1+a )a
_ B 3 2

( lHO )

A reduced moment of inertia for the bending motion B is defined:

1 - » • 1

where I is the moment of inert ia of the deformed fragment and M is

the reduced mass of fragment pair.

This gives the Hamiltonian for this rotational mode of the form



The SchrBdlnger equation with this Haalltonian. can be solved: It is

to good •f)Droxi«af.Ion that describing tb* two dlaensional harmonic

oscillator, the populations of states of given angular MoaentuB t are

determined; averaging by Integration over t gives a Bean value for

angular BOBentua

t\- fi (KB)"" 2

Rasaussen et *1 [91 suggest Hf « 1.4 Kx/3Tm . Ek)|)(the kinetic

energy release of the fission event) the Viola formula gives E *188
kin

These values give <r , the separation of fragment centers at
c

scission, at around 18 fa. Rasaussen et al quote <r « 18 fa. for the
c

comparable case of lceRu+ Sn fro» Pu.

The nuclear surface Is defined as:

R(8)=

for an ellipsoid with axis ratio A^c/a this gives
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Using the above relations, values of t are calculated for given mass

numbers and axis ratios.

Rasmussen et al give two classical models for estimating coulomb

excitation effect due to the proximity of the fragment pair

immediately post-scission; firstly for a permanently deformed

fragment, for which the Coulonb excitation effect will be larger and

then for critically damped shape vibration, where the effect will be

smaller. The former case is estimated to contribute angular momentum

e2MrZA)'
/a Q

B
 ro

Q is the quadrupole moment of the fr'-.-.mt. and Z^ is the proton

number of the complenentary frag-ant. Q is taken as the ground state

quadrupole moment as calculated front the defornatlon parameter £ given

by Crodzin's formula [10]:

putting QB = 4/5 2 <R>
20 and E(2*) In MeV. This estimates values

of hi around 6h.

The second case, of critically damped shape vibration, requires

more complex analysis; for the example of IC8Ru from 2<0Pu, comparable

to the reaction considered here, values of LI are around 2h.

Thei-e contributions from Coulomb excitation add in random-walk

fashion to the component arising from bending motion at scission; an
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estimate of the total angular momentum of the primary fragment is

obtained by adding these contributions in quadrature. These two

estimates of the -Coulomb excitation are taken as a'.i upper and lower

limit.

Results and Discussion

The results of the calculations are shown with estimates of primary

fragment spin based on experimental data. Within the uncertainties of

the experimental and theoretical results, good agreement is seen for

an assumed axis ratio of 1.6 in the primary fragment; the calculated

estimates for this deformation are shown.

For Mo fragment the axis ratio 1.6 from heavy-ion Induced

reactions, an uncertainty aris.es in the predicted mean spin due to a

range of possible values of J , the fraction of the dynamical angular

•omentun of the system taken by the Ho fragment, dependent

on the no»ent of inertia and therefore the shape of the associated

fragment.

For comparison, the equivalent predictions for an assumed Mo

fragment of axis ratio 1.0 (i.e spherical fragment) are shown.

:'rom previous studies the axis ratio for fragments of mass around a

100 is taken to be 1.6; this value is supported by these results. In

this case, the conparison of prediction with experimentally obtained

data seems to 1 ndl cate that 4 neutrons are eni tted fro« the 2Cf

fissioning system in the 0 + Th experiment, rather than the 3 neutrons

suggested by predictions from previous studies of systematic of
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8- 5 ; Predicted ranges of \Jprhn) with experimental points for fragments from 3

spontaneous fission.
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neutron emission [11] . However the uncertainty In* the

predicted value of the neutron multiplicity Is large, and perhaps a

safer estimate Is 2-4 pre-fission neutrons.

For fragment from spontaneous fission, there is a large uncertainty

in the angular momentum arising from Coulonb excitation effects, from

around 2h to around 6h. Whilst the latter is probably over estimate,

nevertheless the uncertainty in the final estimated angular aoftentua

of the primary fragment is large. The experimental values fall within

the estimated range, corresponding to a Coulomb excitation component

of spin of around 4h. The calculations appear to show the sane trend

as the experimentally derived data, namely a peak In <J > at A *
prJ»

104. However this peak is approximately of the size of the uncertainty

in the experimental results , and may not be significant.

The s imple modeIs used here have given results In agreement with

experimental data. A more comprehensive test of their validity would

be a study of trends in the mean spins of primary fission fragments

over a much wider range of fragment masses. Clearly we cannot expert

these essentially models to show structure according to shell effects;

but over a wide range , if valid, they should predict the form of the

variation of <J > with fragment mass.
prim
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THE INTERNATIONAL NUCLEAR EVENT SCALE
'INES' AND APPLICTION TO RESEARCH

REACTORS ACCIDENTS

S.M. RASHAD

National Centre for Nuclear Safety & Radiation Contort,
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Cairo, Egypt.

ABSTRACT
This paper was prepared to provide some insight into the nature and

significance of accidents that have occurred at production, research

and experi/nental nuclear reactors. This Report A brief description and

analysis of some selected severe accidents were given. The INES was

briefly described. Classification of some research reactors accidents

using the INES was given.
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1- INTRODUCTION

This report was prepared to provide some insight into the

nature and significance of accidents in nuclear production,

research and experimental reactors. The selected accidents are

those occurred in the United States and in other countries for

which informations are available.

The report deals with the description and analysis of 16

accidents which have occurred in various countries and which

meet at least one of the following established criteria:

(1) Caused death or significant injury.

(2) Released a significant amount of radioactivity offsite

(many times the maximum permissible concentration for

extended periods of time).

(3) Resulted in core damage (melting and/or disruption),or

core damage was suspected although it did not actually

occur.

(4) Resulted in severe damage to major equipment.

(5) Caused inadvertent criticality.

(6) Was a precursor to a potentially serious accident.

(7) Resulted in significant recovery cost (greater than half a

million dollars).

The accidents selected for inclusion have occurred in different

countries. All the relevant accidents that have occurred in the

U.S. have been considered. However, due to the lack of

information about the reactors in the rest of the world, it is most

probable that there have been reactor here accidents which meet

the criteria given above but are not included here.
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2. EXPERIMENTAL AND RESEARCH REACTORS
2.1 Research Reactors Worldwide:

Experimental and research reactors are grouped together in
this report because they are small [less than about 30 MW(t)] and
experimental in nature. However, they are different from each
other.

A research reactor is designed for the purpose of conducting
scientific research, mainly that involving the interaction of
neutrons with matter. They are also used at universities and
research centers as an experimental tool for instraction, research
and development.

They are generally cooled and moderated by light water, and
the fuel cladding is usually aluminum.

An experimental reactor, is the first step in the development of
a full scale nuclear power reactor of a particular concept. It is
built primarily to determine whether the concept actually works
or not and if it does, to determine some of its characteristics.

2.1.1 Research reactors growth
The first research-reactor was placed in service in 1941

(Chicago Pile). The bulk of research reactors, however, did not
begin operations until the late 1950s and early 1960s. From this
time on, the growth of research reactors proceeded steadily over
nearly two decades, but it has levelled off somewhat over the
past few years. The number of countries with operating research
reactors, however has continued to grow. Developing countries,
at least for the past few years, have provided the nucleus of this
grown By the end of December 1985 there are 538 research
reactors in 66 countries. The status of these reactors is shown in
Tabled).
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Historically, the growth of research reactors has generally
followed a three step process. The first generation reactors are
utilized for fraining engineers and scientists. Although this first
generation research reactor provides excellent tools for academic
staff doing fundamental research, it is seldom fully utilized.

The second generation of reactors is multipurpose and
generally slightly larger. Such reactors are used for a variety of
applied research problems. Among these are neutron activation
analysis, radioisotope production, and studies of reactor
characteristics.

The third and latest generation of research reactors is the
advanced research reactor. Such reactors are expensive to
purchase and operate, employ high neutron fluxes and are used
for specific applications such as the development of reactor
design and safety principles, large scale testing, routine
production of radioisotopes, and basic research. The advanced
reactors being built today are usually designed for a specific
application.

2.1.2 Types of Research Reactors
The Classification of research reactor types according to

configuration are given in Table (2). Most of the reactors in
developing countries are pool reactors but there are five heavy
water reactors, four homogeneous reactors, and five critical
assemblies.
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2.1.3 Power levels

There is consideraole variation in power levels of research
reactors. The distribution of power levels both worldwide and in
developing countries is shown in Table(3).

It is noted that in developing countries about one half of
reactors are either critical assemblies and very low power
reactors (< 1KW) or medium sized multipurpose reactors (1000 -
5000 KW).

In the 1950s and early 1960s low power research reactors were
built with fuel elements; containing less than 20% enriched
uranium. This value was chosen because it was considered to be
a limit for material usable in a weapon. However, the demand for
higher power created a need for highly enriched uranium ( HEu)
in place of low enriched uranium.

The highly enriched uranium also had other benefits such as
longer core life, higher reactivity and somewhat lower cost. HEU
then became readily available and was used for low power
reactors as well as high power reactors.

Table I. STATUS OF RESEARCH REACTORS, DEC. 1985

Status

Operating

Under Construction

Planned

Shut down

Information not Confirmed

Total

Worldwide

304

10

17
176

31

538

Developing
countries

64

9
15
9

7

104
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Table 2. TYPES OF NUCLEAR RESEARCH REACTORS

Type

Pool
Critical assemblies
Tank
Triqa
Argonout
Homogeneous liquid
Homogeneous solid
Heavy water
Graphite
Others

Worldwide

87
18
46

48
17
7

23
21
3

46

Table 3. POWER LEVELS OF OPERATING RESEARCH
REACTORS

PowerlKWt

<1
1-1000

101-1000
1001-5000

5001-10000
>10000

Worldwide
(% in each interval)

29
20
16
14

4
16

Developing Countries

(% in each interval)

24
13
19
25
4

15
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In this report each reactor involved is identified by type,
design, location and power level and then a brief analysis of the
accident including the causes and consequences is presented and
finally our findings and conclusions are given.

2. 2 Analysis of Accidents:
In the analysis of the 13 accidents that have occurred at

nuclear research reactors it is important to:
a- Determine the facts surrounding the accident.
b- Identify the probable cause of why it happened (the primary

cause of the accident)
c- Make appropriate findings and conclusions which would

form the basis for any necessary follow up actions.

The analysis must be directed to specifically focus on the
design and response of the system (or equipment) related to the
accident and on operator performance and training as they
related to the desired system or component. The selected
accidents include nine accidents at the U.S facilities, one at
Argentina, one at Switzerland, and two at Canada research
reactors. Table(4) identify the reactors involved by type, rating,
the licensed Start up date, the accident occurrence's date, and
the type of accident.
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Table 4
Selected Accidents That Have Occurred at

Experimental and Research Reactors

Nuclear Reactor Country
Rating AccidentUnit
HWltT Occurrence first Accident

Start up

1-NRX at
Chalk River
Light Hater Cooled
and Heavy Water
Moderated

2-EBR-l
Sodiua cooled
Unaoderated

U.S.A 1.4

3-NRU-ChalK
River Heavy Hater
Cooled and Moderated

4-HTRE-3
Air Cooled
Hydri£ed Zirconium
Moderated

U.S.A 0.13

Graphite Moderated
So£iua Cooled

Cooled and
Moderated
by light water

7-SL-l
BWR natural
Circulation

8-SPERT-3
PHR

9-PM-3 A
PWR

10-Oak Ridge
Research
Reactor

U.S.A 60 I960

1948 Core damage

Operator Error
Caused Fuel
Melting

U.S.A 1.5

1956 Ruptured Fuel
Element Causes
Contamination

of Reactor
Building

1956 Improper
Instrumentation
Results in Fuel
Melt

1959 1957 Leakage of
Organic Coolant
Seal Cauies
Fuel Damage.

1959 Melting of
Fuel Elenen

1961 1958 Three Fatalities
In Power Exucrsion
Accident

1958 Pressurizer
Failure

1962 Hydrogen
Fire

1958 Fuel Element
Melting
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Table 4

Continued

Nuclear Reactor

11-PRTF
Cooled and
Moderated
by Heavy
Hater

12-Lunens
Co, Cooled
Deuteriua
Moderated

13-RA-2
Critical
Facility

Ratii
Country MH((

a.s.A 70

Switzer 30
land

ConstitugentB
Argentina

w Accident ; Unit
:J Occurrence Arat Accident

Start up

196S I960 Rupture loop
Failure

1X9 1968 LOBS of Coolant
Damages Core at
Lucena

19S3 Prompt Criticallty
Excuraion

2 3 The Primary Causes of The Accidents:
The fundamental causes of the occurring accidents can be

divided into design weaknesses, operator errors, or a compound
design and operator errors. In the case of a a nuclear reactor the
errors that the operator may commit in implementing the
procedures laid down are particularly significant Such errors
may be subdivided into two main classes as follows

- errors of omission
- errors of commission

In respect of simple functions (failure of an elementary
instruction in a procedure); and

- errors to restore the correct alignment of components after
testing or maintenance operations

- errors in the performance of other specific operations
relating to complex functions (failure of a Whole
procedure)
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The Human errors in accident management are not only errors
of omission or comission but also representation and diagnosis
errors. These kinds of errors are due to cognitive behaviour and
may lead to potentially more severe consequences if no means
for error discovery and situation recovery are provided. Due to
the nature of the research reactors the circuit components are
subject during their lifetime to fluctuations in temperature and
pressure and to a number of transients of different intensity and
rale of occurrance. Damaging actions due to corrosion and
neutron irradiation are also a factor that must be considered.
Under the effect of these operating conditions potentially
dangerous phenomena affecting the structural integrity are likely
to take place. Table 5 gives the condition of each reactor at the
time of accident together with the primary cause of each one.
The causes can be classified as: (a) Three accidents of the twelve
selected ones occurred due only to operator errors, which
represent 25% of the total primary causes. These accidents are:
The accident causing core damage at NRX experimental reactor,
the accident causing fuel melting in the Experimental Breeder
Reactor (EBR-1), and the accident resulting in three
fatalities at the reactor in the stationary low power plant No.l
(SL.1).

The core damage accident at NRX is due to the opening of
valves that caused the control rod banks to rise to their fully
withdrawn position. The operator immediately closed all of the
incorrectly opened valves, after which the rods should have
dropped back in Some of them-did, but for unexplained reasons
others dropped in only enough to cause the red lights to turn off,
but the rods were still almost completely withdrawn.
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Table (5)
Tbe Primary Causes
of Tlw Accident*

The Condition of The Primary Causeof
the reactor when the accident
accident accur

X- The experimental NRX The reactor was An operator was
reactor at xhoIk River undergoing testa opening valves that

at low power caused the control
rod banks to rise
to their fully
withdrawn positions.

2- The experimental The reactor power The technician
reactor EBR-1 was in the Cast mistakenly pressed

rise state in the the insertion
final stage of the button for the slow
experiment control systesi

instead of the
scran button for
the fast control
system

3- The research On an a, tempt to The switch which
reactor NRU restart the reactor set the rate of

after automatic power increase
shutdown was faulty allowing

the power to rise
faster than desired

4- The experimental In an experiment to As the operator
HTRE-3 reactor test the new core switched control to

the automatic system
it carried the
reactor through the
accident,

5- The SRE During an attempt Tetralin leaked into
experimental to reach power and the primary system,
reactor generate electricity the decomposition

products prevented
the fuel assemblies
from being cooled
properly and blocked
soae of the coolant

6- The WTH In proceits of The probable cause
research raising the power of failure was a
reactor to tbe 6CKW rating separation in tb«

of tbe reactor bonding between the
metal (cladding)
surrounding the
fuel and the f*»l
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Continued
The Condition of
the reactor when
accident accur

The Primary Causeof
the accident

7- The BWR SL-1 During reconnect the The central control
research control rods before rod was withdrawn
reactor a planned start up manually and quickly

(resulting in short
power surge had a
peak of 2000QHW).

8- The PWR
SPERT-3
research
reactor

In nonnuclear test
conditions

The water level
indicator for the
pressurizer was
in error and the
water level had
dropped far enough
to expose the
pressurizer heaters.

9- The PWR
PM-3 A
research
reactor

During operation an The seal for a valve
automatic scran shut on the pressurizer
the reactor down had allowed hydrogen

ga to escape the
system and accumulate
at the top of the
vessel where it ignited
by a spark from the
short circuit

10-Oak Ridge
research
reactor

11-PRTR
research
reactor

The reactor was
Leing brought to
full power after
being shutdown for
maintenance

A neoprane gasket
had slipped off
a fixture on tite
inside of the reactor
tank and had become
lodged in the top/of
one of the fuel
alements, blocking
the flow of cooling
water. One of the fuel
plates in this element
had melted.

A fuel element in the The metal sheath
rupture loop was within the channel
undergoing high temp, that contained the
tests that were light water coolant
designed to melt the for the fuel element
central portions of being tested had
the fuel ruptured.

12-Lucens
experimental
reactor

During start up
procedures

A breach in the seal
of the pressurised
C02 system.

13-RA-2
critical
facility

During core Technician failed
configuration altering to follow the correct

sequence in assembling
the fuel in its new
configuration.
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From the basement, the operator phoned his assistant in the
control room intending to bell him to start the test over and to
ii/sirt all the control rods by pushing buttons 3 and 4. A slip of
the tongue caused him to say; push 4 and 1 (Button 1 was a
control rod wothdrawal button).

The operator in the control room realized that the reactor
power was rising rapidly, and he pressed the scram button.

The EBR-exprtimental reactor had liiel melt due to operator
mistake, with the reactor power in the fast rise state in the final
stage of the experiment, the operator pressed the insertion button
for the slow control system instead of the scram button for the
fast control system. As soon as the staff scientist realized the
situation, he reached over and pressed the button for the fast
respoding scram system and the reactor shutdown. But it was too
late °or the fuel had become so hot that 405% of the core had
melted. The third accident the most serious one was that of the
BWR research reactor at SL-1 where the centeral control rod was
withdrawn manually and quickly by one of the operatores that
resulted in short power surge to a peak of 20,000 MW. The
consequences were: three fatalities, the reactor vessel and core
had to be removed, the building razed, and the area
decontaminated.

(b) The primary cause of the other accidents can be due to
design weaknesses. For the PWR SPERT-3 test reactor during
non nuclear tests the water level indicator for the pressurizer was
in error and the water level had dropped far enough to expose the
pressurizer heaters. The pressurizer was replaced by one of
improved design.
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(c) The hydrogen fire at PWR PM-3A research reactor took
place while during normal operation an automatic scram shut the
reactor down. The reason for the scram could not be determined,
but instrument problems caused by excess humidity had been
experienced previously. Spurious signals resulting from humidity
twice prevented the reactor from being restarted after this scram.
On the third attempt, a scram initiated by a different signal
occurred. Investigation revealed that the signal had been
generated by a short circuit in the electrical wires that passed
through the containment vessel for the steam generator. It was
ascertain that the seal for a gas to escape the system and
accumulate at the top of the vessel, where it was ignited by a
spark from the short circuit.

Repairs were made and the following corrective actions were
made:

1- Fans and ducts were installed to prevent stagnant pockets of
hydrogen from forming.

2- A second hydrogen detector was installed in the containment
volume.

3- Air samplers were placed in the containment tanks.
4- Changes in the operating procedures were made to ensure that

significant hydrogen leaks are prevented and to ensure that the
operator is a ware at all times of the hydrogen distribution in
the system.

5- A hydrogen recombiner was added and a hydrogen detector
was included in the recombiner line.

6- An alternate recombiner was added and a hydrogen detector
was included in the recombiner line.
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In this accident it is clear that there are some operator share on
the accident occurrence.

(d) The cause of the accident at lucens (Experimental Nuclear
Power station at Lucens Vaud, Switzerland) was a breach in the
seal of the pressurized COj system. When the power leve!
reached 12 MW(t), several things happened within 10 min: The
CO? coolant pressure dropped to atmospheric pressure (itn
normally is about 60 times atmospheric pressure) and the reactor
was scrammed. Then radioactivity levels increased in the cavern,
where upon the cavern was sealed. Finally, there were
indications of the leakage of large amounts of heavy water. The
moderator tank had ruptured. The cooling capability of any gas
is decreased with decreasing pressure. Thus, when the CO
pressure dropped to atmospheric, the fuel had heated up, and one
fuel element had melted along With its cladding, he melted fuel
was the source of radioactivity that was released into the cavern.

(e) In the last penod of the study (1980-1985) the only
published accident is the grompt criticality excursion in
September 1983, in the research critical facility RA2 at the
Constituyentes Atomic Center, near Buenos Aires, Argentina
which led to the death of a technician.

This facility has a cylindrical tank, containing light water as a
moderator and light water and graphite as a reflectro and can
accommodate varying arrangements of fuel elements and control
elements. It was designed and built for criticality experiments
and core configuration studies, and the core configuration was
being altered when the accident occurred. The technician
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performing tbe work failed to follow the correct sequence in
assembling the fuel in its new configuration. He received a very
unevenly distributed absorbed dose of neutrons (1500-1700 rad)
and (2000-2200 rad) of gamma radiation. He died from acute
radiation syndrome and lung damage after two days.

(f) In 1981 there is the unpublished accident (arson) of Iraq
research reactor.

2-4 Discussion
This report is a compilation of all significant accidents which

have occurred at both U.S. and other nuclear reactors and which
have been publicly documented all years through 1985.

Each of the selected accidents fullfil at least one of the
previous mentioned conditions. Table (6) gives the result of the
different selected accidents:

(i) Core damage was the result in seven of the research reactor
selected accidents (58% of the total selected ones) The fuel melt
or the percent of damage is different from one accident to the
other. The accident at NRX at Chalk River 1952 necessitated that
the core and the calandria which were damaged beyond repair to
be removed and burried. The site was decontaminated. An
improved calandria and core were installed about 14 months
after the accident occurrence.

For the SL-1 accident (1961), the reactor vessel and core were
removed, the building razed, the area decontaminated, and the
site made suitable for other purposes after about one year.
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Table 6

The Result of the Selected
Accidents At The Reseach and Experimental

Reactors

The accident
Result (Importance)

Core Damage

Significant

Recovery Costs

Occuptional Death

Damage to Major

Equipment

Precursor to a More

Serious Accident

The Reactor

NRX at Chalk River

EBR-1

HTRE-3

SRE

WTR

Oak Ridge Research Reactor

Lucens

NRU Chalk River

PRTR

(S895,000)

3(SL-1)

l(RA-2)

SPERT-3

PM-3A

1952
1955
1958
1959
1960
1963
1969

1958
1965

1961
1983

1961

1962
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The most important consequences of this accident, besides the
core damage, were the death of three operators (only two
accidents causing death from all the known accidents that
occurred at research reactors).

(ii) The size of melted fuel differ from one accident to the
other, three accidents resulted in melting only one fuel element,
10 of 43 fuel assemblies were melted in one accident, 40,50% of
the core is damaged in (EBR-1) accident and the core is severly
damaged in both the NRX reactor and (HTRE3) experimental
reactor.

(iii)The importance of the accident at NRU. heavy water
cooled and moderated Research reactor at Chalk River Canada,
is that it resulted in significant recovery costs. The same with the
Rupture loop failure in the plotonium Recycle test reactor Which
was moderated and cooled by heavy water (PRTR, 1965). The
cost for repair and decontamination was 5895, 000.

(iv) The pressurizer failure in SPERT-3 accident is the only
one resulted in damage to major equipment

(v)The hydrogen fire at PM-3A was a precursor to a
potentially accident. There were release of radioactivity within
the plant and into the atmosphere beyond prescribed limits at all
the accidents except the pressurizer failure in SPERT-3. The
amount released is considerable to cause occupational exposure
to radiation due to accidents at (NRX, 1952), (NRU, 1985) at
Chalk River Canada and (HTRE3, 1958) USA.
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(VI)The members of the public exposed to radiation at (NRX,
1952) Chalk River, Canada. The number of deaths and
irradiation exposure resulting from nuclear reactor accidents are
shown in ta1 ]e(7).

These data indicate that there have been only 3 deaths at
research reactors in the United States, and one death at Argentina
critical facility (1983).

3. PRODUCTION REACTORS
Production reactors are used to produce the fissionable isotope

PU239 . There are a variety of these reactors. They are moderated
by graphite or heavy water and cooled by gas or light water. The
fuel used is usually natural uranium

Three incidents that have occurred at production reactors are
included in this report.

3.1 Accident Analysis:
3.1.1 Blockage of Coolant Tube in Hanford KW Reactor:

The Hanford KW Reactor was a graphite moderated, water
cooled production reactor located at the Hanford site in
Washington, It started up in 1955 and was shut down in 1970.

Prior to the startup of the reactor, a series of tests was to be
run to determine its characteristics One of the tests involved the
blocking of several hundered cooU.nt tubes with neoprene disks.
After completion of the tests, i.'ie disks were removed and
counted. One of them was overlooked and remained in the
system. Although a pressure indicator definitely recorded a
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blockage, the supervisor failed to notice it An instrument
technician, tielieving the gauge was reading incorrectly, adjusted
it to give the reading that the thought was correct but was in fact
false.

TABLE 7
Table 7 Number of deaths, injuries, and

radiation exposures resulting from
nuclear research reactor accidents

Occupationl death

Occupationl injury

Occupationl

exposure to radiation

due to accidents

Public death

Public injury

Members of the

Public exposed to

radation

At research and experimental reactors

United states

3(SL-1,1961)

(HTRE-3,1958)

Others

1(RA-2,1983)

(NRX.1952)

(NRU,1958)

(NRX.1952)
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On Jan. 4, 1955, the initial startup of this new reactor began.
The next day during continuing the startup procedures, the
reactor power was sharply decreased and then the reactor was
scrammed automatically by a high pressure reading. Other
instruments indicated that a fuel element had ruptured. After 11
days, it was decided to cut a hole in the rear concrete shield wall
and remove the entire graphite channel. It took 14 days to cut
and remove the ruptured fuel element and to cleanup and the
recovery cost was 5550,000 The incident importance is that, due
to sequence of operator errors, it resulted in significant recovery
costs.

3.1.2 Fuel Fire at Windscale, No.I
The No.! pile reactor at Windscale, England, was a natural

uranium, air cooled, graphite moderated production reactor.

3.1.2.1 The wigner energy
Most solids exposed to neutron radiation of high intensity will

undergo a change in radiation damage. Graphite, the moderating
material used in the No .1 pile at Windscale, undergoes a
peculiar type of damage when irradiated with neutrons. It grows
or swells, its thremal and electrical conductivity decreases, and it
tends to store thermal energy. This stored energy is called
"Wigner energy". If after being irradiated, the graphite is heated
slowly, it will release its Wigner energy and these small
additions of heat to radiation damaged graphite will trigger the
release of even more heat.
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3.1.2.2 Accident description.
The process of attempting to remove the wigner energy from

the graphite led to the Windscale accident. It was standard
procedure at Windscale to release the Wigner energy from the
graphite after a normal reactor shutdown in order to restore the
orignial properties in the graphite. Eight such releases had been
successfully carried out previously. It is a rather slow and time
consuming process.

On oct. 7, 1957 following a normal reactor shutdown,
procedures to release the wigner energy were initiated. The
procedure was to restart the reactor and operate it at low power
with the coolin? blowers shut off. Following the first addition of
heat, the operators observed that the graphite temperatures were
falling rather than rising. At this stage, a decreasing temperature
would have indicated no release of heat while an increasing
temperture would have indicated a release of heat from the
graphite. Apparently, there was some release in substantial parts
of the core but not in others.

The operators proceeded as though there had been no release
of wigner energy, and. the next day they added more power,
but because of a faulty power meter they addsd it too quickly.
Also, the temperature instruments were located in the reactor at
the positions of maximum temperature for the reactor operating
at full power, but these were not the positions for maximum
temperature for the reactor operating at low power when the
Wigner energy was being released. Mence, although the
operators were observing temperatures that were well within
operating limits, other parts of the core became so hot, because of
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the release of Wigner energy , that the u.anium fuel caught fire
the following day and subsequently so did the graphite

The fire was first indicated after 2 days from it's begining .
Various attempts to smother and contain the fire were tried to not
avail, Finally the reactor was flooded with water in the fifth day
and the fire was extinguished.

3.1.2.3 Release of radioactivity

There had been widespread release of volatile radioactivity,
primarily iodine and noble gases, over a period of many hours
and under varying meteorological conditions, an estimated
20,000 Ci of I31I was released into the atmosphere of the
countryside from the 405-ft stack.

Surveys of radioactivity in the surrounding countryside
indicated that the highest level of gamma radiation was 4mR/hr.
Vegetation sampling indicated that the stack filter had removed
almost all the radioactive particulates while permitting the
radioactive gases to be released. Radioactive gases such as I31I
were transported directly to animal feed, which resulted in
subsequent contamination of milk.

Thus, the only health hazard to the public as a result of the
accident was an accumulation of radioactive iodine in the milk
supply. The use of milk by the population in the restricted area
was probibited for 25 days, for the most highly contaminated
locations, this pro ibition was maintained for 44 days.

The accident importance is that a significant amount of
radioactivity was released offsite.
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3.1.3 Failure of primary scram system in the N Reactor at
Hanford:
The N Reactor, located at the Hanford site at Rechland,

Washington is owned by the Department of Energy. It is a dual
purpose facillity: that is, it is primarily a production reactor, but
it also provides a total of 860 MW (e) locally. The reactor is
water cooled and graphite moderated. The reactor started up in
1963. It produced 800 MW (e) in 1966 and reached full electric
power output in 1972.

The incident that occurred at the N Reactor at Hanford is an
example of a common mode failure, that is, failure of multiple
systems from a signle cause. It also illustrate the need for
independent and redundent safety systems.

Three days before the incident the reactor was shut down so
that some water leaks could be located, while it was shut down,
the time-to-scram was checked for each individual rod. On the
morning of Sept. 30, 1970, the reactor startup sequence began.
One of the rods failed to function, so it was reemoved from the
system and the five position switch on its drive mechanism was
set appropriately when the reactor reached about 10% of full
power, with all other systems stable, a pump filter became
clogged with foreign material. This initiated a scram signal. The
primary scram system failed to activate but the auxiliary scram
system shut down the reactor. Subsequent investigation showed
that the drive system of the control rod that had failed to function
had a serious short circuit. The common mode failure of the
combination of short circuit and switch setting, which caused the
reactor scram system failure, was also discovered at this time.
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The electrical circuit was altered to eliminate this common mode
failure, and the reactor was returned to operation. There were no
injuries nor was there damage to the system. There was no
release of radiation, but the incident illustrates the importance
and usefulness of redundant safety systems. 3.2 Conclusions :
The accidents selected resulted in significant recovery costs due
to the blockage of coolant tube in Hanford KW reactor (1955), a
significant amount of radioactivity was released offsite at the
fuel fire accident at Windscale, No.l pile (1957), and illustrates
the importance and usefulness of redundant safety systems when
the primary scram system failed in the N reactor at Hanford
(1970)..

4.GENERAL DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS:

From the study, the following points can be drawn:

1. There had been seven of the accidents under consideration that
resulted in core damage. This higher percentage of core
damage accidenets was due to their experimental nature.
However these accidents are not severe as the core damage
accidents in power reactors (TMI2, 1979 and Chernobyl
1986) due to the differences in the nature of the reactors, the
power and power density levels and the size of the melted
fuel.

2.There have been at least four accidents involving power
excursions in the studied reactor accidents: NRX, EBR-1, SL-1
and RA-2 From the experiments and extensive analyses of
fast reactivity transients that have been conducted,it is
concluded that such types of accidents must be prevented to a
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high degree of reliability because of their potential for
destruction of all natural and engineered barriers designed to
prevent large releases of fission products. Reactivity transients
leading to fast power surges must be terminated immediately
and automatically by the safety features of the design.

3. Many of the accidents was caused by a remarkable range of
human errors and violations of operating rules in combination
with specific reactor features which compounded and
amplified the effects of the errors and led to the accidents.

4. The occupational and public health effects from the
production, research and experimental reactor accidents can
be summarized as follows 3 occupational deaths at SL-1
(1961) one fatality at RA-2(1983) occupational exposure to
radiation (due to accidents) at three research reactor accidents
and members of the public exposed to radiation at the known
production reactor accident at Windscale, 1957, and the core
damge accident in the NRX reactor at Chalk River (1952).

5. The principal lessons learned as a result of these accidents
encompass: operational safety, design, and emergency
responsecapability as well as practices and procedures. The
safety precautions must have two objectives:

To reduce the occurrence of the initiating events at the reactors
that could lead to accidents, and to improve the ability of the
operating staff to recognize abnormal events and take
corrective actions.

6. Reducing the occurrence of the initiating events can be
addressed through better selection and training of reactor
operators and maintenance teams.
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7. The criteria for reactor operator training must stress such
topics as heat transfer, fluid flow, thermodynamics, increased
emphasis on understanding operational abnormalities, and the
use of plant systems to control or mitigate accidents in which
the core is damaged.

8. On every shift of reactor operation the addition of a technical
advisers with engineering qualifications and special training
for handling beyond design accidents is recommended.

9. If the operators are solely responsible for operating the
reactor, safety engineers must be available for consultation.

10. Creating permanent team of specialists to help in the case of
a crisis and to establish a policy of operating structure for
these events is necessary.

t
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